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INTRODUCTION.

"I shall crave your forbearance a little; may be, I will call upon

you anon, for some advantage to yourself."

Measure for Measicre.

CONTRARY to a long-established usage, a summer
had been passed within the walls of a large town :

but, the moment of liberation arrived, the bird does

not quit its cage with greater pleasure, than that

with which post-horses were commanded. We were four

in a light travelling caleche, which strong Norman cattle

transported merrily towards their native province. For a

time we quitted Paris, the queen of modern cities, with its

tumults and its order ; its palaces and its lanes ; its elegance

and its filth ; its restless inhabitants and its stationary poli-

ticians ; its theories and its practices ; its riches and its pov-

erty ; its gay and its sorrowful ; its rentiers and its patriots

;

its young liberals and its old illiberals ; its three estates and

its equality ; its delicacy of speech and its strength of

conduct ; its government of the people, and its people of no

government ; its bayonets and its moral force ; its science

and its ignorance ; its amusements and its revolutions ; its

resistance that goes backward, and its movement that stands

still ; its milliners, its philosophers, its opera-dancers, its

poets, its fiddlers, its bankers, and its cooks. Although so

long enthralled within the barriers, it was not easy to quit

Paris entirely without regret—Paris, which ever>^ stranger

censures and every stranger seeks ; which moralists abhor

and imitate ; which causes the heads of the old to shake,
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and the hearts of the 3'oung to beat—Paris, the centre of so

much that is excellent, and of so much that cannot be named.

That night we laid our heads on rustic pillows, far from

the French capital. The succeeding day we snuffed the air

of the sea. Passing through Artois and French Flanders,

on the fifth morning we entered the new kingdom of Bel-

gium, by the historical and respectable towns of Douai, and

Toumai, and Ath. At ever>' step we met the flag which

flutters over the pavilion of the Tuileries, and recognized

the confident air and swinging gait of French soldiers.

They had just been employed in propping the crumbling

throne of the house of Saxe. To us they seemed as much
at home as when they lounged on the Quai d'Orsay.

There was still abundant evidence visible at Brussels of

the fierce nature of the struggle that had expelled the

Dutch. Forty-six shells were sticking in the side of a

single building of no great size, while ninety-three grape-

shot were buried in one of its pilasters ! In our own rooms,

too, there were fearful signs of war. Mirrors were in frag-

ments, the walls broken by langrage, the wood-work of the

beds was pierced by shot, and the furniture was marked by

rude encounters. The trees of the park were mutilated in

a thousand places, and one of the little Cupids, that we had
left laughing above the principal gate three years before,

was now maimed and melancholy, whilst its companion

had altogether taken flight on the wings of a cannon-

ball. Though dwelling in the very centre of so many hos-

tile vestiges, we happily escaped the sight of human blood
;

for we understood from the obliging Swiss who presides over

the hotel, that his cellars, at all times in repute, were in

more than usual request during the siege. From so much
proof we were left to infer that the Belgians had made stout

battle for their emancipation, one sign at least that they

merited to be free.

Our road lay by Louvain, Thirlemont, Liege, Aix-la-

Chapelle, and Juliers, to the Rhine. The former of these

towns had been the scene of a contest between the hostile

armies, the preceding week. As the Dutch had been ac-

cused of unusual excesses in their advance, we looked out
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for the signs. How many of these marks had been already

obliterated we could not well ascertain ; but those which
were still visible gave us reason to think that the invaders

did not merit all the opprobrium they had received. Each
hour, as life advances, am I made to see how capricious and
vulgar is the immortality conferred by a newspaper

!

It would be injustice to the ancient Bishopric of Liege to

pass its beautiful scenery- without a comment. The country

possesses nearly every requisite for the milder and more
rural sort of landscape—isolated and innumerable farm-

houses, herds in the fields, living hedges, a waving surface,

and a verdure to rival the emerald. By a happy accident,

the road runs for miles on an elevated ridge, enabling the

traveller to enjoy these beauties at his ease.

At Aix-la-Chapelle we bathed, visited the relics, saw the

scene of so many coronations of emperors of more or less

renown, sat in the chair of Charlemagne, and went our

way.

The Rhine was an old acquaintance. A few years earlier

I had stood upon the sands, at Katwyck, and watched its

periodical flow into the North Sea, by means of sluices made
in the short reign of the good King Louis, and the same
summer I had bestrode it, a brawling brook, on the icy side

of St. Gothard. We had come now to look at its beauties

in its most beautiful part, and to compare them, so far as

native partiality might permit, with the well-established

claims of our own Hudson.
Quitting Cologne, its exquisite but incomplete cathedral,

with the crane that has been poised on its unfinished towers

five hundred j^ears, its recollections of Reubens and its royal

patroness, we travelled up the stream so leisurely as to

examine all that offered, and yet so fast as to avoid the

hazard of satiety. Here we met Prussian soldiers, prepar-

ing, by mimic ser\dce, for the more serious duties of their

calling. Lancers were galloping in bodies across the open

fields ; videttes were posted, the cocked pistol in hand, at

every haj'^-stack ; while couriers rode, under the spur, from

point to point, as if the great strife, which is so mena-

cingly preparing, and which sooner or later must come, had
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actually commenced. As Europe is now a camp, these

hackneyed sights scarce drew a look aside. We were in

quest of the interest which nature, in her happier humors,

bestows.

There were ruined castles, by scores
;
gray fortresses

;

abbeys, some deserted and others yet tenanted ; villages and

towns ; the seven mountains ; cliffs and vineyards. At every

step we felt how intimate is the association between the

poetr}^ of nature and that of art ; between the hill-side with its

falling turret, and the moral feeling that lends them interest.

Here was an island, of no particular excellence, but the

walls of a convent of the Middle Ages crumbled on its sur-

face. There was a naked rock, destitute of grandeur, and

wanting in those tints which milder climates bestow, but a

baronial hold tottered on its apex. Here Csesar led his

legions to the stream, and there Napoleon threw his corps-

(Tarmee on the hostile bank ; this monument was to Hoche,

and from that terrace the great Adolphus directed his bat-

talions. Time is wanting to mellow the view of our own
historical sites ; for the sympathy that can be accumulated

only by the general consent of mankind, has not yet

clothed them with the indefinable colors of distance and

convention.

In the mood likely to be created by a flood of such recol-

lections, we pursued our way along the southern margin of

this great artery of central Europe. We wondered at the

vastness of the Rheinfels, admired the rare jewel of the

ruined church at Baccarach, and marvelled at the giddj^

precipice on which a prince of Prussia even now dwells, in

the eagle-like grandeur and security of the olden time. On
reaching Maj^ence the evening of the second day, we delib-

erately and, as we hoped, impartially compared what had

just been seen, with that which is so well and so affection-

ately remembered.

I had been familiar with the Hudson from childhood.

The great thoroughfare of all who journey from the inte-

rior of the State toward the sea, necessity had early made me
acquainted with its windings, its promontories, its islands,

its cities, and its villages. Even its hidden channels had
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been professionally examined, and time was when there did

not stand an unknown seat on its banks, or a hamlet that

had not been visited. Here, then, was the force of deep

impressions to oppose to the influence of objects still visible.

To me it is quite apparent that the Rhine, while it fre-

quently possesses more of any particular species of scenery

within a given number of miles than the Hudson, has none

of so great excellence. It wants the variet}-, the noble

beauty, and the broad grandeur of the American stream.

The latter, within the distance universally admitted to con-

tain the finest parts of the Rhine, is both a large and a small

river ; it has its bays, its narrow passages among the mead-

ows, its frowning gorges, and its reaches resembling Italian

lakes ; whereas the most that can be said of its European

competitor is, that all these wonderful peculiarities are feebly

imitated. Ten degrees of a lower latitude supply richer

tints, brighter transitions of light and shadow, and more

glorious changes of the atmosphere, to embellish the beau-

ties of our western clime. In islands, too, the advantage is

with the Hudson, for, while those of the Rhine are the most

numerous, those of the former stream are bolder, better

placed, and in every natural feature, of more account.

When the comparison between these celebrated rivers is

extended to their artificial accessories, the result becomes

more doubtful. The buildings of the older towns and vil-

lages of Europe seem grouped especially for effect, as seen

in the distant view, though security was in truth the cause,

while the spacious, cleanly, and cheerful villages of America

must commonly be entered to be appreciated. In the other

hemisphere, the maze of roofs, the church-towers, the irreg-

tilar faces of wall, and frequently the castle rising to a pin-

nacle in the rear, give a town the appearance of some vast

and antiquated pile devoted to a single object. Perhaps

the boroughs of the Rhine have less of this picturesque, or

landscape effect than the villages of France and Italy, for

the Germans regard space more than their neighbors, but

still are they less commonplace than their smiling and thriv-

ing little marts that crowd the borders of the Hudson. To
this advantage must be added that which is derived from the
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countless ruins, and a crowd of recollections. Here, the su-

periority of the artificial auxiliaries of the Rhine ceases, and

those of her rival come into the ascendant. In modem
abodes, in villas, and even in seats, those of princes alone

excepted, the banks of the Hudson have scarcely an equal

in any region. There are finer and nobler edifices on the

Brenta, and in other favored spots, certainly, but I know no

stream that has so many that please and attract the eye.

As applied to moving objects, an important feature in this

comparison, the Hudson has perhaps no rival in any river

that can pretend to a picturesque character. In numbers, in

variety of rig, in beauty of form, in swiftness and dexterity

of handling, and in general grace and movement, this extra-

ordinary' passage ranks among the first of the world. The
yards of tall ships swing among the rocks and forests of the

highlands, while sloop, schooner, and bright canopied steam-

boat, yacht, periagua, and canoe are seen in countless num-

bers, decking its waters. There is one more eloquent point

of difierence that should not be neglected. Drawings and

engravings of the Rhine lend their usual advantages, soften-

ing, and frequently rendering beautiful, objects of no strik-

ing attractions when seen as they exist ; while every similar

attempt to represent the Hudson at once strikes the eye as

unworthy of its original.

Nature is fruitful of fine effects in every region, and it is

a mistake not to enjoy her gifts, as we move through life, on

account of some fancied superiority in this or that quarter

of the world. We left the Rhine, therefore, with regret, for,

in its way, a lovelier stream can scarce be found.

At Mayence we crossed to the right bank of the river, and

passing by the Duchies of Nassua and Darmstadt, entered

that of Baden, at Heidelberg. Here we sat upon the Tun,

examined the castle, and strolled in the alleys of the re-

markable garden. Thence we proceeded to Manheim, turn-

ing our faces once more toward the French capital. The
illness of one of the party compelled us to remain a few

hours in the latter city, which presented little for reflection,

unless it were that this, like one or two other towns we had

lately seen, served to convince us that the symmetry and
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regularity which render large cities magnificent, cause

those that are small to appear mean.

It was a bright autumnal day when we returned to the

left bank of the Rhine, on the way to Paris. The wishes

of the invalid had taken the appearance of strength, and we
hoped to penetrate the mountains which bound the Palatinate

on its southwestern side, and to reach Kaiserslautern, on
the great Napoleon road, before the hour of rest. The main
object had been accomplished, and, as with all who have

eflfected their purpose, the principal desire was to be at home.

A few posts convinced us that repose was still necessary to

the invalid. This conviction, unhappily as I then believed,

came too late, for we had already crossed the plain of the

Palatinate, and were drawing near to the chain of moun-
tains just mentioned, which are a branch of the Vosges, and
are known in the country as the Haart. "We had made no
calculations for such an event, and former experience had
caused us to distrust the inns of this isolated portion of the

kingdom of Bavaria. I was just bitterly regretting our

precipitation, when the church-tower of Deurckheim peered

above the vineyards ; for, on getting nearer to the base of

the hills, the land became slightly undulating, and the vine

abundant. As we approached, the village or borough

promised little, but we had the word of the postilion that

the post-house was an inn fit for a king ; and as to the wine,

he could give no higher eulogium than a flourish of the whip,

an eloquent expression of pleasure for a German of his class.

We debated the question of proceeding, or of stopping, in a

good deal of doubt, to the moment when the carriage drew

up before the sign of the Ox. A substantial-looking burgher

came forth to receive us. There was the pledge of good

cheer in the ample development of his person, which was

not badly typified by the sign, and the hale, hearty character

of his hospitality removed all suspicion of the hour of reck-

oning. If he who travels much is a gainer in knowledge

of mankind, he is sure to be a loser in the charities that

sweeten life. Constant intercourse with men who are in the

habit of seeing strange faces, who only dispose of their ser-

vices to those that are likely never to need them again, and
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who, of necessity, are removed from most of the responsibil-

ities and affinities of a more permanent intercourse, exhibits

the selfishness of our nature in its least attractive form.

Policy may suggest a specious blandishment of air, to con-

ceal the ordinary design on the pocket of the stranger ; but

it is in the nature of things that the design should exist.

The passion of gain, like all other passions, increases with

indulgence ; and thus do we find those who dwell on beaten

roads more rapacious than those in whom the desire is la-

tent, for want of use.

Our host of Deurckheim offered a pledge, in his honest

countenance, independent air, and frank manner, of his also

being above the usual mercenar>^ schemes of another portion

of the craft, who, dwelling in places of little resort, endeavor

to take their revenge of fortune, by showing that they look

upon every post-carriage as an especial godsend. He had a

garden, too, into which he invited us to enter, while the

horses were changing, in a way that showed he was simply

desirous of being benevolent, and that he cared little whether

we stayed an hour or a week. In short, his manner was of

an artless, kind, natural, and winning character, that strongly

reminded us of home, and which at once established an

agreeable confidence that is of an invaluable moral effect.

Though too experienced blindly to confide in national char-

acteristics, we liked, too, his appearance of German faith,

and more than all were we pleased with the German neat-

ness and comfort, of which there was abundance, unalloyed

by the swaggering pretension that neutralizes the same
qualities among people more artificial. The house was not a

beer drinking, smoking caravanserai, like many hotels in

that quarter of the world, but it had detached pavilions in

the gardens, in which the weary traveller might, in sooth,

take his rest. With such inducements before our ej^es, we
determined to remain, and we were not long in instructing

the honest burgher to that effect. The decision was received

with great civility, and, unlike the immortal Falstaflf, I began

to see the prospects of taking "mine ease in mine inn,"

without having a pocket picked.

The carriage was soon housed, and the baggage in the
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chambers. Notwithstanding the people of the house spoke

confidently, but with sufficient modesty, of the state of the

larder, it wanted several hours, agreeable to our habits, to

the time of dinner, though we had enjoyed frequent oppor-

tunities of remarking that in Germany a meal is never un-

seasonable. Disregarding hints, which appeared more sug-

gested by humanity than the love of gain, our usual hour

for eating was named, and, by way of changing the subject,

I asked

—

" Did I not see some ruins, on the adjoining mountains, as

we entered the village ? '

'

"We call Deurckheim a city, mein Herr," rejoined our

host of the Ox ;
" though none of the largest, the time has

been when it was a capital !
'

'

Here the worthy burgher munched his pipe and chuckled,

for he was a man that had heard of such places as London,

and Paris, and Pekin, and Naples, and St. Petersburg, or,

haply, of the Federal City itself.

*

' A capital ! It was the abode of one of the smaller

princes, I suppose ; of what family was your sovereign,

pray ?
"

"You are right, mein Herr. Deurckheim, before the

French revolution, was a residence (for so the political cap-

itals are called in Germany) and it belonged to the princes

of Leiningen, who had a palace on the other side of the city

(the place may be about half as large as Hudson, or Sche-

nectady), which was burnt in the war. After the late wars,

the sovereign was mediatise, receiving an indemnity in

estates on the other side of the Rhine.

As this term of viediatise has no direct synonym in Eng-

lish, it may be well to explain its signification. Germany,

as well as most of Europe, was formerly divided into a

countless number of petty sovereignties, based on the prin-

ciple of feudal power. As accident, or talent, or alliances,

or treachery advanced the interests of the stronger of these

princes, their weaker neighbors began to disappear alto-

gether, or to take new or subordinate stations in the social

scale. In this manner has France been gradually composed

of its original, but comparatively insignificant kingdom, but-
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tressed, as it now is, by Brittany, and Burgundy, and Na-

varre, and Dauphiny, and Provence, and Normandy, with

many other states ; and in Hke manner has England been

formed of the Heptarchy. The confederate system of Ger-

many has continued more or less of this feudal organization

to our own times. The formation of the empires of Austria

and Prussia has, however, swallowed up many of these

principalities, and the changes produced by the policy of

Napoleon gave the death-blow, without distinction, to all

in the immediate vicinity of the Rhine. Of the latter num-

ber were the princes of Leiningen, whose possessions were

originally included in the French republic, then in the em-

pire, and have since passed under the sway of the King of

Bavaria, who, as the legitimate heir of the neighboring

duchy of Deux Ponts, had a nucleus of suf&cient magnitude

in this portion of Germany to induce the congress of Vienna

to add to his dominions ; their object being to erect a bar-

rier against the future aggrandizement of France. As the

dispossessed sovereigns are permitted to retain their con-

ventional rank, supplying wives and husbands, at need, to

the reigning branches of the different princely families, the

term mSdiatiste has been aptly enough applied to their

situation.

" The young prince was here no later than last week,"

continued our host of the Ox ;
" he lodged in that pavilion,

where he passed several days. You know that he is a son

of the Duchess of Kent, and half-brother to the young prin-

cess who is likely, one day, to be Queen of England."
" Has he estates here, or is he still, in any way, connected

with your government ?
'

'

"All the}- have given him is in money, or on the other

side of the Rhine. He went to see the ruins of the old cas-

tle ; for he had a natural curiosity to look at a place which

his ancestors had built."

" It was the ruins of the castle of Leiningen, then, that I

saw on the mountain, as we entered the town ?
"

'

' No, mein Herr. You saw the ruins of the Abbey of

Limburg ; those of Hartenburg, for so the castle was called,

lie farther back among the hills."
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" What ! a ruined abbe}-, and a ruined castle, too ! Here
is suflScient occupation for the rest of the day. An abbey
and a castle !

'

'

" And the Heidenmauer, and the Teufelstein.

"

" How ! a Pagan's Wall, and a Devil's Stone ! You are

rich in curiosities !
'

'

The host continued to smoke on philosophically.
'

' Have you a guide who can take me by the shortest way
to these places ?

'

'

"Any child can do that."

" But one who can speak French is desirable

—

for my
German is far from being classical."

The worthy innkeeper nodded his head.
" Here is one Christian Kinzel," he rejoined, after a mo-

ment of thought,
'

' a tailor who has not much custom, and

who has lived a little in France ; he may serve 5'our turn."

I suggested that a tailor might find it healthful to stretch

his knee-joints.

The host of the Ox was amused with the conceit, and he

fairly removed the pipe, in order to laugh at his ease. His

mirth was hearty, like that of a man without guile.

The affair was soon arranged. A messenger was sent for

Christian Kinzel, and taking m}' little male travelling com-

panion by the hand, I went leisurely ahead, expecting the

appearance of the guide. But, as the reader will have much
to do with the place about to be described, it may be desirable

that he should possess an accurate knowledge of its locality.

Deurckheim lies in that part of Bavaria which is com-

monly called the circle of the Rhine. The king of the

country named may have less than half a million of subjects

in this detached part of his territories, which extends in one

course from the river to Rhenish Prussia, and in the other

from Darmstadt to France. It requires a day of hard post-

ing to traverse this province in any direction, from which it

would appear that its surface is about equal to two thirds

of that of Connecticut. A line of mountains, resembling

the smaller spurs of the Alleghanies, and which are known
bv different local names, but which are a branch of the

Vosges, passes nearly through the centre of the district, in
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a north and south course. These mountains cease abruptly

on their eastern side, leaving between them and the river a

vast level surface, of that description which is called " flats,"

or "bottom land," in America. This plain, part of the

ancient Palatinate, extends equally on the other side of the

Rhine, terminating as abruptly on the eastern as on the

western border. In an air line, the distance between Hei-

delberg and Deurckheim, which lie opposite to each other on

the two lateral extremities of the plain, may a little exceed

twenty miles, the Rhine running equi-distant from both.

There is a plausible theorj^ which says that the plain of the

Palatinate was formerly a lake, receiving the waters of the

Rhine, and of course discharging them by some inferior out-

let, until time, or a convulsion of the earth, broke through

the barrier of the mountains at Bingen, draining off the

waters, and leaving the fertile bottom described. Irregular

sand-hills were visible, as we approached Deurckheim, which

may go to confirm this supposition, for the prevalence of

northerly winds might easily have cast more of these light

particles on the southwestern than on the opposite shore.

By adding that the eastern face of the mountains, or that

next to the plain, is sufficiently broken and irregular to be

beautiful, while it is always distinctly marked and defi-

nite, enough has been said to enable us to proceed with

intelligence.

It would appear that one of the passes that has communi-
cated, from time immemorial, between the Rhine and the

country west of the Vosges, issues on the plain through the

gorge near Deurckheim. By following the windings of the

valleys, the post-road penetrates, by an easy ascent, to the

highest ridge, and following the water-courses that run into

the Moselle, descends nearly as gradually into the duchy
of Deux Fonts, on the other side of the chain. The pos-

session of this pass, therefore, in the ages of lawlessness and

violence, was, in itself, a title of distinction and power

;

since all who journej'ed by it, lay in person and efiects more

or less at the mercy of the occupant.

On quitting the town, m^' little companion and myself

immediately entered the gorge. The pass itself was narrow.
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but a valley soon opened to the width of a mile, out of which
issued two or three passages, besides that by which we had
entered, though only one of them preserved its character for

any distance. The capacity of this valley or basin, as it

must have been when the Palatinate was a lake, is much
curtailed by an insulated mountain, whose base, covering a

fourth of the area, stands in its very centre, and which
doubtless was an island when the valley was a secluded bay.

The summit of this mountain or island-hill is level, of an

irregularly oval form, and contains six or eight acres of land.

Here stand the ruins of Limburg, the immediate object of

our visit.

The ascent was exceedingly rapid, and of several hundred

feet ; reddish freestone appeared everywhere through the

scanty soil ; the sun beat powerfully on the rocks ; and I

was beginning to weigh the advantages and disadvantages

of proceeding, when the tailor approached, with the zeal

of new-born courage.
'

' Voici Christian Kinzel !

'

' exclaimed , to whom nov-

elty was always an incentive, and who, in his young life, had

eagerly mounted Alp and Apennine, Jura and Calabrian

hill, tower, monument, and dome, or whatever else served to

raise him in the air ;
" Allons,—grimpons !

"

We scrambled up the hill-side, and, winding among ter-

races on which the vine and vegetables were growing, soon

reached the natural platform. There was a noble view from

the summit, but it would be preniature to describe it here.

The whole surface of the hill furnished evidence of the for-

mer extent of the abbey, a wall having encircled the entire

place ; but the principal edifices had been built, and still re-

mained, near the longitudinal centre, on the ver}^ margin

of the eastern precipice. Enough was standing to prove the

ancient magnificence of the structure. Unlike most of the

ruins which border the Rhine, the masonry- was of a work-

manlike kind, the walls being not only massive, but com-

posed of the sandstone just mentioned, neatly hewn, for

immense strata of the material exist in all this region. I

traced the chapel, still in tolerable preservation ; the refectory-,

that never-failing solacer of monastic seclusion ; several
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edifices apparently appropriated to the dormitories, and some

vestiges of the cloisters. There is also a giddy tower, of an

ecclesiastical form, that sufficiently serves to give a character

to the ruins. It was closed, to prevent idlers from incurring

foolish risks by mounting the crazy steps ; but its having

formerly been appropriated to the consecrated bells was not

at all doubtful. There is also a noble arch near, with sev-

eral of its disjointed stones menacing the head of him who
ventures beneath.

Turning from the ruin, I cast a look at the surrounding

valley. Nothing could have been softer or more lovely than

the near view. That sort of necessity w'hich induces us

to cherish any stinted gift, had led the inhabitants to turn

every foot of the bottom land to the best account. No Swiss

Alp could have been more closely shaved than the meadows
at mj' feet, and a good deal had been made of two or three

rivulets that meandered among them. The dam of a rustic

mill threw back the water into a miniature lake, and some

zealous admirer of Neptune had established a beer-house on

its banks, which was dignified with the sign of the "An-
chor" ! But the principal object in the interior or upland

view was the ruins of a castle, that occupied a natural terrace,

or rather the projection of a rock against the side of one

of the nearest mountains. The road passed immediately

beneath its walls, a short arrow-flight from the battlements,

the position having evidently been chosen as the one best

adapted to command the ordinary route of the traveller. I

wanted no explanation from the guide to know that this

was the castle of Hartenburg. It was still more massive

than the remains of the abbej^ built of the same material,

and seemingly in different centuries ; for while one part was
irregular and rude, like most of the structures of the Middle

Ages, there were salient towers filled with embrasures, for

the use of artiller}\ One of their guns, well-elevated, might

possibly have thrown its shot on the platform of the abbey

hill, but with little danger even to the ruined walls.

After studying the different objects in this novel and

charming scene for an hour, I demanded of the guide some

account of the Pagan's Wall and of the Devil's Stone. Both
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were on the mountain that lay on the other side of the am-
bitious little lake, a long musket-shot from the abbe}-. It

was even possible to see a portion of the former, from our

present stand ; and the confused account of the tailor only-

excited a desire to see more. We had not come on this ex-

cursion without a fit supply of road-books and maps. One
of the former was accidentally in my pocket, though so little

had we expected anything extraordinar}- on this unfrequented

road, that as yet it had not been opened. On consulting its

pages now, I was agreeably disappointed in finding that

Deurckheim and its antiquities had not been thought un-

worthy of the traveller's especial attention. The Pagan's

Wall was there stated to be the spot in which Attila passed

the winter before crossing the Rhine, in his celebrated in-

road against the capital of the civilized world, though its

origin was referred to his enemies themselves. In short, it

was believed to be the remains of a Roman camp, one of

those advanced works of the empire by which the barbarians

were held in check, and of which the Hun had casually and

prudently availed himself, in his progress south. The Dev-

il's Stone was described as a natural rock, in the vicinity

of the encampment, on which the Pagans had offered sacri-

fices. Of course the liberated limbs of the guide were put

in requisition, to conduct us to a spot that contained curiosi-

ties so worthy of even his exertions.

As we descended the mountain of Limburg, Christian

Kinzel lighted the way by relating the opinions of the coun-

try concerning the places we had seen and were about to

see. It would appear by this legend that when the pious

monks were planning their monaster}', a compact was made
with the devil to quarry the stones necessary' for so exten-

sive a work, and to transport them up the steep acclivity.

The inducement held forth to the evil spirit, for undertak-

ing a work of this nature, was the pretence of erecting a

tavern, in which, doubtless, undue quantities of Rhenish

wine were to be quaffed, cheating human reason, and leav-

ing the undefended soul more exposed to the usual assaults

of temptation. It would seem, by the legends of the Rhine,

that the monks often succeeded in outwitting the arch foe in
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this sort of compact, though perhaps never with more signal

success than in the bargain in question. Completely de-

ceived by the artifices of the men of God, the father of sin

lent himself to the project with so much zeal that the abbey

and its appendages were completed in a time incredibly

short ; a circumstance that his employers took good care to

turn to account, after their own fashion, by ascribing it to a

miracle of purer emanation. By all accounts the deception

was so well managed, that notwithstanding his proverbial

cunning, the devil never knew the true destination of the

edifice until the abbey bell actually rang for prayers. Then,

indeed, his indignation knew no bounds, and he proceeded

forthwith to the rock in question, with the fell intent of

bringing it into the air above the chapel, and, by its fall,

of immolating the monks and their altar together, to his

vengeance. But the stone was too firmly rooted to be dis-

placed even by the devil ; and he was finally compelled, by

the prayers of the devotees, who were now, after their own
fashion of fighting, fairly in the field, to abandon this portion

of the country in shame and disgrace. The curious are

shown certain marks on the rock, which go to prove the vio-

lent efibrts of Satan, on this occasion, and among others the

prints of his form, left by seating himself on the stone, fa-

tigued by useless exertions. The more ingenious even trace,

in a sort of groove, evidence of the position of his tail, during

the time the baffled spirit was chewing the cud of his chagrin

on his hard stool.

We were at the foot ofthe second mountain when Christian

Kinzel ended this explanation,
" And such is your Deurckheim tradition concerning the

Devil's Stone? " I remarked, measuring the ascent with the

sight.

"Such is what is said in the country, mein Herr," re-

turned the tailor ;

'

' but there are people hereabouts who do

not believe it."

My little travelling companion laughed, and his eyes danced

with expectation.
'

' Allons, grimpons !
" he cried again ;

'

' allons voir ce

Teufelstein !

"
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In a suitable time we were in the camp. It laj^ on an
advanced spur of the mountain, a sort of salient bastion

made by Nature, and was completely protected on every

side, but that at which it was joined to the mass, by declivi-

ties so steep as to be even descended with some pain. There

was the ruin of a circular wall, half a league in extent, the

stones lying in a confused pile around the whole exterior,

and many vestiges of foundations and intersecting walls

within. The whole area was covered with a j'oung growth

of dark and melancholy cedars. On the face exposed to the

adjoining mountain there had evidently been the additional

protection of a ditch.

The Teufelstein was a thousand feet from the camp. It

is a weather-worn rock, that shows its bare head from a high

point in the more advanced ranges of the hills. I took a seat

on its most elevated pinnacle, and for a moment the pain of

the ascent was forgotten.

The plain of the Palatinate, far as the eye could reach,

lay in the view. Here and there the Rhine and the Neckar

glittered like sheets of silver among the verdure of the fields,

and tower of city and of town, of Manheim, Spires, and

Worms, of nameless villages, and of German residences,

were as plenty in the scene as tombs upon the Appian Way.
A dozen gray ruins clung against the sides of the mountains

of Baden and Darmstadt, while the castle of Heidelberg was

visible, in its romantic glen, sombre, courtly, and magnifi-

cent. The landscape was German, and in its artificial parts

slightly Gothic ; it wanted the warm glow, the capricious

outlines, and seductive beautA' of Itah', and the grandeur

of the Swiss valleys and glaciers ; but it was the perfection

of fertility and industry embellished by a crowd of useful

objects.

It was easy for one thus placed to fancy himself surrounded

by so many eloquent memorials of the progress of civiliza-

tion, of the infirmities and constitution, of the growth and

ambition of the human mind. The rock recalled the age

of furious superstition and debased ignorance—the time

when the countr>' lay in forest, over which the hunter ranged

at will, contending with the beast for the mastery of his
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savage domain. Still the noble creature bore the image of

God, and occasionally some master-mind pierced the shades,

catching glimpses of that eternal truth which pervades na-

ture. Then followed the Roman, with his gods of plausible

attributes, his ingenious and specious philo.sophy, his accu-

mulated and borrowed art, his concerted and overwhelming

action, his love of magnificence, so grand in its effects, but

so sordid and unjust in its means, and last, the most im-

pressive of all, that beacon-like ambition which wrecked his

hopes on the sea of its vastness, with the evidence of the

falsi t}' of his system as furnished in his fall. The memo-
rial before me showed the means by which he gained and
lost his power. The barbarian had been taught, in the

bitter school of experience, to regain his rights, and in the

excitement of the moment it was not diflBcult to imagine the

Huns pouring into the camp, and calculating their changes

of success by the vestiges they found of the ingenuity and
resources of their foes.

The confusion of misty images that succeeded was an apt

emblem of the next age. Out of this obscurity, after the

long and glorious reign of Charlemagne, arose the baronial

castle, with feudal violence and its progeny of wrongs. Then
came the abbej-, an excrescence of that mild and suffering

religion, which had appeared on earth, like a ray of the sun,

eclipsing the factitious brilliancy of a scene from which nat-

ural light had been excluded for a substitute of a meretri-

cious and deceptive quality. Here arose the long and selfish

strife between the antagonist principles, that has not yet

ceased. The struggle was between the power of knowledge
and that of physical force. The former, neither pure nor

perfect, descended to subterfuge and deceit ; while the latter

vacillated between the dread of unknow-n causes and the

love of domination. Monk and baron came in collision
;

this secretly distrusting the faith he professed, and that

trembling at the consequences of the blow which his own
sword had given ; the fruits of too much knowledge in one,

and of too little in the other, while both w^ere the prey of

those incessant and unwearied enemies of the race, the greedy

passions.
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A laugh from the child drew my attention to the foot of

the rock. He and Christian Kinzel had just settled, to their

mutual satisfaction, the precise position that had been occu-

pied by the devil's tail. A more suitable emblem of his

country than that boy, could not have been found on the

whole of its wide surface. As secondary' to the predominant

English or Saxon stock, the blood of France, Sweden, and
Holland ran, in nearly equal currents in his veins. He had
not far to seek, to find among his ancestors the peaceful

companion of Penn, the Huguenot, the Cavalier, the Pres-

byterian, the follower of Luther and of Calvin, Chance
had even deepened the resemblance ; for, a wanderer from

infancy, he now blended languages in merry comments on
his recent discovery. The train of thought that his appear-

ance suggested was natural. It embraced the long and
mysterious concealment of so vast a portion of the earth as

America, from the acquaintance of civilized man ; its dis-

covery and settlement ; the manner in which violence and
persecution, civil wars, oppression, and injustice, had thrown

men of all nations upon its shores ; the effects of this collis-

ion of customs and opinions, unenthralled by habits and laws

of selfish origin ; the religious and civil liberty that followed
;

the novel but irrefutable principle on which its government

was based ; the silent working of its example in the two
hemispheres, one of which had already imitated the institu-

tions that the other was struggling to approach, and all the

immense results that were dependent on this inscrutable and

grand movement of Providence. I know not indeed but

my thoughts might have approached the sublime, had not

Christian Kinzel interrupted them, by pointing out the spot

where the devil had kicked the stone, in his anger.

Descending from the perch, we took the path to Deurck-

heim. As we came down the mountain, the tailor had many
philosophical remarks to make, that were chiefly elicited by

the forlorn condition of one who had much toil and little

food. In his view of things, labor was too cheap, and wine

and potatoes were too dear. To w^hat depth he might have

pushed reflections bottomed on principles so natural, it is

impossible to say, had not the boy started some doubts con-
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cerning the reputed length of the devil's tail. He had vis-

ited the Jardin des Plaiites at Paris, seen the kangaroos in

the Zoological Garden in London, and was familiar with the

inhabitants of a variety of caravans encountered at Rome,

Naples, Dresden, and other capitals ; with the bears of Berne

he had actually been on the familiar terms of a friendly vis-

iting acquaintance. Having also some vague ideas of the

analogies of things, he could not recall any beast so amply

provided with such an elongation of the dorsal bone, as was

to be inferred from Christian Kinzel's gutter in the Teufel-

stein. During the discussion of this knotty point we reached

the inn.

The host of the Ox had deceived us in nothing. The
viands were excellent, and abundant to prodigality. The
bottle of old Deurckheimer might well have passed for

Johannisberger, or for that still more delicious liquor, Stein-

berger, at London or New York ; and the simple and sin-

cere civility with which everything was served, gave a zest

to all.

It would have been selfish to recruit nature without

thought of the tailor, and after so many hours of violent

exercise in the keen air of the mountains. He too had his

cup and his viands, and when both were invigorated by these

natural means, we held a conference, to which the worthy

postmaster was admitted.

The followHing pages are the offspring of the convocation

held in the parlor of the Ox. Should any musty German
antiquary discover some immaterial anachronism, a name
misplaced in the order of events, or a monk called prema-

turely from purgatory, he is invited to wreck his just indig-

nation on Christian Kinzel, whose body and soul may St.

Benedict of Limburg protect, for evermore, against all

critics.



THE HEIDENMAUER.

CHAPTER I.

" Stand you both forth now ; stroke your chins, and swear by your

beards that I am a knave." As You Like It.

THE reader must imagine a narrow and secluded

valley, for the opening scene of this tale. The
time was that in which the day loses its power,

casting a light on objects most exposed, that re-

sembles colors seen through glasc slightly stained ; a pecu-

liarity of the atmosphere which, though almost of daily

occurrence in summer and autumn, is the source of constant

enjoyment to the real lover of nature. The hue meant is

not a sickly yellow, but rather a soft and melancholy glor>%

that lends to the hill-side and copse, to tree and tower, to

stream and lawn, those tinges of surpassing loveliness that

impart to the close of day its proverbial and soothing

charm. The setting sun touched with oblique rays a bit of

shaven meadow that lay in a dell so deep as to owe this part-

ing smile of nature to an accidental formation of the neigh-

boring eminences ; a distant mountain crest that a flock had

cropped and fertilized ; a rippling current that glided in the

bottom ; a narrow beaten path, more worn by hoof than

wheel ; and a vast range of forest that swelled and receded

from the view, covering leagues of a hill-chase that even

tradition had never peopled. The spot was seemingly as

retired as if it had been chosen in one of our own solitudes
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of the wilderness, while it was, in fact, near the centre of

Europe, and in the sixteenth centur>\ But notwithstanding

the absence of dwellings and all the other signs of the im-

mediate presence of man, together with the wooded charac-

ter of the scene, an American eye would not have been slow to

detect its distinguishing features from those which mark the

wilds of this country. The trees, though preserv^ed with

care, and flourishing, wanted the moss of ages, the high and

rocking summit, the variety and natural wildness of the

western forest. No mouldering trunk lay where it had

fallen, no branch had been twisted by the gale and forgot-

ten, nor did any upturned root betray the indifference of

man to the decay of this important part of vegetation.

Here and there a species of broom, such as is seen occa-

sionally on the mast-heads of ships, was erected above some

tall member of the woods that stood on an elevated point

;

land-marks which divided the rights of those who were en-

titled to cut and clip—the certain evidence that man had

long before extended his sway over these sombre hills, and

that, retired as they seemed, they were actually subject to

all the divisions, and restraints, and vexations, which, in

peopled regions, accompany- the rights of property.

For an hour preceding the opening of our tale, not a

sound of any nature, beyond that of a murmuring brook,

had disturbed the quiet of the silent little valley,—if a

gorge so narrow, and in truth so wild, deserved the name.

There was not even a bird fluttering among the trees, nor

a hawk soaring above the heights. Once, and for a minute

onl}', did a roebuck venture from its cover and descend to

the rivulet to drink. The animal had not altogether the

elastic bound, the timid and irresolute movement, nor the

wandering eye of our own deer, but it was clearly an in-

habitant of a forest ; for while it in some degrees confided

in the protection, it also distrusted the power of man. No
sooner w^as its thirst assuaged, than, listening with the

keenness of an instinct that no circumstances of accidental

condition could destroy, it went up the acclivity again, and

sought its cover with troubled steps. At the same instant

a greyhound leaped from among the trees on the opposite
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side of the gorge into the path, and began bounding back
and forth, in the well-known manner of that species of dog
when exercising in restlessness, rather than engaged in the

hot strife of the chase. A whistle called the hound back

from its gambols, and its master entered the path.

A cap of green velvet, bearing a hunting-horn above

the shade ; a coarse but neat frock of similar color, equally-

ornamented with the same badge of ofl&ce ; together with

the instrument itself suspended from a shoulder, and the

arms usual to one of that class, denoted a forester, or an

individual charged with the care of the chase, and other-

wise intrusted with a jurisdiction in the forest ; functions

that would be much degraded by the use of the abused and
familiar term of gamekeeper.

The forester was young, active, and, notwithstanding the

rudeness of his attire, of a winning exterior. Laying his

fusee against the root of a tree, he whistled in the dog, and

renewing the call, by means of a shrill instrument that was

carried for that purpose, he soon succeeded in bringing its

fellow to his side. Coupling the greyhounds in a leash,

which he attached to his own person, he threw the horn

from its noose, and blew a lively and short strain, that

rolled up the valley in mellow and melodious notes.

When the instrument was removed from his lips, the youth

listened till the last of the distant echoes was done, as if

expecting some reply. He was not disappointed. Pres-

ently an answering blast came down the gorge, ringing

among the woods, and causing the hearts of many of its

tenants to beat quick and fearfully. The sounds of the

unseen instrument were far more shrill and wild than those

of the hunting horn, while they wanted not for melancholy

sweetness. They appeared both familiar and intelligible to

the young forester, who no sooner heard them than he

slung the horn in its usual turn of the cord, resumed the

fusee, and stood in an attitude of expectation.

It might have been a minute before another 3'outh ap-

peared in the path, higher in the gorge, and advancing

slowly toward the forester. His dress was rustic, and al-

together that of a peasant, while in his hand he held a
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long, straight, narrow tube of cherry wood, firmly wrapped
with bark, having a mouth-piece, and a small bell at the

opposite end, resembling those of a trumpet. As he came
forward his face was not without an expression of ill humor,

though it was rather rendered comic than grave by a large

felt hat, the front rim of which fell in an enormous shade

above his eyes, rendering the trim cock in the rear ludi-

crously pretending. His legs, like those of the forester,

were incased in a sort of leather hose, that left the limbs

naked and free below the knee, while the garment above set

so loosely and unbuttoned above that important joint as to

offer no restraint to his movements.

"Thou art behind thy time, Gottlob," said the young
forester, as the boor approached, " and the good hermit will

not give us better w^elcome for keeping him from prayer.

What has become of thy herd ? '

'

'

' That may the holy man of the Heidenmauer declare,

for it is more than I could answer were Lord Emich him-

self to put the question, and say, in the manner he is wont
to use to the Abbot of Limburg, ' What hath become of thy

herd, Gottlob?'"
" Na3% this is no trifling matter, if thou hast, in sooth,

let the cattle stray ! Where hadst thou the beasts last in

sight?"
" Here, in the forest of Hartenburg, Master Berchthold,

on the honor of a humble servitor of the count.
'

'

'

' Thou wilt yet lose this service, Gottlob, by thy care-

lessness !
'

'

" It would be a thousand pities were thy words to be

true, for in that case Lord Emich would lose the honestest

cow-herd in German}^ and it would go near to break my
heart were the friars of Limburg to get him ! But the

beasts cannot be far, and I will try the virtue of the horn

once more, before I go home to a broken head and a dis-

charge. Dost thou know, Master Berchthold, that the dis-

grace of which thou speakest never yet befell any of my
family, and we have been keepers of cattle longer than the

Friedrichs have been electors !

'

'

The forester made an impatient gesture, patted his
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hounds, and waited for the eflfects of the new blast, that his

companion was by this time preparing to sound. The man-
ner of Gottlob was that of entire confidence in his own
knowledge of his calling, for notwithstanding his words, his

countenance at no time betrayed uneasiness for the fate of

his trust. The valley was soon ringing with the wild and
plaintive tones of the cherry-wood horn, the hind taking

care to give the strains those intonations, which, by a mute
convention, had from time immemorial been understood as

the signal for collecting a lost herd. His skill and faith

were soon rewarded, for cow after cow came leaping out of

the forest, as he blew his air, and ere long the necessary

number of animals were in the path, the j^ounger beasts

frisking along the way, with elevated tails and awkward
bounds, while the more staid contributors of the dairy hur-

ried on, with business-like air but grave steps, as better

became their years and their characters in the hamlet. In

a few minutes thej' were all collected around the person of

the keeper, who, having counted his charge, shouldered his

horn, and disposed himself to proceed toward the lower ex-

tremity of the gorge.
'

' Thou art lucky to have gotten the beasts together with

so little trouble, Gottlob," resumed the forester, as they fol-

lowed in the train of the herd.
" Saj^ dexterous. Master Berchthold, and do not fear to

make me vainglorious. In the way of understanding my
own merits there is little danger of doing me harm. Thou
shouldst never discourage modesty by an over-scrupulous

discretion. It would be a village miracle, were a herd so

nurtured in the wa3^s of the church to forget its duty !
'

'

The forester laughed, but he looked aside, like one who
would not see that to which he wished to be blind.

"At thy old tricks, friend Gottlob! Thou hast let the

beasts roam upon the range of the friars !
'

'

'

' I have paid Peter's pence, been to the chapel of St. Bene-

dict for prayer, confessed to Father Arnolph himself, and all

within the month : what more need a man do, to be in favor

with the brothers ? '

'

"I could wish to know if thou ever entertainest Father
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Arnolph with the histor>' of thy visits to the pastures of the

convent with Lord Emich's herd, honest Gottlob."
" So ! Dost thou fancy, Master Berchthold, that, at a

moment when there is ever>' necessity to possess a calm and

contemplative spirit, I should strive to put the pious monk
in a passion, by relating all the antics of some ill-bred cow,

or of a heifer, who is as little to be trusted without a keeper

as your jung-frau before she reaches the years of caution is

to be trusted at a fair without her mother, or a sharp-sighted

old aunt, at the very least !

"

"Well, have a care, Gottlob, for Lord Emich, though

loving the friars so little, will be apt to order thee into a

dungeon, on bread and water for a week, or to make thy

back acquainted with the lash, should he come to hear that

one of his hinds has taken this liberty with the rights of a

neighbor."
" Let Lord Emich, then, expel the brotherhood from

the richest pasturage near the Jaegerthal. Flesh and
blood cannot bear to see the beasts of a noble digging into

the earth with their teeth, after a few bitter herbs, while

the carrion of a convent are rolling the finest and sweetest

grasses over their tongues. Look you. Master Berchthold,

these friars of Limburg eat the fattest venison, drink the

warmest wine, and say the shortest prayers of any monks
in Christendom ! Potz Tausend ! There are some who
accuse them, too, of shriving the prettiest girls ! As for

bread and water, and a dungeon, I know from experience

that neither of the remedies agrees with a melancholy con-

stitution, and I defy the emperor, or even the Holy Father

himself, to work such a miracle as to make back of mine
acquainted with the lash."

'

' Simply because the introduction hath long since had
place."

"That is thy interpretation of the matter. Master Berch-

thold, and I wish thee joy of a quick wit. But we are get-

ting beyond the limits of the forest, and we will dismiss the

question to another conversation. The beasts are full, and
will not disappoint the dairy girls, and little matters it

whence the nourishment comes—Lord Emich's pastures
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or a churchly miracle. Thou hast hunted the dogs lightly-

to-day, Berchthold ?
''

" I have had them on the mountains for air and move-
ment. They got away on the heels of a roebuck, for a

short run, but as all the game in this chase belongs to our

master, I did not see fit to let them go faster than there

was need."
" I rejoice to hear thee say it, for I count upon thj^ com-

pany in climbing the mountain when our work is ended
;

thy legs will only be the fresher for the toil."

" Thou hast my word, and I will not fail thee ; in order

that no time be lost, we will part here to meet again in the

hamlet."

The forester and the cow-herd made signs of leave-tak-

ing, and separated. The former quitted the public road,

turning short to the right by a private way, which led him
across narrow meadows, and the little river that glided

among them, toward the foot of the opposite mountain.

Gottlob held on his course to a hamlet that was now visible,

and which completely filled a narrow pass in the valley, at

a point where the latter made a turn, nearly at a right

angle with its general direction.

The path of the former led him to a habitation very dif-

ferent from the rude dwellings toward which the steps of

the cow-herd tended. A massive castle occupied a project-

ing point of the mountain, overhanging the cluster of houses

in the gorge, and frowning upon all that attempted the

pass. The structure was a vast but irregular pile. The
more modern parts were circular salient towers, that were

built upon the uttermost verge of the rock, from whose bat-

tlements it would not have been difl&cult to cast a stone into

the road, and which denoted great attention to strength in

their masonry, while beauty of form and of workmanship,

as they were understood at the period of which we write,

were not entirely neglected. These towers, though large,

were mere appendages to the main building, which, seen

from the position now before the mind of the reader, pre-

sented a confused maze of walls, chimneys, and roofs. In

some places, the former rose from the greensward which
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covered the hill-side ; while in others, advantage had been

taken of the living rock, which was frequently so blended

with the pile it supported, both being of the same reddish

freestone, that it was not easy at the first glance to say

what had been done by nature and what bj' art.

The path of the forester led from the valley up the

mountain, by a gradual and lateral ascent, to a huge gate

that opened beneath a high arch, communicating with a

court within. On this side of the castle there was neither

ditch, nor bridge, nor any other of the usual defences, be-

yond a portcullis, for the position of the hold rendered these

precautions in a measure unnecessary'. Still, great care

had been taken to prevent a surprise, and it would have re-

quired a sure foot, a steady head, and vigorous limbs, to

have effected an entrance into the edifice by any other pass-

age than its gate.

When Berchthold reached the httle terrace that lay before

the portal, he loosened his horn, and standing on the verge

of the precipice, blew a hunting strain, apparently in glee.

The music echoed among the hills, as suited the spot, and

more than one crone of the hamlet suspended her toil, in

dull admiration, to listen to its wild effect. Replacing the

instrument, the youth spoke to his hounds and passed be-

neath the portcullis, which happened to be raised at the

moment.



CHAPTER II.

" What sayest thou to a hare, or the melancholy of moor-ditch ?
"

King Henry I V.

THE light had nearly disappeared from the gorge in

which the hamlet of Hartenburg lay, when Berch-

thold descended from the castle, by a path differ-

ent from that by which he had entered it an hour

before, and crossing the rivulet by a bridge of stone, he as-

cended the opposite bank into the street, or rather the road.

The young forester having kennelled the hounds, had laid

aside his leash and fusee, but he still kept the horn sus-

pended from his shoulder. At his side too, he carried a

couteau-de-chasse , a useful instrument of defence in that age

and coimtry, as well as a weapon he was entitled to carrj%

in virtue of his office under the Count of Leiningen-Harten-

burg, the master of the hold he had just quitted, and the

feudal lord of most of the adjoining mountains, as well as

of sundry villages on the plain of the Palatinate. It would

seem that the oow-herd expected his associate, or perhaps

we might venture to call him friend, for such in truth did he

appear to be, by the easy terms on which they met. Gottlob

was in waiting near the cottage of his mother, and when
the two joined each other they communicated by a sign,

and proceeded with swift steps, leaving the cluster of houses.

Immediately on quitting the hamlet, the valley expanded,

and took that character of fertility and cultivation which

has been described to the reader in the Introduction ; for all

who have perused that opening and necessary preface to our

labors will at once recognize that the two youths introduced

to their acquaintance were now in the mountain basin which

9
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contained the Abbey of Limburg. But three centuries,

while they have effected little in altering the permanent

features of the place, have wrought essential changes in

those which were more perishable.

As the young men moved swiftly on, the first rays of the

moon touched the tops of the mountains, and ere they had

gone a mile, always holding the direction of the pass which

communicated with the valley of the Rhine, the towers and

roofs of the abbey itself were illuminated. The conventual

buildings were then perfect, resembling, by their num-
ber and confusion, the grouping of some village, while a

strong and massive wall encircled the entire brow of the

isolated hill. The construction resembled one of those war-

like ecclesiastical princes of the Middle Ages, who wore

armor beneath the stole ; for while the towers and painted

windows, the pious memorials and votive monuments,

denoted the objects of the establishment, the defences be-

trayed that as much dependence was placed on human as on

other means, for the protection of those who composed the

brotherhood.
" There is a moon for a monk as well as for a cow-herd,

it would seem," observ^ed Gottlob, speaking, however, in a

voice subdued nearly to a whisper. " There comes the

light upon the high tower of the abbey, and presently it

will be glistening on the bald head of every straggler of the

convent who is abroad tasting the last vintage, or otherwise

prying into the affairs of some burgher of Deurckheim !

'

'

'

' Thou hast not much reverence for the pious fathers,

honest Gottlob ; for it is seldom thou lettest an opportunity

pass to do them an ill turn, with tongue or hungry beast."

" Look you, Berchthold, we vassals are little more than

so much clear water in which our master may see his own
countenance, and at need his own humors. Whenever
Lord Emich has a sincere hatred for man or horse, dog or

cat, town or village, monk or count, I know not why it is

so, but I feel my own choler rise, until I am both ready and

willing to strike when he striketh, to curse when he curseth,

and even to kill when he killeth."

" 'Tis a good temper for a servitor, but it is to be hoped,
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for the sake of Christian credit, that the sympathy does not

end here, but that thy affections are as social as thy dis-

likes."
'

' More so, as there is faith in man ! Count Emich is a

huge lover of a venison pasty of a morning, and I feel a

yearning for it the day long ; Count Emich will despatch you

a bottle of Deurckheim in an hour, whereas two would

scarce show my zeal for his honor in the same time ; and as

for other mortifications of this nature, I am not the man to

desert my master for want of zeal."

" I believe thee, Gottlob," said Berchthold, laughing,
*' and even more than thou canst find words to say in thine

own favor, on topics like these. But after all, the Benedic-

tines are churchmen, and sworn to their faith and duty, as

well as any bishop in Germany ; and I do not see the cause

of all the dislike of either lord or vassal."

" Ay, thou art in favor with some of the fraternity, and it

is rare that the week passes in which thou art not kneel-

ing before some of their altars ; but with me the case is

different, for since the penance commanded for that affair of

dealing a little freely with one of their herds, I have small

digestion for their spiritual food."
" And yet thou hast paid Peter's pence, said thy prayers,

and confessed thy sins to Father Arnolph, and all within

the month !
'

'

'

' What wouldst thou have of a sinner ? I gave the

money on the promise of having it back with usury • I

prayed on account of an accursed tooth that torments me,

at times, in a manner worse than a damned soul is har-

rowed ; and as to confession, ever since my uncommon can-

dor concerning the herd got me into that penance, I confess

under favor of a proper discretion. To tell the truth,

Master Berchthold, the church is something like a two-

year-old wife
;
pleasant enough when allowed her own way,

but a devil of a vixen when folded against her will."

The young forester was thoughtful and silent, and as

they were now in the vicinity of the hamlet which be-

longed to the friars of Limburg, his loquacious and pruri-

ent companion saw fit to imitate his reserve, from a motive
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of prudence. The little artificial lake mentioned in the

Introduction was in existence at the time of our tale ; but

the inn, with the ambitious sign of the anchor, is the fruit

of far more modern enterprise. When the young men
reached a ravine, that opened into the mountain near the

present site of this tavern, they turned aside from the high-

road, first taking care to obser\^e that no curious eye watched

their movements.

Here commenced a long and somewhat painful ascent,

by means of a rough path, that was only lighted in spots

by the rising moon. The vigorous limbs of the forester and

the cow-herd, however, soon carried them to the summit of

the most advanced spur of the adjoining mountain, where

they arrived upon an open heath-like plain. Although the

discourse between them had been maintained during the

ascent, it was in more subdued tones even than when
beneath the walls of Limburg ; the spirits of Gottlob appear-

ing to ooze away the higher he mounted.
" This is a dreary and a courage-killing waste, Berch-

thold," whispered the cow-herd, as his foot touched the

level ground; "and it is even more disheartening to enter

on it by the aid of the moon than in the dark. Hast ever

been nearer to the Teufelstein, at this hour? "

" I came upon it once at midnight ; for it was there I

made acquaintance with him that we are now about to visit.

Did I never relate the manner of that meeting? "

"What a habit hast thou of taxing a memorj- ! Per-

haps if thou wert to repeat it, I might recall the facts by

the time thou wert ended ; and to speak truth, thy voice is

comfortable on this sprite's common."
The 3'oung forester smiled, but without derision, for he

saw that his companion, spite of his indifference to all

grave subjects, was, as is generally the case, the most

affected of the two when put to a serious trial, and per-

haps he also remembered the difference that education had
made in their powers of thinking. That he did not treat

the subject as one of light import himself, was also apparent

by the regulated and cautious manner in which he delivered

the following account.
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"I had been on the chases of Lord Emich since the

rising of the sun," commenced Berchthold, "for there was
need of more than common vigilance to watch the neigh-

boring boors. The search had led me far into the hills, and
the night came, not as it is now seen, but so pitchy dark

that, accustomed as I was from childhood to the forest, it

was not possible to tell the direction of even a star, much
less that of the castle. For hours I wandered, hoping at

each moment to reach the opening of the vallej-, when I

found myself of a sudden in a field that appeared endless

and uninhabited.
'

'

"Ay—that was this devil's ball-room! Thou meanest

untenanted by man."
'

' Hast thou ever known the helplessness of being lost in

the forest, Gottlob ?
"

"In my own person, never. Master Berchthold; but in

that of my herd, it is a misfortune that often befalls me,

sinner that I am."
'

' I know not that sympathy with thy cows can teach thee

the humiliation and depression that come over the mind,

when we stand on this goodly earth, cut oS" from all commu-
nication with our fellows, in a desert, though surrounded by

living men, deprived of the senses of sight and hearing for

useful ends, and with all the signs of God before the eyes,

and yet with none of the common means of enjoying his

bounty, from having lost the clew to his intentions."

" Must the teeth, of necessity, be idle, or the throat drj'-,

Master forester, because the path is hid ?
"

" At such a moment the appetites are quieted, in the grand

desire to return to our usual communication with the earth.

It is like being restored to the helplessness of infancy, with

all the wants and habits of manhood besetting the character

and wishes."

"If thou callest such a condition a restoration, friend

Berchthold, I shall make interest with St. Benedict that I

may remain deposed to the end of my days."
'

' I weigh not the meaning of ever>^ word I utter, with

the recollection of that helpless moment so fresh. But it

was when the desolate feeling was strongest, that I roved
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thy indifference to the mysterious power that rules the earth,

but thou well knowest that fear never 5'et kept me from this

hill. When a near approach showed me my error, I was
about to turn away, not without crossing myself and repeat-

ing an Ave, as I am ready to acknowledge ; but a glance

upward convinced me that the stone was occupied— '

'

'

' Occupied ? I have always known that it was possessed,

but never before did I think it was occupied !

"

"There was one seated on its uppermost projection, as

plainly to be seen as the rock itself.
'

'

"Whereupon thou madest manifest that good speed

which has gained thee the favor of the count, and thy post

of forester."

" I hope the nerve to put the duties of my office in prac-

tice had their weight with Ivord Emich," rejoined Berch-

thold, a little quickly. " I did not run, Gottlob, but I spoke

to the being who had chosen a seat so remarkable, and at

that late hour.
'

'

Spite of his spirits and affected humor, the cow-herd un-

consciously drew nearer to his companion, casting at the

same time an oblique glance in the direction of the sus-

pected rock.

"Thou seemest troubled, Gottlob."
'

' Dost thou think I am without bowels ? What, shall

a friend of mine be in this strait, and I not troubled !

Heaven save thee, Berchthold, were the best cow in my
herd off her stomach, I could not be in greater concern.

Hadst any answer ?
'

'

" I had—and the result has gone to show me," returned

the forester, musing as he spoke, like one who was obtain-

ing glimpses of long-concealed truth, " that our fears often-

times prevent us from seeing things as they are, and are

the means of nourishing our mistakes. I got an answer,

and certainly, contrarj^ to what most in Deurckheim would

have believed, it was given in a human voice."
'

' That was encouraging, though it were hoarser than the

roaring of a bull."

"It spoke mildly and in reason, Gottlob, as thou wilt

readily believe, when I tell thee it was no other than the
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voice of the Anchorite of the Cedars. Our acquaintance

then and there commenced, since which time, as thou know-

est well, it hath not flagged for want of frequent visits to

his abode, on my part."

The cow-herd walked on in silence for more than a

minute, and then stopping short, he abruptly addressed his

companion :

"And this, then, hath been thy secret, Berchthold, con-

cerning the manner of commencing on thy new friend-

ship.
'

'

'

' There is no other. I well knew how much thou wert

fettered by the opinions of the country, and was afraid of

losing thy company in these visits, were I, without caution,

to tell all the circumstances of our interview. But now
thou hast become known to the anchorite, I do not fear

thy desertion."

' * Never count upon too many sacrifices from thy friends.

Master Berchthold ! The mind of man is borne upon by

so many fancies, is ruled by so many vagaries, and tor-

mented by so many doubts, when there is question concern-

ing the safety of the body, to say nothing of the soul, that

I know no more rash confidence than to count too securely

on the sacrifices of a friend."

"Thou knowest the path, and can return by thyself to

the hamlet, if thou wilt," said the forester, peevishly, and

not without severity.
'

' There are situations in which it is as difficult to go

back as to go forward,
'

' observed Gottlob ;

'

' else, Berch-

thold, I might take thee at thy word, and go back to my
careful mother, a good supper, and a bed that stands be-

tween a picture of the Virgin, one of St. Benedict, and

one of my lord the count. But for my concern for thee,

I would not go another foot toward the camp. '

'

" Do as thou wilt," said the forester, who appeared, how-

ever, to know the apprehension his companion felt of being

left alone in that solitary and suspected spot, and who
turned his advantage to good account, by quickening his

pace in such a manner as would soon have left Gottlob to

his own thick-coming fancies, had he not diligently imitated
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his gait. "Thou canst tell the people of Lord Emich
that thou abandonest me on this hill."

" Nay," returned Gottlob, making a merit of necessity,

"if I do that, or say that, they may make a Benedictine

of me, and the Abbot of lyimburg to boot !

"

As the cow-herd, who felt all his master's antipathies

against their religious neighbors, expressed his determina-

tion in a voice strong as his resolution, confidence was re-

stored between the friends, who continued their progress

with swift paces. The place was, sooth to say, one every

way likely to quicken any dormant seeds of superstition

that education, or tradition, or local opinions had implanted

in the human breast.

By this time our adventurers had approached a wood of

low cedars which, apparently encircled in a round wall that

was composed of a confused but vast pile of fallen stones,

grew upon the advanced spur of the hills. Behind them
lay the heath-like plain, while the bald rock which the

moonbeams had just lighted, raising its head from out of

the earth, resembled some gloomy monument placed in the

centre of the waste, to mark and to render obvious, by
comparison, the dreary solitude of the naked fields. The
background was the dark slopes and ridges of the forest of

the Haart mountains. On their right was the glen, or

valley, from which they had just ascended ; and on their

front, looking a little obliquely from the grove, the j>lain of

the Palatinate, which lay in misty obscurity, like a dim
sea of cultivation hundreds of feet beneath their elevated

stand.

It was rare, indeed, that any immediate dependent of the

Count Emich, and more especially any of those who dwelt

in or about his castle, and who were likely to be called

into his service at an unexpected moment, ventured so far

from the fortress, and in the direction of the hostile abbey,

without providing himself with the means of offence and

defence. Berchthold wore, as wont, his hunting-knife, or

the short straight sword which to this day is carried by

that description of European dependent called a chasseur,

and who is seen, degraded to the menial offices of a foot-
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man, standing behind the carriages of ambassadors ar.i

princes, reminding the observant spectator of the regular

and certain decadency of the usages of feudal times. Nei-

ther had Gottlob been neglectful of his personal security,

as respects human foes ; for on the subject of resisting all

such attacks his manhood was above reproach, as had been

proved in more than one of those bloody frays which in

that age were of frequent occurrence between the vassals

of the minor German princes. The cow-herd had pro-

vided himself with a heavy weapon that his father had
often wielded in battle, and which needed all the vigor of

the muscular arm of the son to flourish with a due observ-

ance of the required positions and attitudes. Fire-arms

were of too much value and of too imperfect use to be re-

sorted to on every light occasion, like that which had now
drawn the foster-brothers—for such, supported by long

habit, was the secret of the intimacy between the forester

and the cow-herd—from their hamlet to the hill of Duerck-

heim.

Berchthold loosened his couteau-de-chasse, as he turned

by an ancient gateway, whose position was known merely

by an interruption of the ditch that had protected this face

of the wall, and an opening in the wall itself, to enter the

inclosure, which the reader will at once recognize as the

Pagan's Camp of the Introduction. At the same moment
Gottlob cast his heavy weapon from his shoulder, and

grasped its handle in a more scientific manner. There

was certainly no enemy visible to justify these movements,

but the increasing solitude of the place, and that impres-

sion of danger which besets the faculties when we find

ourselves in situations favorable to deeds of violence, prob-

ably induced the double and common caution. The light

of the moon, which was not yet full, had not sufiicient

power to penetrate the thick branches of the cedars ; and

when the youths were fairly beneath the gloomy foliage,

although not left in the ordinary darkness of the clouded

night, they were perhaps in that ver>' species of dull and

misty illumination which, by leaving objects uncertain

•while visible, is the best adapted to undermine the confi-
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d.ence of a distrustful spirit. There was little wind, but
the sighs of the night air were plaintively audible, while

the adventurers picked their way among the fragments of

the place.

It has been elsewhere said that the Heidenmauer was
originally a Roman camp. The warlike and extraordinary

people who had erected these advanced works on the remot-

est frontier of their wide empire had, of course, neglected

none of the means that were necessary, under the circum-

stances, either for their security or for their comfort. The
first had been sufficiently obtained by the nearly isolated

position of the hill, protected, as it was, by walls so massive

and so high as those must have been, which had consumed
the quantity of materials still visible in the large circuit

that remained ; while the interior furnished abundant proofs

that the latter had not been neglected, in its intersecting

remains, over which Gottlob more than once stumbled, as

he advanced into the shadows of the place. Here and there,

a ruined habitation, more or less dilapidated, was still stand-

ing, furnishing, like the memorable remains of Pompeii and
Herculaneum, interesting and infallible evidence of the

usages of those who have so long since departed to their

eternal rest. It would seem, by the rude repairs which

rather injured than embellished these touching, though

simple monuments of what the interior of the camp had

been in its day of power and pride, that modem adventurers

had endeavored to turn them to account, by converting the

falling huts into habitations appropriated to their own tem-

porary uses. All, however, appeared to have been long

before finally abandoned ; for as Berchthold and his com-

panion stole cautiously among the crumbling stones, the

gaping rents and roofless walls denoted hopeless decay.

At length the youths paused, and fastened their looks in a

common direction, as if apprised that they were near the

goal of their expedition.

In a part of the grove where the cedars grew more dense

and luxuriant than on most of that stony and broken soil,

stood a single low building, which, of all there, had the air

of being still habitable. Like the others, it either had been
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originally constructed by the masters of the world, or re-

stored on the foundations of some Roman construction by

the followers of Attila, who, it will be remembered, had

passed a winter in this camp ; and it was now rendered

weather-proof by the usual devices of the poor and laborious.

There was a single window, a door, and a rude chimney,

which the climate and the elevated situation of the place

rendered nearly indispensable. The light of a dim torch

shone through the former, the onl)^ sign that the hut was

tenanted ; for on the exterior, with the exception of the

rough repairs just mentioned, all around it lay in the neg-

lected and eloquent stillness of ruin. The reader will not

imagine, in this description, any of that massive grandeur

which so insensibly attaches itself to most that is connected

with the Roman name ; for while, in the nature of things,

the most ponderous and the most imposing of the public

works of that people are precisely those which are the most

likely to have descended to our own times, the traveller

often meets with memorials of their power that are so frail

and perishable in their construction as to owe their preserva-

tion, in a great measure, to an accidental combination of

circumstances favorable to such a result. Still the Roman
was ordinarily as much greater in little things, if connected

with a public object, as he excelled all who have succeeded

him in those which were of more importance. The Ring-

mauer, or Heidenmauer, is a strong proof of what we say.

There is not an arch, nor a tomb, nor a gate, nor a paved

road of any description in the vicinity of Deurckheim, to

show that the post was more than a temporary military

position ; and yet the presence of its former occupants is

established by more evidence than would probably be found

a century hence, were half of the present cities of Christen-

dom to be suddenly abandoned. But these evidences are

rude, and suited to the objects which had brought them into

existence.

The forester and the cow-herd stood long regarding the

solitary hut which had arrested their looks, like men hesi-

tating to proceed.
" I had more humor for the company of the honest an-
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chorite, Master Berchthold," said the latter, "before thou

madest me acquainted with his fondness for taking the

night air on the Teufelstein."
'

' Thou hast not fear, Gottlob ? Thou, who bearest so

good a name for courage among our youths !
'

'

'

' I shall be the last to accuse mj'self of cowardice or of

any other discreditable quality', friend forester, but prudence

is a virtue in a youth, as the Abbot of L,imburg himself

would swear, were he here
— '

'

" He is not present in his own reverend and respected

person," said a voice so nigh the ear of Gottlob as to cause

him to jump nimbly aside; "but one who may humbly
represent some portion of his sanctity is not wanting to

affirm the truth of what thou sayest, son."

The startled 3^oung men saw that a monk of the opposite

mountain had unexpectedly appeared between them. They
were on the lands of the abbey, or rather on ground in

dispute between the burghers of Deurckheim and the con-

vent, but actually in possession of the latter ; and they felt

the insecurity of their situation as the dependents of the

Count of Hartenburg. Neither spoke, therefore, for each

was striving to invent some plausible pretext for his appear-

ance in a place so unfrequented, and which, in general, was

held in so little favor by the neighboring peasantry.

"You are youths of Deurckheim?" asked the monk,

endeavoring to observ^e their features by the imperfect light

that penetrated the foliage of the dark cedars. Gottlob,

whose besetting infirmity was a too exuberant fluency of

tongue, took on himself the task of answering.

"We are youths, reverend father," he said, "as thy

quick and sagacious sight hath so well seen. I will not

deny my years, and if I would, the devil, who besets all

between fifteen and five-and-twenty in the shape of some

giddy infirmity, would soon betray the imposture."
*

' Of Deurckheim, son ?
'

'

" As there is question between the abbey and the town

concerning these hills, we might not stand any better in thy

favor, holy Benedictine, were we to say yes."

"In that suspicion, thou dost little justice to the abbey,
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son ; we may defend the rights of the church, confided in

their temporaUties as the}' are to an unworthy and sinful

brotherhood, without feeling any uncharitableness against

those who believe they have claims better than our own.

The love of mammon is feeble in bosoms that are devoted

to self-denying and repentant lives. Say then boldly that

you are a Deurckheim, and dread not my displeasure."

"Since it is thy good pleasure, benevolent monk, I will

say boldly that we are of Deurckheim."
'

' And you come to consult the holy Anchorite of the

Cedars?"

"It is not necessary that I should tell one of thy knowl-

edge of human nature, reverend Benedictine, that the fail-

ing of all dwellers in small towns is an itching to look into

the affairs of their neighbors. Himmel ! If our worthy

burgomasters would spare a little time from the affairs of

other people to look into their own, we should all be

greatly gainers ; they in their property, and we in our

comfort !

"

The Benedictine laughed, and he motioned for the youths

to follow, advancing himself toward the hut.

" Since you have given yourselves this trouble, no doubt

with a praiseworthy and pious intention, my sons," he said,

" let not respect for my presence change your purpose. We
will go into the cell of the holy hermit in company ; and if

there should be advantage from his blessing, or discourse,

believe me I will not be so unjust as to envy either of you

a share."
" The manner in which the friars of Limburg deny

themselves advantages, in order to do profit to their fellow-

Christians, is in the mouths of all, far and near ; and this

generosity of thine, reverend monk, is quite of a piece

with the well-earned reputation of the whole brotherhood."

As Gottlob spoke gravely, and bowed with suflficient rev-

erence, the Benedictine was in a slight degree his dupe
;

though, as he passed beneath the low portal of the hut, he

could not prevent a lurking suspicion of the truth.



CHAPTER III.

He comes at last in sullen loneliness,

And whence they know not, why they need not gness."

Lara.

IN
those ages in which moral wrongs were chiefly re-

paired by superstition, and the slaves of the grosser

passions believed they were only to be rebuked by sig-

nal acts of physical self-denial, the world often wit-

nessed examples of men retiring from its allurements to

caves and huts, for the ostensible purposes of penitence and

prayer. That this extraordinary pretension to godliness

was frequently the cloak of ambition and deceit is certain,

but it would be uncharitable to believe that, in common, it

did not proceed from an honest, though it might be an ill-

directed zeal. Hermitages are still far from infrequent in

the more southern parts of Europe, though they are of rare

occurrence in Germany ; but previously to the change of

religion which occurred in the sixteenth centur}% and con-

sequently near the period of this tale, they were perhaps

more often met with among the descendants of the north-

em race, than among the more fervad fancies of the south-

ern stock of that quarter of the world. It is a law of

nature that the substances which most easily receive im-

pressions, are the least likely to retain them ; and possibly

there may be requisite a constancy and severity of charac-

ter to endure the never-ending and mortifying exactions of

the anchorite, that were not so easily found among the vola-

tile and happy children of the sun, as among the sterner off-

spring of the regions of cold and tempests.

Whatever may be said of the principles of him who thus

2.3
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abandoned worldly ease for the love of God, it is quite sure

that in practice, there were present and soothing rewards in

this manner of life, that were not without strong attractions

to morbid minds ; especially to those in which the seeds of

ambition were dormant rather than extinct. It was rare,

indeed, that a recluse established himself in the vicinity of

a simple and religious neighborhood, and few were they who
sought absolute solitude, without reaping a rich harvest of

veneration and moral dependence among the untrained minds

of his admirers. In this treacherous manner does vanity

beset us in our strongholds of mental security, and he who
has abandoned the world, in the hope of leaving behind

him those impulses which endangered his hopes, finds the

enemy in a new shape, intrenched in the very citadel of his

defences. There is little merit, and commonly as little

safety, in turning the back on any danger, and he has far

less claims to the honors of a hero who outlives the contest

in consequence of means so questionable, than he who sur-

vives because he has given a mortal blow to his antagonist.

The task assigned to man is to move among his fellows

doing good, filling his part in the scale of creation, and es-

caping from none of the high duties which God has allotted

to his being ; and greatly should he be grateful that, while

his service is arduous, he is not left without the powerful

aid of that intelligence which controls the harmony of the

universe.

The Anchorite of the Cedars, as the recluse now visited

by the monk and his accidental companions was usually

termed by the peasants, and by the burghers of Deurck-

heim, had made his appearance about six months before the

opening of our stor)-, in the Ringmauer. Whence he had

come, how long he intended to remain, and what had been

his previous career, were facts equally unknown to those

among whom he so suddenly took up his abode. None had

seen him arrive, nor could any saj' from what sources he

drew the few articles of household furniture which were

placed in his hut. They who left the camp untenanted one

week, on returning the next had found it occupied by a man,

who had arranged one of the deserted buildings in a manner
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to shelter him from the storms, and who, by erecting a cru-

cifix at his door, had sufiiciently announced the motive of

his retirement. It was usual to hail the establishment of a

hermit in any particular district as a propitious event ; and
many were the hopes excited, and plans of effecting tem-

poral objects concocted, by the interv-ention of the prayers

of the stranger, before his presence had been known a fort-

night. All within the influence of the name of the hermit,

except Emich of Leiningen-Hartenburg, the burgomasters

of Deurckheim, and the monks of Limburg, heard of his

arrival with satisfaction. The haughty and warlike baron

had imbibed a standing prejudice against all devotees, from

an inherited enmity to the adjoining convent, which had
contested the sovereignty of the valley with his family for

ages ; while the magistrates had a latent jealously of everj^

influence which custom and the laws had not rendered famil-

iar. As to the monks, the secret of their distrust was to be

found in that principle of human nature which causes us to

dislike being outdone in any merit of which we make an

especial profession, even though superior godliness be its

object. Until now the Abbot of Limburg was held to be

the judge, in the last resort, of all intercessions between

earth and heaven ; and as his supremacy had the support

of time, he had long enjoyed it in that careless security

which lures so many of the prosperous to their downfall.

These antipathies on the part of the honored and power-

ful might, to say the least, have rendered the life of the an-

chorite very uncomfortable, if not positively insecure, were

it not for the neutralizing effect of the antagonistic forces

which were set in motion. Opinion, deepened by supersti-

tion, held its shield over the humble hut, and month after

month glided away, after the arrival of the stranger, during

which he received no other testimonials of the feelings

excited by his presence, than those connected with the rev-

erence of the bulk of the population. An accidental com-

munication with Berchthold was ripened into intimacy, and,

as will be seen in the course of the narrative, there were

others to whom his counsel, or his motives, or his prayers

were not indifferent.
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The latter fact was made sufficiently apparent to those

who, on account of their mutual distrust, now presented

themselves, with less ceremony than usual, at the threshold

of the hut. The light within came from a fagot which was
burning on the rude hearth, but it was quite strong enough

to show the monk and his companions that the anchorite

was not alone. Their footsteps had evidently been heard,

and a female had time to arise from her knees, and to ar-

range her mantle in such a manner as effectually to conceal

her countenance. The hurried action was scarcely completed

when the Benedictine darkened the door with his gloom}^

robes, while Berchthold and his friend stood gazing over his

shoulders, with lively curiosity mingled with surprise.

The form and countenance of the anchorite were those

of middle age. His eye had lost nothing of its quickness or

intelligence, though his movements had the deliberation and

care that long experience insensibl}' interweaves in the hab-

its of those who have not lived in vain. He expressed

neither concern nor wonder at the unexpected visits, but re-

garding his guests earnestly, like one who assured himself

of their identit>% he mildly motioned for all to enter.

There was jealous suspicion in the glance of the Benedictine

as he complied : for until now he had no reason to believe

that the recluse was usurping so intimate and so extensive

an influence over the minds of the young, as the presence of

the unknown female would give reason to believe.
'

' I knew that thou wert of holy life and constant prayer,

venerable hermit," he said, in a tone that questioned in

more than one meaning of the term, "but until this moment
I had not thought thee vested with the church's power to

hearken to the transgressions of the faithful and to forgive

sins !
'

'

"The latter is an office, brother, that of right belongs

only to God. The head of the church himself is but an

humble instrument of faith, in discharging his solemn trust."

The countenance of the monk did not become more ami-

cable at this reply, nor did he fail to cast a scrutinizing glance

at the muffled form of the stranger, in a fruitless endeavor

to recognize her person.
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"Thou hast not even the tonsure," he continued, while

his uneas}'- eye rolled from that of the recluse to the form of

the stranger, who had shrunk, as far as the narrow place

would permit, from observation.

"Thou seest, father, I have all the hair that time and

infirmities have left me. But is it thought, in thy beneficed

and warlike abbey, that the advice of one who has lived

long enough to know and to lament his own errors, can in-

jure the less experienced? If unhappily I may have de-

ceived myself, thou art timely present, reverend monk, to

repair the wrong."

"Let the maiden come to the confessional of the abbey

church, if distrust or apprehension weigh upon her mind

;

doubt it not, she will find great comfort in the experiment."
" As I will testify, from many trials"—abruptly inter-

posed the cow-herd, who advanced intrusively between the

two devotees, in a manner to occupy all their attention.

" ' Go upon the hill, and ease thy soul, Gottlob,' is my good

and venerable mother in the practice of saying, whenever

my opinion of myself is getting to be too humble, ' and dis-

course with some of the godly fathers of the abbe}', whose

wisdom and unction will not fail to lighten th}^ heart of

even a heavier load. There is Father Ulrich, he is a para-

gon of virtue and self-denial ; and Father Cuno is even

more edifying and salutary than he ; while Father Siegfried

is more balmy to a soul than the most reverend abbot, the

virtuous and pious Father Bonifacius himself! Whatever

thou doest, child, go upon the hill, and enter boldly into the

church, like a loaded and oppressed sinner as thou art, and

especially seek counsel and prayer from the excellent and

beloved Father Siegfried."

"And thou—who art thou?" demanded the half-doubt-

ing monk, "that thou speakest of me, in terms that I so

little merit, to my face ?
'

'

"I would I were Lord Emich of Hartenburg, or, for

that matter, the Elector Palatine himself, in order to do

justice to those I honor ; in which case certain fathers of

Limburg should have especial favor, and that quickly, too,

after my own flesh and blood ! Who am I, father ? I
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wonder that a face so often seen at the confessional should

be forgotten. What there is of me to boast of, Father

Seigfried, is of thine own forming—but it is no cause of

surprise that thou dost not recall me to mind, since the

meek and lowl}^ of spirit are sure to forget their own good

works !

"

'

' Thou callest thyself Gottlob—but the name belongs to

many Christians."
" More bear it, reverend monk, than know how to do it

honor. There is Gottlob Frincke, as arrant a knave as

any in Deurckheim ; and Gottlob Popp might have more
respect for his baptismal vow ; and as to Lord Gottlob of

Manheim—

"

'

' We will overlook the transgressions of the remainder

of thy namesakes, for the good that thou thyself hast done,"

interrupted the Benedictine, who, having insensibly yielded

to the unction of flattery in the commencement of the inter-

view, began now to be ashamed of the weakness, as the

fluent cow-herd poured forth his words in a manner to ex-

cite some suspicion of the quality of praise that came from

such a source. "Come to me when thou wilt, son, and

such counsel as a weak head, but a sincere heart, can ren-

der, shall not be withheld."
'

' How this would lighten the heart of my old mother to

hear ! ' Gottlob,' would she say—

"

"What has become of thy companion, and of the

maiden?" hastily demanded the Benedictine.

As the part of the cow-herd was successfully performed,

he stood aside, with an air of well-acted simplicity and

amazement, leaving the discourse to be pursued between

the recluse and the monk.

"Thy guests have suddenly left us," continued the latter,

after satisfying himself, bj^ actual obser\^ation, that no one

remained in the hut but himself, its regular occupant, and

the honey-tongued Gottlob; " and, as it would seem, in

company !

"

'

' They are gone as they came, voluntarily and without

question."
" Thou knowest them, by frequent visits, holy hermit? "
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*

' Father, I question none : were the Elector Friedrich to

come into my abode, he would be welcome, and this cow-

herd is not less so. To both, at parting, I merely say ' God
speed ye !

'
"

'

' Thou keepest the cattle of the burghers, Gottlob ? '

'

" I keep a herd, reverend priest, such as my masters

please to trust to my care.
'

'

" We have grave cause of complaint against one of thy

fellows who serves the Count of Hartenburg, and who is in

the daily habit of trespassing on the pastures of the church.

Dost know the hind ?
'

'

'

' Potz Tausend ! If all the knaves who do these wrongs,

when out of sight of their masters, were set in a row before

the eyes of the most reverend Abbot of Limburg, he would
scarce know whether to begin with prayers or stripes, and
they say he is a potent priest at need, with both ! I some-

times tremble for my own conduct, though no one can have

a better opinion of himself than I, poor and lowly as I stand

in your reverend presence ; for a hard fortune, and some
oversight in the management of my father's affairs, have

brought me to the need of living among such associates.

Were I not of approved honesty, there might be more beasts

on the abbey lands ; and they who now pass their time in

fasting in sheer humility, might come to the practice of

sheer necessity."

The Benedictine examined the meek countenance of

Gottlob with a keen, distrustful eye ; he next invited the

hermit to bestow his blessing, and then motioning for the

hind to retire, he entered on the real subject of his visit to

the hermitage.

We shall merely say, at this point of the narrative, that

the moment was extremely critical to all who dwelt in the

Palatinate of the Rhine. The elector had, perhaps im-

prudently for a prince of his limited resources, taken an

active part in the vindictive warfare then raging, and seri-

ous reverses threatened to endanger not only his tranquillity

but his throne. It was a consequence of the feudal system,

which then so generally prevailed in Europe, that internal

disorders succeeded any manifest, though it might be only
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a temporary' derangement of the power of the potentate

that held the right of sovereignty over the infinite number
of petty rulers who, at that period, weighed particularly

heavy on Germany. To them he was the law, for they

were not apt to acknowledge any supremacy that did not

come supported by the strong hand. The ascending scale

of rulers, including baron, count, landgrave, margrave,

duke, elector, and king, up to the nominal head of the state,

the emperor himself, with the complicated and varied in-

terests, embracing allegiance within allegiance, and duty

upon dut}^ was likely in itself to lead to dissension, had

the imperial crown been one of far more refined and posi-

tive influence than it was. But, uncertain and indirect in

the application of its means, it was rare that any very

serious obstacle to tranquillity was removed without the em-
ploj'ment of positive force. No sooner was the emperor

involved in a serious struggle, than the great princes en-

deavored to recover that balance which had been lost by the

long ascendency of a particular family, while the minor

princes seldom saw themselves surrounded with external

embarrassment, that internal discord did not come to in-

crease the evil. As a vassal was commonh' but a rude

reflection of his lord's enmities and prejudices, the reader

will have inferred, from the language of the cow-herd, that

affairs were not on the most amicable footing between those

near neighbors, the Abbot of Limburg and the Count of

Hartenburg. The circumstance of their existing so near

each other was, of itself, almost a certain cause of rivalry
;

to which natural motive of contention may be added the

unremitted strife between the influence of superstition and

the dread of the sword.

The visit of the monk had reference to certain interests

connected with the actual state of things, as they existed

between the abbey and the castle. As it would be prema-

ture, however, to expose his object, we shall be content

with saying that the conference between the priest and the

hermit lasted for half an hour, when the former took his

leave, craving a blessing from one of a life so pure and

self-den3ang as his host.
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At the door of the hut the monk found Gottlob, wha
had early been gotten rid of, it will be remembered, but

who, for reasons of his own, had seen fit to await the

termination of the conference.

" Thou here, son !
" exclaimed the Benedictine. " I had

thought thee at peace, in thy bed, favored, with the benedic-

tion of a hermit so holy !
'

'

"Good fortune is sure to drive sleep from my eyes,

father,
'

' returned Gottlob, dropping in by the side of the

monk, who was walking through the cedars toward the

ancient gateway of the camp. '

' I am not of your animal

kind, that is no sooner filled with a good thing than it lies

down to rest ; but the happier I become, the more I desire

to be up and enjoy it."

"Thy wish is natural, and, although many natural desires

are to be resisted, I do not see the danger of our knowing
our own happiness.

'

'

"Of the danger I will say nothing, father, but of the

comfort, there is not a youth in Deurckheim who can speak

with greater certainty than myself.
'

'

" Gottlob," said the Benedictine, insensibly edging nearer

to his companion, like one willing to communicate confiden-

tially,
'

' since thou namest Deurckheim, canst say aught of

the humor of its people, in this matter of contention between

our holy abbot and Lord Emich of Hartenburg ? '

'

'

' Were I to tell thy reverence the truth that lies deep-

est in my mind, it would be to say that the burghers wish

to see the affair brought to an end, in such a way as to

leave no doubt, hereafter, to which party they owe most

obedience and love, since they find it a little hard upon

their zeal to have so large demands of these services made

by both parties."
'

' Thou canst not serve God and mammon, son ; so sayeth

one who could not deceive."

"And so sayeth reason, too, worshipful monk; but to

give thee at once my inmost soul, I believe there is not a

man in our Deurckheim who believes himself strong enough

in learning to say, in this strife of duties, which is God and

which is mammon."
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'

' How ! do they call in question our sacred mission—our

divine embassy—in short, our being what we are ? '

'

" No man is so bold as to say that the monks of Lim-

burg are what they are ; that might be irreverent to the

church, and indecent to Father Siegfried ; and the most we
dare to say is that they seem to be what they are ; and

that is no small matter, considering the way things go in

this world. 'Seem to be, Gottlob, ' said my poor father,

' and thou wilt escape envy and enemies ; for in this seem-

liness there is nothing so alarming to others ; it is only

when one is really the thing itself, that men begin to tind

fault. If thou wishest to live peaceably with thy neighbors,

push nothing bej^ond seeming to be, for that much all will

bear, since all can seem ; whereas being oftentimes sets a

whole village in an uproar. It is wonderful the virtue

there is in seeming, and heart-burnings and scandal, ay, and

the downright quarrels there are in being just what one

seems.' No, the most we say in Deurckheim is that the

monks of Limburg seem to be men of God."

"And LordEmich?"
"As to Count Emich, father, we hold it wise to remem-

ber he is a great noble. The elector has not a bolder knight,

nor the emperor a truer vassal ; we say, therefore, that he

seems to be brave and loyal."

"Thou makest great account, son, of these apparent

qualities.
'

'

'

' Knowing the frailty of man, father, and the great like-

lihood of error, when we wish to judge of acts and reasons

that lie deeper than our knowledge, we hold it to be the

most prudent. No, let us of Deurckheim alone, as men of

caution !

"

" For a cow-herd, thou wantest not wit. Canst read ?
"

" By God's favor, Providence put that little accident in my
way when a child, reverend monk, and I picked it up, as I

might swallow a sweet morsel."
" 'Tis a gift more likely to injure than to ser\^e one of thy

calling. The art can do little benefit to thy herd !

"

'

' I will not take upon myself to say that any of the cattle

are much the better for it : though to deal fairly by thee,
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reverend Benedictine, there are animals among them that

seem to be.

"

" How ! wilt thou attempt to show a fact not only im-

probable but impossible ? Go to, thou hast fallen upon
some silly work of a jester. There have been numberless

of these commissions of the devil poured forth, since the

discovery of that imprudent brother of Mainz. I would
gladly hear in what manner a beast can profit by the art of

printing ? '

'

"Thy patience. Father Siegfried, and thou shalt know.

Now here is a hind that can read, and there is one that

cannot. We will suppose them both the servants of Emich
of Hartenburg. "Well, they go forth of a morning with

their herds ; this taking the path to the hills of the count,

and that, having read the description of the boundaries

between his lord' s land and that of the holy Abbot of Lim-

burg, taking another, because learning will not willingly

follow ignorance ; whereupon the reader reaches a nearer

and better pasture than he who hath gone about to feed

upon ground that has only been trodden upon too often

before, by hoof of beast and foot of man."
'

' Thy learning hath not done much toward clearing thy

head, Gottlob, whatever it may have done for the condition

of thy herd!"
'

' If your worship has any doubts of my being what I say,

here is proof of its justice, then—I know nothing that so

crams a man and confuses him as learning ! He who has

but one horn can take it and go his way ; whereas he that

hath many, may lose his herd while choosing between

instruments that are better or worse. He that hath but

one sword, will draw it and slay his enemy ; but he that

hath much armor, ma}^ lose his life while putting on his

buckler or head-piece."
" I had not thought thee so skilful in answers. And thou

thinkest the good people of Deurckheim will stand neuter

between the abbey and the count ?
'

'

'

' Father, if thou wilt show me by which side they will

be the greatest gainers, I think I might venture to say,

with some certainty, on which side they will be likely to
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draw the sword. Our burghers are prudent townsmen, as

I have said, and it is not often that they are found fighting

against their own interests."

" Thou shouldst know, son, that he who is most favored

in this life, may find the balances of justice weighing

against him in the next ; while he who suffers in the flesh,

will be most likely to find its advantage in the spirit."

" Himmel ! In that case, reverend Benedictine, the

most holy Abbot of L,imburg himself may fare worse here-

after than even a hind who now lives like a dog !
" ex-

claimed Gottlob, with an air of admiration and simplicity

that completely misled his listener.
'

' The one is said to

comfort the body in various ways, and to know the differ-

ence between a cup of pure Rhenish and a draught of the

washy liquors that come from the other side of our moun-

tains ; while the other, whether it be of necessity or inclina-

tion I will not take upon myself to say, drinks only of the

spring. 'T is a million of pities that one never knoweth

which to choose, present ease with future pain, or a starv-

ing body with a happy soul ! Believe me, Father Siegfried,

were thy reverence to think more of these trials that befall

us ignorant youths, thou wouldst not deal so heavily with

the penances, as thine own severe virtue often tempts thee

to do."
" What is thus done, is done for thy health, future and

present. By chastening the spirit in this manner, it is

gradually prepared for its final purification, and thou art

not a loser in the eyes of thy fellows, by leading a chaste

life. Thou wilt have justice at the settlement of the great

account."

"Nay, I am no greedy creditor, to dun Providence for

my dues. I very well know that what will come cannot

be prevented, and therefore I take patience to be a virtue.

But I hope these accounts, of which you tell us so often,

are kept with sufl&cient respect for a poor man ; for to deal

fairly with thee, father, we have not over much favor in

settling those of the world."
'

' Thou hast credit for all thy good deeds with thy fellows,

Gottlob."
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" I wish it were true ! To me it seems that the world

is ready enough to charge, while it is as niggardly as a

miser in giving credit ; I never did an evil act—and as we
are all mortal and frail, most holy monk, these accidents

will befall even your saint or a Benedictine—that the deed

itself and all its consequences were not set down against

me, in letters that a short-sighted man might read ; while

most of my merits—and considering I am but a cow-herd

they are of respectable quality—seem to be forgotten. Now
your abbot, or his highness the elector, or even Count
Emich— '

'

"The Summer Landgrave!" interrupted the monk,
laughing.

"Summer or winter, as thou wilt. Father Siegfried, he is

Count of Hartenburg, and a noble of Leiningen. Even he

does no deed of charity, or even of simple justice, that all

men do not seize upon the occasion to proclaim it as

eagerly as they endeavor to upbraid me for the accidental

loss of a beast, or any other little backsliding that may be-

fall one, who being bold under thy holy instruction, some-

times stumbles against a sin."

"Thou art a casuist, and at another time I must look

more closely into the temper of thy mind. At present

thou mayst purchase favor of the church by enlisting a little

more closely in her interests. I remember thy cleverness

and thy wit, Gottlob, for both have been remarked in thy

visits to the convent ; but, until this moment, there has

not been sufficient reason to use the latter in the manner
that we may fairly claim to do, considering our frequent

prayers and the other consolations aflforded in thy behalf '

'

" Do not be too particular, Father Siegfried, for thy

words reveal grievous penance !

'

'

" Which may be much mitigated in future, if not entirely

avoided, by a service that I would now propose to thee,

honest Gottlob, and which I will venture to say, from my
knowledge of thy reverence for holj^ things, as is manifest

in thy attentions to the pious hermit, and thy love for the

Abbey of Limburg, thou would not refuse to undertake. '

'

"So!"
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" Nay, I have as good as pledged myself to Father Bon-

ifacius to procure either thee, or one shrewd and faithful

as thee, to do a trusty service for the brotherhood."
" The latter might not be easy among the cow-herds !

"

" Of that I am sure. Thy skill in the management of the

beasts may yet gain thee the oflSce of tending the ample

herds of the abbey. Thou art already believed fit for the

charge."
" Not to deny my own merits, sagacious father, I have

already some knowledge of the pastures.
'

'

" And of the beasts, too, Gottlob ; we keep good note of

the characters of all who come to our confessionals. There

are worse than thine among them, I do assure thee."
'

' And yet have I never told thee half that I might saj- of

myself, father !
'

'

" It is not important now. Thou knowest the state of

the contest between Count Emich and our abbey. The
servnce that I ask of thee, son, is this ; and by discharging

it with thy wonted readiness, believe me thou wilt gain

favor with St. Benedict and his children. We have had
reason to know^ that there is a strong band of armed men
in the castle, ready and anxious to assail our walls, under

a vain belief that they contain riches and stores to repay

the sacrilege ; but we want precise knowledge of their

numbers and intentions. Were we to send one of known
pursuits on this errand, the count would find means to mis-

lead him ; whereas, we think a hind of th}- intelligence

might purchase the church's kindness without suspicion."

"Were Count Emich to get wind of the matter, he would
not leave me an ear with which to listen to thy holy admo-
nitions."

" Keep thine own counsel, and he will not suspect one of

thy appearance. Hast no pretext for visiting the castle ?
"

"Nay, it would be easy to make a thousand. Here, I

might say, I wished to ask the cow-herd of Lord Emich for

his cunning in curing diseased hoofs, or I might pretend a

wish to change my service, or, there is no want of laughing

damsels in and about the hold."

"Enough ; thou art he, Gottlob, for whom I have sought
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daily for a fortnight. Go thy way, then, without fail, and
seek me, after to-morrow's mass, in the abbey."

"It may be enough on the side of Heaven, father, but

men of our prudence must not forget their mortal state.

Am I to risk my ears, do discredit to my simplicity, and
neglect my herd, without a motive? "

" Thou wilt serve the church, son
;
get favor in the eyes

of our reverend abbot, and thy courage and dexterity will

be remembered in future indulgences.
'

'

'

' That I shall serve the church it is well known to me,

reverend Benedictine, and it is a privilege of which a cow-

herd hath reason to be proud ; but b}^ serving the church I

shall make enemies on earth, for two sufl&cient reasons :

first, that the church is in no great esteem in this valley
;

and second, because men never love a friend for being any

better than themselves. 'No, Gottlob,' used my excellent

father to say, 'seem to all around thee conscious of thy un-

worthiness, after which thou mayst be what thou seemest.

On this condition only can virtue live at peace with its

fellow-creatures. But if thou wouldst have the respect of

mankind,' would he say, ' set a fair price on all thou doest,

for the world will not give thee credit for disinterestedness
;

and if thou workest for naught, it will think thou deservest

naught. No,' did he shake his head and add, ' that which

Cometh easy is little valued, while that which is costly, do

men set a price upon.'
"

"Thy father was, like thyself, one that looked to his ease.

Thou knowest that we inhabitants of cells do not carry

silver."

" Nay, righteous Benedictine, if it were a trifle of gold, I

am not one to break a bargain for so small a difference.

"

"Thou shalt have gold, then. On the faith of my holy

calling, I will give thee an image of the emperor in gold

shouldst thou succeed in bringing the tidings we require."

Gottlob stopped short, and kneeling, he reverently asked

the monk to bless him. The latter complied, half doubting

the discretion of employing such an emissary, between

whose cunning and simplicity he was completely at fault.

Still, as he risked nothing, except in the nature of the infor-
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mation he was to receive, he saw no sufficient reason for

recalling the commission he had just bestowed. He gave
the desired benediction, therefore ; and our two conspirators

descended the mountain in company, discoursing as they

went of the business on which the cow-herd was about to

proceed. When so near the road as to be in danger of

observation, they separated, each taking the direction nec-

essary to his object.



CHAPTER IV.

"And not a matron, sitting at her -wheel,

But could repeat their story."

Rogers.

THE female, enveloped in her mantle, had so well

profited by the timely interposition of Gottlob

Frincke, as to quit the hermit's hut without

attracting the notice of the Benedictine. But the

vigilance of young Berchthold had not been so easily eluded.

He stepped aside as she glided through the door, then stop-

ping merely to catch the eye of the cow-herd, to whom he

communicated his intention by a sign, he followed. Had the

forester felt any doubts as to the identity of her he pursued,

the light and active movement would have convinced him

that age, at least, had no agency in inducing her to conceal

her features. The roebuck of his own forests scarce bounded

vnth more agility than the fugitive fled, on first quitting the

abode of the recluse ; nor did her speed sensibly lessen until

she had crossed most of the melancholy camp, and reached

a spot where the opening of the blue and star-lit void

showed that she was at the verge of the wood, and near the

margin of the summit of the mountain. Here she paused,

and stood leaning against a cedar, like one whose strength

was exhausted.

Berchthold had followed swiftly, but without losing that

appearance of calmness and of superior physical force which

gives dignity to the steps of young manhood, as compared

with the timid but more attractive movements of the feebler

sex. He seemed conscious of his greater powers, and un-

willing to increase a flight that was already swiftei than

39
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circumstances required, and which he knew to be far more
owing to a vague and instinctive alarm than to any real

cause for apprehension. When the speed of the female

ceased, his own relaxed, and he approached the spot where

she stood panting for breath, like a cautious boy who slack-

ens his haste in order not to give new alarm to the bird that

has just alighted.

"What is there so fearful in my face, Meta, that thou

fleest my presence as I had been the spirit of one of those

oagans which they say once peopled this camp ? It is not

thy wont to have this dread of a youth thou hast known
from childhood, and I will say in my own defence, known
as honest and true !

'

'

"It is not seemly in a maiden of my years—it was fool-

ish, if not disobedient, to be here at this hour," answered

the hurried girl. " I wish I had not listened to the desire

of hearing more of the holy hermit's wisdom !

"

" Thou art not alone, Meta !

"

"That were unbecoming, truly, in my father's child !

"

returned the young damsel, with an expression of pride of

condition, as she glanced an eye toward the fallen wall,

among whose stones Berchthold saw the well-known form

of a female servitor of his companion's family. "Had I

carried imprudence to this pass, Master Berchthold, thou

wouldst have reason to believe, in sooth, that it was the

daughter of some peasant, that by chance had crossed thy

footstep."

" There is little danger of that error," answered Berch-

thold, quickly. " I know thee well ; thou art Meta, the

only child of Heinrich Fre}', the Burgomaster of Deurck-

heim. None know thy quality and hopes better than I, for

none have heard them oftener !

"

The damsel dropped her head in a movement of natural

regret and sudden repentance, and when her blue eye,

softened bj'^ a ray of the moon, met the gaze of the forester,

he saw that better feelings were uppermost.

"I did not wish to recount m^- father's honors, nor any

accidental advantage of my situation, and least of all to

thee," answered the maiden, with eagerness; "but I felt
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concern lest thou shouldst imagine I had forgotten the

modesty of my sex and condition—or I had fear that thou

mightest—thy manner is much changed of late, Berch-

thold !

"

"It is, then, without my knowledge or intention. But

we will forget the past, and thou wilt tell me what wonder
hath brought thee to this suspected and dreaded moor, at

an hour so unusual ?
"

Meta smiled, and the expression of her countenance proved

that if she had moments of uncharitable weakness, they

were more the offspring of the world's opinions than of

her own frank and generous nature.

" I might retort the question on thee, Berchthold, and

plead a woman's curiosity as a reason why I should be

quickly answered—why art thou here, at an hour when
most 5'oung hunters sleep ?

'

'

"I am Lord Emich's forester; but thou, as there has

just been question, art a daughter of the Burgomaster of

Deurckheim."
" I give thee credit for all the difference. Did my mother

know that I was thus about to furnish a reason for my con-

duct, she would say ' Keep thy explanations, Meta, for

those who have a right to demand them !
'
"

" And Heinrich Frey ?
"

'

' He would be little likely to approve of either visit or

explanation."
" Thy father loves me not, Meta ?

"

'

' He does not so much disapprove of thee. Master Berch-

thold, as that thou art only Lord Emich's forester. Wert

thou as thine own parent was, a substantial burgher of our

town, he might esteem thee much. But thou hast great

favor with my dear mother !
'

'

'

' Heaven bless her, that in her own prosperity she hath

not forgotten those who have fallen ! I think that, in thy

heart as in thy looks, Meta, thou more resemblest thy

mother than thy father.
'

'

" I would have it so. When I speak to thee of my being

the child of Heinrich Frey, it is without thought of any pres-

ent difference between us, I do affirm to thee, Berchthold, but
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rather as showing that in not forgetting my station, I am
not likely to do it discredit. Xay, I know not that a for-

ester's is a dishonorable oflSce ! They who ser\'e the elector

in this manner are noble."
" And they who serve nobles, simple. I am but a menial,

Meta, though it be in a way to do little mortification to my
pride."

"And what is Count Emich but a vassal of the elector,

who, in turn, is a subject of the emperor ! Thou shalt not

dishonor thyself in this manner, Berchthold, and no one

say aught to vindicate thee."

"Thanks, dearest Meta. Thou art the child of my
mother's oldest and closest friend, and whatever the world

may proclaim of the difference that now exists between us,

thy excellent heart whispers to the contrar5\ Thou art not

only the fairest, but, in truth, the kindest and gentlest

damsel of thy town !

'

'

The daughter, only child, and consequently the heiress

of the wealthiest burgher of Deurckheim did not hear this

opinion of Lord Emich' s handsome forester without great

secret gratification.

" And thou now shalt know the reason of this unusual

visit," said Meta, when the silent pleasure excited by the

last speech of 5'oung Berchthold had a little subsided ; "for

this have I, in some measure, promised to thee ; and it

would little justif}-^ thy good opinion to forget a pledge.

Thou knowest the holy hermit, and the sudden manner of

his appearance in the Heidenmauer ?
"

" None are ignorant of the latter, and thou hast already

seen that I visit him in his hut."
" I shall not pretend to give, or to seek the reason, but

sure it is that he had not been a week in the old Roman
abode when he sought occasion to show me greater notice

than to any other maiden of Deurckheim, or than any

merit of mine might claim."
" How ! is the knave but a pretender to this sanctity,

after all?"
" Thou canst not be jealous of a man of his years ; and

judging by his worn countenance and hollow eye, years too
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of mortification and suffering ! He truly is of a character

to give a youth of thy age, and gentle air, and active frame,

and comely appearance, uneasiness ! But I see the color

in thy cheek, Master Berchthold, and will not offend thee

with comparisons that are so much to thy disadvantage.

Be the motive of the holy hermit what it will, on the two
occasions when he visited our town, and in the visits that

we maidens have often made to his cell, he hath shown kind

interest in my welfare and future hopes, both as they are

connected with this life, and with that to which we all

hasten, although it be with steps that are not heard even by
our own ears."

'

' It does not surprise me that all who see and know thee,

Meta, should act thus. And ^-et I find it very strange."

"Nay," said the amused girl, " now thou justifiest the

exact words of old Use, who hath often said to me, ' Take
heed, Meta, and put not thy faith too easily in the language

of the young townsmen ; for, by looking closely into their

meaning, thou wilt see that they contradict themselves.

Youth is so eager to obtain its end, that it stops not to sepa-

rate the true from the plausible.' These are her very words,

and oft repeated, too, which thou hast just verified—

I

believe the crone fairy sleepeth on that pile of the fallen

wall!"
'

' Disturb her not. One of her years hath great need of

rest : nay, it would be thoughtless to rob her of this little

pleasure !
'

'

Meta had made a step in advance, seemingly with intent

to arouse her attendant, when the hurried words and rapid

action of the youth caused her to hesitate. Receding to

her former attitude, beneath the shadow of the cedar, she

more considerately resumed,

—

"It would be ungracious, in sooth, to awaken one who
has so lately toiled up this weary hill."

"And she so aged, Meta !

"

" And one that did so much for my infancy ! I ought to

go back to my father's house, but my kind mother will over-

look the delay, for she loveth Use little less than one of her

own blood."
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" Thy mother knoweth of this visit to the hermit's hut,

then?"
" Dost think, Master Berchthold, that a Burgomaster of

Deurckheim's only child would go forth, at this hour, with-

out permission had ? There would be great unseemliness

in such secret gossiping, and a levity that would better suit

thy damsels of Count Emich's village : they say indeed, in

our town, that the castle damsels are none too nice in their

manner of life.
'

'

" They belie us of the mountain strangely, in the towns

of the plain ! I swear to thee there is not greater modesty

in thy Deurckheim palace, than among our females, whether

of the village or of the castle."
'

' It may be true in the main, and, for the credit of my sex,

I hope it is so ; but thou wilt scarce find courage, Berchthold,

to say aught in favor of her they call Gisela, the warder's

child ? More vanity have I never seen in female form !
'

'

" They think her fair, in Hartenburg."
" 'Tis that opinion which spoileth the creature's manner !

Thou art much in her society. Master Berchthold, and I

doubt not that use causeth thee to overlook some qualities

that are not concealed from strangers. ' Do but regard

that flaunting bird from the pass of the Jaegerthal,' said

the excellent old Use, one morn that we had a festi\''al in

our venerable church, to which the country' round came

forth in their best arraj' ;

' one would imagine, from its flut-

tering, and the movements of its feathers, that it fancied the

eye of every young hunter was on its plumage, and that it

dreaded the bolt of the archer unexpectedly ! And 3'et have

I known animals of this breed, that did not so greatly fear

the fowler's hand, if truth were said !
'
"

" Thou judgest Gisela harshly ; for though of some light-

ness of speech, and haplj' not without admiration of her own
beauty, the girl is far from being uncompanionable, or, at

times, of agreeable discourse."

"Nay, I do but repeat the words of Use, Master Berch-

thold !

"

'

' Thy Use is old, and garrulous, and is like to utter fool-

ishness."
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"This may be so—but let it be foolish, if thou wilt—the

folly of my nurse is my folly. I have gained so much from

her discourse, that I fear it is now too late to amend. To
deal fairly with thee, she did not utter a syllable concerning

thy warder's daughter that I do not believe."

Berchthold was but little practised in the ways of the hu-

man heart. Free in the expression of his own sentiments as

the air he breathed on his native hills, and entirely without

thought of guilt, as respects the feeling which bound him to

Meta, he had never descended into the arcana of that passion

of which he was so completely the subject, without, indeed,

knowing even the extent of his own bondage. He viewed

this little ebullition of jealousy, therefore, as a generous na-

ture regards all injustice, and he entered onl)^ the more
warmly into the defence of the injured part}'. One of those

sieve-like hearts that have been perforated a hundred times

by the shots that Cupid fires, right and left, in a capital,

would probably have had recourse to the same expedient,

merely to obser^-e to what extent he could trifle with the

feelings of a being he professed to love.

Europeans, who are little addicted to looking into the eye

of their cis-Atlantic kinsman in search of the mote, say that

the master-passion of life is but a sluggish emotion in the

American bosom. That those who are chiefly employed in

the affairs of this world should be content with the natural

course of the affections, as the}- arise in the honest relations

of the domestic circle, is quite as probable as it is true that

they who feed their passions by vanity and variety are mis-

taken when they think that casual and fickle sensations

compose any of the true ingredients of that purifying and

elevated sentiment which, by investing the admired object

with all that is estimable, leads us to endeavor to be worthy of

the homage we insensibly pay to virtue. In Berchthold and

Meta, the reader is to look for none of that constitutional

fer\'or which sometimes substitutes impulse for a deeper feel-

ing, or for any of that factitious cultivation of the theor}- of

love that so often tempts the neophyte to mistake his own
hallucinations for the more natural attachment of sympathy

and reason. For the former thev hved too far north, and for
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the latter it might possibly be said that fortune had cast their

lot a little too far south. That subtle and nearly indefinable

sympathy between the sexes which we call love, to which

all are subject, since its principle is in nature itself, exists

perhaps in its purest and least conventional form precisely

in the bosoms of those whom Providence has placed in the

middle state, between extreme cultivation and ignorance
;

between the fastidious and sickly perversion of over-in-

dulgence, and the selfishness that is the fruit of constant

appeals to exertion ; or the very condition of the two young

persons that have been placed before the reader in this chap-

ter. Enough has been seen to show that Berchthold, though

exercising a menial office, had received opinions superior to

his situation ; a circumstance that is sufficiently^ explained

by the allusions already made to the decayed fortunes of his

parents. His language and manner, therefore, as he gener-

ously vindicated Gisela, the daughter of the person charged

to watch the approaches of Lord Emich's castle, was perhaps

superior to what would have been expected in a mere forester.
'

' I shall not take upon myself the office of pointing out

the faults of our castle beauty, if faults she hath," he said

;

" but this much may I saj^ in her defence, without fear of

exceeding truth ; her father is grown gray under the livery

of Leiningen, and there is not a child in the world that

showeth more reverence or afiection to him who gave her

being, than this same bird of thine, with its flaunting

plumes, and the coquetry- with the archer's bolt !

"

" 'Tis said, a dutiful daughter will ever make an excel-

lent and an obedient wife."

"The luckier then will he be who weds old Friedrich's

child. I have known her keep the gates, deep into the

night, that her father might take his rest, when the nobles

have frequented the forest later than common ; ay, and to

watch weary hours, when most of her years and sex would

find excuses for being on their pillows. Now, this have I

often seen, going forth, as thou mayst be certain by my
office, in Count Emich's company, in most of his hunts.

Nay, Gisela is fair, none will deny ; and it may be that,

among her other qualities, the girl knows it."
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" She appeareth not to be the only one of thy Hartenburg

pile that is aware of the fact, Master Berchthold !

'

'

" Dost thou mean, Meta, the revelling abbe from Paris, or

the sworn soldier-monk of Rhodes, that now abide in the

castle ? '

' asked the young forester, with a simplicity that

would have set the heart of a coquette at ease, by its per-

fect nature and openness. " Now thou touchest on the

matter. I will own, though one of mj' office should be wary
of opinions on those his master loves, but I know thy pru-

dence, Meta—therefore will I say that I have half suspected

these two ill-assorted servants of the church, of thinking

more of the poor girl than is seemly.
'

'

"Thy poor Gisela hath cause to hang herself. Truly,

were wassailers, like these thou namest, to regard me with

but a free look, the Burgomaster of Deiu*ckheim should

know of their boldness !

"

'

' Meta, they would not dare ! Poor Gisela is not the

offspring of a stout citizen, but the warder of Hartenburg'

s

child, and there may be some difference in your natures,

too,—nay, there is ; for thou art not one of those that seek

the admiration of each cavalier that passeth, but a maiden
that knoweth her worth, and the meed that is her due.

That thou hast in something wronged our beauty of the

hold, I needs must say ; but to compare thee with her,

either in the excellence of the body or that of the mind, is

what could never be done justly. If she is fair, thou art

fairer ; if she is witty, thou art wise !
'

'

"Nay, do not mistake me, Berchthold, by thinking that

I have uttered aught against thy warder's daughter that is

harsh and unseemly. I know the girl's cleverness, and

moreover I am willing to acknowledge that one cruelly

placed by fortune in a condition of ser^^tude, like her's,

ma3' find it no easy matter to be always what one of her

sex and years could wish. I dare to say that Gisela, did

fortune and opportunity permit, would do no discredit to

her breeding and looks, both of which, sooth to say, are

somewhat above her condition."
'

' And thou saidst thy mother knew of this visit to the

hermit?"
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" And said truth. My mother has never made objection

to any reverence paid by her daughter to the church or to

its ser\'ants."

"That hath she not! Thou art amongst the most fre-

quent of those who resort to the abbey in quest of holy

ofl&ces thyself, Meta !

"

"Am I not a Christian ! Wouldst have a well-respected

maiden forget her duties ? '

'

*

' I say not that ; but there is discourse amongst us hunt-

ers, that of late the prior hath much preferred his young
nephew. Brother Hugo, to the duty of quieting the con-

sciences of the penitents. It were better that some father

whose tonsure hath a ring of gray were put into confes-

sional, in a church so much frequented by the young and

fair of Deurckheim."
'

' Thou wouldst do well to write of this to the Bishop of

"Worms, or to our holy abbot, in thine own scholarly hand.

Thou hast the clerkly gifts, Master Berchthold, and might

persuade !

'

'

" I would that the little I have done in this way had not

so failed of its design. Thou hast had frequent proofs of

its sincerity, if not of its skill, Meta."

"Well, this is idle, and leads me to forget the hermit.

My mother—I know not why—and now thou makest me
think on it, I find it different from her common rule ; but

it is certain that she in no wise discourages these visits to

the Heidenmauer. We are very j'oung, Berchthold, and

may not yet understand all that enters into older and wiser

heads!"
"It is strange that the holy man should seek just us !

If he most urges his advice on you among the damsels of

the town, he most gives his counsel to me among the youths

of the Jaegerthal I

'

'

There was a charm in this idea which held these two

young and unpractised minds in sweet thraldom for many
fleeting minutes. They conversed of the unexplained sym-

pathy between the man of God and themselves, long and

with undiminishing interest in the subject, for it seemed to

both that it contained a tie to unite them still closer to each
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other. Whatever philosophy and experience may pretend

on such subjects, it is certain that man is disposed to be
superstitious in respect to the secret influences that guide

his fortunes, in the dark passage of the world. Whether
it be the mystery of the unforeseen future, or the conscious-

ness of how much of even this most prized success is the

result of circumstances that he never could or did control,

or whether God, with a view to his own harmonious and
sublime ends, has implanted this principle in the human
breast, in order to teach us dependence on a superior power,

it is certain that few reach a state of mind so calculating

and reasoning as not to trust some portion of that which is

to come to the chances of fortune, or to Providence ; for so

we term the directing power, as the mind clings to or rejects

the immediate agency of the Deity in the conduct of the

subordinate concerns of life. In the age of which we write,

intelligence had not made sufficient progress to elevate ordi-

nary minds above the arts of necromancy. Men no longer

openly consulted the entrails of brutes, in order to learn the

will of fate, but they often submitted to a dictation scarcely

less beastly, and few indeed were they who were able to

separate piety from superstition, or the grand dispensations

of Providence from the insignificant interests of selfishness.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Berchthold and Meta
should cling to the singular interest that the hermit mani-

fested in them respectively, as an omen propitious to their

common hopes ; common, for though the maiden had not

so far relinquished the reserve she still deemed essential to

her sex, as to acknowledge all she felt, that subtle instinct

which unites the young and innocent left little doubt in the

mind of either, of the actual state of the other's inclina-

tions.

Old Use had consequently ample time to rest her frame,

after the painful toil of the ascent between the town and the

camp. When Meta at length approached to arouse her, the

garrulous woman broke out in exclamations of surprise at

the shortness of the interview with the hermit, for the sound-

ness of her slumbers left her in utter ignorance of the appear-

ance and disappearance of Berchthold.
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"It is but a moment, Meta dear," she said, "since we
came up the hill, and I fear thou hast not given sufficient

heed to the wise words of the holy man. We should not

reject a wholesome draught because it proves bitter to the

mouth, child, but swallow all, to the last drop, when we
think there is healing in the cup. Didst deal fairly by the

hermit, and tell him honestly of thy evil nature ?
'

'

'

' Thou forgettest, Use, the hermit has not even the ton-

sure, and cannot shrive and pardon."
'

' Nay, nay—I know not that ! A hermit is a man of

God ; and a man of God is holy ; and any Christian may,

ay, and should pardon ; and as to shriving, give me a self-

denying recluse, who passes his time in prayer, mortifying

soul and body, before any monk of Limburg, say I ! There

is more virtue in one blessing from such a man, than in a

dozen from a carousing abbot—I know not but I might say

fifty."

" But I had his blessing, nurse."

" Well, that is comforting, and we have not wearied our

limbs for naught ; but thou shouldst have told him of thy

wish to wear the laced bodice at the last mass, in order that

thy equals might envy thy beauty. It would have been

wholesome to have acknowledged that sin, at least."
'

' But he questioned me not of my sins. All his discourse

was of my father's house, and of my good mother, and

—

and of other matters."
'

' Thou shouldst then have edged the bodice in among

the other matters. Have I not always forewarned thee,

Meta, of the danger of pride, and of stirring envy in the

bosom of a companion ? There is naught more uncomforta-

ble than envy, as I know by experience. Oh ! I am no

longer young, and come to me if thou wouldst wish to know
what envy is, or any other dangerous vice, and I warrant

thee thou shalt hear it well explained ! Ay, thou wert very

wrong not to have spoken of the bodice !
'

'

"Had it been fit to confess, I might have found more

serious sins to own, than any that belong to dress."
'

' I know not that ! Dress is a great beguiler of the

young heart, and of the handsome face. If thou hast
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beauty in thy house, break thy mirrors that the young
should not know it, is what I have heard a thousand times

;

and as thou art both young and fair. I will repeat it,

though all Deurckheim gainsay my words, thou art in dan-

ger if thou knowest it. Xo, hadst thou told the hermit of

that bodice, it might have done much good. What mat-

ters it to such a man, whether he hath the tonsure or not ?

He hath prayers, and fastings, and midnight thought, and

great bodily suffering, and these are surely worth as much
hair as hath ever fallen from all the monks in the Palati-

nate ; I would thou hadst told him of that bodice, child !

"

"Since thou so wishest it, at our next meeting it shall

he said, dear Use ; so set thy heart at peace."

"This will give thy dear mother great pleasure; else,

•why should she consent that a daughter of hers should

visit a heathenish camp, at so late an hour? I warrant

thee that she thought of the bodice !
'

'

" Do cease speaking of the garment, nurse ; my thoughts

are bent on something else."

" Well, if indeed thou thinkest of something else, it may
be amiss to say more at present, though. Heaven it knows,

thou hast great occasion to recall that vainglorious mass to

thy mind. How suddenl)- thy communion with the her-

mit ended to-night, Meta !

"

"We have not been long on the mountain, truly, Use.

But we must hasten back, lest my mother should be un-

easy."

"And wh}- should she be so? Am I not with thee?

Is age nothing, and experience, and prudence, and an old

head, ay, and, for that matter, an old body too, and a

good memory, and such eyes as no other in Deurckheim

of my years hath—I say of my 3-ears, for thou hast bet-

ter ; and thy dear mother's are little worse than thine

—

but of my j^ears, few have their equal. At thy age, girl,

I was not the old Use, but the lively Use, and the active,

and—God forgive me if there be vainglory in the words !

but truth should always be spoken—the handsome Use,

and this, too, without aid from any such bodice as that of

thine."
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" Wilt never forget the bodice ! here, lean on me, nurse,

or thy foot may fail thee in the steep descent."

Here they began to descend, and as they were now at a

point of the path where much caution was necessary, the

conversation in a great measure ceased.

He who visits Deurckheim now, will find sufficient re-

maining evidence to show that the town formerly extended

more toward the base of the mountain than its present

site would prove. There are the ruins of walls and towers

among the vineyards that ornament the foot of the hill,

and tradition speaks of fortifications that have long since

disappeared, rendered useless by those improvements in

warfare that have robbed so many other strong places of

their importance. Then, every group of houses on an em-

inence was more or less a place of defence ; but the use

of gunpowder and artillery centuries ago rendered all

these targets useless, and he who would now seek a citadel,

is most sure to find it buried in some plain or morass. The
world has reached another crisis in improvement, for the

introduction of steam is likely to alter all its systems of

oJBfence and defence both by land and sea ; but be the fu-

ture as it may, the skill of the engineer had not so far

ripened at the period of our tale, as to prevent Meta and

her attendant from entering within walls of ancient con-

struction, clumsily adapted to meet the exigencies of the

imperfect state of the existing art. As the hour was early,

they had no difficulty in reaching the burgomaster's door

without attracting remark.



CHAPTER V.

" 'What news?'"
" ' None, my lord, but that the world is grown honest.' "

" ' Then is doomsday near !
'
"

Hamlet.

WITHIN the whole of these widely extended

states, there is scarcely a single vestige of the

manners of life led by those who first settled

in the wilderness. lyittle else is found to

arrest the eye of the antiquary in the shape of a ruin, except

the walls of some fortress or the mounds of an intrenchment

of the war of independence. We have, it is true, some faint

remains of times still more remote, and there are even a few

circumvallations, or other inventions of defence, that are

believed to have once been occupied by the redman ; but in

no part of the country did there ever exist an edifice, of

either a public or a private nature, that bore any material

resemblance to a feudal castle. In order, therefore, that the

reader shall have as clear a picture as our feeble powers can

draw of the hold occupied by the sturdy baron who is

destined to act a conspicuous part in the remainder of this

legend, it has become necessary to enter at some length into

a description of the surrounding localities, and of the build-

ing itself. We say of the reader, for we profess to write

only for the amusement—fortunate shall we be if instruction

may be added—of our own countrymen ; should others be

pleased to read these crude pages, we shall be flattered and,

of course, grateful ; but with this distinct avowal of our ob-

ject, in holding the pen, we trust they will read with the

necessary amount of indulgence.

53,
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And here we shall take occasion to hold one moment's

communion with that portion of the reading public of all

nations, that, as respects a writer, composes what is termed

the world. Let it not be said of us, because we make fre-

quent reference to opinions and circumstances as the}* exist

in our native land, that we are profoundly ignorant of the

existence of all others. We make these references, crime

though it be in hostile eyes, because they best answer our

end in writing at all, because they allude to a state of soci-

ety most familiar to our own minds, and because we believe

that great use has hitherto been made of the same things,

to foster ignorance and prejudice. Should we unheedingly

betraj' the foible of national vanity—that foul and peculiar

blot of American character ! we solicit forgiveness ; urging,

in our own justification, the aptitude of a young country

for falling insensibly into the vein of imitation, and praying

the critical observer to overlook any blunders in this way,

if perchance we should not manifest that felicity of execu-

tion which is the fruit only of great practice. Hitherto we
believe that our modesty cannot justly be impeached. As
yet we have left the cardinal virtues to mankind in the

gross, never, to our knowledge, having written of " Ameri-

can courage," or " American honesty," nor yet of "Amer-
ican beauty," nor haply of " American manliness," nor even

of " American strength of arm," as qualities abstracted and

not common to our fellow-creatures ; but have been content

in the unsophisticated language of this western clime, to

call virtue, virtue—and vice, vice. In this we well know
how much we have fallen short of numberless, but nameless

classical writers of our own time, though we do not think

we are greatly losers by the forbearance, because we have

sufficient proof that when we wish to make our pages un-

pleasant to the foreigner, we can effect that object by much
less imposing allusions to national merits ; since we have

good reason to believe there exists a certain quenilous

class of readers who consider even the most delicate and

reserved commendations of this western world, as so much
praise unreasonably and dishonestly abstracted from them-

selves. As for that knot in our own fair countr}^ who aim
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at success by flattering the stranger, and who hope to shine

in their own little orbits by means of borrowed light, we
commit them to the correction of a reproof which is certain

to come, and, in their cases, to come embittered by the con-

sciousness of its being merited b}^ a servility as degrading

as it is unnatural. As they dive deeper into the secrets of

the human heart, they will learn there is a healthful feeling

that cannot be repulsed with impunity, and that as none are

so respected as they who fearlessly and frankly maintain

their rights, so none are so contemned as those who ignobly

desert them.

During the time that Berchthold was holding converse

with Meta, on the mountain of the Heidenmauer, Emich
of Leiningen was at rest in his castle of Hartenburg. It

has already been said that the hold was of massive masonry,

the principal material being the reddish sandstone that is

so abundantly found in nearly the whole region of the an-

cient Palatinate. The building had grown with time, and

that which had originally been a tower had swelled into a

formidable and extensive fortress. In the ages which suc-

ceeded the empire of Charlemagne, he who could rear one

of these strong places, and maintain it in opposition to his

neighbors, became noble, and in some measure a sovereign.

He established his will as law for the contiguous territory,

and they who could not enjoy their own lands without sub-

mitting to his pleasure, were content to purchase protection

by admitting their vassalage. No sooner was one of these

local lords firmly established in his hold, by receiving ser-

vice and homage from the husbandmen, than he began to

quarrel with his nearest neighbor of his own condition.

The victor necessarily grew more powerful by his con-

quests, until, from being the master of one castle and one

village, he became in process of time the master of many.

In this manner did minor barons swell into power and sover-

eignty, even mighty potentates tracing their genealogical

and political trees into roots of this wild growth. There

still stands on an abrupt and narrow ledge of land, in the

confederation of Switzerland and in the canton of Argovie,

a tottering ruin, that in past ages was occupied by a knight,
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who from his aerie overlooked the adjoining village, and

commanded the services of its handful of boors. The
ruined castle was called Hapsbourg, and is celebrated as

the cradle of that powerful family which has long sat upon

the throne of the Caesars, and which now rules so much
of Germany and Upper Italy. The king of Prussia traces

his line to the house of HohenzoUern, the offspring of

another castle ; and numberless are the instances in which

he who first laid the corner-stone of a strong place, in ages

when security was only to be had by good walls, also laid

the foundation of a long line of prosperous and puissant

princes.

Neither the position of the castle of Hartenburg, how-

ever, nor the period in which it was founded, was likely to

lead to results great as these just named. As has been

said, it commanded a pass important for local purposes, but

not of so much moment as to give him who held the hold

any material rights beyond its immediate influence. Still,

as the family of Leiningen was numerous, and had other

branches and other possessions in more favored portions of

Germany, Count Emich was far from being a mere moun-

tain chief. The feudal system had become methodized

long before his birth, and the laws of the empire secured

to him many villages and towns on the plain, as the suc-

cessor of those who had obtained them in more remote

ages. He had recenth* claimed even a higher dignity, and

wider territories, as the heir of a deceased kinsman ; but in

this attempt to increase his power and to elevate his rank,

he had been thwarted bj- a decision of his peers. It was

to this abortive assumption of dignity that he owed the

sobriquet of the Summer Landgrave ; for such was the

rank he had claimed, and the period for which he had been

permitted to bear it.

With this knowledge of the power of their family, the

reader will not be surprised to hear that the castle of the

Counts of Hartenburg, or, to be more accurate, of the

Counts of Hartenburg-Leiningen, was on a commensurate

scale. Perched on the advanced spur of the mountain, just

where the valley was most confined, and at a point where
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& little river made a short bend, the path beneath lay quite

at the mercy of the archer on its battlements. In the fore-

ground, all that part of the edifice which came into the view-

was military, and in some slight degree, fitted to the imper-

fect use that was then made of artillery ; while in the rear

arose that maze of courts, chapels, towers, gates, portcul-

lises, state-rooms, offices, and family apartments, that marked
the usages and tastes of the day. The hamlet which lay

in the dell, immediately beneath the walls of the salient

towers, or bastions, for they partook of both characters, was
insignificant, and of little account in estimating the wealth

and resources of the feudal lord. These came principally

from Deurckheim, and the fertile plains beyond, though the

forest was not without its value, in a country- in which the

axe had so long been used.

We have said that Emich of Leiningen was taking his

rest in the hold of Hartenburg. Let the reader imagine

a massive building, in the centre of the confused pile we
have mentioned, rudel)' fashioned to meet the wants of the

domestic economy of that age, and he will get a nearer view

of the interior. The walls were wainscoted, and had much
uncouth and massive carving ; the halls were large and

gloomy, loaded with armor, and at this moment pregnant

with armed men ; the saloons of the medium size which

suited a baronial state, and all the appliances of that mingled

taste in which comfort and luxury-, as now understood, were

unknown, but which was not without a portion of the eSect

that is produced by an exhibition of heavy magnificence.

With but few signal exceptions, German}-, even at this

hour, is not a countrj^ remarkable for the elegancies of do-

mestic life. Its ver}^ palaces are of simple decoration, its

luxuries of a home-bred and inartificial kind, and its taste

is rarely superior, and indeed not always equal to our own.

There is still a shade of the Gothic in the habits and opin-

ions of this constant people, who seem to cultivate the

subtle refinements of the mind, in preference to the more

obvious and material enjoyments which address themselves

to the senses.

Quaint and complicated ornaments wrought by the pa-
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tient industr>' of a race proverbial for this description of

ingenuity ; swords, daggers, morions, cuirasses, and all sorts

of defensive armor then in use ; such needle-work as it be-

fitted a noble dame to produce
;

pictures that possessed

most of the faults and few of the beauties of the Flemish

school ; furniture that bore some such relation to the garni-

ture of the palaces of electors and kings, as the decorations

of a village drawing-room in our own time bear to those of

the large towns ; a profuse display of plate, on which the

arms of Leiningen were embossed and engraven in every

variety of style ; with genealogical trees and heraldic blaz-

onr>^ in colors, were the principal features.

Throughout the whole pile there was little appearance,

however, of the presence of females, or even of the means

of their accommodation. Few of that sex were seen in the

corridors, or offices, or courts ; though men crowded the

place in unusual numbers. The latter were chiefly grim

and whiskered warriors, who loitered in the halls, or in the

more public parts of the castle, like idlers waiting for the

expected movement of exertion. None among them w^ere

armed at all points, though this carelessly wore his morion,

that had buckled on a breast-plate, and another leaned list-

lessly on his arquebuse or handled his pike. Here a group

exercised, in levity, with their several weapons of offence
;

there a jester amused a crowd of sluggish listeners with his

ribaldry and humor ; and numberless were those who
quaffed of the Rhenish of their lord. Although this conti-

nent had then been discovered, the goodly portion which

has since fallen to our heritage was still in the hands of its

native proprietors ; and the plant, so long known as the

weed of Virginia, but which has since become a staple of

so manj' other countries in this hemisphere, was not in its

present general use among the Germans ; else would it have

been our duty to finish this hasty sketch, b}- enveloping it

all in mist. Notwithstanding the general air of indifference

and negligence which reigned within the walls of Harten-

burg, without the gates, in the turrets, and on the advanced

towers, there was the appearance of more than the custom-

ary watchfulness. Had one been there to note the circum-
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stance, he would have seen, in addition to the sentries who
always guarded the approaches of the castle, several swift-

footed spies on the look-out, in the hamlet, on the rocks of

the mountain-side, and along the winding paths ; and as all

eyes were turned toward the valley in the direction of L,im-

burg, it was evident that the event they awaited was ex-

pected to arrive from that quarter.

While such was the condition of his hold and of so strong

a body of his vassals. Count Emich himself had retired from

observation, to one of the quaint, half-rude, half-magnifi-

cent saloons of the place. The room was lighted by twenty

tapers, and other well-known signs indicated the near ap-

proach of guests. He paced the large apartment with a

heavy and armed heel ; while care, or at least severe thought,

contracted the muscles around a hard and iron brow, which

bore evident marks of familiar acquaintance with the casque.

Perhaps this is the only country' of Christendom, even now,

in which the profession of the law is a pursuit still more
honorable and esteemed than that of arms—the best proof

of a high and enviable civilization—but at the age of our

narrative, the gentleman that was not of the church, the

calling which nearly monopolized all the learning of the

times, was of necessity a soldier. Emich of Leiningen

carried arms, therefore, as much in course as the educated

man of this century reads Horace or Virgil ; and as nature

had given him a vigorous frame, a hardy constitution, and

a mind whose indifference to personal suflfering amounted at

times to ruthlessness, he was more successful in his trade of

violence than many a pale and zealous student proves in the

cultivation of letters.

The musing count scarce raised his looks from the oaken

floor he trod, as menial after menial appeared, moving with

light step in the presence of one so dreaded and yet so sin-

gularly loved. At length a female, busy in some of the little

offices of her sex, glided before his half-unconscious sight.

The youth, the bloom, the playful air, the neat coif, the

tight bodice, and the ample folds of the falling garments, at

length seemed to fill his eye with the form of his compan-

ion.
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"Is it thou, Gisela?" he said, speaking mildly, as one

addressed a favored dependent. "How fareth it with the

honest Karl ? '

'

" I thank my lord the count, his aged and wounded ser-

vant hath less of pain than is commonly his lot. The limb

he has lost in the service of the House of Leiningen—

"

"No matter for the leg, girl—thou art too apt to dwell

upon that mischance of thj^ parent."

"Were my lord the count to leave a limb on the field, it

might be missed when he was hurried !
'

'

" Thinkest thou, child, that my tongue would never ad-

dress the emperor without naming the defect? Go to,

Gisela, thou art a calculating hussy, and rarely permittest

occasion to pass without allusion to this growing treasure of

thy family. Are m}^ people actively on the watch, with or

without their limbs ?
'

'

" They are as their natures and humors tend. Blessed

Saint Ursula knows where the officers of the country have

picked up so ungainly a band, as these that now inhabit

Hartenburg ! One drinketh from the time his ejxs open

in the morn until the}' shut at even ; another sweareth

worse than the northern warriors that do these ravages in

the Palatinate ; this a foul dealer in ribaldry ; that a glut-

ton who never moveth lip but to swallow ; and none, nay,

not a swaggerer of them all, hath civil word for a maiden,

though she be known as one esteemed in their master's

household. '

'

'

' The}^ are my vassals, girl, and stouter men at need are

not mustered in Germany."

"Stout in speech, and insolent of look, my lord count,

but most odious company to all of modest demeanor and

of good intentions in the hold.
'

'

" Thou hast been humored by thy mistress, girl, until thou

sometimes forgettest discretion. Go, and look my guests are

informed that the hour of the banquet is at hand—I await

the pleasure of their presence.
'

'

Gisela, whose natural pertness had been somewhat height-

ened b}^ an indulgent mistress, and in whom consciousness

of more beauty than ordinarily falls to the share of females
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of her condition, had produced freedom of language that

sometimes amounted to temerity, betrayed her discontent in

a manner very common to her sex, when it is undisciplined,

or little restrained by a wholesome education. She pouted,

taking care, however, that Emich's eye was again turned to

the floor, tossed her head, and quitted the room. Left to

himself, the count relapsed into his reverie. In this manner
did several minutes pass unheeded.

" Dreaming, as usual, noble Emich, of escalades and ex-

communication !
" cried a gay voice at his elbow, the speaker

having entered the saloon unseen,
—"of revengeful priests,

of vassalage, of shaven abbots, the confessional and penance
dire, thy rights redressed, the frowning conclave, the abbey
cellar, thy morion, revenge, and, to sum up all, in a word
that covers every deadly sin, that fallen angel the devil !

"

Emich forced a grim smile at this unceremonious and
comprehensive salutation, accepting the offered hand of him
who uttered it, however, with the frank freedom of a boon
companion.

" Thou art right welcome, Albrecht," he replied, " for the

moment is near when my ghostly guests should arrive ; and
to deal fairly by thee, I never feel myself quite equal to a

single combat of wits with the pious knaves ; but thy sup-

port will be enough, though the whole abbey community
were of the party,"

"Ay, we are akin, we sons of Saint John and these

bastards of Saint Benedict. Though more martial than

your monks of the hill, we of the island are sworn to quite

as many virtues. Let me see," he added, counting on his

fingers with an air of bold licentiousness ;

'

' firstly are we
vowed to celibacy, and your Benedictine is no less so

;

then are we self-dedicated to chastity, as in your Limburg
monk ; next we respect our oaths, as do your Father Bon-

ifacius ; then both are servants of the holy cross ;
" by a

singular influence the speaker and the count made the

sacred symbol on their bosoms, as the former uttered the

word, "and, doubt it not, I shall be the equal of the

reverend brotherhood. They say sin can match sin, and

saint should surely be saint's equal ! But, Emich, thou
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art graver than becometh a hot carousal like this we
meditate !

'

'

'

' And thou gay as if about to gallant the dames of Rhodes

to one of thy island festivals !

'

'

The Knight of Saint John regarded his attire with com-

placenc}', strutting by the side of his host, as the latter re-

sumed his walk, with the air of a bird of admired plumage.

Nor was the remark of the Count of Hartenburg misap-

plied, since his kinsmen and guest had, in reality, expended

more labor on his toilette than was customar}^ in the

absence of females, and in that rude hold. Unlike the

stem and masculine Emich, who rarely divested himself of

all his warlike gear, the sworn defender of the Cross

appeared entirely in a peaceful guise, if the long rapier

that dangled at his side, and which to a much later period

formed an indispensable accompaniment of one of gentle

condition, could be excepted from the implements of war.

His doublet, fully decorated with embroider}-, fringes, and

loops, and dotted with buttons, was of a pale orange stuff,

that was puffed and distended about his person, in the

liberal amplitude of the prevailing fashion. The nether

garment, which scarce appeared, however, essential as it

might be, was of the same material, and cut with a similar

expenditure of cloth. The hose was pink, and, rolling far

above the knee, gave the effect of a rich coloring to the

whole picture. He wore shoes whose upper leather rose

high against the small of the leg, buckles that covered the

instep, and about the throat and wrists there was a lavish

display of lace. The well-known Maltese cross dangled by

a red ribbon at a button-hole of the doublet ; not above the

heart, as is the custom at present among the chevaliers of

the other hemisphere, but, bj^ a vagary of taste, so low as to

demonstrate, if indeed there is any allusion intended by the

accidental position of these jewels, that the honorable badge

was assumed in direct reference to that material portion of

the human frame which is believed to be the repositor>' of

good cheer ; an interpretation that, in the case of Albrecht

of Viederbach, the knight in question, was perhaps much
nearer to the truth than he would have been willing to
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own. After poising himself, first on the point of one shoe,

and then on the other, smoothing his ruffles, shoving the

rapier more aside, and otherwise adjusting his attire to his

mind, the professed soldier of Saint John of Jerusalem pur-

sued the discourse,
'

' I am decent, kinsman, '

' he replied ;
" fit to be a guest

at thy hospitable board, if thou wilt, in the absence of its

fair mistress, but beyond that unworthy to be named. As
for the dames of our unhappy and violated Rhodes, dear

cousin, thou knowest little of their humors, if thou fanciest

that this rude guise would have any charm in their refined

eyes. Our knights were used to bring into the island the

taste and improvements of every distant land ; and small

though it be, there are few portions of the earth in which
the human arts, for so I call the decoration of the human
body, flourished more than in our circumscribed, valiant,

and much-regretted Rhodes. Thus was it, at least, until

the fell Ottoman triumphed !
'

'

" 'Fore God I had thought thee sworn to all sorts of

modesty, in speech, life, and other abstinences !
'

'

"And art thou not sworn, most mutinous Emich, to obey

thy liege lords, the emperor and the elector—nay, for cer-

tain of thy lands and privileges, art thou not bound to

knight's service and obedience to the holy Abbot of Lim-
burg?"

" God's curse on him and all the others of that grasping

brotherhood !
'

'

"Ay, that is but the natural consequence of thy oath, as

this doublet is of mine. If the rigid performance of a vow
is as agreeable to the body, as we are taught it may be

healthful to the soul. Count of Leiningen, where would be

the merit of observance ? I never don these graceful gar-

ments, but a wholesome remembrance of watchful nights

passed on the ramparts, of painful sieges and watery

trenches, or of sickly cruises against the Mussulmans, do

not present themselves in the shape of past penances. In

this manner do we sweeten sin, by our bodily pains, and by

the memory of hours ofvirtuous hardships !

"

"By the three sainted Kings of Koeln, and the eleven
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thousand virgins of that honored city, Master Albrecht ! but

thou wert much favored in thy narrow island, if it were

permitted to thee to sin in this fashion, with the certainty

of tempering punishment with so light service ! These

griping monks of Limburg make much of their favors, and

he who would go with a safe skin, must needs look to an

indulgence had and well paid for, in advance. I know not

the number of goodly casks of the purest Rhenish that little

sallies of humor may have cost me, first and last, in this

manner of princely expenditure ; but certain am I that, did

occasion oflfer, the united tributes would leave little empty

space in Prince Friedrich's vaunted tun, in his ample cellars

of Heidelberg !

"

'

' I have often heard of that roj^al receptacle of generous

liquor, and have meditated a pilgrimage in honor of its

capacity. Does the elector receive noble travellers with a

hospitality suited to his rank and means ? '

'

"That doth he, and right willingly, though this war

presses sorely, and giveth him other employment. Thy
wayfaring will not be weary, for thou mayst see the towers

of Heidelberg from off these hills, and a worthy steed might

be pricked from this court of mine into that of Duke
Friedrich in a couple of hours of hard riding."

"When the merits of th}^ cellar are exhausted, noble

Emich, it will be in season to put the tun to the proof,"

replied the Knight of Rhodes, '

' as our esteemed friend here,

the abbe, will maintain, in the face of all the reformers with

which our German}' is infested."

In introducing another character, we claim the reader's

patience for a moment of digression. Whatever may be

said of the merits and legality of the Reformation, effected

chiefly by the courage of Luther (and we are neither secta-

rian nor unbeliever, to deny the sacred origin of the church

from which he dissented), it is very generally admitted that

the long and undisputed sway of the prevailing authority of

that age had led to abuses, which called loudly for some

change in its administration. Thousands of those who had

devoted their lives to the administrations of the altar, were

quite as worthy of the sacred office as it falls to man's lot
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to become ; but thousands had assumed the tonsure, the

cowl, or the other symbols of ecclesiastical dutj-, merely to

enjoy the immunities and facilities the character conferred.

A long and nearly undisputed monopoly of letters, the influ-

ence obtained by the unnatural union between secular and

religious power, and the dependent condition of the public

mind, the legitimate consequence of both, induced all who
aspire to moral pre-eminence, to take this, the most certain,

because the most beaten, of the paths that led to this species

of ascendency. It is not alone to the religion of Christen-

dom, as it existed in the time of lyUther, that we are to look

for an example of the baneful consequence of spiritual and

temporal authority, as blended in human institutions.

Christian or Mohammedan, Catholic or Protestant, the evil

comes in every case from the besetting infirmity which

tempts the strong to oppress the weak, and the powerful to

abuse their trusts. Against this failing there seems to be no

security but an active and certain responsibility. So long as

the severe morality required of its ministers, by the Chris-

tian faith, is uncorrupted by any gross admixture of worldly

advantage, there is reason to believe that the altar, at least,

will escape serious defilement ; but no sooner are these fatal

enemies admitted to the sanctuary, than a thousand spirits,

prompted by cupidity, rush rashly into the temple, willing

to bear with the outward exactions of the faith, in order to

seek its present and visible rewards.

However pure may be a social system, or a religion, in

the commencement of its power, the possession of an undis-

puted ascendency lures all alike into excesses fatal to con-

sistency, to justice, and to truth. This is a consequence of

the independent exercise of human volition, that seems

nearly inseparable from human frailty. We gradually come

to substitute inclination and interest for right, until the

moral foundations of the mind are sapped by indulgence,

and what was once regarded with the aversion that wrong

excites in the innocent, gets to be not only familiar, but jus-

tifiable by expediency and use. There is no more certain

symptom of the decay of the principles requisite to main-

tain even our imperfect standard of virtue, than when the
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plea of necessity is urged in vindication of any departure

from its mandate, since it is calling in the aid of ingenuity

to assist the passions, a coalition that rarely fails to lay

prostrate the feeble defences of a tottering morality.

It is no wonder, then, that the world, at a period when
religious abuses drove even churchmen reluctantly to seek

relief in insubordination, should exhibit bold instances of

the flagrant excesses we have named. Military ambition,

venality, love of ease, and even love of dissipation, equally

sought the mantle of religion as cloaks to their several ob-

jects ; and if the reckless cavalier was willing to flesh his

sword on the body of the infidel, in order that he might live

in men's estimation as a hero of the cross, so did the trifler,

the debauchee, and even the wit of the capital, consent to

obtain circulation by receiving an impression which gave

currency to all coin, whether of purer or of baser metal,

since it bore the outward stamp of the church of God.
" Reformers, or rather revilers, for that is the term they

most merit," returned the abbe, alluded to in the last speech

of Albrecht of Viederbach, " I consign without remorse to

the devil. As for this pledge of our brave Knight of Saint

John, noble Count Emich, so far as I am concerned, it shall

be redeemed : for I am certain the cellars of Heidelberg

can resist a heavier inroad than any that is likely to invade

them by such means. But I am late from my chamber, and

I had hoped, ere this, to have seen our brethren of Lim-

burg ! I hope no unnecessary' misunderstanding is likely to

deprive us of the satisfaction of their presence, lord count? "

" Little fear of that, so far as it may depend on any dis-

appointment in a feast. If ever the devil tempted these

monks of the hill, it has been in the shape of gluttony.

Were I to judge bj' the experiences of forty years passed in

their neighborhood, I should think they deem abstinence an

eighth deadly sin."

"Your Benedictine is privileged to consider hospitality a

virtue, and the abbot has fair license for the indulgence of

some little cheer. We will not judge them harshly, there-

fore, but form our opinions of their merits by their deeds.
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Thou hast many servitors without, to do them honor to-

night, lyOrd Emich."

The Count of lyciningen frowned, and, ere he answered,

his eye exchanged a glance with that of his kinsman, which
the abbe might have interpreted into a hidden meaning, had
it attracted his observation.

" My people gather loyally about their lord, for they have

heard of this succor sent by the elector to uphold the lazy

Benedictines," was the reply. " Four hundred mercenaries

lie within the abbey walls this night. Master Latouche, and

it should not cause surprise that the vassals of Emich of

Hartenburg are ready with hand and sword to do service

in his defence. God's mercy ! The cunning priests may
pretend alarm, but if any here hath cause to be afraid, truly

it is the rightful and wronged lord of the Jaegerthal !

'

'

"Thy situation, cousin of Hartenburg," observed the

wearer of the cross of Saint John, "is, in sooth, one of mas-

terly diplomacy. Here dost thou stand at sword's point

with the Abbot of Limburg, ready at need to exchange

deadly thrusts, and to put this long-disputed supremacy on

the issue of battle, while thou callest on the keeper of thy

cellar to bring forth the choicest of its contents, in order to

do hospitality and honor to thy mortal foe ! This beateth,

in all niceties, Monsieur Latouche, the situation of an abbe

of thy quality, who is scarce churchman enough to merit

salvation, nor yet deep enough in sin to be incontinently

damned in the general mass of evil-doers."

"It is to be hoped that we shall share the common lot

of mortals, which is to receive more grace than they merit,"

returned the abbe, a title that in fact scarce denoted one

seriously devoted to the church.
'

' But I trust this present

meeting between the hostile powers may prove amicable

;

for, not to conceal the truth, unlike our friend the knight

here, I am of none of the belligerent orders."

"Hark !
" exclaimed the host, lifting a finger to command

attention ;

'

' heard ye aught ?
'

'

'

' There is much of the music of thy growlers in the courts,

cousin, and some oaths in a German that needs to be trans-
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lated to be understood ; but that blessed signal the supper-

bell is still mute."
" Go to ! 'T is the Abbot of Limburg and his brethren,

Fathers Siegfried and Cuno. Let us to the portal, to do them

usual honor."

As this was welcome news to both the knight and the

abb6, they manifested a suitable desire to be foremost in pay-

ing the required attention to a personage as important in

that region as the rich and powerful chief of the neighbor-

ing religious establishment.



CHAPTER VI.

" Why not? The deeper sinner, better saint."

Byron,

A WILD and plaintive note had been sounded on a

horn far in the valley toward the hill of L,imburg.

This melodious music was of common occurrence,

for of all that dwell in Europe, thej'^ who inhabit

the banks of the Rhine, the Elbe, the Oder, and the Danube,

with their tributaries, are the most addicted to the cultivation

of sweet sounds. We hear much of the harshness of the

Teutonic dialects, and of the softness of those of Latin ori-

gin ; but, Venice and the regions of the Alps excepted, na-

ture has amply requited for the inequality that exists between

the languages, by the difference in the organs of speech. He
who journeys in those distant lands must, as a rule, expect

to hear German warbled and Italian in a grand crash, though

exceptions are certainly to be found in both cases. But music

is far more common on the vast plains of Saxony than on

the Campagna Felice, and it is no uncommon occurrence to

be treated by a fair-haired postilion of the former countr)^

as he slowly mounts a hill, with airs on the horn that would

meet with favor in the orchestra of a capital. It was one

of these melancholy and peculiar strains which now gave

the signal to the spies of Count Emich, that his clerical

guests had quitted the convent.
" Heard ye aught, brothers? " demanded Father Bonifa-

cius of the companions who rode at his side, nearly at the

same moment that the Lord of Leiningen put the same

question in his hold; "that horn spoke in a meaning

strain !
'

'

69
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" We may be defeated in our wish to reach the castle sud-

denly," returned the monk already known to the reader as

Father Siegfried ;

'

' but though we fail in looking into Count

Emich's secret with our own eyes, I have engaged one to do

that office for us, and in a manner, I trust, that shall put us

on the scent of his designs. Courage, most holy abbot ; the

cause of God is not likely to fail for want of succor. When
were the meek and righteous ever deserted ? '

'

The Abbot of Limburg ejaculated in a manner to express

little faith in any miraculous interposition in behalf of his

cure, and he drew about him the mantle that served in some
degree to conceal his person, spurring the beast he rode only

the quicker, from a feverish desire, if possible, to outstrip

the sounds, which he intuitively felt were intended to an-

nounce his approach. The prelate was not deceived, for no
sooner did the wild notes reach the castle, than the signal,

which had caught the attention of its owner, was communi-
cated to those within the walls.

At the expected summons there was a general movement
among the idlers of the courts. Subordinate officers passed

among the men, hurrying those away to their secret lodging-

places who were intractable from excess of liquor, and com-

manding the more obedient to follow. In a very few minutes,

and long before the monks, who, however, pricked their

beasts to the utmost, had time to get near the hamlet, even,

all in the hold was reduced to a state of tranquil repose ; the

castle resembling the abode of any other powerful baron in

moments of profound security. Emich had seen to this dis-

position of his people in person, taking strict caution that

no straggler should appear, to betray the preparations that

existed within his walls. When this wise precaution was
observed, he proceeded, with his two companions, to take a

station near the door of the building more especially appro-

priated to the accommodation of himself and his friends, in

order to await the arrival of the monks.

The moon had ascended high enough to illuminate the

mountain side, and to convert the brown towers and ram-

parts of Hartenburg into picturesque forms, relieved by
gloomy shadows. The signals appeared to have thrown
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all who dwelt in the hamlet, as well as the}' who inhabited

the frowning hold which overhung that secluded spot, into

mute attention. For a few minutes the quiet was so deep

and general, that the murmuring of the rivulet which

meandered through the meadows was audible. Then came

the swift clattering of hoofs.

"Our churchmen are in haste to taste ihy Rhenish, noble

Emich," said Albrecht of Viederbach, who rarely thought

;

"or is it a party of their sumpter mules that I hear in the

valley ? '

'

'

' Were the abbot about to j ourney to some other convent

of his order, or were he ready to visit his spiritual master of

Spires, there is no doubt that many such cattle would be in

his train ; for of all lovers of fat cheer, Wilhelm of Venloo,

who had been styled Bonifacius in his baptism of office, is

he that most worships the fruits of the earth. I would he

and all his brotherhood were spiritually planted in the garden

of Eden ! They should be well watered with my tears !
'

'

'

' The wish hath a saintly odor, but may not be accom-

plished without mortal aid—unless thou hast favor with the

Prince Elector of Koeln, who might haply do thee that

service, in the way of miracle."
" Thou triflest, knight, in a matter of great gravity,"

answered Emich, roughly, for, notwithstanding his inherited

and deadly dislike of the particular portion of the church

which interfered with his own power, the Count of Har-

tenburg had all the independence of superior knowledge

that is the unavoidable offspring of a limited education.
'

' The prince elector hath served many noble families in the

way thou namest, and he might do honor to houses less

deserv'ing of his grace than that of Leiningen. But here

Cometh the abbot and his boon associates. God's curse

await them for their pride and avarice !
'

'

The clattering of hoofs had been gradually increasing,

and was now heard even on the pavement of the outer

court ; for in order to do honor to his guests, the count had

especially ordered there should be no delay or impediment

from gate, portcullis, or bridge.

"Welcome, and reverence for thy churchly office, nght
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holy abbot !
" cried Emich, from whose lips had just parted

the malediction, advancing oflSciously to aid the prelate in

dismounting— " Thou art welcome, brothers both ; worthy

companions of thy respected and honored chief.
'

'

The churchmen alighted, assisted by the menials of Har-

tenburg, with much show of honor on the part of the count

himself, and on that of his friends. When fairly on their

feet, they courteously returned the greetings.

" Peace be with thee, son, and with this cavalier and ser-

vitor of the church !
" said Father Bonifacius, signing with

the rapid manner in which a Catholic priest scatters his

benedictions. "St. Benedict and the Virgin take ye all in

their holy keeping ! I trust, noble Emich, we have not

given thee cause of vexation, by some little delay !

'

'

"Thou never comest amiss, father, be it at mom, or be

it at even ; I esteem Hartenburg more than honored, when

thy reverend head passeth beneath its portals."

"We had every desire to embrace thee, son, but certain

ofl&ces of religion, that may not be neglected, kept us from

the pleasure. But let us within, for I fear the evening air

may do injur>' to those that are uncloaked."

At this considerate suggestion, Emich, with much show

of respect to his guests, ushered them into the apartment

he had himself so lately quitted. Here recommenced the

show of those wily courtesies which, in that semi-barbarous

and treacherous age, often led men to a heartless and some-

times to a blasphemous trifling with the most sacred obliga-

tions to effect their purposes, and which in our times has

degenerated to a deception that is more measured, perhaps,

but which is scarcely less sophisticated and vicious. Much
was said of mutual satisfaction at this opportunity of com-

mingling spirits, and the blunt profession of the sturdy but

politic baron were more than met by the pretending sanctity

and ofl&cial charity of the priest.

The Abbot of Limburg and his companions had come to

the intended feast with vestments that partially concealed

their characters ; but when the outer cloaks and the other

garments were removed, they remained in the usual attire

of their order, the prelate being distinguished from his in-
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feriors- by those symbols of clerical rank which it was
usual for one of his authority to display when not engaged
in the ministrations of the altar.

When the guests were at their ease, the conversation

took a less personal direction, for though rude and unnur-

tured as his own war-horse, as regards most that is called

cultivation in our bookish days, Emich of Hartenburg

wanted for none of the courtesies that became his rank,

more especially as civilities of this nature were held to be

worthy of a feudal lord, and in that particular region.

" 'Tis said, reverend abbot," continued the host, pushing

the discourse to a point that might favor his own secret

views, "that our common master, the prince elector, is

sorely urged by his enemies, and that there are even fears a

stranger may usurp the rule in the noble castle of Heid-

elberg. Hast thou heard aught of his late distresses, or of

the necessities that bear upon his house ? '

'

" Masses have been said for his benefit in all our chapels,

and there are hourly prayers that he may prevail against his

enemies. In virtue of a concession made to the abbey by
our common father at Rome, we offer liberal indulgences,

too, to all that take up arms in his behalf."
'

' Thou art much united in love with Duke Friedrich,

holy prelate !
" muttered Emich.

'

' We owe him such respect as all should willingly pay

to the strong temporal arm that shields them ; our serious

fealty is due alone to heaven. But how comes it that so

stout a baron, once so much esteemed in warlike exercises,

and so well known in dangerous enterprises, rests in his

doublet at a time when his sovereign's throne is tottering?

We had heard that thou wert summoning thy people, Herr

Count, and thought it had been in the elector's interest."

" Friedrich hath not of late given me cause to love him.

If I have called my vassals about me, 't is because the times

teach every noble to be wary of his rights. I have con-

sorted so much of late with my cousin of Viederbach, this

self-denying knight of Rhodes, that martial thoughts will

obtrude even on the brain of one peaceful and home-bred as

thy poor neighbor and penitent.
'

'
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The abbot bowed and smiled, like one who gave full

credit to the speaker's words, while a by-play arose between

the wandering and houseless knight, the abbe, and the

brothers of Limburg. In this manner did a few minutes

wear away, when a flourish of trumpets announced that the

expected banquet awaited its guests. Menials lighted the

party to the hall in which the board was spread, and

much ceremonious form was observed in assigning to each

of the individuals the place suited to his rank and char-

acter. Count Emich, who in common was of a nature too

blunt and severe to waste his efforts in superfluous breeding,

now showed himself earnest to please, for he had at heart

an object that he knew was in danger of being baflQed by

the more practised artifices of the monks. During the

preliminary movements of the feast, which had all the

gross and all the profuse hospitality which distinguished

such entertainments, he neglected no customary observance.

The robust and sensual abbot was frequently plied with

both cup and dish, while the inferior monks received the

same agreeable attentions from Albrecht of Viederbach and

Monsieur Latouche, who, notwithstanding it suited his con-

venience to pass through life under the guise of a church-

man, was none the worse at board or revel. As the viands

and the generous liquors began to operate on the physical

functions of the brothers, however, they insensibl)'- dropped

their masks, and each discovered more of those natural

qualities which usually lay concealed from casual observation.

It was a rule of the Benedictines to practise hospitality.

The convent door was never closed against the wayfarer,

and he who applied for shelter and food was certain of ob-

taining both, administered more or less in a manner suited

to the applicant's ordinary habits. The practice of a virtue

so costly was a sufficient pretence for accumulating riches,

and he who travels at this day in Europe will find ample

proofs that the means of carrying into effect this law of the

order were abundantly supplied. Abbeys of this particular

class of monks are still of frequent occurrence in the for-

est cantons of Switzerland, Germany, and in most of the

other Catholic states. But the gradual and healthy trans-
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fer of political power from clerical to laical hands has long

since shorn them of their temporal lustre. Many of these

abbots were formerly princes of the empire, and several of

the communities exercised sovereign sway over territories

that have since taken to themselves the character of inde-

pendent states.

While the spiritual charge and the mortifications believed

to characterize a brotherhood of Benedictines were more
especially left to a subordinate monk termed the prior, the

abbot, or head of the establishment, was expected to preside,

not only over the temporalities, but at the board. This fre-

quent communication with the vulgar interests of life, and

the constant indulgence in its grosser gratifications, were

but ill adapted to the encouragement of the monastic virtues.

We have already remarked that the intimate connection

between the interests of life and those of the church is de-

structive of apostolical character. This blending of God
with mammon, this device of converting the revealed

ordinances of the Master of the Universe into a species of

buttress to uphold temporal sway, though habit has so long

rendered it familiar to the inhabitants of the other hemi-

sphere, and even to a large portion of those who dwell in

this, is, in our American eyes, only a little removed from

blasphemy ; but the triumphs of the press, and the

changes made by the steady advances of public opinion,

have long since done away with a multitude of still more

equivocal usages, that were as familiar to those who existed

three centuries ago, as our own customs to us at this hour.

When prelates were seen in armor, leading their battalions

to slaughter, it is not to be supposed that the other digni-

taries of this privileged class would be more tender of

appearances than was exacted by the opinions of the age.

Wilhelm of Venloo, known since his elevation as Boni-

facius of lyimburg, was not possessed of all that temporal

authority, however, which tempted so many of his peers to

sin. Still he was the head of a rich, powerful, and re-

spected brotherhood, that had many allodial rights in lands

beyond the abbey walls, and which was not without its

claims to the fealty of sundry dependents. Of vigorous
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mind and body, this dignified churchman commanded much
influence by means of a species of character that often

crosses us in life, a sturdy independence of thought and
action that imposed on the credulous and timid, and which
sometimes caused the bold and intelligent to hesitate. His
reputation was far greater for learning than for piety, and
his besetting sin was well known to be a disposition to en-

counter the shock between the powers of mind and matter,

as both were liable to be affected bj- deep potations and
gross feeling—a sort of degeneracy to which all are pecul-

iarly liable who place an unnatural check on the ordinary

and healthful propensities of nature—just as one sense is

known to grow in acuteness as it is deprived of a fellow.

The abbot loosened his robe, and threw his cowl still far-

ther from his neck, while Emich pledged him in Rhenish,

cup after cup ; and bj^ the time the meats were removed,

and the powers of digestion, or we might better say of re-

tention, would endure no more, his heavy cheeks became
flushed, his bright, deeply-seated, and searching gray eyes

flashed with a species of ferocious delight, and his lip fre-

quently quivered, as the claj' gave eloquent evidence of its

enjoyment. Still his voice, though it had lost its rebuked

and vSchooled tones, was firm, deep, and authoritative, and
ever and anon he threw into his discourse some severe and
pointed sarcasm, bitingly scornful. His subordinates, too,

gave similar proofs of the gradual lessening of their caution

though in degrees far less imposing, we had almost said less

grand, than that which rendered the sensual excitement of

their superior so remarkable. Albrecht and the abbe also

betrayed, each in his own manner, the influence of the ban-

quet, and all became garrulous, disputative, and noisy.

Not so with Emich of Hartenburg. He had eaten in a

manner to do justice to his vast frame and bodily wants,

and he drank fairly ; but, until this moment, the nicest ob-

server would have been puzzled to detect any decrease of

his powers. The blue of his large leaden eyes became

brighter, it is true, but their expression was yet in command,
and their language courteous.

'

' Thou dost but little compliment to my poor fare, most
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holy abbot," cried the host, as he witnessed a Hngering

look of the prelate, whose eye followed the delicious frag-

ments of a wild boar from the hall, " if the knaves have

stinted thee in choice of morsels, by St. Benedict ! but the

mountains of my chase can still furnish other animals of

the kind. How now—

"

'

' I pray thee, mercy, noble Emich ! Thy forester hath

done thee fair justice with his spear ; more savory beast

never smoked at table."

" It fell by the hand of young Berchthold, the burgher of

Deurckheim's orphan. 'Tis a bold youth in the forest, and

I doubt not his will one day be a ready hand in battle.

Thou knowest him I mean, father, for he is often at thy

abbey confessionals."
'

' He is better known to the prior than to one so busied

with worldly cares as I. Is the youth at hand ? I would
fain render him thanks."

"Hear ye that, varlet ! Bid my head forester appear.

The reverend and noble Abbot of Limburg owes him grace."
" Didst thou say the youth was of Deurckheim ?

"

'

' Of that goodly town, reverend priest ; and though re-

duced by evil chances to be the ranger of my woods, a lad of

mettle in the chase, and of no bad discourse in moments
of ease."

"Thou claimest hard service, cousin of Hartenburg, of

these peaceful townsmen ! Were they left freely to choose

between the ancient duty of our convent, and the stirring

life thou leadest the artisans, we should have more penitents

within our walls.
'

'

The fealty of Deurckheim was a long mooted point be-

tween the corporation of Limburg and the house of Lein-

ingen, and the allusion of the monk was not thrown away
upon his host. Emich' s brow clouded, and for a moment
it threatened a storm ; but, recovering his self-command,

he answered in a tone of hilarity, though with sufficient

coolness :

'

' Thy words remind me of present affairs, reverend Boni-

facius, and I thank thee that thou hast put a sudden check

on festivities which were getting warm without an object."
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The count arose, and filled to the brim a cup of horn,

elaborately ornamented with gold, drawing the attention

of all at table to himself by the action.
'

' Nobles and

reverend servants of God," he continued, " I drink to the

health and happiness of the honored Wilhelm of Venloo,

the holy Abbot of Limburg, and my loving neighbor.

May his brotherhood never know a worse guide, and may
the lives and contentment of all that now belong to it be as

lasting as the abbey walls.
'

'

Emich concluded the potent cup at a single draught.

In order to do honor to the mitred monk, there had been

placed by the side of Bonifacius a vessel of agate richly

decorated with jewelry, an heirloom of the house of Lein-

ingen. While his host was speaking, the looks of the lat-

ter watched every expression of his countenance, through

gray, overhanging, shaggy brows, that shaded the upper

part of his face like a screen of shrubbery planted to shut

out prying eyes from a close ; and he paused when the

health was given. Then, rising in his tvun, he quaffed a

compliment in return.

"I drink of this pure and wholesome liquor," he said,

" to the noble Emich of Leiningen, to all of his ancient and

illustrious house, to his and their present hopes, and to

their final deliverance. Maj^ this goodly hold, and the

happiness of its lord, endure as long as those walls of Lim-

burg of which the count has spoken, and which, were his

loving wishes consulted, would doubtless stand forever."

" By the life of the emperor, learned Bonifacius !
" ex-

claimed Emich, striking his fist on the table with force,
'

' you as much exceed one of my narrow wit in wishes, as

in godliness and other excellencies ! But I pretend not to

set limits to my desires in your behalf, and throw the fault

of my imperfect speech on a j'outh that had more to do

with the sword than with the brevian,-. And now let us

to serious concerns. It may not be known to j-ou, cousin

of Viederbach, or to this obliging churchman, who honors

Hartenburg with his presence, that there has been subject

of amicable dispute between the brotherhood of Limburg

and my unworthy house, touching the matter of certain

!
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wines, that are believed by the one party to be its dues,

and by the other to be a mere pious grace accorded to the

church— '

'

"Nay, noble Emich," interrupted the abbot, "we have
never held the point to be disputable in any manner. The
lands in question are held of us in soccage ; and in lieu of

bodily service, we have long since commuted for the produce

of vines that might be named."
" I cry you mercy ; if there be dues at all, they come of

naught else than knight's service. None of my name or

lineage ever paid less to mortal !

'

'

" Let it be thus," Bonifacius answered more mildly.

"The question is of the amount of liquor, and not of the

tenure whence it comes. '

'

"Thou sayest right, wise abbot, and I cry mercy of these

listeners. State thou the matter, reverend Bonifacius, that

our friends may know the humor on which we are madly
bent."

The Count of Hartenburg succeeded in swallowing his

rising ire, and made a gesture of courtesy toward the ab-

bot, as he concluded. Father Bonifacius rose again, and
notwithstanding the physical ravages that excess was mak-
ing within, it was still with the air of calmness and discipline

that became his calling.

" As our upright and esteemed friend has just related,"

he said, "there is truly a point, of a light but unseemly

nature to exist between so dear neighbors, open between

him and us servants of God. The counts of Leiningen

have long considered it a pleasure to do favor to the church,

and in this just and commendable spirit, it is now some

fifty years that, at the termination of each vintage, without

regard to seasons or harvest, without stooping to change

their habits at every change of weather, they have paid to

our brotherhood— '

'

'

' Presented, priest !

'

'

" Presented—if such is thy will, noble Emich—fifty

casks of this gentle liquor that now warms our hearts to-

ward each other with brotherly and praiseworthj^ affection.

Now, it has been settled between us, to avoid all futv.re
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motive of controversy, and either the better to garnish oui

cellars, or to relieve the house of Hartenburg altogether

of future imposition, that it shall be decided this night

whether the tribune henceforth shall consist of one hundred

casks, or of nothing."
" By're lady! A most important issue, and one likely

to impoverish or to enrich !
'

' exclaimed the knight of

Rhodes.

"As such we deem it," continued the monk, "and in

that view, parchments of release, with all due appliances

and seals, have been prepared by a clerkly scholar of

Heidelberg. This indenture, duly executed," he added,

drawing from his bosom the instruments in question,

"yieldeth to Emich all the abbey's rights to the vines in

dispute, and this wanteth but his sign of arms and noble

name to double their present duty."
'

' Hold !

'

' cried the Chevalier of the Cross, whose fac-

ulties began already to give waj', though it was only in

the commencement of the debauch :

*

' here is matter might

puzzle the Grand Turk, who sits in judgment in the very

seat of Solomon ! If thou renderest thy claims, and my
cousin Emich yielded double tribute-money, both parties

will be the worse, and neither possessed of the liquor !
'

'

" In a merry mood, it hath been proposed that there shall

be the trial of love and not of battle between us, for the vines.

The question is of liquor, and it is agreed—St. Benedict

befriend me, if there be sin in the folly ! to try on

whose constitution the disputed liquor is the most apt to

work good or evil. Let the Count of Hartenburg give to

his parchment the virtue that hath alread}' been given to

this of ours, and we shall leave both in some place of obser-

vation ; then, when he alone is able to rise and seize on both,

let him give the victor's cry ; but should he fail of that

power, and there be a servant of the church ready and able

to grasp the instruments, why let him go, and think no

more of land that he hath right merrily lost."

"By St. John of Jerusalem, but this is a most unequal

contest

—

three monks against one poor baron, in a trial of

heads !

"
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" Nay, we think more of our honor than to permit this

wrong. The Count of Hartenburg hath full right to call in

equal succor, and I have taken thee, gallant cavalier of

Rhodes, and this learned abb6, to be his chosen backers !

"

" IvCt it be so !
" cried the two in question. " We ask no

better service than to drain Count Emich's cellars to his

honor and profit !

"

But the lord of the hold had taken the matter, as indeed it

was fully understood between the principals, to be a ques-

tion on which depended a serious amount of revenue for all

futurity. The wager had arisen in one of those wild con-

tests for physical and gross supremacy which characterize

ages and countries of imperfect civilization ; for next to

deeds in arms and other manful exercises, like those of the

chase and saddle, it was deemed honorable to be able to un-

dergo the trials of the festive board with impunity. Nor
should it occasion surprise to find churchmen engaged in

these encounters ; for, independently of our writing of an

age when they appeared in the field, there is suflBcient evi-

dence that our own times are not entirely purified from so

coarse abuses of the gown. But Bonifacius of Limburg,

though a man of extensive learning and strong intellectual

qualities, had a weakness on this particular point, for which

we may be driven to seek an explanation in his peculiar

animal construction. He was of a powerful frame and slug-

gish temperament, both of which required strong excite-

ment to be wrought up to the highest point of ph3-sical

enjoyment ; and neither the examples around him nor his

own particular opinions taught him to avoid a species of

indulgence that he found so agreeable to his constitution.

With these serious views of a contest to which neither party

would probably have consented had not each great confi-

dence in himself as a well-tried champion, both Emich and

the abbot required that the instruments should be openly

read. The discharge of this duty was assigned to Monsieur

Latouche, who forthwith proceeded to wade through a tor-

rent of unintelligible terms, that were generated in the ob-

scurity of feudal times for the benefit of the strong, and

which are continued to our own period through pride of
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professional knowledge, a little quickened by a view to pro
fessional gain. On the subject of the true consideration of

the respective releases, the instruments themselves were

silent, though nothing material was wanting to give them
validity, especially when supported by a good sword or the

power of the church, to which the parties looked respectively

in the event of flaws.

Count Emich listened warily as his guest the abbe read

clause after clause of the deed. Occasionally his eye wan-
dered to the firm countenance of the abbot, betraying habit-

ual distrust of his hereditary- and powerful enemy, but it

was quickly riveted again on the heated features of the

reader.

" This is well," he said, when both papers had been exam-
ined :

" these vines are to remain forever with me and mine,

without claim from any grasping churchman, so long as

grass shall grow or water run, or henceforth they paj^ double

tribute, a tax that will leave little for the cellar of their right-

ful lord."

"Such are our terms, noble Emich. But to confirm the

latter condition, thy seal and name are wanting to the instru-

ment."

"Were the latter to be w'ritten by a good sword, none
could do the office better than this poor arm, reverend ab-

bot ; but thou knowest well that my j^outh was too much
given to warlike and other manly exercises befitting my
rank, to allow much time for acquiring clerkly skill. B}^

the holy virgins of Koeln ! It were, in sooth, a shame to

confess that one of my class in these stirring times had lei-

sure for such lady games ! Bring hither an eagle's feather

—

hand of mine never j^et touched aught from meaner wing

—

that I may do justice to the monks."

The necessary implements being produced, the Count of

Hartenburg proceeded to execute the instrument on his part.

The wax was speedily attached and duly impressed with the

bearings of Leiningen, for the noble wore a signet-ring of

massive size, ready at all times to give this token of his will.

But when it became necessar\' to subscribe the name, a sig-

nal was made to a domestic, who disappeared in quest of the
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count's man of charge. This individual manifested some
reluctance to perform the customary- office, but, as there was
just then a clamorous dialogue among the party at table, he
seized the moment to examine into the nature of the docu-

ment, and the consideration that was to decide the owner-

ship of the vineyard. Grinning in satisfaction at a species

of payment in which he held it to be impossible Lord Emich
could fail to acquit himself honorably, the dependent took

the hand of his master, and accustomed to the duty, he so

guided it as to leave a very legible and creditable signature.

When this had been done and the papers were properly wit-

nessed, the Count of Hartenburg glanced suspiciously from

the deed in his hand to the indomitable face of the abbot, as

if he still half repented of the act.
'

' Look you, Bonifacius,
'

'

he said, shaking a finger, " should there be a flaw, or doubt

of any intention in this our covenant, sword of mine shall

cut it !

"

" First earn the right, Count of Leiningen. The deeds are

of equal virtue, and he who would lay claim to their benefits

must win the wager. We are but poor brothers of St. Bene-

dict, and little worthy to be named with warlike barons and
devoted followers of St. John, but we have a humble trust in

our patron."
" By St. Benedict, it shall pass for a miracle if thou pre-

vailest !
" shouted Emich, yielding the deed in a burst of

delight. " Away with these cups of agate and horn, and

bring forth vessels of glass, that all may see we deal fairly

by each other in this right manly encounter. Look to your

wits, monks. By the word of a cavalier, your Latin will do

little service in this dispute."
" Our trust is in our patron," said Father Siegfried, who

had already done so much honor to the banquet as to give

reason to believe that, in his case, the fraternity leaned upon

a fragile staff.
'

' He never yet deserted his children, when
fairly enlisted in a good cause."

"You are cunning in reasons, fathers;" put in the

knight, "and I doubt not that sufficient excu.ses would be

forthcoming, were you pushed to justify service to the

devil."
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"We suffer for the church," was the abbot's answer, after

taking a bumper in obedience to a signal from his host.

" We hold it to be commendable to struggle with the flesh,

that our altars may flourish."

As soon as executed, the two deeds had been placed on a

high and curiously wrought vessel of silver that contained

cordials, and which occupied the centre of the board, and

more fitting cups having been brought, the combatants were

compelled to swallow draught after draught at signals from

Emich, who, like a true knight, saw that each man showed
loyalty. But as the conflict was between men of great

experience in this species of contention, and as it endured

hours, we deem it unworthy of the theme to limit its de-

scription to a single chapter. Before closing the page, how-
ever, we shall digress for a moment, in order to express our

opinions concerning the great human properties involved in

this sublime strife.

It has been the singular fortune of America, to be the

source of numberless ingenious theories that, taking their

rise in the other hemisphere, have been let loose upon the

world to answer ends that we shall not stop to investigate.

The dignified and beneficed prelate maintains there is no

worship of God within our land, probably because there are

no dignified and beneficed prelates—a sufficiently logical

conclusion for all who believe in the efficacy of that self-

denying class of Christians ; while the neophyte in some
lately invented religion denounces us all in a body, as so

many miserable bigots, devoted to Christ ! In this manner

is a painstaking and plain-dealing nation of near fourteen

millions of souls kept, as it were, in abeyance in the opin-

ions of the rest of mankind, one deeming them as much be-

yond, as another fancies them to be short of truth. In the

fearful catalogue of our deadly sins is included a propensity

to indulge in excesses similar to that it is now our office to

record. As we are confessedly democrats, dram-drinking

in particular has been pronounced to be a " democratic

vice.
'

'

It has been our fortune to have lived in familiarity with

a greater variety of men, either considered in reference to
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their characters or their conditions, than ordinarily falls to

the lot of any one person. We have visited many lands, not

in the capacity of a courier, but staidly and soberly, as be-

comes a grave occupation, setting up our household gods,

and abiding long enough to see with our eyes and to hear

with our ears ; and we feel emboldened to presume on these

facts, in order to express a different opinion, amid the flood

of assertions that has been made b}' those who certainly

have no better claim to be heard. And firstly, we shall

here say that, as in the course of justice, an intelligent, up-

right, single-minded, and discriminating witness is, perhaps,

the rarest of all desirable instruments in effecting its sacred

ends, so do we acknowledge a traveller entitled to full

credit, to be the mortal of all others the least likely to be

found.

The art of travelling, we apprehend, is far more practised

than understood. To us it has proved a laborious, harass-

ing, puzzling, and oftentimes a painful pursuit. To divest

one's self of impressions made in 5^outh ; to investigate facts

without referring their merits to a standard bottomed on a

foundation no better than habit ; to analyze, and justly to

compare the influence of institutions, climate, natural

causes, and practice ; to separate what is merely exception

from that which forms the rule ; or even to obtain and

carry away accurate notions of physical things; and, most

of all, to possess the gift of imparting these results compre-

hensively and with graphical truth, requires a combination

of time, occasion, previous knowledge, and natural ability,

that rarely falls to the lot of a single individual. One as-

sumes the task prepared b}' acquaintance with established

opinions, which are commonly no more than prejudices, the

result of either policy, or of the verj^ diflSculties just enu-

merated ; and he goes on his way, not only ready but anx-

ious to receive the proofs of what he expects, limiting his

pleasure to the sort of delight that dependent minds feel

in following the course pointed out by those that are supe-

rior. As the admitted peculiarities of every people are

suflSciently apparent, he converts self-evident facts into col-

lateral testimony, and faithfully believes and imagines all
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that is concealed on the strength of that which is obvious.

For such a traveller time wears away men and things in

vain ; he accords his belief to the last standard opinion of

his sect, with a devotion to convention that might purchase

salvation in a better cause. To him Vesuvius is just as

high, produces the same effect in the view, and has exactly

the same outline as before the crater fell ; and he watches

the workmen disinterring a house at its base, and goes away
rejoicing at having witnessed the resurrection of a Roman
dwelling after eighteen hundred years of interment, simply

because it is the vulgar account that Pompeii was lost for

that period. If he should happen to be a scholar, what is

his delight in following a cicerone (a title assumed by some
wily servitore di Piazza) to the little garden that overlooks

the Roman Forum, and in fancying that he stands upon the

Tarpeian Rock ! His faith in moral qualities, his gradua-

tion of national virtue, and his views of manners, are equally

the captives of the last popular rumor. A Frenchman may
roll incontinently in the gras de Paris, filled with an alcohol

inflammable as gunpowder, and in his eyes it shall pass for

pure animal light-heartedness, since it is out of all rule for

a Frenchman to be intoxicated, while the veriest tyro knows
that the nation dances to a man ! The gallant general, the

worshipful alderman, the right honorable ad\4ser of the

king, may stammer around a subject for half an hour in

St. Stephen's, in a manner to confound all conclusion, and

generalize so completely as to bafQe particularit}-, and your

hearer shall go away convinced of the excellence of the

great school of modern eloquence, because the orator had

been brought up at the "feet of Gamaliel." When one

thoroughly imbued with this pliant faculty gets into a for-

eign land, with what a diminished reverence for his own
does he journey ! As few men are endowed with suflScient

penetration to pierce the mists of received opinion, fewer

still are they that are so strong in the right as to be able to

stem its tide. He who precedes his age is much less likely

to be heard than he who lingers in its rear ; and when the

unwieldy body of the mass reaches the eminence on which

he has long stood the object of free comment, it may be as-
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sumed as certain that .tbey who were his bitterest deriders

when his doctrine was new, will be foremost in claiming the

honors of the advance. In short, to instruct the world, it is

necessary to watch the current, and to act on the public mind
like the unseen rudder, by slight and imperceptible varia-

tions, avoiding, as a seaman would express it, any very rank

sheer, lest the vessel should refuse to mind her helm and go

down with the stream.

We have been led into these reflections by frequent op-

portunities of witnessing the facility with which opinions

are adopted concerning ourselves, because they have come
from the pens of those who have long contributed to amuse
and instruct us, but which are perfectly valueless, both from

the unavoidable ignorance of those who utter them, and

from the hostile motives that gave them birth. To that

class which would wish to put in a claim to bon ton, by un-

dervaluing their countr3'men, we have nothing to say, since

they are much beyond improvement, and are quite unable

to understand all the high and glorious consequences de-

pendent on the great principles of which this republic is the

guardian. Their fate was long since settled by a permanent

and wise provision of human feeling ; but, presuming on the

opportunities mentioned, and long habits of earnest obser-

vation in the two hemispheres, we shall conclude this digres-

sion by merely adding that it is the misfortune of man to

abuse the gifts of God, let him live in what country or un-

der what institutions he may. Excess of the description in

question is the failing of every people, nearly in proportion

to their means ; nor are there any certain preventives

against a vice so destructive, but absolute want or a high

cultivation of the reasoning faculties.

He who has accurately ascertained how far the people of

this republic are behind or before the inhabitants of other

lands, in mental improvement and moral qualities, will not

be far from the truth in assigning to them a correspondent

place in the scale of sobriety. It is true that many foreign-

ers will be ready enough to deny this position , but we have

had abundant opportunities of obser\nng that all those who
visit our shores do not come sufficiently prepared by obser-
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vation at home to make just comparisons, and what we have

here said has not been ventured without 3-ears of close and

honest investigation. We shall gladly hail the da}- when it

can be said that not an American exists so lost to himself

as to trifle with the noblest gift of the Creator ; but we can-

not see the expediency of attaining an end, desirable even

as this, by the concession of premises that are false.



CHAPTER VII.

" What a thrice-double ass

Was I, to take this drunkard for a god !

"

Caliban.

PHYSICAIy qualities are always prized in proportion

to the value that is attached to those that are purely

intellectual. So long as power and honor depend

on the possession of brute force, strength and agil-

ity are endowments of the last importance, on the same

principle that they render the tumbler of more account in

his troop ; and he who has ever had occasion to mingle

much with the brave—and subject to a qualification that

will readily be understood, we might add the noble savages

of this continent, will have remarked that while the orators

are in general a class who have cultivated their art for want

of qualifications to excel in that which is deemed still more

honorable, the first requisite in the warrior is stature and

muscle. There exists a curious document to prove how
much even their successors, a people in no degree deficient

in acuteness, have been subject to a similar influence. We
allude to a register that was made of the thews and sinews

among the chiefs of the army of Washington, during the

moment of inaction that preceded the recognition of Inde-

pendence. By this report it would seem that the animal

entered somewhat into the ideas of our fathers, when they

made their original selection of leaders, a circumstance

that we attribute to the veneration that man is secretly dis-

posed to show to physical perfection, until a better training

and experience have taught him there is still a superior

power. Our first impressions are almost always received
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through the senses, and the connection between martial

prowess and animal force seems so natural, that we ought not

to be surprised that a people so peaceful and unpractised, in

their simplicity, betrayed a little of this deference to appear-

ances. Happily, if they sometimes put matter into stations

which would have been better filled by mind, the honesty

and zeal that were so general in the patriotic ranks carried

the country through in triumph.

It was a consequence of the high favor enjoyed by all

manly or physical qualities in the sixteenth century, that

men were even prized for their excesses. Thus, he who
could longest resist the influence of liquor was deemed, in

a more limited sense, as much a hero as he who swung the

heaviest mace, or pointed the surest cannon in battle. The
debauch in which the Abbot of Limburg and his neighbor,

Emich of Leiningen, were now engaged, was one of no un-

usual nature ; for, in a country in which prelates appeared

in so many other doubtful characters, it should not excite

surprise that some of the class were willing to engage in a

strife that had little danger, while it was so highly in favor

with the noble and the great.

The reader will have seen that great progress had been

made towards the issue of the celebrated encounter it is our

duty to relate, even before its precise object had been for-

mally introduced among the contending parties. But while

the monks came to the struggle apprised of its motive, and

prepared at all points to maintain the reputation of their

ancient and hospitable brotherhood, the Count of Leiningen,

with a sullen reliance on his own powers, that was some-

what increased by his contempt for priestcraft, had neglected

to bestow the same care on his auxiliaries. It is scarcely

necessary to add that both the abbe and the knight of

Rhodes had become heated to garrulousness before they

perfectly understood the nature of the service that was ex-

pected at their hands, or, we ought rather to say, of their

heads. With this explanation we shall resume the narra-

tive, taking up its thread some two hours later than the

moment when it was last dropped.

At this particular juncture of the strife, Fathers Siegfried
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and Cuno had become thoroughly warmed with their en-

deavors, and habitual and profound respect for the abbot

was gradually giving way before the quickening currents oi

their blood. The eyes of the former glistened with a spe-

cies of forensic ferocity, for he was ardently engaged on a

controversial point with Albrecht of Viederbach, all of

whose faculties appeared to be rapidly exhaling with his

potations. The other Benedictine and the abbe from time

to time mingled in the dispute, in the character of seconds,

while the two most interested in the issue sat, warilj' col-

lecting their powers, and sternly regarding each other, like

men who knew they were not engaged in idle sport.

"This is well, with thy tales of L'Isle Adam and the

Ottoman power," continued Father Siegfried, pursuing the

discourse from a point beyond which we consider it unnec-

essary to record all that passed, "this will do to repeat to

the dames of our German courts, for the journey between

these Rhenish plains and yonder island of Rhodes is far,

and few are inclined to make it, in order to convict thy

chiefs of neglect, or their sworn followers of forgetfulness

of their vows."
" By the quality of my order ! reverend Benedictine,

thou pushest words to unseemliness ! Is it not enough that

the chosen and the gentlest of Europe should devote soul

and body to services that would better become thy lazy

order—that all that is noble and brave should abandon the

green fields and pleasant rivers of their native lands, to en-

dure hot suns and sultr>' winds from Africa, in order to

keep the unbeliever in his limits, but they must be taunted

with gibes like these ? Go, count the graves and number
the living, if thou wouldst learn the manner in which our

illustrious master held out against Solyman, or wouldst

know the services of his knights !
'

*

" It woidd sound ill in thy ears were I to bid thee enter

purgatorj', to inquire into the fruits of our masses and

prayers, and yet one and the other are equally easy to per-

form. Thou knowest well that Rhodes is no longer a

Christian island, and that none bearing the cross dare be

seen on its shores. Go to, Count Albrecht, thy order is
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fallen into disuse, and it is better where it is, hid beneath

the snow}' mountains of the country of Nice, than it might

be in the front ranks of Christendom. There is not a crone

in Germany that does not bewail the backsliding of an

order so esteemed of old, or a maiden that does not speak

lightly of its deeds !
'

'

'

' Heavenly patience ! hearest thou this, Monsieur La-

touche ? and from the mouth of a chanting Benedictine,

who passeth his days between safe walls of stone, here in

the heart of the Palatinate, and his nights on a warm pallet,

beyond sound even of the rushing winds, unless, in sooth,

he be not bent on offices of midnight charity among the

believing wives of the faithful !

'

'

" Boy ! dost presume to scandalize the church, and dare

its anger? " demanded Bonifacius, in a voice of thunder.
" Reverend abbot," answered Albrecht, crossing himself,

for habit and policy equally held him subject to the predom-

inant authority of the age, " the little I say is more directed

to the man than to his cloth."
'

' Let him give utterance to all he fancies,
'

' interrupted

the wily Siegfried. " Is not a knight of Rhodes immacu-
late, and shall we refuse him right of speech ? '

'

"It is held at the court of the chivalrous Valois," ob-

served the abb^, who perceived it was necessary to interfere,

in order to preser\^e the peace, " that the defence of Rhodes
was of exceeding valor, and few survived it who did not

meet with high honors from Christian hands. We have
seen numberless of the brave knights among us, in the most
esteemed houses of Paris, and at the merry castle of Fon-

tainebleau, and believe me, none were more sought or bet-

ter honored. The scars of even Marignano and of Pavia

are less prized than those given by the hands of the in-

fidel."

" Thou dost well, my learned and self-denying brother,"

answ^ered Siegfried, with a sneer, " to remind us of the fight

of Pavia, and of thy great master's present abode ! Are
these tidings of late from the Castiles, or is it not permitted

to thy prince to despatch couriers to his own capital ?
'

'

" Nay, reverend monk, thou pressest with unkind allu-
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sions, and forgettest that, like thee, we are both servitors

of the church.
'

'

"We count thee not—one nor the other. Martyred

St. Peter ! what would become of thy keys, were they en-

trusted to the keeping of such hands ! Go, doff thy vani-

ties—lay aside that attire of velvet, if thou wouldst be

known as of the flock."

" Master lyatouche," exclaimed Emich, who was boiling

with indignation, but who preserved his self-command in

order to circulate the cups, and to see that each man did

true service in the prescribed contest, " tell him of his

brother of Wittenberg, and of these late doings in the hive.

Stick that thorn into his side, and thou shalt see him shrink

like a jaded and galled steed under a pointed spur ! Who
art thou, and why dost thou disturb my pleasures ?

"

This sudden interruption of himselfwas addressed by the

baron to a youth in neat, but modest attire, who had just

entered the banqueting-room, and who, passing by the

menial that filled the glasses at the beck of his master's

hand, now stood, with a firm, but respectful mien, at the

elbow of the speaker.

" 'T is Berchthold, mj^ lord's forester. They bid me come
to do your pleasure, noble count."

' * Thou art seasonably arrived to keep the peace between

a sworn knight of Rhodes and a garrulous monk of Lim-
burg. This reverend abbot would do thee favor, boy."

Berchthold bowed respectfully, and turned toward the

prelate.

"Thou art the orphan of our ancient liegeman, he who
bore thy name, and well esteemed among the townsmen of

Deurckheim ? '

'

" I am the son of him your reverence means, but that he

was liegeman of any of Limburg, I deny."
" Bravelj- answered, boj- !

" shouted Emich, striking his

fist on the table so hard as to threaten destruction to all it

held :
" ay, and as becomes thy master's follower ! Hast

enough. Father Bonifacius, or wilt dip deeper into the

youth's catechism? "

'

' The young man has been tutored to respect his present
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^ase," returned the abbot, affecting indifference equally to the

exultation of the count and to the disrespect of his forester.
*

' When he next comes to our confessionals there will be

occasion to give him other schooling."
" God's truth ! that hour may never happen. We are

half disposed to live on in our sins, and to take soldier's

fortune, in these stirring times—which is ever the chance

of sudden death—without the church's passport. We are

fast getting of this mind ; are we not, brave Berchthold? "

The 3'outh bowed respectfully, but without answering, for

he saw by the inflamed countenances and swimming eyes

of all at table, that the moment was one in which explana-

tions would be useless. Had it been possible to doubt the

cause of the scene he witnessed, the manner in which glass

after glass was swallowed, at the will of the cup-bearer,

would have explained its nature. But, far advanced as

Father Bonifacius had now become in inebriety, in common
wath the other guests, he retained enough of his faculties to

see that the words of Eniich contained an allusion of a dan-

gerously heretical character.

" Thou art resolved to despise our counsel and our warn-

ings !
" he exclaimed, glancing fiercely at one and the other.

" 'T were better to sa\' at once that thy wish is to see the

walls of Limburg Abbey lying on the side of Limburg hill."

"Nay, reverend and honored priest, thou pushest a few

hasty words beyond their meaning. What is it to a count

of the noble house of Leiningen, that a few monks find

shelter for their heads and ease for their souls beneath

a consecrated roof within cannon-shot of his own towers.

If thy walls do not tumble until hand of mine helps to un-

settle them, they ma}^ stand till the fallen angel that set

them up shall aid in their overthrow. Trul}', Father Boni-

facius, for a godly community, this tale of thy sanctuary's

origin makes it of none of the best parentage !

"

" Hear ye that !
" sputtered Albrecht of Viederbach, who,

though his tongue had continued to sound a sort of irregular

accompaniment to his cousin's speeches, was no longer able

to articulate clearly. " Hear ye that ! imp of St. Benedict

!

The devil set ye np, and the devil will be your downfall.
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L'Isle Adam is a saint to thy holiest ; and his—good

—

sword— '

'

At this word the knight of Rhodes succumbed, losing his

balance in an animated effort to gesticulate, and fairly fall-

ing under the table. A sarcastic smile crossed the abbot's

face at this overthrow of one of his adversaries, while Emich
scowled in disdain at the ignoble exhibition made by his

kinsman, who, finding it impossible to rise, resigned himself

to sleep on the spot where he had fallen.

" Swallow thy Rhenish, monk, and count not on the slight

advantage thou hast got in the overthrow of that prating

fool," said the host, whose tones grew less and less amicable

as the plot thickened. "But to a more fitting subject:

Berchthold is worthy of his lord, and is a youth that thinks

of things as things appear. We may quit thy confessionals

for divers reasons, as thou knowest. Here is a monk of

Erfurth ! Ha ! what think you of his new teaching, and
of the manner in which he advises the faithful to come to

the altar ? You have had him at Rome, and at Worms,
and among ye in many councils, and yet the honest man
stands fast in all reasonable opinions. Thou hast heard of

I^uther, is it not so, young Berchthold? "

" 'Tis certain, my lord count, that few in the Jaegerthal

escape the tidings of his name."
" Then are they in danger of a most damnable heresy !

"

interrupted Bonifacius, in a voice of thunder. "Why tell

me of this driveller of Erfurth, Lord Emich, if thou art not

in secret praying that his rebellious wishes may prosper at

the church's cost ! But we mark thee, irreverent count,

and hard and griping penance may yet purge thee of these

prurient fancies." Here the abbot, inflamed as he was with

wine and resentment, paused ; for the silent monk. Father

Cuno, fell from his seat like a soldier shot in battle ; the

simple inferior having entered into the trial of heads, more
with a relish for the liquor than with any thought of vic-

tory, and having, in consequence, done so much honor to

the potations as to become an easy sacrifice to the common
enemy. The abbot looked at his prostrate follower with
grim indifference, showing bj^ his hard, scowling, and angry
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eye, that he deemed the loss of little moment to the main

result. " What matters the impotency of a fool !
" he mut-

tered, turning away to his principal and only dangerous op-

ponent, with a full return of all his angry feelings.
'

' That

the devils are suffered to gain a momentary and specious tri-

umph, we are well aware, Baron Hartenburg—

"

"By my father's bones, proud priest, but thou strangely

forgettest thyself! Am I not a prince of Leiningen, thai

one of the cowl should please to call me less ? '

'

'

' I should have said the Summer Landgrave !
'

' answered

Bonifacius, sneeringly, for long-smothered hatred was be-

ginning to break through the feeble barriers that their reel-

ing faculties still preserv^ed. I crave pardon of your high-

ness ; but a short reign leaves brief recollections. Even
thy subjects, illustrious Emich, may be forgiven, that they

know not their sovereign's title. The coronet that is worn
from June to September scarce gets the fit of the head !

'

'

'

' It was worn longer, abbot, than ever head of thine will

wear a saintly crown. But I forget my ancient house and

the forbearance due to a guest, in honest anger at an artful

and malignant monk !

'

'

Bonifacius bowed with seeming composure, and while

each appeared to recover his moderation, in a misty recol-

lection of the true afiair in hand, the dialogue between the

abbe and Father Siegfried, which had been drowned by the

stentorian lungs of the principal disputants, broke out in

the momentary pause.

"Thou sayest true, reverend father," said the former,

"but were our fair and sprightly dames ofFrance to perform

these pilgrimages to distant shrines of which thou speakest,

rude treatment in the waj-faring, evil compan}'-, and, haply,

designing confessors might tarnish the present lustre of their

graces, and leave them less ornaments to our brilliant and

gallant court than they at present prove. No, I espouse no

such dangerous opinions, biit endeavor, by gentle persua-

sion and courtly arguments, to lead their precious souls

nearer to the heaven they so well merit, and which it were

scarce impious to say they will so rarely become. '

'

" This may be well for the towering fancies of thy French
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imaginations, but our slower German minds must be dealt

with dififerently. By the mass ! I would give little for the

success of the confessor that should deal only in persuasive

and gentle discourse ! Here we throw out manifold hints

of damnation in plainer speech."

"I condemn no usage on speculation, Benedictine; but

truly this directness of condemnation would be thought in-

decorous in our more refined presences. As yet, thou wilt

acknowledge, we are less tainted with heresies than thy

northern courts.
'

'

Here the deep voice of Emich, who had recovered a little

self-command, again drowned the by-play of the subor-

dinates.

"We are not children, most reverend Bonifacius," he
resumed, "to irritate ourselves with names. That I have
been denied the honors and rights of my birth and line for

one come of no direct descent, is admitted ; but let it be

forgotten. Thou art welcome to my board, and there is

no dignitary of the church, or of thy brotherhood, that I

esteem more than thee and thine, within a hard ride of

these towers. Let us be friends, holy abbot, and drink to

our loving graces.
'

'

'

' Count Emich, I pledge thee, and pray for thee, as thou

meritest. If there have been misunderstandings between

our convent and thy house, they have come of the misguid-

ing of the devil. We are a peaceful community, and one

given more to prayer and a just hospitality than to any
grasping desire to enrich our coffers.

"

"On these points we will not dwell, father, for it is not

easy for baron and abbot, layman and priest, to see at all

times with the same eyes. I would that this question of

authority in Deurckheim were fairly disposed of, that there

might always be good neighborhood in the valley. Our
hills shut in no wide plain, like yon of the river, that we
must needs turn the little level land we have into a battle-

ground. By the mass, most holy abbot, but thou wouldst

do well to dismiss the elector's troops, and trust this matter

between us to gentle and friendly argument."
" If it were the last prayer I uttered, before passing into

7
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the fruition of a self-denying and holy life, princely Emich,

thy wish should not want support ! Have we not often

professed a willingness to refer the question to the Holy

Father, or any other high church authority, that can fit-

tingly take cognizance of so knotty a point. I^ess than this

arbitration would scarce become our apostolic mission."

" God's truth ! raein Herr Wilhelm, but ye are too grasp-

ing for those who mortify the flesh ! Is it meet, I ask ye,

that a goodly number of valiant and painstaking burghers

should be led by shaven crowns in the daj^ of strife, in fair

and foul, evil and good, like so many worthless women, who
having lived in the idleness and vanities of gossip and back-

biting, are fain to hope that their sex's sins may be hid

beneath a monk's frock? Give me up, therefore, this ques-

tion of Deurckheim, and certain other rights that might be

fairly written out, and the saints in Paradise shall not live

in more harmony than we of the Jaegerthal."

"Truly, Lord Emich, the means of fitting us for the

heavenly state thou namest have not been forgotten, since

thou hast made a purgator>' of the valley these many
years

—

"

'

' By the mass, priest, thou again pushest thy remarks

beyond discreet speech ! In what manner have I done

aught to bring this scandal on the neighborhood, beyond a

mere forethought to mine own interest. Hast thou not

opened thy abbey gates to receive armed and irreligious

men ? Are not thy ears hourh^ wounded by rude oaths,

and eyes affronted by sights that should be thought un-

seemly in a sanctuary ? Nay, that thou mayest not suppose

I am ignorant of thy hidden intentions, do not the armed

bands of Duke Friedrich lie at watch, this ver>^ moment,

within thy cloisters ? '

'

" We have a just caution of our rights and of the church's

honor," an.swered Bonifacius, who scarce endeavored to

conceal the contemptuous smile the question excited.

" Believe me. Abbot of Limburg, so far from being the

enemy of our holy religion, I am its sworn friend ; else

should I long since have joined the proselytes of this

Brother Euther, and have done thee harm openly.
'

'
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" 'T were better than to pray at our altars by day, and to

plot their fall at night."
'

' I swear by the life of the emperor that thou urgest nie

too far, haughty priest
! '

'

The clamor created by the abbe and Father Siegfried

here caused the two principal speakers to direct their at-

tention, for the moment, to the secondarj^ combatants.

From a courtly dispute, the argument had got to be so

confused and warm between the latter, that each raised his

voice in a vain endeavor to drown that of his adversarj^

It was but an instant, before the whirling senses of M.

Latouche, who had only maintained his present place in

the debauch by fraud, gave way to so rude an assault, and

he staggered to a settee, where, gesticulating wildly, he

soon sunk at his length, unable to lift his head. Father

Siegfried witnessed the retreat of his mercurial foe with a

grin of exultation ; and he raised a ferocious shout, which,

coming from lungs that had so lately chanted to the honor

of God, caused the young Berchthold to shudder with

horror. But the glazed eye of the monk, and his failing

countenance, betrayed an inability to endure more. After

staring wildh- about him, with the unmeaning idiocy of

a drunkard, he settled himself in his chair, and closed his

eyes in the heavy sleep that nature unwillingly furnishes to

those who abuse her gifts.

The abbot and the count witnessed the manner in which

their respective seconds were thus put hors de combat, in

sullen silence. Their growing warmth, and the feelings

excited by the mention of their several grievances, had

insensibly drawn their attention from the progress of the

contest, but each now regained a certain glimpse of its

nature and of its results ; the recollection serv-ed to recall

the temper of both, for they were two well practised in

these scenes not to understand the value of presence of

mind in maintaining the command of their faculties.

" Our brother Siegfried hath yielded to the frailties of

nature, noble Emich," resumed Boniface, smiling as placidly

on his remaining companion as flushed features and a heated

eye would permit. " The flesh of priest can endure no more
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than that of layman, else would he have seen thy flasks

drained of their last drop, but better attention never filled

grateful heart, in doing honor to the gifts of Providence.
'

'

"Ay, thou passest thy debauches to the account of this

subtlety, while we of the sword. Master Abbot, sin to-night

and ask forgiveness to-morrow, without other pretence than

our pleasures. But the hood of a monk is a mask, and he

who wears it thinks he hath a right to the benefit of the

disguise. I would I knew, to a bodice, the number of

burghers' wives thou hast shrived since Corpus Domini !

"

"Jest not with the secrets of the confessional, Count

Emich ; the subject is too sacred for profane tongues. There

has been bitter penance for greater than thou !

'

'

"Nay, mistake me not, holy abbot," returned the baron,

hurriedly crossing himself; ''but 5^our bold talkers say

there is discontent in Deurckheim on this point, and I deem

it friendly to communicate the accusations of the enemy.

This is a moment in which our German monks are in

danger ; for, in sooth, thy brother of Erfurth is no driveller

in his cry against Rome."
The eye of Father Boniface flashed fire, for none are so

quick to meet, or so violent to resent attacks on what they

consider their rights, as those who have long been permitted

to enjoy monopolies, however frail or unjust may be the

tenure of their possession.

" In thy heart, rude Emich, thou clingestto this heresy !

"

he said,
'

' Beware in what manner thou castest the weight

of thy example and name into the scale, against the com-

mands of God and the authority of the church ! As for

this Luther, a backsliding wretch, that unquiet ambition

and love for a professed but misguided nun having urged

to rebellion, the devils are rejoicing in his iniquity, and

imps of darkness stand ready to riot in his final and irre-

trievable fall."

" By the mass ! father, to a plain soldier it seemeth bet-

ter to wive the sister honestly, than to give all this scandal

in Deurckheim, and otherwise to do violence to the peace

of families on the fair plains of the Palatinate. If Brother

Luther hath done no more than thou sayest here, he hath
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fairly cheated Satan, which is what thy community did of

old, when it got the evil spirit to aid in raising thy chapel,

and then, with no great regard to a debtor's obligation, sent

him away penniless."

" Were the truth known, Emich, I fear it would be found

that thou hast faith in this silly legend !

'

'

" If thou hast not outwitted the devil, priest, it hath been

that his prudence hath kept him from bargaining with those

he knows to be his betters in cunning. By the rood ! 't was a

bold spirit that would grapple, wit to wit, with the monks
of Limburg !

"

Disdain kept the abbot from answering, for he was too

superior to vulgar tradition to feel even resentment at an

imputation of this kind. His host perceived that he was
losing ground, and he began to see, by the manner in

which his senses were slowly receding, that he was in im-

minent danger of forfeiting the important stake that now
depended wholly on his powers of endurance. The abbot

had a well-earned reputation of having the strongest head

of all the churchmen of the Palatinate, and Count Emich,

who was nowise w^anting in physical excellence of this sort,

began to feel that species of failing which is commonly
the forerunner, as it is often the cause, of defeat. He swal-

lowed bumper after bumper, with a reckless desire to over-

whelm his antagonist, without thought of the inroads that

he was producing on his own faculties. Bonifacius, who
saw and felt his superiority, willingly indulged his antago-

nist in this feverish desire to drive the struggle to a pre-

mature issue, and several glasses were taken in a sort of

sullen defiance, without a syllable issuing from the lips of

either. In this strait, the count turned his swimming eyes

towards his attendants, in a vague hope that they whoser\'ed

him so faithfully on ordinary occasions, might aid him in the

present desperate emergency.

Young Berchthold Hintermayer stood near his lord, in

respectful attendance on his pleasure, for habit prevented

him from withdrawing without an order. Enough had
fallen from the parties in this singular contest to let him
into the secret of his object. He appeared to understand
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the appeal, and advancing to do the ofiSce of cup-bearer, a

duty that in truth required some such interference, for he

who should have discharged it had been too diligently im-

itating those at the board to be able any longer to acquit

himself with propriety of his functions.

"If my lord abbot would but relieve the passing time,"

said Berchthold, as he poured out the wine, "by descant-

ing more at large on this heresy, he might be the instru-

ment of saving a doubting soul ; I freely confess that, for

one, I find much reason to distrust the faith of my fathers.
'

'

This was attacking the abbot on his weakest, not to say

his only vulnerable point.

"Thou shalt smart for this, bold boy !
" he cried, striking

the table with a clinched fist. "Thou harborest heresies,

unfledged and paltry reasoner on apostolic missions ! 'Tis

well
—

'tis well—the impudent avowal is noted !

"

Emich made a sign of gratitude, for in his rage the priest

took a heavy draught, unconscious of what he was about.

" Nay, my lord, the most reverend abbot will pardon

imprudent speech in one little gifted in knowledge of this

sort. Were it to strike a wild boar, or to stop a roebuck,

or haply to do harm to my master's enemies, this hand

might prove of some account ; but is it matter of fair sur-

prise that we of simple wit should be confounded, when the

most learned of Germany are at a loss what to believe ?

I have heard it said that Master Luther made noble an-

swers in all the councils and wise bodies in which he hath

of late appeared."

"He spoke with the tongue of Lucifer!" roared the

abbot, fairly frothing with the violence of ungovernable

rage. "Whence cometh this new and late-discovered re-

ligion ? Of what stock and root is it ? Why hath it been

so long hid, and where is its early history ? Doth it

mount to Peter and Paul, or is it the invention of modem
arrogance and rank conceit ?

"

"Nay, father, the same might be asked of Rome itself,

before Rome knew an apostle. The tree is not les* a tree

after it hath been trimmed of its decayed branches, though

it may be more comely.
'

'
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Father Bonifacius was both acute and learned, and,

under ordinary circumstances, even the monk of Wittenberg

might have found him a stubborn and subtle casuist ; but

in his actual condition, the most sophistical remark, if it

had but the aspect of reason, was likel}- to inflame him.

Thus assailed, therefore, he exhibited an awful picture of

the ferocity of human passions when brutalized by indul-

gence. His eyes seemed starting from his head, his lips

quivered, and his tongue refused its functions. He was
now in the predicament in which the count had so lately

stood ; and, though he foresaw the consequences, with the

desperation of an inebriated man, he sought the renewal

of his forces in the very agent which had undermined

them. Count Emich himself was past intelligible utter-

ance, but eloquence not being his strongest arm, he still

maintained sufficient command of his physical powers to

continue the conflict. He flourished his hand in defiance,

and muttered words that seemed to breathe hatred and scorn,

In this manner did a noble of an illustrious and princel)' house,

and a mitred prelate of the church, stand at bay, with little

other consciousness of the existence of the nobler faculties

of their being, than that connected with the common mer-

cenary object which had induced this trial of endurance.

"The church's malediction on ye all!" Boniface at

length succeeded in uttering : then falling back in his

elbowed and well-cushioned chair, he yielded his faculties

to the sinister influence of the liquor he had swallowed.

When Emich of Leiningen witnessed the overthrow of his

last antagonist, a gleam of intelligence and triumph shot

from beneath his shaggy brows. By a desperate effort he

raised himself, and stretching forth an arm, he gained pos-

session of the deed by which the community of Limburg
formally released its claims upon the products of the dis-

puted vineyards. Arising, with the air of one accustomed

to command even in his cups, he signed for his forester to

approach, and aided by his young and nerv^ous arm, he

tottered from the room, leaving the banqueting-hall like a

deserted field, a revolting picture of human infirmity in its

degradation and neglect.
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As the count fell heavily upon his couch, clad as he had

been at table, he shook the parchment toward his young

attendant, till the folds rattled. Then closing his eyes, his

deep and troubled breathing soon announced that the vic-

tor of his debauch lay like the vanquished, unconscious,

feverish, and unmanned.

Thus terminated the well-known debauch of Hartenburg,

a feat of physical endurance on the part of the stout baron

who prevailed, that gained him little less renown among
the boon companions of the Palatinate than he would have

reaped from a victory in the field ; and which, strange as

it may now appear, derogated but little from any of the

qualities of the vanquished.
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CHAPTER VIII.

And from the latticed gallery came a chant

Of psalms, most saint-like, most angelical.

Verse after verse sung out most holily."

Rogers.

THE succeeding day was the Sabbath. The morning

of the weekly festival was always announced to

the peasants of the Jaegerthal with the usual sum-

mons to devotion. The matin bell had been heard

on the abbej' walls, even before the light penetrated to the

bottom of the deep vale ; and all the pious had bent, in com-

mon, wherever the sounds happened to reach their ears, in

praise and thanksgiving. But as the hours wore on, a more
elevated display of Roman worship was prepared in the high

mass, a ceremony addressed equally to the feelings and the

senses.

The sun was fairly above the hills, and the season

bland to seduction. The domestic cattle, relieved from

their weekly toil, basked against the hill-side, ruminating

in contentment, and filled with the quiet pleasures of their

instinct. Children gambolled before the cottage doors ; the

husbandman loitered in the habiliments that had borne the

fashions of the Haard through many generations, regard-

ing the silent growth of his crops ; and the housewife

hurried from place to place, in the excitement of simple

domestic enjoyment. The month was the most grateful of

the twelve, and well filled with hopes. The grass had

reached its height, and was throwing out its exuberance,

the corn was filling fast, and the vine began to give forth

its clusters.

IQ5
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In the midst of this scene of rural tranquillity, the deep-

toned bells of the abbey called the flock to its usual fold,

lyong practice had made the brotherhood of Limburg ex-

pert in all the duties that were necessary to the earthly

administration of their functions. Even the peals of the

bells were regulated and skilful. Note mournfully suc-

ceeding note, and there was not a silent dell for miles into

which the silent call did not penetrate. Bells were heard

too from Deurckheim, and even from the wide plain be-

yond ; but none rose fuller upon the air, or came so sweet

and melancholy to the ear, as those which hung in the abbey

towers.

Obedient to the summons, there was a gathering of all

in the valley toward the gate of Limburg. A crowd ap-

peared also in the direction of the gorge, for devotion,

superstition, or curiosity, never failed to attract a multitude

on these occasions, to witness mass in that celebrated con-

ventual chapel. Among the latter came equally the skep-

tical and the believing, the young and the old, the fair and

her who deemed it prudent to shade a matronly countenance

with the veil, the idle, the half-converted follower of Lu-

ther, and the lover of music. It was customary for one of

the brothers to preach, when mass was ended ; and lyimburg

had many monks that were skilled in the subtleties of the

times, and some even who had names for eloquence.

With a management and coquetry that enter into most

human devices that are intended to act on our feelings,

especially in matters that it is not thought safe to confide

too much to naked reason, the peals of the bells were con-

tinued long, with a view to effect. As group after group

arrived, the court of the abbey slowly filled, until their ap-

peared a congregation sufiiciently numerous to gratify the

self-love of even a clerical star of our own times. There

was much grave salutation among the different dignitaries

that were here assembled, for of all those who doff the

cap in courtesy, perhaps the German is the most punctilious

and respectful. As the neighboring city was fully repre-

sented in this assembl}^ of the religious and curious, there

was also a profitable display of the duties that are due to
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station. A herald might have obtained many useful hints,

had he been there to note the different degrees of simple

homage that were paid, from the burgomaster to the bailiff.

Among the variety of idle and ill-digested remarks that are

lavished on the American people and their institutions, it

is a received pleasantry to joke on their attachment to

official dignities. But he who has not only seen, but ob-

served both his own countrymen and strangers, will have

had numberless occasions to remark that this, like most

similar strictures, is liable to the imputation of vapidity,

and of being proof of a narrow obser\'ation. The function-

ary that is literally a servant of the people, whatever may
be his dispositions, can never triumph over his masters

;

and though it be an honest and commendable ambition to

wish to be so distinguished, we need only examine the

institutions to say that in this, as in most other similar cir-

cumstances, there is no strict analogy between ourselves

and European nations. The remark has probably been

made, because a respect for official authority has been found

among us, when there was the expectation, and possibly the

wish, to find anarchy.

At the high mass of lyimburg there was more ceremony

observed in ushering the meanest village dignitarj^ to his

place in the church, than would be observed in conducting

the head of this great republic to the high station he oc-

cupies ; and care was had, by an agent of the convent, to

see that no one should approach the altar of the Lord of

the Universe, without his receiving the deference he might

claim in virtue of his temporal rank ! Here, where all

appear in the temple as they must appear in their graves,

equals in dependence on divine support as they are equals

in frailty, it will not be easy to understand the hardihood

of sophistry which thus teaches humility and penitence

with the tongue, and invites to pride and presumption in

the practice ; and which, when driven to a reason for its

conduct, defends itself against the accusation of inconsist-

ency, by recriminating the charge of en\'y !

There had been a suitable display of ceremony' when sev-

eral functionaries of Deurckheim appeared, but the strongest
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manifestation of respect was reserved for a burgher who did

not enter the gates until the people were assembled in the

body of the church. This personage, a man whose hair was
just beginning to be gray, and whose solid, vigorous frame

denoted full health and an easy life, came in the saddle ; for

at the period of which we write, there was a bridle-path to

the portal of Limburg. He was accompanied by a female,

seemingly his spouse, who rode an ambling nag, bearing on

the crupper a crone that clung to her well-formed waist with

easy, domestic familiarity, but like one unused to her seat.

A fair-haired, rosy girl sat on the pillion of the father, and a

serving-man, in a species of official livery, closed the caval-

cade.

Sundry of the more substantial citizens of Deurckheim
hastened to the reception of this little part}', for it was
Heinrich Frey, with Meta, her mother, and Use, that came
unexpectedly to the mass of Limburg. The affluent and

flourishing citizen was ushered to the part of the church or

chapel where especial chairs were reserved for such casual

visits of the neighboring functionaries, or for any noble that

devotion or accident might lead to worship at the abbey's

altars.

Heinrich Frey was a stout, hale, obstinate, sturdy

burgher, in whom prosperity had a little cooled benevolence,

but who, had he escaped the allurements of office and the

recollection of his own success, might have passed through

life as one that was wanting in neither modesty nor human-
ity. He was, in short, on a diminished scale, one of those

examples of desertion from the ranks of mankind to the

corps d' elite of the lucky, that we constantly witness among
the worldly and fortunate. While a youth, he had been

sufficiently considerate for the burdens and difficulties of the

unhappy ; but a marriage with a small heiress, and subse-

quent successes, had gradually brought him to a view of

things that was more in unison with his own particular

interests than it was either philosophical or Christian-like.

He was a firm believer in that dictum which says none but

the wealthy have sufficient interest in society to be in-

trusted with its control, though his own instinct might have
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detected the sophistry, since he was daily vacillating be-

tween opposing principles, just as they happened to affect

his own particular concerns. Heinrich Frey gave freely

to the mendicant, and to the industrious ; but when it came
to be a question of any serious melioration of the lot of

either, he shook his head in a manner to imply a mysteri-

ous political economy, and uttered shrewd remarks on the

bases of society, and of things as they were established.

In short, he lived in an age when German)-, and indeed all

Christendom, was much agitated by a question that was
likely to unsettle, not only the religion of the da}^ but

divers other vested interests ; and he might have been

termed the chief of the conservative party, in his own par-

ticular circle. These qualities, united to his own wealth
;

a reputation for high probity, which was founded on the

belief that he was fully able to repair any pecuniary wrong
he might happen to commit ; a sturdy maintenance of his

own opinions, that passed with the multitude for the con-

sistency of rectitude ; and a perfect fearlessness in deciding

against all those who had not the means of disputing his

decrees, had procured for him the honor of being the first

burgomaster of Deurckheim.

Were the countenance a certain index of the qualities of

the mind, a physiognomist might have been at a loss to dis-

cover the motives which had induced Ulricke Hailtzinger,

not only the fairest but the wealthiest maiden of the town,

to unite herself in marriage with the man we have just de-

lineated. A mild, melancholy blue eye, that retained its

lustre in despite of forty j-ears, a better outline of features

than is common to the region in which she dwelt, and a

symmetry of arm and bust that, on the other hand, are

rather peculiar to the natives of Germany, still furnished

suflScient evidence of the beauty for which she must have

been distinguished in early life. In addition to these obvi-

ous and more vulgar attractions, the matronly partner of

Heinrich had an expression of feminine delicacy and intel-

ligence, of elevated views, and even of mysterious aspira-

tions, which rendered her a woman that a nice observer of

nature might have loved to study—and have studied to love.
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In personal appearance, Meta was a cop)^ of her motheri

engrafted on the more ruddy health and less abstracted hab-

its of the father. Her character will be sufficiently devel-

oped as we proceed in the tale. We commit Use to the

reader's imagination, which will readily conceive the sort of

attendant that has been introduced.

The Herr Heinrich did not take possession of his cus-

tomary- post before the high altar, without causing the stir

and excitement among the simple peasants of the Jaeger-

thal, and the truant Deurckheimers who were present, that

became his condition in life. But even city importance

cannot predominate forever in the house of God, and the

bustle gradually subsiding, expectation began to take pre-

cedency of civic rank.

The Abbey of Limburg stood high among the religious

communities of the Rhine, for its internal decorations, its

wealth, and its hospitalit)-. The chapel was justly deemed

a rare specimen of monastic taste, nor was it wanting in

most of those ornaments and decorations that render the

superior buildings, devoted to the service of the Church of

Rome, so imposing to the senses, and so pleasing to the

admirers of solemn effect. The building was vast, and, as

prevailed throughout that region and in the century of

which we write, sombre. It had numerous altars, rich in

marbles and pictures, each celebrated in the Palatinate for

the kind mediation of the particular saint to whom it was
dedicated, and each loaded with the votive offerings of the

suppliant, or of the grateful. The walls and the nave were

painted a/ fresco, not indeed with the pencil of Raphael, or

Buonarotti, but creditably, and in a manner to heighten the

beauty of the place. The choir was carved in high relief,

after a fashion much esteemed, and that was admirably exe-

cuted in the middle states of Europe, no less than in Italy,

and whole flocks of cherubs were seen poising on the wing

around the organ, the altar, and the tombs. The latter

were numerous, and indicated, by their magnificence, that

the bodies of those who had enjoyed the world's advantages

slept within the hallowed precincts.

At length a door, communicating with the cloisters,
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opened, and the monks appeared, walking in procession.

At their head came the abbot, wearing his mitre, and
adorned with the gorgeous robes of his ecclesiastical ofl&ce.

Two priests, decorated for the duties of the altar, followed,

and then succeeded the professed and the assistants, in pairs.

The whole procession swept through the aisles in stately-

silence ; and, after making the tour of most of the church,

paying homage and offering prayers at several of the most
honored altars, it passed into the choir. Father Bonifacius

was seated on his episcopal throne, and the rest of the

brotherhood occupied the glossy stalls reserved for such oc-

casions. During the march of the monks, the organ breathed

a low accompaniment, and as they became stationary, its

last strain died in the vaulted roof. At this moment the

clattering of horse's hoofs was audible without, causing the

startled and uneasy priests to suspend the mass. The rat-

tling of steel came next, and then the heavy tread of armed
heels was heard on the pavement of the church itself

Emich of Hartenburg came up the principal aisle, with

the steady front of one confident of his power, and claiming

deference. He was accompanied by his guests, the knight

of Rhodes and Monsieur Latouche, while young Berchthold

Hintermayer kept at his elbow, like one accustomed to be

in close attendance. A small train of unarmed dependents

brought up the rear. There was a seat of honor, in the

choir itself, and near the master altar, to which it was usual

to admit princes and nobles of high consideration. Passing

through the crowd that had collected at the railing of the

choir, the count inclined toward one of the lateral aisles,

and was soon face to face with the abbot. The latter arose,

and slightly recognized the presence of his guest, while the

whole brotherhood imitated his example, though with

greater respect ; for, as we have said, it was usual to pay
this homage to worldly rank, even in the temple. Emich
seated himself, with a scowl on his visage, while his two
noble associates found seats of honor near. Berchthold

stood at hand.

An inexperienced eye could have detected no outward
signs of his recent defeat, in the exterior of Wilhelm of
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Venloo. His muscles had already regained their tone, and

his entire countenance its usual expression of severe author-

ity, a quality for which it was more remarkable than for

any lines of mortification or of thought. He glanced at the

victor, and then, by a secret sign, communicated with a lay

brother. At this moment the mass commenced.

Of all the nations of Christendom, this, compared with

its numbers, is the least connected with the Church of

Rome. The peculiar religious origin of the people, their

habits of examination and mental independence, and their

prejudices (for the Protestant is no more free from this fail-

ing than the Catholic), are likely to keep them long sepa-

rated from any policy, whether of church or state, that

exacts faith without investigation, or obedience without the

right to remonstrate. An opinion is sedulously dissemi-

nated in the other hemisphere, that busy agents are rapidly

working changes in this respect, and a powerful party is

anxiously anticipating great ecclesiastical and political re-

sults from the return of the American nation to the opinions

of their ancestors of the Middle Ages. Were the fact so, it

would give us little concern, for we do not believe salvation

to be the peculiar province of sects ; but had we any appre-

hension of the consequences of such a conversion, they

would not be excited by the accidental accumulations of

emigrants in towns, or on the public works in which the

country is so actively engaged. We believe that where one

native Protestant becomes a Catholic in America, ten emi-

grant Catholics drop quietly into the ranks of the prevailing

sects ; and, without at all agitating the point of which is

the gainer or the loser by the change, we shall proceed to

describe the manner of the mass, as a ceremony that ninety-

nine in a hundred of our readers may have never had, nor

probably ever will have, an opportunity of witnessing.

There is no appeal to the feelings of man which has given

rise to opinions so decidedly at variance as those which are

entertained of the Roman ritual. To one description of

Christians these ceremonies appear to be vain mummeries,

invented to delude, and practised for unjustifiable ends

;

while to another they contain all that is sublime and impos-
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ing in human worship. As is usual in most cases of extreme

opinions, the truth would seem to lie between the two. The
most zealous Catholic errs when he would maintain the

infallibility of all who minister at the altar, or when he

overlooks the slovenly and irreverent manner in which the

most holy offices are so frequently performed ; and surely,

the Protestant who quits the temple in which j ustice has been

done to the formula of this church, without perceiving that

there is deep and sublime devotion in its rites, has steeled his

feelings against the admission of everj^ sentiment in favor

of a sect that he is willing to proscribe. We belong to

neither class, and shall, therefore, endeavor to represent

things as they have been seen, not disguising or affecting a

single emotion because our fathers happened to take refuge

in this western world, to set up altars of a different shade of

faith.

The interior of the abbey-church of Limburg, as has just

been stated, was renowned in Germany for its magnificence.

Its vaulted roof was supported by many massive pillars,

and ornamented with scriptural stories by the best pencils

of that region. The grand altar was of marble, richly em-

bellished wdth agate, containing as usual a labored repre-

sentation of the blessed Mar>' and her deified child. A rail-

ing of exquisite workmanship, and richlj- gilded, excluded

profane feet from this sanctified spot, which, in addition to

its fixtures, was now glittering w'ith vessels of gold and
precious stones, being decorated for the approaching mass.

The officiating priest wore vestments stiffened with golden

embroider}^ while the inferior attendants were, as usual,

clad in white, and bound with scarfs of purple.

Upon this scene of gorgeous and elaborate splendor, in

which the noble architecture united with the minute prepa-

rations of the service to lead the spirit to lofty contempla-

tions, the chant of the monks and the tones of the organ

broke in a deep and startling appeal to the soul. Lives

dedicated to the practices of their community had drilled

the brotherhood into perfection, and scarce a note issued

among the vaults that was not attuned to the desired effect.

Trombones, serpents, and viols lent their aid to increase the
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solemn melody of powerful masculine voices, which were so

blended with the wind instrument as to comprise but one

deep, grand, and grave sound of praise. Count Emich
turned on his seat, clenching the handle of his sword, as if

the clamor of the trumpet were in his ears ; then his unquiet

glance met that of the abbot, and his chin fell upon a hand.

As the servdce proceeded, the zeal of the brotherhood seemed

to increase, and, as it was afterwards remarked, on no
occasion had the mass of Limburg, at all times known for

its power in music, been so remarkable for its strong and
stirring influence. Voice rolled above voice, in a manner
that must be heard to be understood, and there were mo-
ments when the tones of the instruments, full and united as

they were, appeared drowned in the blending of a hundred

human aspirations. From the deepest of one of these

solemn peals there arose a strain, at whose first tone all

other music was hushed. It was a single human voice,

of that admixture of the male and female tones which seems

nearest allied to the supernatural, being, in truth, a con-

tralto of great compass, roundness, and sweetness. Count
Emich started, for when these heavenly strains broke upon
his ear, they seemed to float in the vault above the choir

;

nor could he, as the singer was concealed, assure himself of

the delusion while the solo lasted. He dropped his sword,

and gazed about him, for the first time that morning, with

an expression of human charity. The lips of young Berch-

thold parted in admiration, and as he just then met the blue

eye of Meta, there was an exchange of gentle feeling in

that quiet and secret glance. In the meantime, the chant

proceeded. The single unearthly voice that had so stirred

the spirits of the listeners ceased, and a full chorus of the

choir concluded the hymn.

The Count of Leiningen drew a breath so hea\y that it

was audible to Bonifacius. The latter suffered his coun-

tenance to unbend, and, as in the case of the youthful pair,

the spirit of concord appeared to soothe the tempers of

these fierce rivals. But here commenced the ritual of the

mass. The rapid utterance of the ofiiciating priest, gestic-

ulations which lost their significance by being blended and
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indistinct, and prayers in a tongue that defeated their object,

by involving instead of rendering the medium of thought

noble and clear, united to weaken the effect produced by the

music. Worship lost its character of inspiration, by assum-

ing that of business, neither attracting the imagination, in-

fluencing the feelings, nor yet sufficiently convincing the

reason. Abandoning all these persuasive means, too much
was left to the convictions of a naked and settled belief.

Emich of Hartenburg gradually resumed his repulsive

mien, and the effect of all that he had so lately felt was

lost in cold indifference to words that he did not compre-

hend. Even young Berchthold sought the eye of Meta

less anxiously, and both the knight of Rhodes and Monsieur

Latouche gazed listlessly toward the throng grouped before

the railing of the choir. In this manner did the service

commence and terminate. There was another hj^mn, and

a second exhibition of the power of music, though with an

effect less marked than that which had been produced when
the listeners were taken by surprise.

Against a column, near the centre of the church, was

erected a pulpit. A monk rose from his stall, at the close

of the worship, and, passing through the crowd, ascended

its stairs like one about to preach. It was Father Johan

—a brother known for the devotedness of his faith and

the severity of his opinions. The low receding forehead,

the quiet, but glassy eye, and the fixedness of the inferior

members of the face, might readily have persuaded a phj-si-

ognomist that he beheld a heavy enthusiast. The language

and opinions of the preacher did not denj' the expectations

excited by his exterior. He painted, in strong and ominous

language, the dangers of the sinner, narrowed the fold of

the saved within metaphysical and questionable limits, and

made frequent appeals to the fears and to the less noble pas-

sions of his audience. While the greater number in the

church kept aloof, listening indifferently, or gazing at the

monuments and other rich decorations of the place, a knot

of kindred spirits clustered around the pillar that supported

the preacher's desk, deepl}^ sympathizing in all his pictures

of pain and desolation.
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The sharp, angry, and denunciatory address of Father

Johan was soon ended ; and, as he re-entered the choir, the

abbot arose and retired to the cloisters, followed by most of

the brotherhood. But neither the Count of Hartenburg nor

any of his train seemed disposed to quit the church so soon.

An air of expectation appeared, also, to detain most of those

in the body of the building. A monk, toward whom many

longing eyes had been cast, yielded to the general and

touching appeal, and, quitting his stall—one of high honor

—he took the place just vacated by Father Johan.

This movement was no sooner made, than the name of

Father Arnolph, the prior, or the immediate spiritual gov-

ernor of the community, was buzzed among the people.

Emich arose, and, accompanied by his friend, took a sta-

tion near the pulpit, while the dense mass of uplifted and

interested faces that filled the middle aisle, proclaimed the

interest of the congregation. There was that in the coun-

tenance and air of Father Arnolph to justify this plain

demonstration of sympathy. His eye was mild and be-

nevolent, his forehead full, placid, and even, and the whole

character of his face was that of winning philanthropy. To
the influence of this general and benevolent expression must

be added evident signs of discipline, much thought, and

meek hope.

The spiritual part of such a man was not likely to belie

the exterior. His doctrine, like that of the divine being

he served, was charitable and full of love. Though he

spoke of the terrors of judgment, it was with grief rather

than with menace ; and it was when dwelling on the per-

suasive and attractive character of faith, that he was most

earnest and eloquent. Again Emich found his secret in-

tentions shaken, and his frown relaxed to gleamings of .sym-

pathy and interest. The eye of the preacher met that of

the stern baron, and, without making an alarming change

of manner, he continued, as it were, by a natural course of

thought, "Such is the church in its purity, my hearers, let

the errors, the passions, or the designs of man pervert it

in what manner they may. The faith I preach is of God

and it partakes of the godlike qualities of his divine essence.
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He who would impute the sins of its mistaken performance

to aught but his erring creatures, casts odium on that

which is instituted for his own good ; and he who would

do violence to its altars, lifts a hand against a work of

omnipotence !
'

'

With these words in his ears, Emich of Hartenburg

turned away, and passed musingly up the church.



CHAPTER IX.

'Japhet, I cannot answer thee."

Byron.

THE Abbey of Limburg owed its existence and its

rich endowments chiefly to the favor of an em-
peror of Germany. In honor of this great patron,

an especial altar and a gorgeous and elaborate

tomb had been erected. Similar honors had been also paid

to the Counts of Leiningen, and to certain other noble fam-

ilies of the vicinity. These several altars were in black

marble, relieved by ornaments of white, and the tombs
were decorated with such heraldic devices as marked the

particular races of the different individuals. They stood

apart from these already described in the principal church,

in a sort of crypt, or semi-subterranean chapel, beneath the

choir. Thither Count Emich held his way, when he quitted

the column against which he had leaned while listening to

the sermon of Father Arnolph.

The light of the upper church had that soft and melan-

choly tint which is so peculiar and so ornamental to a

Gothic edifice. It entered through high, narrow windows
of painted glass, coloring all within with a hue that it was
not difficult for the imagination to conceive had some secret

connection with the holy character of the place. The depth

and the secluded position of the chapel rendered this light

still more gloomj- and touching in the crypt. When the

count reached the pavement, he felt its influence deeply,

for few descended into that solemn and hallowed vault with-

out becoming sensible to the religious awe that reigned

around. Emich cros.sed himself, and, as he passed before

n8
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the altar reared by his race, he bent a knee to the mild and

lovely female countenance that was there to represent the

Mother of Christ. He thought himself alone, and he ut-

tered a prayer ; for though Emich of Leiningen was a man
that rarely communed seriously with God when exposed

to worldly and deriding eyes, he had in his heart deep rev-

erence for his power. As he arose, a movement at his

elbow attracted a look aside.

"Ha! Thou here, Herr Prior!" he exclaimed, sup-

pressing as much of his surprise as self-command enabled

him to do with success.
'

' Thou art swift in thy passage

from the stall to the pulpit, and swifter from the pulpit to

the chapel !

'

'

'

' We that are vowed to lives of monkish devotion need

to be often at all. Thou wert kneeling, Emich, before the

altar of thy race ?
'

'

"By St. Benedict, thy patron ! but thou hast, in good

sooth, found me in some such act, holy father. A weak-

ness came over me, on entering into this gloomy place, and

I would fain do reverence to the spirits of those who have

gone before me. '

'

'

' Callest thou the desire to pray a weakness ? At what
shrine could one of thy name worship more fittingly than

at this, which has been reared and enriched by the devout

of his own kindred ; or in what better mood canst thou

look into thyself, and call upon divine aid, than in that

thou hast mentioned ?
'

'

"Herr Prior, thou overlookest the occasion of my visit,

which is to hear the abbey mass, and not to confess and be

shrived."
" It is long since thou hast had the benefit of these sacred

ofl&ces, Emich !

"

" Thou hast done well in thy way, father, at the desk
;

and I question not that the burghers of Deurckheim and

their gossips will do thee credit in their private discourses.

Thy fame as a preacher is not of mean degree even now,

and this effort of to-day would wellnigh gain thee a bishop-

ric were the women of our valley in the way of moving
Rome. How fareth it with the most holy abbot this
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morning, and with those two pillars of the community,

the Fathers Siegfried and Cuno ? '

'

"Thou sawest them in their places at the most holy-

mass."
'

'
' Fore heaven ! but they are worthy companions ! Be-

lieve me, father, more honest boon associates do not dwell

in our merrj- Palatinate, nor men that I love in a better

fashion, according to their merits ! Didst hear, reverend

prior, of their visit to Hartenburg, and of their deeds in

the flesh?"
'

' The humor of thy mind is quickly changed, Herr Count,

and pity 't is 't were thus. I came not here to listen to tales

of excesses in thy hold, nor of any forgetfulness of those

who, having sworn to better things, have betrayed that they

are merely men."
" Ay, and stout men, if any such dwell in the empire !

I prize my good name as another, or I would tell thee the

number of vessels that mj^ keeper of the cellar sweareth are

no better than so many men-at-arms fallen in a rally or an

onset."
" This love of wine is the curse of our region and of the

times. I would that none of the treacherous liquor should

again enter the gates of Limburg !
'

'

"God's justice! reverend prior, thou wilt in sooth find

some decrease of quantity in future," returned Emich, laugh-

ing, "for the disputed vineyards have at last fotmd a single,

and, though it might better come from thee, as one that

hath often looked into m}- interior, as it were, by confession,

a worthy master. I pledge thee the honor of a noble, that

not a flask of that which thou so contemnest shall ever

again do violence to thy taste.
'

'

The count cast a triumphant glance at the monk, in the

expectation, and possibly in the hope that, notwithstanding

his professions of moderation, some lurking signs of regret

might betra}' themselves at this announcement of the con-

vent's loss. But Father Arnolph was what he seemed, a

man devoted to the holy ofiice he had assumed, and one but

little influenced by worldly interests.

"I understand thee, Emich," he said mildly, but un-
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moved, '

' This scandal was not wanting at such a moment,

to bring obloqu)^ upon a reverend and holy church, against

which its enemies have been permitted to make rude warfare,

for reasons that are concealed in the inscrutable mysteries

of him who founded it.
'

'

"Thou speakest in reason, monk, for, to say truth, yon

fellow of Saxony and his followers, who are anything but

few or weak, begin to move many in this quarter to doubts

and disobedience. Thou must most stoutly hate this Brother

Luther in thy heart, father !
'

'

For the first time that da3% the countenance of the prior

lost its even expression of benevolence. But the change

was so imperceptible to a vulgar eye, as to escape the scru-

tiny of the count ; and the feeling, a lingering remnant of

humanity, was quickly mastered by one so accustomed to

hold the passions in subjection.
'

' The name of the schismatic hath troubled me !

'

' returned

the prior, smiling mournfully at the consciousness of his own
weakness.

'

' I hope it has not been with a feeling of per-

sonal dislike. He stands on a frightful precipice, and from

my soul do I pray that not only he, but all the deluded that

follow in his dangerous track, may see their peril in time to

retire unharmed !
'

'

'

' Father, thou speakest like one that wishest good to the

Saxon rather than harm !
'

'

" I think I may say the words do not belie the thoughts."

"Nay, thou forgettest the damnable heresies he practis-

eth, and overlookest his motive ! Surely one that can thus

sell soul and body for love of a wanton nun hath little claim

to thy charity !

'

'

There was a slight glow on the temples of Father Arnolph.

"They have attributed to him this craven passion," he

answered, " and they have tried to prove that a mean wish

to partake of the pleasures of the world lies at the bottom

of his rebellion ; but I believe it not, and I say it not."

" God's truth ! thou art worthy of thy holy ofiice, Herr

Prior, and I honor thy moderation. Were there more like

chee among us, we should have a better neighborhood, and

less meddling with the concerns of others. With thee, I see
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myself no such necessity of his openly wiving the nun, for

it is ver>^ possible to enjo}' the gifts of life even under a

cowl, should it be our fortune to wear it."

The monk made no answer, for he perceived he had to do

with one unequal to understanding his own character.

"Of this we will say no more," he rejoined, after a

brief and painful pause ; "let us look rather to thine own
welfare. It is said. Count Emich, that thou meditatest evil

to this holy shrine ; that ambition, and the longings of cu-

pidity, have tempted thee to plot our abbey's fall, in order

that none may stand between thine own baronial power and

the throne of the elector !
'

'

'

' Thou art less unwilling to form unkind opinions of thy

nearest neighbor than of that mortal enemy of the church,

Luther, it would appear, Herr Prior. What hast thou seen

in me that can embolden one of thy charity to hazard this

accusation ? '

'

" I do but hazard what all in our convent think and
dread. Hast thou reflected well, Emich, of this sacrilegious

enterprise, and of what may be its fruits ? Dost thou recall

the objects for which these holy altars were reared, or the

hand that laid the corner-stone of the edifice thou wouldst

so profanely overthrow ?
'

'

" Look you, good Father Arnolph, there are two man-
ners of viewing the erection of thy convent, and more es-

pecially of this identical church in which we stand. One
of our traditions sayeth that the arch-knave himself had his

trowel in thy masonrj'."
'

' Thou art of too high lineage, of blood too noble, and of

intelligence too ripe, to credit the tale."
'

' These are points in which I pretend not to dip too

deeply. I am no scholar of Prague or Wittenberg, that

thou shouldst put these questions so closely to me. It were

well that the brotherhood had bethought itself of this im-

putation in season, that the question might have been set-

tled, for or against, as justice needed, when the learned and

great among our fathers were met at Constance, in grave and
general council."

Father Arnolph regarded his companion in serious con-
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cem. He too well knew the deplorable ignorance, and the

consequent superstition, in which even the great of his time

were involved, to manifest surprise ; but he also knew the

power the other wielded sufficientlj^ to foresee the evils of

such a union between force and ignorance. Still it was
not his present object to combat opinions that were only to

be removed by time and study, if indeed they can ever be

eradicated, when fairly rooted in the human mind. He
pursued his immediate design, therefore, avoiding a discus-

sion which, at that moment, might prove worse than useless.

"That the finger of evil mingles more or less with all

things that come of human agency, may be true," he con-

tinued, taking care that the expression of his eye should

neither awaken the pride nor arouse the obstinacy of the

noble
—"but when altars have been reared, and when the

worship of the Most High God hath continued for ages, we
have reason to hope that his holy spirit presideth in majesty

and love around the shrines. Such hath been the case with

lyimburg. Count Emich ; and doubt it not, we who stand

here, holding this discourse, stand also in the immediate

presence of that dread Being who created heaven and earth,

who guideth our liv-es, and who will judge us in death !

"

" God help us, Herr Prior ! Thou hast already done

thy office in the desk this da}', and I see no occasion that

thou shouldst doubly perform a function that was so well

acquitted at first. I like not the manner of being ushered,

as it were unannounced, into so dread a presence as this

thou hast just proclaimed. Were it but the Elector Fried-

rich, Emich of Eeiningen could not presume to this famil-

iarity without some consultation as to its fitness."

" In the eyes of the Being we mean, electors and empe-

rors are equally indifferent. He loveth the meek, and the

merciful, and the just, while he scourgeth them that deny

his authority. But thou hast named thy feudal prince,

and I will question thee in a manner suited to thy habits.

Thou art, in truth, Emich of Eeiningen, a noble of name
in the Palatinate, and one known to be of long-established

authority in these regions. Still art thou second, or even

third, in worldly command, in this thy very country. The
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elector and the emperor both hold thee in check, and either

is strong enough to destroy thee at pleasure, in thy vaunted

hold of Hartenburg. '

'

" To the last I yield the means, if thou wilt, worthy

prior," interrupted the count—"but for the first, he must

needs dispose of his own pressing enemies, before he achieves

this victory !

'

'

Father Arnolph understood the other's meaning, for it

was no secret that Friedrich was, just then, so pressed as

to sit on a tottering throne ; a circumstance that was known
to have encouraged the long-meditated designs of the Count

of Hartenburg to get rid of a community that thwarted his

views, and diminished his local authority.
'

' Forgetting the elector, we will turn only to the emperor,

then," rejoined the prior. "Thou believest him to be in his

palace, and remote from thy country', and certainly he hath

here no visible force to restrain thy rebellious hand. We
will imagine that a family he protected—nay, that he loved

—stood in the way of some of thy greedy projects, and

that the tempter had persuaded thee it would be well to

remove it, or to destroy with the strong hand. Art thou

weak enough, Count Emich, to listen to such advice, when
thou knowest that the arm of Charles is long enough to

reach from his distant Madrid to the most remote corner of

Germany, and that his vengeance would be as sure as it

would be fearful ? '

'

" It would be a bold warfare, Herr Prior, that of Emich
of Leiningen against Charles Quintus ! Left to mine own
humor, holj^ monk, I would rather choose another enemy."

'

' And yet thou wouldst war with one mightier than he !

Thou raisest thy impotent arm and thy audacious will

against thy God ! Thou wouldst despise his promises,

profane his altars, nay, thou wouldst fain throw down the

tabernacle that he hath reared ! Dost thou think that Om-
nipotence will be a nerv-eless witness of this sin ; or that

an eternal and benign wisdom will forget to punish ? '

'

'

' By St. Paul ! thou puttest the matter altogether in

thine own interest, Father Arnolph, for there is j^et no

proof that this Abbey of Limburg hath any such origin, or
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if it had, that it hath not fallen into disfavor by the excesses

of its own professed. 'Twere well to send for the right

reverend abbot, and those pillars of sanctity, the Fathers

Cuno and Siegfried, to bear witness in thy behalf. God's

wisdom ! I reason better with those worthies, in such a

matter, than with thee !
'

'

Emich laughed, the sound echoing in that vaulted chapel,

to the ears of the monk, like the scofl&ng of a demon. Still,

the natural equity of Father Arnolph told him that there

was too much to justify the taunt of the noble, for he had

long and bitterly mourned the depravity of many of the

brotherhood.
" I am not here to sit in judgment on those who err, but

to defend the shrines at which I worship, and to warn thee

from a fatal sin. If thy hand is ever lifted against these

walls, it is raised against that which God hath blessed, and
which God will avenge. But thou art of human feeling,

Emich of Hartenburg ; and though doubting of the sacred

character of that which thou wouldst fain destroy, thou

canst not deceive thyself concerning these tombs. In this

holy chapel have prayers been often raised, and masses said,

for the souls of thine own line !

"

The Count of I^einingen looked steadily at the speaker.

Father Arnolph had placed himself, without design, near

the opening which communicated between that sombre

chapel and the superior church. Rays of bright light shot

through the eastern window, and fell upon the pavement
at his feet, throwing around his form the mild and solemn

lustre which comes from the stained glass of the Gothic

ages. The services of the morning had also spread through-

out the entire building that soothing atmosphere which is

usually the attendant of Roman worship. The incense had
penetrated to the crypt, and unconsciously the warlike noble

had felt its influence quieting his nerves and lulling the

passions. All who have entered the principal Basilica of

modern Rome have been subject to a combination of moral

and physical causes that produces the result we mean, and
which, though more striking in that vast and glorious pile,

resembling a world with attributes and an atmosphere of its
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own, is also felt in every Catholic temple of consequence in

a lessened degree.

" Here lie my fathers, Arnolph," answered the count,

huskily ;
" and here, as thou sayest, have masses been said

for their souls !
'

'

" And thou contemnest their graves—thou wouldst viol-

ate even their bones !

"

" 'T were not an act for a Christian !

'

'

" Look hither, count. This is the monument of the

good Emich, thy ancestor. He honored his God, and did

not scruple to worship at our altars."

" Thou knowest, holy prior, that I have often bared my
soul at thy knees. '

'

'

' Thou hast confessed, and hast been shrived ; that thou

didst not laj- up future griefs
— '

'

" Say rather damnation !
" interrupted one behind, whose

voice, issuing suddenly from that sepulchral chapel, seemed

to come from the tombs themselves.
'

' Thou triflest, rev-

erend prior, with our holy mission, to deal thus tenderly with

so sore a sinner.
'

'

The Count of Leiningen had started, and even quailed,

at the first words of interruption ; but looking around, he

beheld the receding front, the sunken eye, and the bending

person of Father Johan.
" Monks, I leave you," said Emich, firmly. " It is good

for 5"e to praj^ and to frequent these gloomy altars ; but I,

who am a soldier, cannot waste further time in your vaults.

Herr Prior, farewell. Thou hast a guardian that will pro-

tect the good."

Before the prior could recover his voice, for he too had

been taken by surprise, the count stalked with a heavy foot-

step up the marble stairs, and the tread of his armed heel

was soon heard on the flags above.



CHAPTER X.

" The way is but short ; away-

Armado.

WHILE all must be conscious of the fearful in-

firmities that beset human nature, there are

none so base as not to know that their being

contains the seeds of that godlike principle

which still likens them to their divine Creator. Virtue com-

mands the respect of man, in whatever accidental stage of

civilization or of mental improvement he may happen to

exist ; and he who practices its precepts is certain of the

respect, though he may not always secure the protection of

his contemporaries.

As the Count of Leiningen walked down the rich and
vast aisle of the abbey-church, his thoughts vacillated

between the impressions produced by the prior, and his

latent, but still predominant intentions. He might have

been likened to one who listened to the counsels of a good
and of an evil genius ; that exhorting to forbearance and
mercy, and this tempting to violence by the usual array of

flatten,' and hopes. While he brooded over the exactions

of the community, which were founded on a legal supe-

riority that was alike hurtful to his power and galling to

his pride, its manner of thwarting his views, and its con-

stant opposition to his supremacy in the valley, motives of

enmity that were justly heightened by the dissolute and

audacious deportment of too man}- of its members, the

effect of all was secretly opposed by the image of Father

Amolph, surrounded by the mild and noble characteristics

of Christian virtue. Emich could not, though he fain

127
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would, chase from his imagination the impression of meek-

ness, charity, and of self-denial, that a long acquaintance

with the monk had made, and which the recent interview

had served both to freshen and to render more deep. But

a spectacle was prepared to meet his eyes in the court of

the convent, that did as much toward weakening this happy

influence of the prior, by setting the pride of the noble in

opposition to his better feelings, as could have been wished

by the bitterest enemy of Limburg.

It has been said that the outer wall of the abbey en-

circled the entire brow of the hill, or mountain, on which

the convent stood. Though the buildings were spacious

and numerous, the size of the little plain on the summit left

ample space for exercise and air. Besides the cloisters,

which were vast, though possessing the character of monk-

ish seclusion, there were gardens in the rear of the abbot's

abode, and a court of considerable extent, immediately in

front of the church. Athwart this court, in which sundry

groups of the late congregation yet lingered, was drawn up

in military order a band of soldiers, wearing the colors,

and acknowledging the authority, of the Elector Friedrich.

The secret signal given by Father Bonifacius, when the

count entered the choir, had prepared this unwelcome sight

for his neighbor.

While the men-at-arms leaned on their arquebuses, in

grave attention to discipline, the knight of Rhodes and the

abb6 were occupied in paying their court to the fair wife of

the Burgomaster of Deurckheim, and to her scarce fairer

daughter. Young Berchthold stood aloof, watching the in-

terview with feelings allied equally to envy and jealousy.

"A fair morning and a comfortable mass to you, high-

bom Emich !

'

' cried the husband and father heartily, but

lifting his cap, as the noble approached the spot where the

burgher stood, waiting for this meeting ere he put foot

into the stirrup ;
" I had thought the sight of j^our fathers'

altar was like to cheat me of this honor, and to send me away
without a word from your friendly and much-prized grace.

'

'

" Between thee and me, Heinrich, this slight could not

happen," answered the count, grasping the hand of the
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burgomaster, which he squeezed with the cordiality and

vigor of a soldier. " How fareth it with all in Deurckheim,

that town of my affection, not to say of my right ? '

'

"As you could wish, noble count, and well-disposed to

the house of Leiningen. In all that pertaineth to love of

your name and race, we lack nothing."

"This is well, honest Heinrich ; it may yet be better.

But thou wilt do me grace this summer morning ?
'

'

'

' Nay, it is for j-our grace to command in this particular,

and for one like me to obey."
" Herr Heinrich, hast looked well at these knaves of

Friedrich ? Ha ! are they not melancholy and ill-disposed

at being cooped with Benedictines, when there are stirring

times in the Palatinate, and when their master hath as much
as he can do to hold his court in Heidelberg ! Seest thou

aught of this ? '

'

Emich had dropped his voice, and the burgher was not a

man to express more in answer than the circumstances actu-

ally required. He looked eloquently, however, and the ex-

change of glances between him and the count betrayed the

nature of the imderstanding that connected the castle and

the city.

"You spoke of commanding my duty, mein Herr Graf,

and it is fitting I should know in what manner to do you
pleasure."

"Nay, 'tis no pain-giving penance I ask. Turn thy

horse' s head toward Hartenburg, and share of my poor fare,

with a loving welcome, for an hour or so."

"I would it were within compass, my lord count," re-

turned Heinrich, casting a doubting look toward Meta and

his wife, " but these Sunday masses are matters in which

the women love to deal ; and from the first sound of the

matin bell till we shut the gates at even, I scarce call my-
self master of a thought."

"By the Virgin! 'T would seem ill, indeed, did not

Hartenburg contain a roof to shelter all of thy name and

love."
'

' There are noble gentlemen already on your hospitality,

and I would not fain
—

"
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" Name them not. This in the gay doublet, that weareth

the white cross, is but a houseless knight of Rhodes—one

that wandereth, like the dove from the ark, uncertain where

to place his foot ; and he of black vestments, an idle abbe

from among the French, who doth little else but prate with

the women. Leave thy female gender in their hands, for

they are much accustomed to these gallantries.
'

'

" Zum Henker ! most nobly born excellenz, I never

doubted their handiness in all idlenesses ; but my wife hath

little humor for vain attentions of this nature, and not to

conceal from my lord any of our humors, I will confess it is

as little to my pleasure to witness so much ceremony with a

woman. Were the well-born Ermengarde, your noble con-

sort, in the castle, my female charge might be glad to pay

their court to her, but in her absence I doubt that they will

cause more incumbrance than they will afford satisfac-

tion."
" Name it not, honest Heinrich, but leave the matter to

me. As for these idlers, I will find them occupation, when

fairly out of the saddle ; so will I not excuse the youngest

of thy name."

The warm, frank manner of the noble prevailed, though

the arrangement was not altogether agreeable to the bur-

gomaster ; but in that age hospitality was always of so

direct a character as seldom to admit denial without suffi-

cient excuse. Emich now paid his court to the females.

Smoothing his moustache and beard, he saluted the cheeks

of Ulricke with affectionate freedom, and then, presuming

on his years and rank, he pressed a kiss on the ruby

lips of Meta. The girl blushed and laughed, and in her

confusion courtesied, as if in acknowledgment of the grace

from one of so high quality. Heinrich himself, though he

so little liked the coquetry of the strangers, witnessed

these liberties not only without alarm, but with evident

contentment.

"Many thanks, noble Emich, for this honor to my
women," he cried, lifting his bonnet again. " Meta is not

used to these compliments, and she scarce knoweth rightly

how to acknowledge the grace, for, to say truth, it is not
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often that her cheek feeleth the tickling of a beard. I am
no saluter of her sex, and there are none in Deurckheim

that may so presume !

"

"St. Dennis defend me !
" exclaimed the abbe ;

" in what

shameful negligence have we fallen ?
'

' saluting the mild

Ulricke on the instant, and repeating the same ceremony

with the daughter, so suddenly as to leave none present time

to recover from their surprise. " Sir Knight of Rhodes, we
appear in this affair as but of indifferent breeding !

'

'

"Hold, cousin of Viederbach," said Emich, laughing,

while he placed a hand before his kinsman, " we forget, all

this time, that we are in the court of Limburg, and that sal-

utations which savor so much of earth may scandalize the

holy Benedictines. We will to horse, and keep our gallant-

ries for a better season."

The forward, impatient movement of young Berchthold

was self-checked, and, swallowing his discontent, he turned

aside to conceal his vexation.

In the meantime, the whole party prepared to mount.

Although repulsed in his effort to obtain a salute from the

fair girl who had so passively received these liberties from

his kinsman and the abbe, the knight of Rhodes busied

himself in assisting the damsel upon the crupper of her

father's saddle. A similar office was performed for Ulricke

by the Count of Leiningen himself, and then the noble

threw his own booted and heavy leg across the large and

strong-jointed war-horse that was pawing the pavement of

the court. The others imitated his example, even to the

mounted servitors, who were numerous ; when, doing stately

reverence to the large crucifix that stood before them, the

whole cavalcade ambled from the court.

There were many curious spectators around the outer

gate, among whom were sundry of the more humble depend-

ents of Hartenburg, purposely collected there, by an order

of their lord, in the event of any sudden violence arising

from his visit to the abbey, together with a crowd of men-

dicants.

" Alms, great Emich ! Alms, worthy and wealthy bur-

gomaster ! God's blessing on ye both, and holy St. Bene-
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diet heed ye in his prayers ! We are a-hungered and a-cold,

and we crave alms at j-our honorable hands !
'

'

'

' Give the rogues a silver pence,
'

' said the count to the

purse-bearer, who rode in his train ;

'

' they have a starving

look, in sooth. These godly Benedictines have, of late,

been so busied between their garrison and their masses, that

they have forgotten to feed their poor. Come nearer,

friend ; art of the Jaegerthal ? '

'

*

' No, noble count. I come from a pilgrimage to a dis-

tant shrine, but want and suffering have befallen me by the

way."
'

' Hast pressed the monks for charity ? or dost thou find

them too much engaged in godliness to remember human
sufferings ?

'

'

" Great count, they give freely; but where there are

many mouths to feed, there needs be much gold. I saj^

naught against the holy community of Limburg, which is

godly in charity as in grace.
'

'

" Give the knave a kreutzer," growled Heinrich Frey.
" Hast thou aught to show in the way of authority for un-

dertaking this pilgrimage, and for assailing the elector's

subjects and ser\'itors in a public horse-path ?
"

"Naught but this, illustrious burgomaster"—Heinrich

wore his chain of oflSce
—

" naught but the commands of my
confessor, and this pass of our own chief men."

" Callest this naught? Thou speakest of a legal instru-

ment of high quality an' it were but a copy of silly rhymes !

Hold ! thou must not be led into temptation by too much
want. Meta, wench, hast a kreutzer ?

"

" Here is a silver pence, that may better suit the pilgrim's

necessities, father."
'

' God keep thee, child ! Dost expect to escape want thy-

self, with such prodigality ? But stay—there are many of

them, and the piece justly distributed might do good. Come
nearer, friends. Here is a silver swanziger, which you will

divide honestly into twenty parts, of which two are for the

stranger, for to him are we most indebted by the commands
of God, and one for each inhabitant of the valle}-, not for-

getting the poor woman that, in your haste, and by reason
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of her years, you have prevented from drawing near. For

this boon, I ask praj'ers of you in behalf of the elector,

the city of Deurckheim, and the family of Frey."

So saying, the burgomaster pushed ahead, and was soon

at the foot of the mountain of Limburg. The train of foot-

men, who had lingered to witness the largess of the magis-

trate, and who had considered the indifference of Emich as

what was no more than natural in one placed by Providence

in a situation so far removed from vulgar wants, was about

to follow, when a lay brother of the convent touched one of

the party on the arm, signing for him to re-enter the court.

"Thou art needed further, friend," whispered the lay

brother.
'

' Amuse thyself with these men-at-arms till they

retire ; then seek the cloisters."

A nod sufficed to tell the lay brother that he was under-

stood, and he immediately disappeared. The follower of

Count Emich did as commanded, loitering in the court until

the object of the abbot was accomplished, that of exhibiting

the protection of the elector to his dangerous neighbor, and

the arquebusiers marched to their quarters. The road was
no sooner clear, than the peasant who had been detained

proceeded to do as he had been ordered.

In each conventual edifice of the other hemisphere there

is an inner court surrounded by low and contemplative

arcades, called the cloisters. The term, which is given to

the seclusion of monastic life in general, and to the objects

of the institution itself, in an architectural sense is limited

to the secluded and sombre piazzas just mentioned. When
this part of the building is decorated, as often happens, with

the elaborate ornaments of the Gothic style, it is not easy to

conceive a situation more happily imagined for the purposes

of reflection, self-examination, and religious calm. To us

the cloisters have ever appeared pregnant with the poetrj^ of

monkish existence, and, Protestant as we are, we never yet

entered one without feeling the influence of that holy and
omnipotent power that is thought to be propitiated by con-

ventual seclusion. In Italy, the land of vivid thought and

of glorious realities, the pencils of the greatest masters have

been put in requisition to give the cloisters a mild attraction,
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blended with lessons of instruction, that are in strict conso-

nance with their uses. Here are found some of the finest

remains of Raphael, of Domenichino, and of Andrea del

Sarto ; and the traveller now enters vaulted galleries, that

the monk so long paced in religious hope or learned abstrac-

tion, to \asit the most prized relics of art.

The dependent of Count Eniich had no difl5culty in find-

ing his wa}^ to the place in question, for, as usual, there was

a direct communication between the cloisters of Limburg
and the church. By entering the latter, and taking a lat-

eral door, which was known to lead to the sacristy, he found

himself beneath the arcades, in the midst of the touching

seclusion described. Against the walls were tablets with

Latin inscriptions, in honor of different brothers who had

been distinguished by piety and knowledge ; and here and

there was visible, in ivory or stone, that constant monitor of

Catholic worship, the crucifix.

The stranger paused, for a single monk paced the arcades,

and his mien was not inviting for one who doubted of his

reception. At least so thought the dependent of Emich,

who might easily have mistaken the chastened expression

of Father Amolph's features, clouded as they now were

with care, for severity.

"What wouldst thou?" demanded the prior, when a

turn brought him face to face with the intruder.

" Reverend monk, thy much-prized blessing."

" Kneel, and receive it, son. Thou art devoutly blest,

in seeking consolation from the church, and in avoiding the

fatal heresies of the times."

The prior repeated the benediction, made the usual sign

of grace, and motioned for the other to rise.

"Wouldst thou aught else?" he asked, observing that

the peasant did not retire, as was usual for those who
received this favor.

'

' Naught—unless yonder brother hath occasion for me. '

'

The face of Siegfried was thrust through a door which

led to the cells. The countenance of the prior changed like

that of one who had lost all confidence in the intentions of

his companion, and he pursued his way along the arcade.
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The other glided past, and disappeared by the door which

he had been covertly invited to enter.

It has already been said that the Benedictine is an order

of hospitality. A principal building of the hill was espe-

cially devoted to the comforts of the abbot, and to those of

the travellers it was always his duty, and in the case of

Father Bonifacius scarcely less often his pleasure, to enter-

tain. Here were seen some signs of the great wealth of

the monastery, though it was wealth chastened by forms,

and restricted by opinion ; still there was little of self-denial,

or indeed of any of that self-mortification which is com-

monly thought to be the inseparable attendant of the cell.

The rooms were wainscoated with dark oak ; emblems of

religious faith, in costly materials, abounded ; nor was
there any want of velvet and other stuffs, all, however,

of sober colors, though of intrinsic value. Father Sieg-

fried ushered the peasant into one of the most comfort-

able of these rooms. It was the cabinet of the abbot, who,

having thrown aside the robes of oflSce in which he had so

lately appeared in the choir, and ungirt and divested of all

the churchly pomp in which he had just shown himself to

the people, was now taking his ease, with the indolence

of a student, and with some of the negligence of a

debauchee.

"Here is the youth I have named to j^ou, holy abbot,"

said Father Siegfried, motioning his companion to advance.

Bonifacius laid down a parchment-covered and illumi-

nated volume, one but lately issued from the press, rubbing

his eyes like a man suddenly roused from a dreamy abstrac-

tion.

"Truly, Brother Siegfried, these knaves of Leipzig have

done wonders with their art ! Not a word can I find astray,

or a thought concealed. God knows to what pass of infor-

mation this excess of knowledge, so long sacred to the

learned, may yet lead us ! The office of a librarian will no

longer be of rare advantages, or scarcely of repute."

" Have we not proofs of the evil, in the growing infi-

delity, and in the manifest insubordination of the times? "

" It were better for all their souls, and their present
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repose, that fewer did the thinking in this troublesome

world. Thou art named Johan, son ?
"

" Gottlob, most reverend abbot, by your leave, and with

the church's favor."
" 'T is a pious appellation, and I trust thou dost not for-

get to obey the duty of which it should hourly remind thee."

" In that particular I can say that I praise God, father, for

all the benefits that I receive ; and were they double what

they are, I feel that within me which says I could go on ren-

dering thanks forever, for gracious gifts."

The answer of Gottlob caused the abbot to turn his head.

After studying the demure expression of the young man's

face intently, he continued :

" This is well ; thou art a huntsman in Count Emich's

household?"
" His cow-herd, holy abbot, and a huntsman in the bar-

gain ; for a more scampering, self-losing, trouble-giving

family is not to be found in the Palatinate, than this of

mine !
'

'

'

' I remember it was a cow-herd ; thou dealt a little lightlj'

with my Brother Siegfried here, in pretending thou wert of

Deurckheim, and not of the castle."

" To speak fairly to your reverence, there was some busi-

ness between us ; for, be it known to you, holy abbot, a cow-

herd is made to suffer for all the frolics of his beasts, and so

I preferred to do penance simply for my own backslidings,

without white-washing the consciences of all Lord Emich's

cattle in the bargain."

The abbot turned again, and this time his look was still

longer and more scrutinizing than before.

" Hast thou heard of Luther? "

'

' Does your reverence mean the drunken cobbler of Deurck-

heim ?
"

"I mean the monk of Wittenberg, knave: though, by

St. Benedict ! thou hast not unaptly named the rebel ; for

truly doth he cobble that would fain mend the offices or dis-

cipline of Holy Church ! I ask if thou hast sullied thy under-

standing and weakened thy faith, by lending ear to this

damnable heresy that is abroad in our Germany ?
'

'
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"St. Benedict and the blessed Maria keep your reverence

in mind, according to your deserts ! What hath a poor cow-

herd to do with the questions that trouble the souls of the

learned, and cause even the peaceably disposed to become
quarrelsome and warlike ? '

'

" Thou hast received a schooling above thy fortune. Art

of the Jaegerthal ?
'

*

'

' Bom and nurtured, holy abbot. We are of long stand-

ing in the valley, and few families are better known for skill

in rearing beeves, or for dealing cunningly with a herd, than

that of which I come, humble and poor as I may seem to

your reverence.
'

'

" I doubt but there is as much seeming as reality in this

indifferent opinion of thyself. But thou hast had an ex-

planation with Brother Siegfried, and we coimt on thy

services. Thou knowest the power of the church, son, and
cannot be ignorant of its disposition to deal mercifully with

those that do it homage, nor of its displeasure when justly

angered. We are disposed to deal in increased kindness with

those who do not stray from the fold, at this moment when
the devils are abroad scattering the ignorant and helpless.

'

'

'

' Notwithstanding all you have said, most reverend abbot,

concerning the trifle I have gleaned in the way of education,

I am too little taught to understand aught but plain speech.

In the matter of a bargain it might be well to name the con-

ditions clearly, lest a poor, but well-meaning youth should

happen to be damned, simply because he hath little knowl-

edge of Latin, or cannot clearly understand what hath not

been clearly said."

" I have no other meaning than that thy pious conduct

will be remembered at the altar and the confessional, and
that indulgences and other lenities will not be forgotten when
there is question of thee.

'

'

" This is excellent, holy abbot, for those that may profit by
it—but. Saint Benedict help us ! of what account would it

all be, were Lord Emich to threaten his people with the dun-

geon and stripes, should any dare to frequent the altars of

Limburg, or otherwise to have dealings with the reverend

brotherhood ? '

'
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"Dost think our prayers, or our authority, cannot pene-

trate the walls of Hartenburg ? '

'

" Of that, most powerful Bonifacius, I say nothing, since

I never yet profited in the way you mean. The dungeon of

Hartenburg and I are not strangers to each other ; and,

were I to speak my most intimate thoughts, it would be to

say that Saint Benedict himself would find it no eas}' matter

to open its doors, or to soften its pavements, so long as the

count was in an angry humor. Potz Tausend, holy abbot

!

it is well to speak of miracles and of indulgences, but let

him who imagines that either is about to make that damp
and soul-chilling hole warm and pleasant, pass a night

within its walls in November ! He may enter with as much
faith in the abbey prayers as he will, but if he do not come
forth with great dread of Lord Emich's displeasure, why
he is not flesh and blood, but a burning kiln in the form of

mortality !
'

'

Father Bonifacius saw that it was useless endeavoring to

influence the mind of the cow-herd in the vulgar manner,

and he had recourse to surer means. Motioning his com-

panion to hand him a little casket, externally decorated with

many of the visible signs of the Christian faith, he took out

of it a purse, that wanted for neither size nor weight. The
eyes of Gottlob glistened—had not the monks been much
occupied in examining the gold, they might have suspected

that the pleasure he betrayed was a little afiected—and he

manifested a strong disposition to know the contents of a bag

that had so many outward signs of value.

" This will make peace and create faith between us," said

the abbot, handing a golden mark to Gottlob. " Here is

that which the dullest comprehension can understand, and

whose merits, I doubt not, will be sufficiently clear to one of

thy ready wit."
" Your reverence does not overvalue my means," answered

the cow-herd, who pocketed the piece without further cere-

mony. " Were our good Mother of the Church to take this

method of securing friends, she might laugh at all the Lu-

thers between the Lake of Constance and the ocean, him of

Wittenberg among the number : but, by some strange over-
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sight, she has of late done more toward taking away the

people's gold than toward bestowing ! I am rejoiced to find

that the mistake is at last discovered ; and chiefly am I glad

that one poor and unworthy as I has been among the first

that she is pleased to make an instrument of her new inten-

tions."

The abbot appeared at a loss to understand the character

of his agent ; but, being a worldly and selfish man himself,

he counted rather loosely on the influence of a mediator

whose potency is tacitly admitted by all of mercenary pro-

pensities. He resumed his seat, therefore, like one who
saw little necessity for further concealment, and went di-

rectl}' to the true object of the interview.

" Thou hast something to communicate from the Castle

of Hartenburg, good Gottlob ?
"

" If it be your reverence's pleasure to listen."

" Proceed. Canst tell aught of the force Emich hath

gathered in the hold ?
'

'

'

' Mein Herr Abbot, it is no easy matter to count varlets

that go staggering about, from the moment the sun touches

your abbey towers to that in which he sets behind the

Teufelstein."

"Hast thou not means of separating them in divisions,

and of making the enumerations of each apart ?
'

'

" Holy abbot, that experiment hath failed. I divided

them into the drunk and the sober ; but, for the life of me,

I could never get them all to belong enough of the same
mind to hunt up those that were in garrets and cellars ; for

while this slept ofi* his debauch, that swallowed cup after

cup, in a manner to recruit the drunkards as fast as they

lost. It were far easier to know the emperor's policy, than

to count Lord Emich 's followers !

"

" Still they are many."
" They are and they are not, as one happens to view sol-

diership. In the way of draining a butt, Duke Friedrich

would find them a powerful corps, even in an attack against

his Heidelberg tun ; and yet I doubt whether he would

think them of much account in the pressing warfare he

wageth."
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" Go to—thou art too indirect in thy answers for the

duty thou hast undertaken. Return the gold if thou refus-

est thy service.
'

'

"I pray thee, reverend abbot, to remember the risks I

have already run in this desperate undertaking, and to con-

sider that the trifle you have so munificently bestowed, is

already more than earned by the danger of my ears, to say

nothing of great loss of reputation, and some pricking of

conscience."
" This clown hath tampered with thee, Father Siegfried,"

said the abbot, in a tone of reproach, to the attending monk :

" he even dares to make light of our presence and ofiice !

"

'

' We have the means of recalling him to his respect, as

well as to a remembrance of his engagements."
'

' Thou sayest true : let the remedies be applied—but

hold!"

During this brief colloquy between the Benedictines, Fa-

ther Siegfried had touched a cord, and a lay brother of vig-

orous frame showed himself. At a signal from the monk,

he laid a hand on an arm of the unresisting Gottlob, and

was about to lead him from the room, when the last words

of the abbot, and another signal from Father Siegfried,

caused him to pause.

Bonifacius leaned a cheek on his hand, and mused long

on the policy of the step he was about to take. The rela-

tions between the abbey and the castle, to adopt diplomatic

language, were precisely in that awkward state in which it

was almost as hazardous to recede as to advance. To im-

prison a vassal of the Count of Hartenburg might bring

matters to an immediate issue ; and j-et, to permit him to

quit the convent was to deprive the brotherhood of the

means of extracting the information it was so important to

obtain, and to procure which had been the principal induce-

ment of attending the debauch already described, at a

moment when there was so little real amity between the

revellers. The precaution of Emich had frustrated this well-

laid scheme, and the result of the experiment had been too

costly to admit of repetition. There was also hazard in

permitting Gottlob to return to Hartenburg, for the ex-
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pectations and hostile spirit of the abbey had been so un-

advisedly exposed to the hind, as to render it certain he

would relate what had occurred. It was desirable, too, to

maintain an appearance of confidence, although so little was
felt ; for the monk well knew that next to friendship, its

apparent existence was of account in preventing the usual

expedients of open hostiUty. Agents were at Heidelberg,

pressing the elector on a point of the last concern to the

welfare of the brotherhood ; and it was particularly ma-
terial that Emich should not be driven to any overt act be-

fore the result of this mission was known. In short, these

two little powers were in a condition similar to that in which
some greater communities have been known to exist, instinc-

tively alive to the opposing character of their respective

interests, and yet tampering with the deyiouement, because

neither was yet prepared to proclaim all it wished, medi-

tated, and hoped to be able to attain. In the meantime
there was an ostensible courtesy between the belligerent

parties, occasionally obscured by bursts of natural feeling,

which, in politics, the world calls bonhomniie, but which
would, perhaps, be better termed by the frank designation

of artifice.

The abbot was so much accustomed to this sort of politic

reflection, that all these considerations passed before his

mind in less time than we have consumed in enumerating

them. Still the pause was salutarj^ ; for when he resumed

the discourse, he spoke like one whose decision was sup-

ported by thought.
'

' Thou wilt Xdsxy with us a little, Gottlob, for the good
of thy soul," he said, making the sign that was understood

by his inferiors.

" A thousand thanks, humane and godly abbot. Next to

the present good of my body, I look with most concern to

the future condition of my poor soul ; and there is great

comfort and consolation in your gracious words. It is but

the soul of a poor man ; but being my all, in the way of

souls, it must needs be taken care of.
'

'

" The discipline we meditate will be healthful. Brothers,

^ead the penitent to his cell."
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The singular indifference with which Gottlob heard his

doom might have given the abbot motive for reflection,

had he not been so much occupied by other thoughts.

As it was, the hind accompanied the lay brother without

resistance, and, indeed, with the manner of one who ap-

peared to think he was a gainer by this, especial notice from

the community of Limburg. So natural and easy was the

air of Gottlob, as they took the direction of a gloomy corri-

dor, that Father Siegfried began to believe he had employed

an agent whose mind, shrewd and peculiar as it seemed at

times, was, in truth, subject to moments of more than usual

imbecility and dulness. He placed the cow-herd in a cell,

pointed to a crucifix—its only article of furniture—and,

without deeming it necessary even to secure the door,

retired.
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CHAPTER XI.

" The Lady Valeria is come
To visit you."

Coriolanus.

A SHORT ride brought the cavalcade of Count

Emich to the gates of Hartenburg. When all

had alighted, and the guests, with the more

regular inmates of the castle, were ushered into

the hall, the lord of the hold again saluted Ulricke and her

daughter. This freedom was the privilege of his rank, and

of his character as host ; and for its exercise, he once more

received the grateful acknowledgments of Heinrich Prey.

The females were then committed to the care of Gisela, the

warder's daughter, who, in the absence of its more noble

mistress, happened to be the presiding person of her sex in

the place.
'

' Thou art thrice welcome, upright and loyal Hein-

rich !
" exclaimed the count, heartily, while he led the

burgomaster by the hand into one of the rooms of honor.
'

' None know thy worth and thy constancy to thy friends

better than the master of this poor castle ; and none love

thee better.
'

'

" Thanks, well-born Emich, and such duty as one of

poor birth and breeding can and should pay to a noble so

honored and prized. I am little used to courtesies, be-

yond those which we burghers give and take in the streets,

and may not do myself full justice in the expression of

reverence and respect, but I pray you, Herr Count, to take

the desire for the performance."

"Wert thou the emperor's most favored chamberlain,

143
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thy speech could not do thee more credit. Though
Deurckheim be not Madrid, it is a well-respected and
courtly city, and none need en\^ the Roman, or the

Parisian, that dwelleth there. Here is my kinsman of

Viederbach—a knight that Providence hath cast a little

loosely upon the world since the downfall of his Mediter-

ranean island of Rhodes, and who hath travelled far and

near—and he swears, daily, thy town hath no parallel for

its dimensions."
" Considered as a mountain city of no great magnitude,

meine Herren, we do not blush at the aspect of our ancient

walls."

"Thou needest not, and thou must have noted that I

spoke in reference to its size. Monsieur Latouche is a

gentleman that cometh from the capital of King Francis

itself ; and no later than this morning he remarked on the

neatness, and wealth, and other matters of consideration,

that make themselves apparent, even to the stranger, in

thy well-governed and prosperous borough."

The burgomaster acknowledged the compliment by a

profound inclination and a gratified eye, for no flatter^' is

so palpable as not to meet a welcome with those who la-

bor for public distinction ; and Emich well knew that the

police and order of his city were weak spots in Heinrich

Frey's humility.

"Lord Emich scarce does me justice," returned the

pliant ahht, " since I found many other causes of admiration.

The deference that is paid to rank in thy populace, and the

manner in which the convenience of the honorable is re-

spected, are particularly worthy of commendation."
'

' The churchman is right, Lord Emich—for, of all the

towns in Germany, I do not think it easy to find another

in which the poor and base are so well taught to refrain

from thrusting their importunities and disadvantages on

the gentle, as in our Deurckheim. I think my lord the

count must have observed the strict severity and cautious

justice of our rules in this particular ? '

'

'

' None know them better, nor does any heed them more.

I cannot recall the moment, cousin Albrecht, when any
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unpleasant intrusion on my privileges hath ever occurred

within its gates. But I keep you from refreshing your-

selves, worthy friends. Give us leave a little ; we will seek

you again at your own convenience."

The knight and the abbe took this intimation of the

desire of the count to be alone with the burgomaster in

good part, and withdrew without unnecessary delay. When
alone, Emich again took Heinrich Frey by the hand, and

led him away into a part of the castle where none presumed

to intrude without an especial errand. Here he entered one

of those narrow rooms which were devoted to secret use,

and which was well termed a closet, being in effect but little

larger and scarcely better lighted than the straightened

apartments to which we give the same appellation in these

later times.

When fairly protected from observation, and removed

beyond the danger of eavesdroppers and spies, the count

threw aside his cloak, unbuckled his sword-belt, and as-

sumed the manner of one at his ease. The burgomaster

took a seat on a stool, in deference to his companion's

rank ; while the latter, without seeming sensible of the

act, seated himself at his side, in the only chair that the

closet contained. Whoever has had much intercourse with

Asiatics, or with Mussulmans of the southern shore of the

Mediterranean, must have frequently observed the silent,

significant manner with which they regarded each other,

when disposed to court or to yield confidence ; the eye

gradually kindling, and the muscles of the mouth relaxing,

until the feeling is fully betrayed in a smile. This is one

of the means employed by men who dwell under despotic

and dangerous governments, and where the social habits

are much tinctured with violence and treacherj^, of assur-

ing one another of secret faith and readj^ support. There

is a sort of similar freemasonry in all conditions of life, in

which frank and just institutions do not spread their man-
tle equally over the powerful and the weak, superseding,

by the majesty of the law, the necessity of these furtive

appeals to the pledges and sympathies of confidants. Such,

in some degree, was the nature of the communication with
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which Emich of Hartenburg now commenced his private

intercourse with Heinrich Frey. The count first laid his

square, bony hand on the knee of the burgomaster which

he squeezed until the iron fingers were nearly buried in

the fleshy protuberance. Each turned his head toward his

companion, looking askance, as they mutually understood

the meaning of what was conveyed by this silent coquetry.

Still, notwithstanding the apparent community of thought

and confidence, the cotmtenance and air of each was dis-

tinguished by the personal character and the social station

of the individual. The eye of the baron was both more
decided and more openly meaning than that of the burgo-

master ; while the smile of the latter appeared rather like

a fain reflection of the inviting expression of the former,

than the effort of any inward impulse.
'

' Hast heard of last night's success ? '

' abruptly demanded
the count.

'

' Nothing of the sort hath gladdened me, Herr Count

;

my heart yearns to know all, if it touches your high inter-

ests."

" The mass-singing rogues are stripped of their wine-

tribute ! Of that much they are fairly and legally disbur-

dened ! Thou knowest of our long-intended trial of heads
;

I had intended to have prayed thee to be a second at the

banquet, but the presence of these idlers put some restraint

on my hospitality. Thou wouldst have proved a stanch

second in such an onset, Heinrich !

"

'

' I thank my lord the count, and shall deem the grace

as good as accomplished in the wish. I am not worse than

another at the board, and may boast of some endurance in

the way of liquor, but the seriousness of the times admon-

ishes us of civic authorit}' to be prudent. There is a wish

in the people to be admitted to certain unreasonable and

grave privileges, such as the right of vending the wares

in the market-place at unreasonable hours, when the con-

venience of the burgomasters would be much vexed b}^ the

concession, and other similar innovations, against which we
must make a firm stand, lest they come, in time, to invade

our general authority and cause an unnatural convulsion.
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Were we to give way to pretensions so extravagant, Hen-

Count, the town would come to general confusion, and the

orderly and respectable city of Deurckheim would justly

merit to be compared to the huts of those countries of

which they speak in the distant land of America, that hath

so much, of late, given cause to writings and conversation.

We need, therefore, look to the example set ; for we have

busy enemies, who make the most of the smallest indul-

gences. At another time, I would gladly have drained

Heidelberg to your gracious honor.
'

'

" Thou wouldst not have been in danger of observation

here ; and, by the three holy kings of Koeln, I should

know how to tutor any prying knave that might chance to

thrust a curious eye within these walls. But thy discre-

tion is worthy of thy prudence, Heinrich ; for, with thee,

I deem the time serious for all lovers of established order

and of the peace of mankind. What would the knaves,

that they thus trouble thy authority ? Are they not fed

and clad ? and do they not now possess privileges out of

number? The greedy rogues, if left to their humors,

would fain envy their betters each delicate morsel they

carry to their mouths, or each drop of generous Rhenish

that moistens their lips !

'

'

"I fear, well-bom Emich, that this spirit of covetous-

ness is in their vile natures ! I have rarely consented to

any little yielding to their entreaties, such as a wish to

swell out the time of their merr>--makings, or a desire like

this of the market-place, that the taste of the indulgence

hath not given a relish for fuller fare. No ; he that

would govern quietly, and at his own ease, must govern

thoroughly ; else shall we all become illiterate savages,

fitter for the forests of these Indies than for our present

rational and charitable civilization."
'

' Braver words were never uttered in thy council-hall, and

well do I know the head that conceived them ! Had there

been occasion to have summoned thee hither for the ban-

quet, the excuse should have satisfied, though the vineyards

were the forfeiture. But what didst think, friend Heinrich,

of the priests to-day, and of their warlike company ?
"
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"'Tis plain Duke Friedrich still upholds them ; and to

deal frankly with my lord the count, the men-at-arms have

the air of fellows that are not likely to yield the hill with-

out fair contention."
" Thinkest thou thus, burgomaster? 'T were a thousand

pities that men of tried mettle should do each other harm,

for the benefits and pleasure of a community of shaven

Benedictines ! What is there to urge in favor of preten-

sions so audacious as these they prefer, and which are so

offensive, both to me, as a noble of the empire, and to all

of any note or possessions in Deurckheim ?
'

'

Heinrich Frey remained silent.

*

' They lay great stress, Herr Count, on the virtue of an-

cient usages, and on the sacred origin of their mission."
'

' As much respect as thou wilt for rights that are sealed

by time, for such is the stamp that gives value to my own

fair claims ; and many of thy city privileges come chiefly of

use. But the matter between us is of abuse ; and I hold

it to be unworthy of those who can right themselves, to

submit to wrong. Do the monks still press the town for

dues ? '

'

'

' With offensive importunity. If matters be not quickly

stayed, we shall come to open and indecent dissension."

"I would give a winter's enjoyment of my chases, were

Friedrich more sorely pressed !
'

' exclaimed the count, lay-

ing his hand again on the burgomaster's knee, whose coun-

tenance he studied with a significance that was not lost on

his companion. "I speak merely in the manner of his

being driven to know his true and fast friends from those

who are false."

" The elector is a mild and loving prince, but one sorely

ridden by Rome ! I fear we shall never have a tranquil

neighborhood, notwithstanding our long forbearance, until

the church is persuaded to limit its authority to its duties."

The eyelids of the burgomaster lowered, as it might be in

reflection.

" And chiefly, Heinrich, am I troubled lest my good and

loving Deurckheimers lose this occasion to do themselves

right," continued the count, squeezing the knee he still
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grasped, until even the compact citizen flinched with the

force of the pressure.
'

' What say they in the council-hall

touching this matter ? '

'

There was no longer any plausible apology for the silence

of the burgomaster, who did not answer, however, without

working the heavy muscles of his face, as if delivered of his

opinions with pain.

" Men speak their minds among us, noble-born count,

much as Duke Friedrich prospers, or fails, in his warfare.

When we hear good tidings from the other side of the river,

the brotherhood fares but badly in our discourses ; but when
the elector's warriors triumph, we hold it prudent to re-

member they have friends.
'

'

"God's truth ! Herr Heinrich, it is full time that you

come to certain conclusions, else shall we be saddled to the

end of our days by these hard-riding priests ! Art thou

not wearied with all their greedy exactions, that thou wait-

est patiently for more ?
'

'

'

' In that particular, a little sufficeth for our humors.

There is not a city between Constance and Leyden that is

more quickly satisfied with paying than our Deurckheim
;

but we are husbands and fathers, Herr Count, and men that

bear a heavy burden of authority ; and we must be wary,

lest in throwing aside one portion of the load, space be

found on our shoulders to place another that is heavier.

When I would speak of your strong love to the town,

there are distrustful tongues that question me sorely of its

fruits, and of your own honorable intentions in our behalf."
'

' To all of which thou couldst not be wanting of replies !

Have I not often entertained thee with my loving wishes in

behalf of the citizens ? '

'

'

' If wishes in our behalf could serve our interests, the

townsmen might, in their proper right, put in a claim to

high favor. In the way of longing for our own success,

Antwerp itself is not our better."

"Nay, thou takest my meaning unkindly: what Emich
of Hartenberg wishes for his friends, he finds means to

perform. But we will not trouble digestion, as we are

about to feed, with these tiresome details
—

"
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" I pray you, Herr Count, not to doubt my means ; little

troubles me when— '

'

'

' Thou shalt yield to my humor. What ! is not the

Count of Leiningen master in his own castle? Not a word

more will I hear till thou hast tasted of my poor hospitality.

Did my knaves serv^e thee, as I commanded yesterday, with

the fat buck that fell by my own hand, Heinrich ? '

'

"A thousand thanks, mein Herr—they did, and right

cheerfully. I gave the rogues a silver penny for their lar-

gess ; and the dust of the Jaegerthal was washed away in

heavy draughts of our wine of the plain."

" I would have it so ; between friends, there should be

no niggardly reserve, in the way of courtesies," said Emich,

rising. " Dost not bethink thee, burgomaster, of looking

among the youths of Deurckheim for a son to stay thy age ?

Meta hath reached the years when maidens gladly become

wives.
'

'

"The wench is not ignorant at her time of life, and the

search of a suitable husband hath not failed to give me
fatherly concern, I do not presume to compare our condi-

tions and early lives in aught that is disrespectful, mein

Herr Graf, but, touching all that is common to great and

little, the youth of this day seem not as they were in the

time of our young manhood. '

'

"Priest-ridden, burgomaster—too much of Rome in our

laws and habits. God 's my life ! when I first mounted

steed in the court below, I could have leaped the convent

towers, did a Benedictine dare gainsay the feat
! '

'

'

' That would have been a miracle little short of the rais-

ing of their convent walls," answered Heinrich, laughing

at his companion's flight, and rising in deference to the

attitude the noble had been pleased to take. " These Bene-

dictines have been careless of their advantages, else might

they still have kept the circumstance of that miracle as

much beyond dispute as it was in our young days, lord

count."
" And what say they in Deurckheim, now, touching the

affair?"
" Nay, men treat it, at present, as they treat other dispu-
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table subjects. Since this outcry of Brother Luther, there

have appeared many who call in question not only that, but

divers others of the abbey's feats."

The count unconsciously crossed himself, seeming to pon-

der gloomily on the subject, within his own mind. Then
glancing toward his companion, he perceived that he was
standing.

" I cry thy mercy, worthy burgomaster ; but my inatten-

tion hath given thee this pain. My leg hath been so much
of late suspended in the stirrup, that it hath need of straight-

ening ; but it should not, in justice, cause thee this incon-

venience. I pray thee, Herr Frey, be seated."

"That would ill become my station in your presence,

noble and well-born Emich ; nor would it do fit credit to my
reverence and aflfection."

" Nay, I will hear none of this. Thy seat, Master Hein-

rich, and that without delay, lest I seem to overlook thy

merits.
'

'

" I pray mein Herr Graf not to do himself this wrong
;

nay, if it be your honorable will—I blush at my own dar-

ing—if I consent, I call my lord to witness 't is only in

profound respect for his will !

'

'

During this struggle of courtesy, the count succeeded, by
means of gentle violence, in forcing the burgomaster to

resume his seat. Heinrich had yielded with a species of

maiden coyness ; but when he found that, instead of occu-

pying his own humble stool, he had unwittingly been forced

into the arm-chair of the noble, he rebounded from the

cushion, as if the leather contained enough of the electric

fluid to bid defiance to the non-conductor qualities of the

ample woollen garment in which his nether person was cased.

" Gott bewahre !
" exclaimed the burgomaster, in harsh,

energetic German. "The empire would cry out against

this scandal, were it known ! I owe it to my reputation to

deny myself an honor so little deserved."

"And I to my authority to enforce my will, and to pro-

claim thy deserts."

Here the amiable force on the part of the count, and the

courteous coquetry of Heinrich Frey, were resumed until
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the latter, fearful of ofifending by longer resistance, was

obliged to submit, protesting, however, to the last, against

the apparent presumption on his own part, and against the

great injustice which the lord of the hold was doing to his

own rights, by thus insisting.

A distinguished foreign orator once pronounced the titles

of honor and the social distinctions that are conferred by

the European governments, to be the "cheap defence of

nations." This opinion strikes us to be merely one of

the thousand bold fallacies that have been broached to

uphold existing interests, without reference to their true

effects, or to their inherent justice. This " cheap defence,"

like the immortal Falstaff, who was not only witty himself,

but the cause of wit in others, is the origin of a hundred

sufficiently costly habits, that leave him who bears the bur-

den but little reason to exult in its discovery. We recom-

mend to all one-eyed economists, who still retain any

faith in this well-known opinion of the English orator, to

read that letter in the Spectator, in which a city 3-outh

relates the manner he is driven to vindicate his own reserve

to his fair country' cousins, who would fain reproach him

with an ungraceful disrespect of his holiday privileges, \)y

reminding them of the calculations of the individual who
refused to indulge in cheese-cakes, because they brought

with them so many other unnecessary expenditures.

But whether honors of the description just alluded to, do

or do not form an}- portion of the economy of a nation,

there is little question but flatter}-, like this which Emich

has just bestow-ed on the burgomaster, is one of the subtle

and most powerful agents of the great in effecting their se-

cret purposes. Few are they—alas, how few- ! that possess

a vision sufficiently clear, and an ambition so truly noble, as

to look beyond the narrow and vulgar barriers of human
selfishness, and to regard truth as it came from God, without

respect for persons and things, except as they are the instru-

ments of his will. It is certain that Heinrich Frey had

little pretension to be one of this scrutinizing and elevated

class ; for when he found himself fairly seated in the chair

of the Count of Hartenburg, with the noble himself stand-
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ing, his sensations were like those which are felt by the phi-

losopher of the other hemisphere who is authorized to put a

ribbon at his button-hole ; or the tradesman of this, who is

elected to the common council of his native city, after being

run on both tickets. Still he greatly regretted there was no

one to envy his preferment ; for, after the first soothing effect

on his own self-love, that unquiet spirit which haunts us to

the last, disfiguring the fairest pictures, and casting its alloy

into every scheme of happiness, suggested that his triumph

would be imperfect without a witness. Just as this rebel-

lious feeling became troublesome, there appeared at the door

of the closet, the very being of all others that the burgo-

master would have chosen to see him in the enjoyment of this

high honor. A gentle tap announced the presence of the intru-

der, and when the authoritative voice of Emich had given

the permission, the mild Ulricke appeared on the threshold.

Surprise was strongly painted on the features of the bur-

gomaster's wife. The husband had crossed his legs, and

was indulging in his ease, with a sort of noble indifierence to

the unusual situation in which he was placed, when this

extraordinary sight greeted the eyes of his amazed consort.

So absolute and so tenacious were the rules of Germany on

all things that concerned the respect due to rank, that even

one as little troubled by ambition as the meek Ulricke, had
great difiiculty in believing her senses when she beheld

Heinrich Frey thus suddenly elevated to a seat of honor in

the presence of a count of Leiningen.
" Nay, enter without fear, mj- good Ulricke," said Emich,

graciously ;
" thy worthy husband and I do but indulge in

mutual friendship, while my varlets prepare an unworthy
banquet. Do not think to break our discourse."

'

' I only hesitate, noble Emich, at seeing Heinrich Frey

preferred to that seat, while the Lord of Hartenburg stands,

like one of humble birth, at his side !

"

"Touch not the matter, meine frau," said the husband,

condescendingly.
'

' Thou art a loving consort, and art well

enough amid thy sex, and in questions that belong to thy

breeding ; but in an affair like this between mien Herr Graf

and me, thou mayest only mar what thou canst not mend."
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" By the life of the princely Karl ! Master Heinrich, you
do insufl&cient justice to Ulricke's discernment ! Were mine

own Ermengarde among us, thou shouldst see that we prize

thy loving wife little less than we esteem thee. But it were

better that we inquire of Ulricke the occasion of her visit,

before we attempt to school her on matters of deportment. '

'

Though so rough and unnurtured on many of the points

that are now deemed essential even to an indifferent civiU-

zation, Emich had a quick interest for the perception of

character, and possessed as much of the refinement that

marks a superior condition in life, as the state of the age and

the situation of his own country permitted. There can be no

greater mistake than to imagine that mere nominal rank is

any pledge for a correspondent degree of refinement, since

everything is relative in this world, and where the base of

the pillar is rude and little polished, it would be a violation

of all architectural keeping to expect a capital of a different

style. Thus it is that we, without any social orders but

those of convention, are struck with so many glaring dis-

crepancies among people whose patricians, having studied

all that is factitious and plausible in breeding, are still defi-

cient in the grand essentials of reason and humanity, simply

because the roots of the society, of which they are only the

more luxuriant branches, are planted in the soil of ignorance

and debasement. The Count of Hartenburg had possessed

ample opportunities of witnessing how much the intellectual

qualities of the burgomaster's wife were superior to those

of her husband ; and he had sufiicient discrimination and

experience to be quite aware of the importance of conciliat-

ing such an ally in advancing his own particular views. It

w^as in this spirit, therefore, that he ventured on so blunt a

reproof of Heinrich' s superciliousness, and volunteered the

compliment to the spouse
;
probably hazarding the latter

from an intimate conviction that most husbands are content

to hear eulogies on those who are so completely in their

power as their own wives.

"Since it is your honorable pleasure, Herr Count, for

God's sake let the woman come in," answered Heinrich,

still, however, without changing an attitude so soothing to
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his self-esteem. " If she should see me seated in a presence

in which it would much better become me to kneel, why it

may help to show that God hath given her a companion

that is not altogether without the world's esteem, little as

he may merit it. Enter freely, therefore, good Ulricke, since

it is my lord's pleasure ; but presume not on his condescen-

sion to me, which is rather a mark of great love for our

town, than any matter connected with domestic life."
'

' In all that the high-born count hath done honor to any

of us, whether us of Deurckheim, or as his unworthy neigh-

bors, I desire respectfully to be grateful,
'

' returned the wife,

who by this time had recovered from her surprise, and who
now advanced farther into the narrow room, with the modest

self-possession which ordinarily distinguished her manner.
*' If I do not come amiss, I crave to be heard of both, in a

matter that toucheth nearly a mother's heart ; and a matter,

as it is of Heinrich Frey's child I would fain speak, that I

trust may not be indifferent to my lord the count."
" Were it of my own little Kunigunde, the subject should

not be more welcome!" said the noble. "Speak freely,

then, gentle Ulricke, and with the same simplicity thou

wouldst use were it only to thy husband's ear."
*

' Thou hearest, woman ! mein Herr Graf enters, as it

were, into all our tribulations and happiness, an' he were no

other than a brother. So mince not the matter, but deal

frankly with us ; though I admonish you not to push thy

words to all the familiarity of household discourse."

" As it is of a subject so near, I pray leave to close the

door before more is uttered."

The words of Ulricke were cut short by a hasty gesture

of approbation from her husband, and by the count him-

self, who, with more of the consideration and manner of a

gentleman, performed the desired office with his own hands,

thus admitting the wife, as it were, into the very cabinet of

their secret councils.



CHAPTER XII.

" You would be another Penelope : yet, they say, all the yam she

spun in Ulysses' absence did but fill Ithaca full of moths."

Conolanus.

WHEN Ulricke found herself fairly closeted with

the count and her husband, and was quietly

seated on the stool which the former, spite of

the latter' s protestations to the contrary, had
insisted on her taking, she cast her mild eyes about her,

with that expressive and touching appeal that a woman is

apt to make, when she feels called on to act as the adviser,

if not the guardian, of him whom nature intended and the

law presumes is both able and willing to discharge those

oflBces for her. Notwithstanding Heinrich's obstinacy and

masculine swaggering, many occasions had arrived, in the

course of her matrimonial life, to produce a latent convic-

tion in both, that the order of things was a little inverted,

as respects judgment and moral authority, by inclining one

to lean, though with but an indifferent grace, where he

should have supported ; and tempting the other, at times, to

overstep her sex's duties, though it was always done with

an intuitive perception of her sex's seemliness and means.
" For this condescension I thank my Lord Emich, and

thee, Heinrich," commenced the thoughtful matron; "for

it is not at all times advisable for the wife to intrude un-

bidden even to her husband's presence."

A significant ejaculation, which might almost merit a

coarser term, was the manner in which the burgomaster ex-

pressed his assent, during the brief pause that succeeded

this excuse of Ulricke. The more courteous host bowed

156
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with sufl&cient respect, though, even by his manner, it was
evident he was getting impatient to know the real motive

of the interruption.

"We are too well pleased to receive thee, to remember
the usages and rights of manhood," answered the latter,

with a kindness of manner that was insensibly extorted by
the winning and feminine qualities of her he addressed, and
which in some degree softened the pretensions of his lan-

guage. " Proceed with thy matter, for none can be more
ready to listen."

" Thou hearest, good Ulricke ! the Herr Count is willing

to remember thou art a burgomaster's consort ; and, as he
is pleased to say, we are truly impatient to be let into the

cause of thy sudden visit."

The thoughtful Ulricke received this encouragement like

one accustomed to be treated in some measure as a being

inferior in capacity and force to her husband, but not with-

out a shade like that which is produced by unmerited hu-

miliation. Smihng—and few, even in early and attractive

youth, had so sweet an expression, when her countenance

thus gleamed, whether it were in pleasure or in melancholy

—smiling, as it might be, partly in female gentleness, and
partly in sadness, she commenced the purport of her visit,

coming, however, to her true object with great reserve and
with the caution of a woman accustomed to influence,

rather than to control.
'

' For the great kindness and condescension of the Herr
Emich, in behalf of Heinrich Frey, and of all that are his,

no one is more grateful than I," she said ;
" if I may now

seem to trouble him with the concerns of a family on which
he has already so freely lavished favors

— '

'

'

' And friendship, good Ulricke.
'

'

'

' And friendship, since you permit me, noble count, to

use the word—but if I now seem to trespass bej'ond breed-

ing, by troubling your mind with a concern that is so re-

mote from your own interests, I trust you will remember a

mother's tenderness, and think of the high-bom Ermen-
garde, whose anxiety for her own offspring may furnish

some excuse for that I feel for mine."
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" Hath aught befell the blooming Meta? "

" God 's m}^ life !
" exclaimed the troubled Heinrich,

abandoning his much-prized seat, in the suddenness of pa-

ternal alarm. " Hath the wench suffered from the over-

rich eels of the Rhine ? or is she massed to death by these

accursed monks ? '

'

" Our child is well in the body, and, the blessed Maria be

praised I she is pure and innocent in mind," returned Ul-

ricke.
'

' I have little cause for aught but gratitude in either

of these behalfs—but she is of an age when girlish fancies

become unsettled, and the flexible female spirit seeks impres-

sions from others than those whom nature hath made its

guardians."
'

' This is some of thy usual incomprehensibiUties, good

woman, and language that is not easily understood by any

but thyself. The noble Graf hath no leisure to himt up

new ideas to maintain a discourse in subtleties. Had the

girl indeed tasted too freely of the rare dish which the honest

Burgomaster of Mannheim so kindly sent me, as I at first

feared, no doubt the means to cure might be found in Har-

tenburg ; but thou askest too much, wife of mine, when thou

wouldst have anj^ but thine own husband to enter into all

the cunning niceties that sometimes beset th)' imagination."
" Nay, Master Heinrich, here maj' be more urgent matter

than thou thinkest : thy dame is not a woman whose opin-

ions are to be neglected. Wilt proceed with thy recital, good

Ulricke?"
'

' Our child is at that period of life,
'

' continued the mother,

too much accustomed to the manner of her husband to per-

mit it to divert her thoughts from their main intention

—

" when the young of everj^ sort begin to think of the future.

It is a principle that God hath implanted, Herr Emich, and

therefore it is for good ; and we who have watched over the

infancy of our offspring with so much anxiety, have trained

their youth with so much care, and have so often trem-

bled for their noon-time, must, sooner or later, consent

to loosen the sweet ties that bind us to our second selves,

in order that the great ends of the creation shall be accom-

plished."
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" Umph !
" ejaculated Heinrich.

"Nay, gentle Ulricke," said the count, "maternal love

hath drawn this picture in stronger colors than may be nec-

essary. When the time for matrimony comes, God's my
life ! daughter of thine and honest Heinrich Frey need not

wear maiden's coif a day longer than is necessary to do

suitable reverence to the church. Here have I youths out

of number, that look to the house of Leiningen for grace,

any one of whom would be glad to wive with the damsel

I should name. There is young Friedrich Zantzinger, the

orphan of my last deputy in the villages of the plain ; he

is a lad that would gladly do harder service to gain my
love."

" When old Friedrich left the boy fatherless, he left him

without a penny," dryly rejoined the burgomaster.
'

' That is a fault which might be mended ; but I have

others that can be named. What thinkest thou of the eld-

est son of my Heidelberg attorney, worthy Conrad Wal-

ther?"
'

' Curse the knave ! I hate him from my heart.
'

'

"Thou art warm, Master Heinrich, against one that I

both trust and favor."
'

' I cry you mercy, Herr Graf ; but a sudden rising of the

bile, at the mention of the fellow's name, got the better of

respect," answered the burgomaster, with more moderation,

who, as he saw by the lowering look of Emich's brow the

necessity of explanation, continued with rather more open-

ness than he might have thought necessary under circum-

stances of less urgency :

'

' perhaps the high-bom count

was never possessed of the matter of our late contro-

versy ? '

'

" Nay, I pretend not to judge my friends— "

" I>t but my lord condescend to hear me, and I leave

him arbiter between us. It is well known to you, Herr

Emich, that collections were made, and charity asked, in

behalf of the peasants who suffered, the past year, from the

sudden rising of the Rhine. Among others, the good

Christians of our town were importuned for succor ; and,

for none will deny that it was a sad visitation of Providence.
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we gave freely as became our several means. To prevent

improper uses of the monej', in all cases of liberal dona-

tions, the sealed bond of the donor, at a near day, was asked

in preference to the silver ; and mine was granted for the

fair sum of twelve crowns, as a poor donation suited to my
hopes and station. It so fell out, Herr Graf, that those

charged with the distribution had occasion for their money
before the instruments were up, and they sent agents among
us, in order to enter into such negotiations as the cases

might need. Gold was scarce at the moment ; and because,

in regaining my bond, I had heedful regard to mine own
interests, the misleading Conrad would fain transport me,

like a thief, before the authorities of Heidelberg, to un-

dergo the penalties of a usurer. Son of his shall never call

me father, with your gracious leave, nobly bom Count of

Leiningen."
'

' This truly offereth some impediment to the afiFair ; but,

failing of young Conrad, I have others that maj^ be accounted

worthy of this advantage. So put thy maternal heart at

ease, good Ulricke, and trust to my active friendship to dis-

pose of the girl."

The burgomaster's consort had been a patient listener

during the short but characteristic digression of her hus-

band. Trained in the opinions of the times, she did not pos-

sibly endure all that a mother and a wife, of equal native

sensibilit}^ might now suffer at so evident a debasement of

her sex ; but as the laws of nature are permanent, neither

did she escape a pang of wounded feeling as she heard the

different expedients that were so hastily de\ased for the fu-

ture disposal of one who formed her chief happiness in life.

There was less of that hectic color which commonly gave a

lustre to eyes that were by nature rather melancholy than

bright, and her voice was fuller of emotion than before, as

she continued.
" For all this heed of me and mine, I again thank the

Herr Count : but there is a power that is stronger with the

young than the counsel of the experienced, or even than

the wishes of their friends," she said. "My intent, in

intruding myself unbidden into this secret conference, was
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to say that Meta had listened to the voice of her sympa-

thies more than to the usages of her class, and chosen for

herself."

The count and Heinrich Frey stared at the speaker in

mute surprise, for neither fully comprehended her meaning
;

while Ulricke herself, one of her objects being accomplished,

in having made this long-dreaded declaration in the presence

of a person able to repress the anger of her husband, sat

silent, inwardly trembling for the consequences.
'

' Wilt thou explain the meaning of thy worthy consort,

Herr Heinrich? " abruptly asked the count.
'

' Zum Henker ! you ask me to perform an ofl&ce, lord

count, that might better befit a Benedictine or a clerk.

When Ulricke, who is an excellent and obedient companion
in the main, once gets upon the stilts of fancy, I never pre-

tend to be able to raise an idea to the level of her shoe-

buckle. Go to ! thou hast well spoken, wife of mine ; and
it will now be better to seek our child, lest yonder cavalier

of Rhodes be oiling her ears with the unction of flattery."

" Nay, by my house's honors ! but I will know more of

this matter, thy fair and virtuous consort consenting, Master

Heinrich. Wilt explain thyself freely, dame?"
Whether it be from the instinct of weakness and delicacy,

or only the fruit of precept constantly inculcated, a virtuous

woman rarely admits the existence of the sentiment of love,

either in herself or any that is dear to her, without a feeling

of shame, and possibly not without an intuitive knowledge
that she is conceding some of the vantage-ground of her

sex's privileges.

This feeling was apparent in Ulricke, by the slow but

complete suffusion of her cheek, and by the manner in

which her looks avoided those of Emich, spite of the self-

possession and calm of her years.

" I would merely say, Herr Emich," she replied, "that

Meta, like all who are young and innocent, hath fancied an
image of perfection, and that she hath found an original for

her picture in a youth of the Jaegerthal. While of this

mind, she cannot, in honesty or in maidenly respect, become
the bride of any other than him she loves.

'

'
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"The aflfair grows clearer," returned the count, smiling

like one who took no very great interest in the matter

;

'

' and it is as well explained as heart could wish—at least,

heart of the youth in question. What thinkest thou of

this, Herr Burgomaster?"

The comprehension of Heinrich Frey could not altogether

misconceive so plain an explanation, and since the moment
when his wife had ceased speaking, he sat regarding her

mild but troubled countenance, with parted lips and open

eyes, like a man who first learns some unlooked-for intelli-

gence of great moment.
" Herr Teufel !

" exclaimed Heinrich, taking up the last

words of the baron, unconscious of the disrespect of what he

did. "Art talking of our own natural-bom child ?
"

'

' Of none other. In whom else have I this motherly

affection ? or for what other can I feel this deep concern ? '

'

" Dost mean that Meta—my daughter, Meta Frey

—

hath inclination for son of woman, except it may be the

natural love and reverence she beareth her own father ? that

the girl hath truant and free fancies ? '

'

'

' I say nothing to give this opinion of Meta—my daugh-

ter, Meta," returned Ulricke, with womanly dignity. " Our
child has done no more than listened to the secret whisper-

ings of nature ; and, in yielding her affections to a youth

she hath often seen, and long known, she hath merely paid

an homage to merit, that the most virtuous are the most

apt to yield."
'

' Go to, Ulricke ! Thou art well enough among thy

household, and a woman for whom I have esteem ; but

these visions with which thou art so often troubled, give

thee an air, at times, of being of less discernment than thou

mayest fairly claim to be. Excuse the dame, Herr Count

;

for, though her own husband, and a little weak on the sub-

ject of her infirmities perhaps, there is not a more thrifty

manager, a more faithful spouse, or a kinder mother in the

Palatinate."
" Naj', thou little need say this to me ! None know the

worth of Ulricke better ; and, I may add, few respect her

so much. It were well to hear further of this matter.
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Heinrich ; for, to treat thee in candor, there may lay more
beneath this opening of the excellent wife, than is at first

apparent. Our Meta hath seen the qualities of some worthy
youth sooner than they have struck the eye of her quick-

sighted father, thou wouldst say. Is it not so, dame ?
'

'

*

' I would say that the heart of my child is so closely

bound in that of another, as to leave little hope of happiness

should her matrimonial duties teach her to forget him."

"Thou thinkest, then, good dame, that the young fancies

of a female, when once indulged, are not to be removed by
the offices of a wife and mother ? that a caprice of the

imagination is stronger than a vow made at the altar ? '

'

Though the eyes of both the count and the burgomaster

were riveted on the fine and speaking countenance of Ul-

ricke, the volume of eloquent nature that was thus opened

to their observation proved little better than a blank.

Strong and dramatic exhibitions of feeling require but little

interpretation for the dullest faculties ; but few indeed are

they who are capable of comprehending the secret workings

of a spirit chastened and restrained as that of a virtuous but

unhappily paired woman. There is, perhaps, no one aspect

of human nature more commonplace, or more easily under-

stood, than that which is hourly offered by a worldly minded
and capricious fair. She runs her little career, seemingly as

erratic as a comet, though, in truth, her course is always to

be calculated on the infallible principles of vanity and self-

ishness ; but no secret is more hermetically sealed against

impertinent and vulgar curiosity, than the elevated senti-

ments which sustain the suffering and silent female who is

truly instinct with the high qualities of her sex.

We are no railer at the domination of man ; for we are

persuaded that he who would wish to transform the being

that was created to be his solacer and companion—his guide

in moral darkness, and his sharer in sorrow as in joy—into

a worldly competitor, changing love and confidence to

rivalry and contention, is but miserably instructed in that

sublime ordinance of nature which has thus separated the

highest order of its creation into two great classes, so replete

with mutual consolation and happiness.
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Had the wife of the burgomaster arisen, and, in chosen

terms, made an appeal to the sympathies of her compan-

ions, in which language should unite with manner to pro-

duce an effect, she might have been understood, as the

ever3''-day reader understands all such pictures of female-

character; but where she sat, silent, suffering, and meek,

she was completely concealed from any means of compre-

hension possessed by either. Her eye did not kindle, for

long and patient subordination had taught her to submit

to the misconstructions of her husband ; nor scarcely did

the faint color of her cheek deepen, since the load at hej

heart counteracted the natural impulses of pride and re-

sentment.
'

' I think, lord count, when an innocent and youthful

female heart yields to a power that nature, perhaps, has

made irresistible," she said, " it, at least, merits to be treated

tenderly. Meta hath few fancies of the kind you mention,

and the attachment she feels, though doubtless deepened by

those colors which the least experienced in the truths of lift

are the most apt to paint, is but the natural consequence of

much association, and of great deserving on the part of the

young man."
"This is getting to be plain, Herr Emich," said Heinricb

Frey, pithily, " and must needs be looked to. Wilt con-

descend to name the youth thou meanest, Ulricke ?
"

" Berchthold Hintermayer."
" Berchthold Teufelstein !

" exclaimed the burgomaster,

laughing, though there was something like a secret con-

sciousness of danger in the very manner in which he gave

loose to his merriment.
'

' A penniless boy is truly a fit hus-

band for a child of mine."

The quiet, blue eye of Ulricke was fastened on her hus-

band ; but she averted it with sensitive haste, lest it might

betray that she was thinking of the time when her own
father had consented to her marriage with one nearly as

poor, merely because the penetration of the parent had dis-

covered those qualities of prudence and gainful industry in

his townsman, which after-experience so fully developed.

" He is not rich, Heinrich," was her answer ;
" but he is
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worthy ; and why need a chill be thrown on the heart of

Meta, for the desire of that which she already hath in suffi-

cient plenty ? '

'

"Hear you this, Herr Emich ? My wife is lifting the

curtain of privacy before your respected eyes, with a free-

dom for which I could fain cry mercy."
" Berchthold is a youth I love," gravely observed the

count.
" In that case, I shall say nothing disrespectful of the lad,

who is a worthy forester, and in all things suited to his ser-

vice in the family of Hartenburg ; still, he is but a forester,

and a very penniless one. I had not thought to dispose of

the girl so soon, for a little maidenly leisure does none of

the sex injury, lord count ; but as she hath her head set upon

this Berchthold, it may be well to wrap it in a matron's coif,

by way of filling it with ideas more suited to her hopes."

"The remedy may prove fatal, Heinrich !
" mildly ob-

served Ulricke, raising her tearful eye to the obstinate

features of the burgomaster.
'

' Nay, I ought to know the constitution of the family
;

what has so well succeeded with the mother, cannot harm the

child."

The wife did not reply. But Emich of Hartenburg had

been deeply interested by her gentle and winning manner,

for he had watched her countenance closely, and understood

the womanly effort by which the appearance of calm was

preserved. Turning to the burgomaster, he laid a hand on

his shoulder, with a friendly smile, and said

—

" Herr Heinrich, thou hast a fair and gentle consort ; but

I think, too, thou hast scarce less faith in me than in thy

wife. Give us leave ; I would fain reason this matter with

Ulricke, without the aid of thy influence.
'

'

" A thousand thanks for the honor to me and mine, high-

born count ! As to faith, I would leave the dame a year on

I,imburg hill, without other thought than for her conven-

ience ; for none know the worth of Ulricke better, though

she is so difficult to comprehend when her fancy is moult-

ing. Now kiss me, dame, and prithee do no dishonor to the

count's counsel."
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Thus saying, Heinrich Frey placed a hearty kiss on the

soft cheek that the obedient Ulricke freely oflFered, and left

his wife alone with the noble, without other thought than

that of the high distinction that was conferred on his name.

The manner in which he prized the notice of the baron was

sufl&ciently manifested by the readiness with which he com-

municated the circumstance that Emich and his consort

were closeted, on an affair touching the interests of the fam-

ily of Frey, to all who would hsten to his tale.



CHAPTER XIII.

" Ah, me ! for aught that ever I could read,

Could ever hear by tales or history,

The course of true love never did run smooth !

"

Shakespeare.

WHEN the door was closed on the husband, the

count turned to the wife, and continued the

discourse.
*

' I love young Berchthold Hintermayer,

good Ulricke,
'

' he said,
'

' and would gladly be of aid in this

aflfair, which I see plainly thou hast much at heart."
'

' The mother would be unnatural that had not anxiety for

the happiness of her child. In j^outh, lord count, we gaze

before us, filling the dim ascent with scenes drawn after

our wishes, and peopling the world with the beings that we
deem most necessary to our hopes ; but when we have
reached the eminence, whence the commencement and the

end of life can both be plainly seen, do we first find truth.

I am as little disposed as another to venture rashly on a

union that has no better security for its fruits than a blind

and feverish passion, that will be certain to consume itself

by its own fierceness; but, on the other hand, none who
have known life as I, can be disposed to consider lightly

those resemblances of taste and opinions, those gentle

touches of character and disposition, that are most likely to

conduce to wedded love."

"Thou art esteemed lucky in thine own consorting,

dame?"
'

' God hath much blessed me in many mercies—the ques-

tion is of Meta, my lord count."

167
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Ulricke, spite of herself, had changed color ; but aided

by the manner of matronly reserve she immediately as-

sumed, the little emotion passed with Emich as no more

than a display of feminine reserve, that was intended to re-

press a curiosity he had no title to indulge.
" The question is of Meta, in sooth," he answered ;

" and

by Saint Benedict ! the youth shall not wait for friendly

and free support. But favor should have favor's reward.

If I give into thy humor in this concern of thy daughter's

marriage, good Ulricke, in return, I expect of thee a service

on which I scarce lay less stress.
'

'

The matron raised her eyes to the countenance of her

companion in surprise. One who had not so uniformly

preserved her own self-respect might have doubted of what
she heard ; but the look of the burgomaster's wife merely

conveyed a meaning of curiosity and innocence.

"You will deserve far more than I can bestow, Herr

Count, should you do aught to secure the happiness of

Meta."
" Fair wife," continued Emich, seating himself, and tak-

ing her hand, with the freedom which his superior rank and

the usages of the country allowed,
'

' thou knowest the man-
ner in which these Benedictines have so long vexed our

valley ; and, being so deeply in the confidence of the honest

Heinrich, thou must have suspected that, wearied of their

insolence and exactions, we have seriously bethought us

of the means by which to reduce them to the modesty that

becometh their godly professions, and which might better

justify their pretensions ?
"

Emich paused, and sat intently regarding the face of his

quiet listener. He had unwittinglj' touched upon the very

subject that had been the chief inducement with the burgo-

master's wife for intruding upon the privacy of the conspira-

tors. She had long suspected their intentions ; and though

she felt deep care for the future lot of Meta, and had gladly

availed herself of a favorable occasion to break the ice on a

subject that, sooner or later, must be disclosed, her real

object was to warn Heinrich against the probable conse-

quences of the plot. In this disposition, then, she heard
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the count with secret pleasure, and prepared herself to

reply, in the manner she had long meditated.

"All that 3'ou say, Herr Count," she answered, "has
more than once crossed my mind ; and deeply have I

grieved that those I so love and honor should thus medi-

tate injury to the altars of God—plan desperate devices to

interrupt his praise."

" How ! dost thou call the whinings of these knaves
praise of aught but their own hypocrisy ?

'

' interrupted

Emich. " Are they not the instigators of the most of our

sins, by their example—the parents of all the contention

that troubles the neighborhood? Consider, good Ulricke,

that Heaven is not a close into which souls are to be driven

blindfolded ; but that we, who are of the flock, have at least

the right, as we have the means, of judging whether the

shepherds are fit for their ofl&ce or not."
'

' And should they prove unequal to, or unworthy of

their duties, where do we find authority to do them harm ?
"

'

' God 's my life ! good wife, are our swords nothing ? Are
a noble name, an ancient and high descent, a long-standing

claim to command, and a stout heart, nothing? "

" Arraj^ed against the Almighty, they count as the leaves

of your own forest, when fluttering in a gale—less than the

flakes of snow that drive in winter against the battlements

of your strong castle. Limburg is reared in honor of God
;

and he that raises a hand against the sacred walls will be

apt to repent the rashness in woe. If there are unworthy
ministers at its altars, there are also those that are worthy

;

and, were it not so, the mission is too high to be sullied by
any frailtj' of those who abuse their trusts."

The count was disturbed ; for Ulricke spoke earnestly,

and in a voice of sweet persuasion. He leaned his chin

upon a hand, as a man that pondered well on the hazards

of his enterprise.

" What thinkest thou, Ulricke, of this brother of Witten-

berg ? " he at length asked.
'

' Could we but fairly make
him out honest and wise, ecclesiastical authority for lowering

the pride of Limburg might be had !
'

'

'

' I am one of those who think Brother Luther honest : I
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am also one of those who think him mistaken ; but even he

is far from urging to deeds of violence."

" By St, Benedict ! woman, thou hast had converse with

Father Arnolph touching this question. Echo does not an-

swer sound more faithfully than thou repeatest the senti-

ments of the prior."

" It is not strange that they who love God should feel and

speak alike in a matter aflfectiug his honor. I have said

naught to Father Arnolph, nor to any other of the abbey,

of your designs ; for it is not easy for Ulricke Frey to forget

she is both wife and mother. But I have prayed often that

the hearts of those who contemplate this dangerous sacrilege

may be softened ; and that, for their own safety, they may
yet see the evil of their plot. Believe me, count, the Dread

Being who is worshipped in Limburg will not forget to

avenge himself of those who despise his power !

"

" Thou art certain, Ulricke, that thy opinions have weight

with me, for since childhood have I known and respected

thy wisdom. Nay, had there not been w^ant of those

claims which birth can alone give, thou wouldst now be

sitting in this castle its mistress, and not a guest. The self-

denial which w^as practised in order to do my father pleas-

ure, cost me much pain for many j^ears ; nor did I rightly

regain my freedom until the birth of my eldest bom turned

my hopes toward po.sterity."

It is seldom woman hears the acknowledgment of her in-

fluence with the stronger sex without secret satisfaction.

As there had been nothing in the attachment to which the

count alluded, to alarm her principles or to offend her deli-

cacy, Ulricke listened to this reference to the feelings and

incidents of their younger days with a smile that produced

an effect on her gentle features which resembled the melan-

choly light which illuminated the chapel of the religious

community in question ; or which was mild, placid, and if

we may be permitted an expression so vague, tinged with

hues of the past.

"We are no longer young, Emich," she answered, with-

drawing her hand, under a keen impulse of its propriety

—

" and that which thou speakest belongs to a former age.
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\

But if thou dost, in sooth, entertain this opinion of my dis-

cretion, I have never said aught of thee but in thy honor.

There were other reasons than the late count's will, why I

could not listen to thy suit, as thou wert then informed

;

for we are none of us the controllers of those sentiments

which so much depend on taste or accident.
'

'

"By the sainted eleven thousand of Koeln ! Heinrich

Frey was scarce a j^outh to do this disadvantage to the heir

of my line and name !

'

'

"Heinrich Frey received my troth, as the noble Ermen-
garde received thine, Herr von Hartenburg," answered

Ulricke, with the composure of one whose feelings had
never been interested in the refusal to which she alluded,

and with the dignity of a woman sensitively alive to her

husband's character.
'

' By Heaven's favor we are both hap-

pier than if wedded either above or beneath our hopes.

But if thou couldst deny thyself this boon—for such, in

thy 3'oung fancies, didst thou believe my hand—to oblige

thy father of earth, wait thou still defy him of Heaven, to

gratify a longing less excusable ?
'

'

' * Go to, Ulricke ; thou pressest me out of reason ; I know
not fairly that I even meditate the enterprise thou meanest."

" Or, in other language, thou art not yet decided to com-

mit the sacrilege. Before thy hand strikes the irretrieva-

ble blow, Herr Count, hear one that, in th)- youth, thou pro-

fessedst to love, and who yet remembers thy preference with

grateful kindness.
'

'

" Thou art more indulgent as a matron than as a maid !

This is the first word of pity for all the sorrow thou causedst

my 3^outh, that hath ever escaped thee !

"

" Pity is a term it would ill become Ulricke Hailtzinger

to use to Emich von Leiningen. I said gratitude, Hen-
Count ; for the w^oman that pretendeth not to feel this sen-

timent toward the honorable 3'outh that has preferred her

to all others of her sex, payeth an indifferent compliment

to her own heart. I never disavowed that thy suit gave

me both gratification and sorrow—gratification, that one

of thy hopes could find sufl&cient in me to justify thy choice
;

sorrow, that thou wert necessarily disappointed."
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"And had our births been nearer an equality, gentle

Ulricke ; hadst thou, like me, come of noble parentage, or

I, like thee, been of more humble origin, couldst thou, in

sooth, have found in thy heart the excuse for a different

answer ? '

'

" We are here to discuss other matters, Herr von Harten-

btu"g, than these recollections of childish feelings."

" God 's my life ! Callest thou the pain of disappointed

affection a childish sorrow? Thou wert ever tranquil in

temper, and too much disposed to indifference on the sub-

ject of any warmth of heart bej-ond the cold duties of

family regard."

"This may be my fault, if you will, Count Emich, but

I esteem it an advantage to feel strongest where duty most

directs the affections."

" I remember thy final answer made through thy friend,

3^oung Berchthold's mother—I owe the lad no grace for

the boon, were justice done—but thou answeredst that the

daughter of a burgomaster was unfit to be the partner of

a baron ; and thou prayedst me to render all duty to the

count, my father, that his blessing might lighten the disap-

pointment. Now, were the truth known, that replj^ cost

thee no more than a simple refusal to one of thy maidens

of some trifling grace !

'

'

" Were the truth known, Emich, it would tell a different

tale. Thou wert then 3'oung, and though violent and hot-

headed, not without many manl}^ virtues ; and thou greatly

overratest the power of a thoughtful girl, if thou supposest

she would gladl}^ give pain, where she has received naught

but esteem."
" But had I been thy neighbor's child—or wert thou the

daughter of some equal of the empire ?
'

'

" In that case, lord count, the answer would have been

the same," said the other, firmly, though her countenance

evidently lost its tranquil brightness in a transient cloud :

"the heart of Ulricke Hailtzinger spoke in that reply, as

well as her prudence."
" God's truth ! thou art of cutting simplicity !

" cried the

count, rising abruptly, and losing the expression of gentle-
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ness that the recollection of his better daj'S and youthful

feelings had given his features, in their usual hardened

character. " Thou forgettest, Frau Frey, that I am a poor

Count of Leiningen !

'

'

" If I have failed in meet respect," returned the mild

Ulricke,
'

' I am now reminded of the fault, and will sin

no more."
" Nay, I would say naught unkind or ungentle—but

thou bruisedst my spirit with a sore answer. We were

conversing of the accursed monks, too, and blood gets hot

at the mention of their names. Thou thinkest, then, my
excellent neighbor, that as Christians, we are bound to sub-

mit to all the exactions of these reverend knaves, and that

to presume to right ourselves is flying in the face of

Heaven's authority ?
"

"You put the case in your own humor, count. I have

said naught of abject forbearance, or of unnecessary sub-

mission. If the Limburg monks are forgetful of their

vows, the question is of their own safety : as for us, we
have to look that we do nothing wrongful of itself, or

nothing that may be accounted disrespectful to Him we
worship— '

'

"Prithee, good Ulricke," interrupted Emich, resuming

his seat, in the familiar manner he had used at the com-

mencement of the dialogue,
'

' let us converse in freedom of

this inclination of thy child. I love young Berchthold,

and would fain do him ser\ace were the means offering
;

but I greatly fear we shall have difficulty in bringing

Heinrich to a complying state of mind."
" The apprehension of his refusal hath caused me much

uneasiness, Herr von Hartenburg," returned the tender

mother ;
" for the burgomaster is not one of those who

change their opinions readily. The over-zealous persua-

sion of friends increases his faith in himself at times, instead

of softening those resolutions which the wisest of us are apt

to form hastily and without thought. '

'

'

' This quality of thy excellent consort hath not escaped

me. But Heinrich Frey was wived so happily himself, and
with so little claim to riches on his own part, that he should
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not, in reason, bear too heavily on a youth that might have

known better daj^s, but for a hard fortune befalling his

parents. He that hath been poor, should have respect for

poverty in others."
" I fear that such is not the working of human nature,"

answered the thoughtful wife, nearly unconscious of what

she uttered. " Our experience in life would prove that

they who have risen show the least tolerance for those who
tarry in the rear ; and as none prize the gifts of rank and

consequence so much as they to whom they are novelties,

we ought not to expect the successful man too soon to for-

get the longings he felt when in adversity, nor him to whom
honors are new, to look too closely into their vanity.

'

'

"Nay, Heinrich is not so young in consideration, or so

new to fortune, as to be classed with these."

" Heinrich !
" exclaimed the matron, across whose chaste

brow there stole a crimson suflFusion, that resembled the

flush of even upon the snowy peaks of the Alps ;

'

' there is

not question here of Heinrich Frey !

'

'

The count smiled till the mustaches curled upon his

brown cheeks.
" Thou art right," he answered courteously ; "it is in

Berchthold and Meta that we are most interested. I think

I see the means of accomplishing all we wish in their behalf,

and means that offer so readily as to wear the air of being a

gift of Providence."
" They are only the more welcome for their character."
'

' Thou knowest, Ulricke, that I am greatly burdened

with charges that lay heavily on all of my rank. Ermen-
garde hath most of the qualities of her station, and a love

of splendor that is costly ; besides, this outfit of my young
heir, who travels with the emperor, hath much drained me
of means, of late ; else would I offer, of pure love for thee

and thine, that which would make the connection accepta-

ble to Heinrich. In this strait, borne down, as we all are by
the war, and saddled with the cost of keeping on foot so

many men in Hartenburg, I see no other present means
than that I have just mentioned."

" Or have not mentioned ; for, in the desire to prove
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your inability to serve the youth, nothing hath yet been

said of this favorable chance offered by Providence."
" I cry thy mercy ! Thou hast rightly judged me,

Ulricke, for I feel it a reproach to be able to do nothing

for one I so esteem."
" Put no undue meaning on my words," interrupted the

matron, smiling like one who wished to reassure her com-

panion. " It has never entered my thoughts that the

counts of Leiningen are bound to portion all who serv^e

them, according to their several hopes. It would lighten

the heaviest purse in the Palatinate, Herr Emich, to fur-

nish an equal marriage-gift to that which may be the share

of Meta Frey."

"None know this better than I. Heinrich and I have

often discoursed of the affair, and I could fain wish there

existed no inequality of rank—but this is idle, and we will

talk only of Berchthold and his hopes. Thou art aware,

Ulricke, that there are heavy issues between me and the

brotherhood concerning certain dues, not only in the valley,

but on the plain, and that the contest fairly settled in my
favor will much increase my revenues. Now were this

unhappy dissension decided as I could wish, it would not

only be in my power, but it would become my wish, to

bestow such grace on all my principal followers, and on

none so much as on Berchthold, as might leave a favorable

opinion of my bounty. We want but this affair rightly

settled to possess the means of winning Heinrich to our

desires.
'

'

"Could this be honestly done, my blessing on him that

shall effect it !

"

"I rejoice to hear thee say this, good Ulricke. Thou,

of all others, mayest be most useful in the matter. Hein-

rich and I have wellnigh decided on the fitness of disturb-

ing the monks in their riotous abominations— "

'

' The words are strong, when applied to professed Bene-

dictines !
'

'

" By the holy Magi ! they are more than merited. Here

has not the day twice turned since I had Bonifacius him-

self welterinsr in wine beneath the roof of Hartenbure: an'
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he had been a roisterer of a suburb ! Bonifacius, Limburg's

abbot, have I seen in this unfit condition, Frau Ulricke,

within mine own good castle walls !
'

'

"And in thine own good castle company, Herr Emich? "

'

' Dost thou make no difference between baron and monk ?

Am I a sworn professor of godliness, a shaven crown, or one

that looketh to be accounted better than his fellows ? That

I am noble is the chance of fortune, and as such I receive

and profit by the advantage, though, I trust, always in fitting

reason ; but no man can say that Emich of Leiningen pre-

tends aught to the especial virtues of a monkish character.

We that are modest may claim to indulge our failings, but

justice should heavily visit him that sins under a cloak of

sanctity.
'

'

" I know not that thy exception may avail thee in the

end. But thou wouldst say something to Berchthold Hin-

termayer's advantage ?
'

'

"That would I, and right heartily. Could Heinrich be

brought to a firm mind, that I might count on the support

of the townsmen, these reprobates in cowls should be quickly

disposed of ; and as of necessity my dues would be much
augmented, by clothing Berchthold with a deputy's authority

over the recovered fields and villages, he should so gain in

men's respect as to soften the reluctance ofthe hardest-hearted

burgomaster in all Germany."
" And in what manner dost thou look to me, in eflfecting

this object?
"

" One of thy understanding need scarce put the question.

Thou hast been long a wife, Ulricke, and art skilled in the

persuasions of thy sex. I know not thy practice with

Heinrich ; but when Ermengarde would have her way,

spite of her husband's inclinations, she has various manners

of coming to her wishes. To-day she is smiling, to-morrow

silent ; now she fondles, and then she frowns ; and most

of all is she ready in seizing the moments of idle confidence

to press on my unprepared reason the argument of kisses and

coquetry."
" It were idle to say I do not understand you, Herr von

Hartenburg. I wish not to raise the curtain of your do-
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mestic confidence, nor do I feel disposed that any should

presume to lift mine. Heinrich and I pursue our several

ways, as each deems right, though, I trust, always with the

harmony of wedded interests, and I am little practised in

the influence you mention. But, dear as Meta is to the

heart of her mother—and surely no shoot from the parent

stem ever gave fonder hopes, or justified more tender

regard "—Ulricke folded her hands, and turned her meek
blue eyes to heaven—"much as I esteem young Berch-

thold, who is the child of mj^ youth's nearest friend ; and

gladly as I would see their young hearts forever bound up

in the same ties of famil)'- concord and matrimonial love,

the common parents of lisping laughing babes that should

cluster at my knee, giving the evening of life some com-

pensation for the chill of its noon-tide—rather than aid

thee in this unhallowed design ! rather than do aught, even

in rebellious thought, against the altars of my God ; rather

than set my selfishness in array against his dread power,

or fancy wish of mine can prove excuse for sacrilege—

I

could follow the girl to her grave with a tearless eye, and

place my own head by her side, without regret for that calm

decline which, when the weary probation of life is ended.

Heaven grants to the deserving. '

'

The Count of Leiningen recoiled at the energy with

which his companion spoke ; for none are so commanding as

the mild when aroused to resistance, or so authoritative as

the good when required to exhibit the beauty of their prin-

ciples. He was disappointed ; but, though a sort of instinct

warned him that he had no further hopes of gaining the as-

sistance of Ulricke, and almost without knowing it himself,

the respect which he had always entertained for his com-

panion was increased. Taking the hand she extended to him,

in amity, the moment her excitement had a little abated, he

was about to reply, when a footstep in the adjoining room,

and timid tap at the door, interrupted him.

"Thou canst enter," said the baron, believing that one of

the castle maidens was without, and glad for the relief.

" A million of thanks for the honor," returned Use, curtsy-

ing to the floor as she availed herself of the privilege. " This
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is the first time so great a favor ever befell me in Hartenburg,

though, when a girl, as it might be a ruddy maiden like our

Meta, I once was admitted to a closet in Heidelberg. There

was I, and the latter burgomaster, Ulricke's father, and the

good wife, her mother, on a junketing, in our 3'oung days, to

see the curiosities of the elector's palace, and we have visited

the tun—"
'

' Thou art sent to seek me ?
'

' interrupted the mistress.
'

' Hath Meta need of her mother ?
'

'

" That may be always said, of a certainty, for girls of that

age are like the j'oung of the nest, Herr Count, who are ever

in danger of breaking their necks, if they take a hast}' flight,

without the example of the old to give them prudence as

well as courage. Twent>' times each day—I know not an'

it be not fifty—do I say to our Meta, ' Do as thou wilt,

child, an' thou dost nothing amiss.' I hold it to be wrong-

ful to curb 3'oung humors so long as they are innocent

;

and therefore do I say, that kindness is a better rod than

anger ; and, in this repro\-ing and chastening manner, Herr

von Hartenburg, have I reared both Meta and her mother.

Well, here you both are, in friendly communion, an' you

were children of the same cradle !—and Heinrich Frey is

yon, without, tasting the Rhenish with the two churchmen

that infect the castle
— '

'

" Thou wouldst surely say frequent, good nurse."

"What matters a word, child ! Infect or frequent are

much the same, when one speaketh of the gentle and gay !

I remember ye both young and handsome, and a pair that

the whole town of Duerckheim said ought never to be parted
;

for if one was noble, the other was good ; if one was strong

and valiant, the other was fair and virtuous ; but the

ways of the world led ye on different paths, and Heaven for-

bid that I should say aught against ways that so many
travel!"

" And thou hast left Meta with those that infect the cas-

tle to come and say this ? '

'

"Naught like it. It is true I let the girl listen to a few

of their idle words, for without experience a maiden may
not know when to repulse an improper freedom ; but for
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any levity to escape my eyes were as impossible as for my
lord count to fail in duty to the Limburg altars. No, I

complain not of the stranger nobles ; for while he of Rhodes

did many gentle offices in behalf of Meta, the reverend abbe

held me in discourse touching this heresy of Luther, and, I

warrant you, ecclesiastic as he is, he went not away the

worse for my opinion of the schismatic ! We had goodly

discourses on the dangers and tribulations of the times, and

might have had much learning between us, but for young

Berchthold, who fancied himself beating the forest, by the

manner in which he threshed among the old armor of the

hall, disturbing all present with the idle pretence of seeking

a cross-bow for the count's pleasure in the morning ; as if

the Herr Count would have hunted with less satisfaction

because there were wise words uttered in his halls ! The
Hintermayers are a race I love, but this youth seemeth to

be wanting of respect for years.
'

'

" And what hast done with my child ?
"

"Thou knowest it was thy desire she should say a few

greetings to the fallen Lottchen ; and when I thought the

wandering cavalier had had his say, I beckoned the child

away, in order that she might go to the hamlet on that er-

rand. She will be none the worse for the discourse with

that free cavalier, for naught so quickens virtue of the pure

stamp as a little contamination with vice—it is like the base

metal they put in gold, to make the precious ore hard and

able to undergo many hands."
'

' Thou hast not suffered Meta to go unattended ?
'

'

'

' Didst ever know me fail in duty ? Thy motherly heart

is quick to take alarm, like the bird fluttering at each leaf

that rustles. Not I, in sooth : I sent the vain Gisela to keep

her company, and whispered our Meta well, as they de-

parted, not to fail to draw instruction from her companion's

light discourse, which, I will warrant, turns on naught else

but the gallantries of these strangers. Oh ! leave old Use

to profit by anything edifying that may turn up, in the way
of accident. I that never yet lost a good moral for want
of pushing an opportunity ! and here stands Ulricke as proof

of what I have done. I owe you excuses, Herr Emich, for
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sending away your forester ; but the boy vexed me with his

clatter among the shields and arquebuses, and, in order to

give him a wholesome lesson in silence, I sent him to see

Meta safe to his mother's door, under the pretence of its

being necessary to have a manly arm present, to beat off the

barking curs of the hamlet."
" Does Heinrich know this ?

"

" In sooth, he is so beset with thy honor in being closeted

with my lord the count, that he does little besides talk of

it, and take his cup. When the child was thus cared for,

by the one who first held her in arms, and one, too, whose

experience is little short of threescore and fourteen, I saw

not the necessity in calling him from his pleasures."

Ulricke smiled, and turned to the count, who had been so

much lost in thought as to give little heed to the words of

the nurse, she offered him her hand, and they left the closet

in company.



CHAPTER XIV.

' Ah, now soft blushes tinge her cheeks,

And mantle on her neck of snow."

Rogers.

THE cottage of Lottchen, the mother of Berchthold,

was distinguished from the other habitations of

the hamlet, only by its greater neatness, and by

that air of superior comfort which depends chieflj^

on taste and habit, and of which poverty itself can scarcely

deprive those who have been educated in the usages and

opinions of a higher caste. It stood a little apart from the

general cluster of humble roofs ; and, in addition to its

other marks of superiority, it possessed the advantage of a

small inclosure, by which it was partially removed from the

publicit}' and noise that rob most of the villages and ham-
lets of Europe of a rural character.

We have had frequent occasions to allude to the difficulty

of conveying accurate ideas of positive things, or even of

moral and political truths, while using the terms which use

has appropriated to the two hemispheres, but which are

liable to so much qualification in their respective meanings.

What is comfort in one country would be thought great

discomfort in another, and even the two higher degrees of

comparison must always be understood subject to a right

knowledge of their positive qualities. Thus most beautiful

conveys nothing clear, unless we can agree on what is beau-

tiful ; while neatness and elegance, and even size, taken in

their popular significations, become purely terms of local

convention. Were we to say that the cottage of Lottchen

Hintermayer resembled, in the least, one of those white and

i8x
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spotless dwellings, with its Venetian blinds and pillared

piazzas, its grassy court in front, and its garden teeming

with golden fruit in the rear, its acacias and willows shad-

ing the low roof, and its shrubbery exhaling the odors that

a generous sun can extract, we should give such a picture

to the reader as Europe nowhere presents—nowhere, be-

cause in those regions in which nature has been bountiful,

man has been held in mental duress ; and in those in which

man is sufficiently advanced and free to require the indul-

gences we have named, nature denies the boons so neces-

sary to their existence. Here, and here only, do those

whom fortune has not smiled upon possess the union of

comfort, space, retirement, and luxurj^, which depend on

the causes named, for it is only here that are found the

habits necessary to their production, in conjunction with

the required climate and a cheapness of material and land,

to place the whole within the reach of those who are not

affluent. We wish, therefore, to be understood as speak-

ing, at all times, under the consciousness of this difference

in the value of terms, for, without such an understanding,

there will be little intelligence between us and our country-

men.

We have made this explanation, lest the reader might

fancy some affinity between the hamlet of Hartenburg and

one in the older settlements of the Union. The remoteness

of the period might indeed give some reason to suspect such

a resemblance, but were the tale one of our own times, it

would be scarcely probable. The Germans, like all the

more northern nations, are neat, in proportion to their sev-

eral degrees of civilization ; and the great frequency of the

little capitals which dot its surface, and which have all

been, more or less, beautified by their respective princes,

has caused it to possess a greater number of spacious and

cleanly towns, in proportion to its population, than are to

be met with in most of the other countries of the European

continent ; but, as elsewhere in that quarter of the world,

the poor are poor indeed.

The little cluster of houses that were grouped beneath

the sahent bastions of Hartenburg had the general charac-
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ter of poverty and humility which still belongs to nearly

all such hamlets. The buildings were constructed of tim-

ber and mud, with thatched roofs, and openings to which,

in that age, glass was a stranger. In speaking of the com-

fort of the dwelling of Lottchen, we wish to say little more
than that it was superior to its fellows in these particulars,

and that it had the additional merit of faultless neatness.

The furniture, however, gave much stronger evidence of

the former condition of its tenant. Enough of this de-

scription of property had been saved from the wreck of

her husband's fortunes, to leave before the eyes of its mis-

tress these traces of happier days—one of those melan-

choly consolations in adversity which are common among
those whose fall has been broken by some light circum-

stances of mitigation, and which, as monitors to delicacy

and tenderness, made touching appeals to the recollections

of the spectator. But Berchthold's mother had still bet-

ter claims to the respect of those who came beneath her

humble lintel. As we have already said, she had been the

bosom friend of Ulricke in early youth, and, by education

and character, she was still every way worthy of holding

so near a trust with the wife of the burgomaster. The
allowance of her son was small in money, but the count

permitted his forester to use the game freely ; and as Ger-

man frugality left her mistress of the wardrobes of several

generations, the respectable matron had never known abso-

lute want, and was at all times able to make such a per-

sonal appearance as better suited her former than her

present means. In addition to these advantages, Ulricke

never visited the Jaegerthal without thought of her friend's

necessities ; and full often, at times and seasons when this

sacred duty could not be performed in person, was Use des-

patched to the hamlet as the substitute of her considerate

and affectionate mistress.

The cavalcade from the abbey had, of necessity, passed

the door of Lottchen, and she was fully aware of the in-

tended visit. When, therefore, Meta, blooming and happy,

entered the cottage, attended by the warder's daughter, and
accompanied by Berchthold, though secretly rejoicing in
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what she saw, the pleased and watchful matron neither ex-

pressed nor felt surprise.
'

' Th}^ mother ?
'

' were the first words which passed the

lips of the widowed Lottchen, after she had kissed the

glowing and warm cheek of the girl.

" Is closeted with the Herr Emich, my father says ; else

would she be sure to be here. She has sent me to say this."

"And thy father?" added Lottchen, with emphasis,

glancing an uneasy eye from Meta to her son.
'

' He drinks of Rhenish with the castle wassailers. Truly,

my mother lyOttchen, thou must find the hamlet unquiet

with these graceless spirits in the hold. Our Limburg
monks are scarcely so thirsty ; and for idle discourse, I

know not their equal in Deurckheim, town of vanities and

folly though it be, as good Use is apt to say."

Lottchen smiled, for she saw by the playful eye of her

young visitor that nothing unpleasant had occurred ; and

giving Gisela welcome, she led the way within.
'

' Does Heinrich know of this visit ? '

' asked the widow,

when her young guests were seated, and with a painful

interest in the answer.

"I tell thee, Lottchen, that my father quaffs with the

strangers. Here is Berchthold, thy son—the restless, im-

patient Berchthold—he can tell thee, mother, into what

goodly company the Burgomaster of Duerckheim hath

fallen!"

As Meta said this she laughed, though, in very sooth, she

scarce knew why. The more experienced Lottchen saw lit-

tle else in the mirth of her young visitor than one of those

buoyant impulses of youth which lead equally to gayety and

sorrow, without sufiicient cause ; but she watched the coun-

tenance of her own child with solicitude, to note how far he

sympathized with the merriment of Meta. Berchthold, by

speaking, was the interpreter of his own thoughts.

"Since thou appealest to me," he said, "my answer is

that Heinrich Frey consorts at present with two as hope-

less idlers as ever darkened door in Hartenburg. Truly,

Brother Luther needs bestir himself for the church, when
such as these go forth in its garments !

'

'
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"Say what thou wilt, Master Berchthold, " cried Gisela,

" of the prattling half-shaven abbe, but respect him of

Rhodes, as a soldier in evil fortune, and one that is both

gentle and gallant.
'

'

"As gallant as thou wilt," cried Meta, with warmth.
'

' Thy humor for mild discourse must be formed by the

rude company of the bold, if thou stylest these gentle !

"

Lottchen had examined each face earnestly, and her

countenance brightened with the frankness and fervor of the

last speaker. She was about to saj' something in guarded

commendation of her judgment, when a light step was heard

before the outer door, and Ulricke herself entered. Not-

withstanding the early departure of the young people from

the castle, and the trifling distance between its walls and

the hamlet, so much leisure had been wasted in idle laughter

by the way, or in culling flowers on the hill-side, that she

had sufficient time to exhaust all that old Use had to re-

count concerning the manner in which she had disposed of

her charge, and to follow them to the cottage, ere the dis-

course had gone further. The meeting between the friends

was, as wont, warm and happ}-. When the usual inquiries

were exhausted, and a few unmeaning obsen^ations had been

made by the girls, the younger part of the company were

gotten rid of, under pretence of conducting Meta to witness

the manner in which Berchthold had arranged the nests

for some doves, which had been a present from herself to

his mother. The two parents saw the departure of their

children, always accompanied b}- Gisela, with satisfaction
;

for each had need of a secret conference with the other,

and both knew how apt youth and inclination were to pro-

long their absence, by means of those thousand little delays

which form the unconscious and innocent coquetry of love.

When left to themselves, Ulricke and Lottchen sat for

some time, with hands interlocked, regarding one another

earnestly.

"Thou hast borne the tr>'ing season of the spring time

well, good Lottchen," said the former, with affection. "I
have no longer any fear that thy health might suffer in this

damp abode.
'

'
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" And thou lookest youthful and fair as when we strolled,

like thy Meta there, laughing and thoughtless girls, on the

heath of the Heidenmauer. Of all I have known, Ulricke,

thou art the least changed by time, either in form or heart."

The gentle pressure, before they released each other's

hands, was a silent pledge of their mutual esteem.
'

' Thou findest Meta blooming and happy ?
'

'

" As she meriteth to be—and Berchthold, I think him fast

growing into the comeliness and form of his sire !
'

'

'

' He is all I could wish—one qualification excepted, my
friend ; and that, thou well knowest, I do not wish him for

any other reason than to satisfy Heinrich's scruples."

"For my child, that qualification is hopeless. Berch-

thold has too much generous indifference to gold, ever to

accumulate, were the means his. But what hope is there

for a humble forester, who travels his range of chase, follows

his lord to ceremonies, or attends him in battle ?
'

'

" The Herr Emich values thy son, and I do think would

fain do him favor. Were the count earnestly to reason with

Heinrich, all hope would not yet be lost,"

Lottchen dropped her eyes to the work on which her needle

was employed, for necessity had rendered her systematically

industrious. The pause was long and thoughtful. But

while Ulricke pondered on the chances of overcoming her

husband's love of money and his worldly views, a verj^ dif-

ferent picture had presented itself to the mind of her friend.

The eye-lids of the latter trembled, and a hot tear fell upon

the hnen in her lap.

" I have thought much of late, Ulricke," she said, "of

the justice of burdening thy happiness and golden fortunes

with the load of our adversity. Berchthold is j^oung and

brave, and there seems as little necessity as there is right,

in weighing thee and Meta down to our own level. I have

anxiously wished for the means of counselling with some

friend less interested than thou, on the fitness of what we
do ; but it is diflScult to speak of so delicate a subject with-

out wronging thy daughter."
'

' If thou wouldst have the most disinterested and wisest

of all advisers, Lottchen, take counsel of thine own heart."
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" That tells me to be just to thee and Meta."

"Dost thou know aught of Berchthold's manners or

mind, that may have escaped the observation of an anxious

mother, who desires to match her own child with none but

the deserving ?
'

'

lyOttchen smiled through her tears, and gazed at the mild

features of Ulricke with reverence.
'

' If thou wouldst hear evil of the youth, do not come to

her who hath no other hope, for the tidings. The orphan

is the sole riches of his widowed mother, and thou mayest

not get the truth from one that regards her treasure with

so much covetousness.

"

" And dost thou fancy, lyOttchen, that thy son in poverty

is dearer to thee than is Meta to her mother, though Provi-

dence may have left us wealth and consideration ? Misfor-

tune hath indeed changed thee, and thou art no longer the

Lottchen of my young days !

"

" I will say no more, Ulricke," answered the widow, in

alow voice, speaking like one rebuked; "I leave all to

Heaven and thee ! Thou art certain that were Berchthold

count of Leiningen, his and my desire would be to see

Meta his bride."

A nearly imperceptible smile played upon the sweet

mouth of Ulricke, for she bethought her of the recent dis-

course with Emich ; but there was neither suspicion nor

discontent in the passing thought. She was too wise to

put human nature to very severe tests, and much too meek
to believe all who fell short of perfection unworthy of her

esteem.
" We will think of things as they are," she answered,

" and not dwell on impossible chances. Wert thou Ulricke

and I Lottchen, none can believe more fervently than I,

that these opinions would undergo no change. Of Meta

thou art sure, my friend ; but truth bids me say that I fear

Heinrich will never yield. His mind is much occupied with

what the world deems its equality of interests ; and it will be

hard, indeed, to bring him to balance virtues against gold."
" And is he so wrong ? Of what excellence is Berchthold

possessed, that does not find at least its equal in Meta ?
'

'
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'

' Happiness cannot be bartered for, as we would look

Jnto the value of houses and lands. He is wrong ; and I

could weep—oh, how bitterly I have wept !—that Hein-

rich Frey should be thus bent on casting the happiness of

that artless and unpractised child on the rude chances of so

narrow calculations. But we will still hope, " added Ulricke,

drying her tears,
'

' and turn our thoughts to the more cheer-

ful side."
'

' Thou saidst something of the power of my boy wnth

the count, and of his wish to do us service ?
'

'

"I know no other means to move Heinrich's mind.

Though kind and yielding to me, in all matters that he be-

lieves touch my state, he believes that no woman is a fit

judge of the world's interests ; and, I fear I should add,

that from too much familiarity with my poor means, he

places his wife lowest among her sex in this particular :

there is no hope, therefore, that any words of mine can

change him. But the Lord Kmich has great hold on his

judgment, for, Lottchen, they who prize the world's smiles

ever yield reverence to those that chance to possess them

largely."

The widow dropped her eyes, for rarel}-, in their numer-

ous and friendly conferences, did her friend allude to the

weaknesses of her husband.

"And the Herr Emich?" she asked, desirous to change

the discourse.

" The count is much disposed to aid us, as I have said;

for I have laid bare to him our wishes this morning, and

have much entreated him to do this kind act.
'

'

" It is not wont for thee to be the solicitor with the Herr

von Hartenburg, Ulricke!" rejoined Lottchen, raising her

eyes again to the countenance of her friend, across whose

cheek there passed a flush so faint as to resemble the reflec-

tion of some bright color of her attire, while a still less

obvious smile dimpled the skin. The looks that were ex-

changed told of recollections that were both joyous and

melancholy, being, as it were, hasty but comprehensive

glances into the pregnant volume of the past.
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" It was the first request," resumed Ulricke ; "nor can I

say the boon was absolutely refused, though its gift was
coupled with a condition impossible to grant."

"If it were too much for thy friendship, it must have been

hard indeed !
'

'

lyOttchen spoke under the influence of one of those sud-

den and keen impulses of disappointment which sometimes

make the strong in principle momentarily forget their jus-

tice ; and Ulricke perfectly understood the meaning of her

words. The difierence in their fortunes, the hopelessness

of the future with the fallen L,ottchen, and all the bitterness

of unmerited contumely and poverty, the severe judgments

which a thoughtless world inflicts on the unlucky, passed

quickly through the mind of the latter, amid a tumult of

regrets and recollections.

" Of this thou shalt judge for thyself, I^ottchen," she an-

swered calmly ;

'

' and when thou hast heard me, I require

thy unconcealed reply, conjuring thee, by that long and con-

stant friendship across which no cloud has ever yet passed,

to lay bare thy soul, shading no thought, nor desiring to

color even the most latent of thy wishes !
'

'

" Thou hast only to speak."
*

' Hast thou never suspected that all this warlike prep-

aration in the hold, in the presence of the men-at-arms in

Ivimburg, tends to no good ?
'

'

" Both speak of war ; but the elector is sore pressed, and

it is now long since our Germany was at perfect peace.
'

'

"Nay, thy surmises must have gone beyond these general

causes ? '

'

The look of surprise assured Ulricke she was mistaken.
" And Berchthold ? Has he said naught of his lord's in-

tentions ? '

' continued the latter.

"He talks of battles and sieges, like most of his years,

and he often essays the armor of his grandfather, which
lumbers yon closet ; for thou knowest though not of knightly

rank, we have had soldiers in our race."
" Is he not angered against Limburg ? '

'

'

' He is, and yet he is not. There is a little flame of re-
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sentment, I regret to say, in all of the Jaegerthal against

the monks, which is much fanned in my son by his foster-

brother, Gottlob, the cow-herd."
'

' This flame hath descended to the hind from his lord.

All that Gottlob says, Emich hath more than hinted.
'

'

" Nay, there was revelling in the hold between Bonifacius

and the count, no later than the night past !

"

" Too much blindness to that which passeth before thy

eyes, dear Lottchen, is a virtuous feeling of thy nature.

The Count of Hartenburg plots the downfall of the abbej^

altars, and he has this day sworn to me that if I will win

Heinrich to his wishes, no influence or authority of his shall

be wanting to make Berchthold and Meta happy."

IvOttchen heard this announcement with the silent amaze-

ment with which the unsuspecting and meek first hearken

to the bold designs of the ambitious and daring,
'

' This would be sacrilege !
'

' she exclaimed with emphasis.

'"T would be to disgrace the altars of God, that our de-

sires might prevail.
'

'

There was a pause. Lottchen rose from her chair with

so little efibrt, that to the imagination of her excited friend

it seemed her stature grew by supernatural means. Then
raising her arms, the widowed mother poured out her feel-

ings in words.
" Ulricke, thou knowest my heart," she said :

" thou who
art the sister of my love, if not of my blood—thou, from

whom no childish thought was hid, no maiden feeling con-

cealed—thou, to whom my mind was but a mirror of thine

own, reflecting every wish, all impulses, each desire—and

well dost thou know how dear to me is Berchthold ! Thou
canst say that when Heaven took his father, the yearnings

of a mother alone tempted me to live ; that for him I have

borne adversity with contentment, smiling when he smiled,

and rejoicing when the buoyancy of youth made him rejoice
;

that as for him I lived, so that for him would I die. Thou
canst say, Ulricke, that my own youthful and virgin afiec-

tious were not yielded with greater delight and confidence

than I have witnessed this growing tenderness for Meta

;

and yet do I here declare, in the presence of God and his
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works, that before a, rebel wish of mine shall aid Count

Emich in this act, there is no earthly sorrow I will not wel-

come, no humility that I will dread !
'

'

The pious Lottchen sank into her seat, pale, trembling,

and exhausted with an effort so unusual. The widowed

mother of Berchthold had never possessed the rare personal

attractions of her friend, and those which were left by time

had suffered cruel marks from sorrow and depression. Still,

where she now sat, her face beaming with the inspiration of

the reverence she felt for the Deity, and her soul charged

to bursting, Ulricke thought she had never seen one more

fair. Her own eyes brightened with delight, for at that

moment of spiritual elevation neither thought of any worldly

interests, and her strongest wish was that the Count of Har-

tenburg could be a witness of this triumph of principle over

selfishness. Her own refusal, though so similar in manner
and words, the natural result of their great unity of charac-

ter, seemed destitute of all merit ; for what was the simple

denial of one of her means, compared to this lofty readiness

to encounter a contumely that was already so bitterly un-

derstood.
'

' I expected no less,
'

' answered Ulricke, when emotion

permitted speech, " from thee, Lottchen ; less would have

been unworthy, and more could scarcely come ! We will

now speak of other things, and trust to the power of the

Dread Being whose majesty is menaced. Hast thou yet vis-

ited the Heidenmauer ? '

'

Notwithstanding the excited state of her own feelings,

which were, however, gradually subsiding to their usual

calm, Lottchen took heed of the change of manner in her

friend as she uttered the last words, and the slight tremor of

the voice with which her question was put.
'

' The kindness of the anchorite to Berchthold, and his

great reputation for sanctity, drew me thither. I found him
of mild discourse, and a recluse of great wisdom. '

'

" Didst note him well, Lottchen ?
"

"As the penitent regards him who offers consolation."
" I would thou hadst been more particular !

"

The widow glanced toward her friend in surprise, but ira-
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mediately turned her e5'es, that were still filled with tears,

to her work. There was a moment of musing and painful

pause, for each felt the want of their usual and entire confi-

dence.
" Dost thou distrust him, Ulricke ?

"

" Not as a penitent, or one willing to atone."
'

' Thou disapprovest of the deference he receives from the

countr}^ round ?
'

'

"Of that thou mayst judge, Lottchen, when I tell thee

that I sufier Meta to seek counsel from him."

Lottchen showed greater surprise, and the silence was

longer than before and still more embarrassing.
" It is long since thou hast named to me, good Lottchen,

one that was so much and so warmly in our discourse when

we were girls !
'

'

The amazement of the listener was sudden and marked.

She dropped her work, and clasped her hands together with

force.
'

' Dost thou believe this ?
'

' burst from her lips.

Ulricke bowed her head, apparently to examine the linen,

though really unconscious of the act, while the hand she ex-

tended trembled violently.

"I have sometimes thought it," she answered, scarce

speaking above a whisper.

A merry laugh, one of those joyous impulses which spring

from the gayety of 3'outh, was heard at the door, and Meta

entered, followed by Berchthold and the warder's daughter.

At this interruption the friends arose and withdrew to an

inner room.
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CHAPTER XV.

" I pray thee, loving wife, and gentle daughter,

Give even way unto my rough aflfairs."

/^ing^ Henry IV.

ABOUT an hour after the moment when Ulricke and

Lottchen disappeared, as described in the close of

the last chapter, the cavalcade of Heinrich Frey

was seen moving along the Jaegerthal, beneath

the hill of lyimburg, on its way toward the town. Four

light-armed followers of Emich accompanied the party on

foot, under the pretence of doing honor to the burgomaster,

but in truth to protect him against insult from any stragglers

belonging to the men-at-arms who lay in the abbey—a pre-

caution that was not altogether without utility, as the reader

will remember that the path ran within call of the ecclesias-

tical edifices.

As the beasts ambled past the imposing towers and wide

roofs that were visible even to those who journeyed in that

deep glen, Heinrich's countenance, which had been more

than usually thoughtful ever since he passed beneath the

gate of Hartenburg, grew graver ; and Meta, who rode as

usual at his crupper, heard him draw one of those heavy

respirations which were so many infallible signs that the

mental part of her worthy parent was undergoing extraordi-

nary exercises.

Nor did this shade appear only on the face of the burgo-

master. A deep and thoughtful gloom clouded the fine

features of his wife, while the countenance of the blooming

daughter betrayed that sort of sombre rest which is apt to

succeed high excitement ; a moment in which the mind ap-

193
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pears employed in examining the past, as if disposed to dis-

sect the merits and demerits of its recent enjoyments. Of
them all, the male attendants alone excepted, old Use

returned as she had gone, self-satisfied, unmoved, and talka-

tive.
'

' Count Emich hath displeased thee, father,
'

' Meta said

quickly, when a respiration, which in one less physical would

have been termed a sigh, gave her reason to think the bur-

gomaster's bosom was struggling with some bitter vexation
;

" else wouldst thou be more cheerful, and better disposed to

give me thy parental counsel, as is thy habit when we go

together on the pillion."

" The occasion shall not fail, girl ; and these abbey walls

offer in good time to prick my fatherly memory'. But thou

art in error if thou thinkest that the souls of Herr Emich

and mine are not bound together like those of David and

Jonathan. I know not the man I more love, or, the em-

peror and the elector apart, as is my duty, the noble I so

much respect."

"It is well it is so, for I greatly value these airy rides

among the hills, and most of all do I prize a visit to the cot-

tage of Lottchen !
'

'

Heinrich ejaculated audibly. Then, riding a short dis-

tance in silence, he continued the dialogue.

"Meta," he said, "thou art now getting to be of a

womanish age, and it is time to fortif}^ thy young mind in

a manner that it maj' meet the cunning and malice of the

world. Life is of great precariousness, especially to the

valiant and enterprising, and we live in perilous times.

He that is in his prime to-day, honored and of credit, may
be cut down to-morrow, or even to-night, to bring the allu-

sion more closely to ourselves ; and thine own parent is as

mortal as any reptile that creeps, or even as the most worth-

less roisterer of the electorate that wasteth his substance,

the saving of some gainful parent, perhaps, in riotous-

ness
! '

'

"This is true, father," rejoined the girl, who, though ac-

customed to the homely morality of the good citizen, never

before had heard the burgomaster deal with so little defer-
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ence to himself, and who spoke in a lowered tone, as if the

reflection of this sudden humility produced a withering in-

fluence on her own self-esteem. " We are no better than the

poorest of Deurckheim, and scarcelj- as good as poor Lott-

chen and Berchthold,"

A stronger ejaculation betrayed Heinrich's displeasure.

"Let these honest people alone," he answered; "since

each must be saved or be damned on his own account, let

Lottchen and her son take such fare as Providence shall

send ; we have just now serious matters of great famity con-

cernment to occupy us. I would reason with thee gravely,

child, and therefore I have need of thy closest attention. It

being conceded that I am mortal—an admission, thou mayest

be certain, Meta, I should not loosely make or without

necessity—it follows as a consequence, that, sooner or later,

I must be taken from thee, when thou wilt be left an orphan.

Now this great calamity may befall us both much sooner

than thou fanciest ; for, I repeat it, we live in perilous times,

when hot-headedness and valor may any day bring a man to

a premature end."

The round arm of Meta clung more forcibly to the body

of the burgomaster, who took the gentle pressure as so much
proof of his child's concern in his supposititious end.

'

' Why tell me of this, father ? '

' she exclaimed,
'

' when
thou knowest it only makes both unhappy ! Though
young, it may be my fate to die first."

"That is possible, but little probable," returned Hein-

rich, with a melancholy air. " Giving nature a fair

chance, it will be my turn to precede even thy mother,

since I have ten good years the start of her ; and as for

thee, I greatly dread it will be, one day, thy misfortune to

be left an orphan. God knows what will be the end of

all these contentions that now beset us, and therefore I

hold it wise to be prepared. Whenever the evil day of

parting may come, Meta, thou wilt be left with a sore com-

panion for one of tender years and little experience."

"Father!"
" I mean money, child, which is a blessing, or a curse, as

it proveth. Were I taken suddenly away many idle and
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dissolute gallants would beset thee, swearing by their mus-

taches and beards that thou wert dearer to them than the

air they breathe, when in truth their sole desire would be

to look into the leavings of the departed burgomaster.

There is great diflSculty in marr>-ing one of thj' neutral con-

dition happily, for while want of birth closeth the door of

the castle and the palace against thy entrance, ample means
give thee right to look beyond the mere burgher. I would

fain have one of good hopes for a son-in-law, and yet no

spendthrift.
'

'

'

' That may not be so easy of accomplishment, good

father," returned Meta, laughing, for few girls of her 3'ears

listen to conjectures or plans concerning their future estab-

lishment, without a ner\^ous irritability that easily takes the

appearance of merriment ; to me the world seems divided

into those who get and those who spend. '

'

" Or into the wise and the foolish. There are three

great ingredients that commonly enter into all marriages

of girls in thy condition, and without which there is little

hope of happiness, or even of every-day respect. The
first is the means of livelihood, the second is the consent

and blessing of the parents, and the third is equality of con-

dition."
'

' I had thought thee about to say something of tastes and

inclinations, father !

"

" Idle conceit, child, that any whim may change. I,ook

at yonder peasant, who is trimming the abbey vines—dost

think him less happy with his cup of sour liquor, than if he

quaffed of the best Rhenish in Bonifacius' cellar ? And
yet, had the hind his choice, doubt it not he would be ready

to swear none but the liquor of Hockheim should wet lips

of his ! The fellow might make himself miserable, by

mere dint of fancy, were he once to set his mind on other

fare ; but, taking life soberly and industriously, who so

content as he ? Oh ! I have often envied these knaves

their happiness, when vexation and losses have weighed

upon my spirits !
'

'

" And wouldst thou change conditions with these vine-

trimmers, father ? '

'
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"What art thinking of, wench? Is there not such a

thing as order and propriety on earth ? And this brings me
to my purpose. There has been question to-day concerning

some silHness, not to say presumption, on the part of young
Berchthold Hintermayer, in wishing to couple his poverty

with thy means."

The head of Meta fell abashed, and the arm which clasped

the body of her father trembled perceptibly.

" I doubt that Berchthold has not thought of this," she

answered, in a voice but little above her breath, though her

respiration was very audible.

" All the better for him, since such a desire would be just

as unreasonable as it would be on thy part to wish to wed
with Count Emich's heir."

'

' Nay, that silly thought never crossed me !

'

' exclaimed

Meta, frankly.

" All the better for thee, girl, since the Herr von Harten-

burg has had the boy betrothed these many years. Well,

as we now understand each other so well, leave me to my
thoughts, for weighty matters press on my mind. '

'

So saying, Heinrich composed himself to reflection, fully

content with the paternal lesson he had just imparted to

his daughter. But in the few and vague remarks that had
fallen from the burgomaster, Meta found sufficient food for

uncomfortable conjectures for the rest of the ride.

During the short dialogue between Heinrich and Meta,

there had also been a discourse between Ulricke and the

crone that rode on her pillion. The propensit)^ of old Use

to talk, and the well-tried indulgence of her mistress, in-

duced the former to break silence the moment they were

clear of the hamlet, and were so far advanced beyond the

rest of the party as to render it safe to speak freely.

"Well," exclaimed the nurse, "this hath been truly a

day ! First had we matins in Deurckheim ; and then, the

stirring words of Father Johan, with the abbey mass ; and

lastly, this high demeanor of the Count Emich ! I do not

think, good wife, that thou hast ever before seen the burgo-

master so preferred !

'

'

' * He is ever in the graces of the Herr von Hartenburg,
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as thou mayest know, Use," returned Heinrich's partner,

speaking like one that thought of other things.
'

' I would

that they were less friendly at this moment."
" Nay, therein thou dost little justice to thy husband.

It is honorable to be honored by the world's honored, and

thou shotddst wish the burgomaster favor with all such,

though it were even with the emperor. But thou wert ever

particular, even as a child ; and I should not deal too harshly

with a propensity that, coming as it were of nature, is not

without reason. Ah ! Heaven is ever tender with the

good ! Now, what a happy life is thine, Ulricke ; here canst

thou go forth before all that were once thy equals, a burgo-

master's companion—and not a varlet between Deurckheim

gate, or indeed thine own gate, and the hold of Hartenburg,

shall stand covered as thy steed shuffles past. This is it to

be fortunate ! Then have we worthy Heinrich for a master,

and such another for keeping all in due respect is not to be

seen in our town ; and Meta, who, beyond dispute, is both

the fairest and the wisest of her years among all the maid-

ens ; and thyself scarcely less blooming than of old, with

such health and contentment as might even disarm widow-

hood of its sorrows. Ah ! what a life hath been thine !

"

Ulricke seemed to arouse herself from a trance, as the

nurse thus chanted praises in honor of her good fortune,

and the sigh she drew, unconscious of its meaning, was long

and tremulous.
" I complain not of my fate, good Use."
" If thou didst, I would cause the beast to halt, that I

might quickly descend, for nothing good could come of a

journey so blasphemous ! No, gratitude before all other

virtues, except humility ; for humility leadeth to favors, and

favor is the lawful parent of gratitude itself. I would thou

couldst have been at my last shriving, Ulricke, and thou

shouldst have heard questions of nice meaning closely rea-

soned ! It happened that Father Johan was in the confes-

sional, and when he had got the little I had to say of

myself in the way of acknowledgment (for, though a great

sinner like all human, it is little I can do against Heaven

at threescore and ten), we came to words concerning doc-
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trine. The monk maintained that the best of us might fall

away, so as to merit condemnation ; while I would have

sworn, had it been seemly to swear in such a place, that the

late prior, than whom none better ever dwelt in lyimburg,

always gave comfortable assurance of mercy being safe,

when fairly earned. I wonder not that these heresies should

be abroad, when the professed throw this discouragement

in the way of the old and weak !
'

'

"Thou art too apt, good Use, to dwell on the subtleties,

when a meeker faith might better become thy condition."

" And what is this condition, prithee, that thou namest it

as a disqualifier ? Am I not aged—and can any say better

what is sin, or what not? Didst thou know what sin was

thyself, child, till I taught thee? Am I not mortal, and

therefore frail—am I not a woman, and therefore inquiring

—am I not aged, and therefore experienced ? No, come to

me an' thou wouldst get an insight into real sin—sin that

hath much need of grace !
'

'

"Well, let it be thus. But, Use, I would recall thy mind
to days long passed, and take counsel of thy experience in

a matter that toucheth me nearlj'."

" That must be some question of Meta ; naught else could

touch a mother nearly."
" Thou hast reason in part ; 't is of Meta, and of us all,

in sooth, that I would speak. Thou hast now been to the

Heidenmauer more than once with our girl, in quest of the

holy anchorite ?
'

'

" Have I not ! Thou mayest well say more than once,

since I have twice made that weary journey ; and few

of my years would have come off so lightly from the

fatigue.
'

'

'

' And what is said in the country round of the holy man
—of his origin and history, I mean ?

"

" Much is said ; and much that is good and edifying is

said. It is thought that one blessing of his is as good as

two from the abbey ; for of him no harm is known, whereas

there is much reputed of Limburg that had better not be

true. For myself, Ulricke—and I am one that does not

treat these matters lightly—I should go away with more
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surety of favor with a single touch of the hermit's hand,

than if honored with blows from all Limburg. But from

the account I except Father Arnolph, who, if he be not an

anchorite, well deser\^es, from his virtues, to be one. Oh !

that is a man, were justice done him, who ought never to

taste other liquor than water of the spring, or other food

than bread hard as a rock !

"

" And hast thou seen him of the Heidenmauer ?
"

" It hath been sufficient for me to be in sight of his hut.

I am none of those that cannot have a good thing in pos-

session, without using it up. I have never laid eyes on the

holy man, for that is a virtue I keep in store against some

of the sole evils that beset all in age. Let any of the

autumn plagues come upon me, and thou shalt see in what
manner I will visit him !

"

" Use, thou mayest yet remember the days of my infancy,

and hast some knowledge of most of the events of Deurck-

heim for these many, many years?
"

"I know not what thou callest infancy, but if it mean
the first cry thy feeble voice ever made, or the first glance

of thy twinkling eyes, I remember both an' it were yester-

da3''s vespers."
'

' And thou hast not forgotten the youths and maidens

that then sported at our merry-makings, and were gay in

their time, as these we see to-day ?
'

'

'

' Call 5'ou these gay ? These are hired mourners com-

pared to those of my youth. You that have been born in

the last fifty years know little of mirth and gayety. If

thou wouldst learn
—

"

" Of this we can speak at another season. Eut since thy

memory- remains so clear, thou canst not have forgotten the

young Herr von Ritterstein ; he that was well received of

old within my father's doors ?
"

Ulricke spoke in a low voice, but the easy movement of

the beast they rode suffered ever>' word to reach the ear of

her companion.

"Do I remember Odo von Ritterstein
?
" exclaimed the

crone. " Am I a heathen to forget him or his crime ?
"

'

' Poor Odo ! Bitterly hath he repented that transgres-
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sion in banishment, as , I have heard. We may hope that

his oflfence is forgiven !

'

'

'

' Of whom—of Heaven ? Never, as thou livest, Ulricke,

can such a crime be pardoned. It will be twenty years

this night since he did that deed, as all in the Jaegerthal

well know ; for there have been masses and exorcisms

without number said in the abbej^-chapel on his account.

What dost take Heaven to be, that it can forget an offence

like that?"
" It was a dreadful sin !

" answered Ulricke, shuddering
;

for though she betrayed a desire to exonerate the supposed

penitent, horror at his offence was evidently uppermost in

her mind.
" It was blasphemy to God, and an outrage to man. Let

him look to it, I say, for his soul is in cruel jeopardy !

"

A hea\^ sigh was the answer of the burgomaster's wife.

" I knew young Odo von Ritterstein well," continued the

crone, " and, though not ill-gifted as to outward appearance,

and of most seductive discourse to all who would listen to a

honeyed tongue, I can boast of having read his inmost nature

at our ver}' first acquaintance."
'

' Thou understoodest a fearful mysterj- ! '

' half whispered

Ulricke.
'

' It was no mystery' to one of my 5'ears and experience.

What is a comely face, and a noble birth, and a jaunting air,

and a bold eye, to your woman that hath had her opportu-

nities, and who hath lived long? Nay, nay—young Odo's

soul was read by me, as 3^our mass-sa5'ing priest readeth his

missal ; that is, with half a glance."

"It is surprising that one of thy station should have so

quickly and so well understood him, that most have found

inexplicable. Thou knowest he was long in favor with my
parents ? '

'

" Ay, and with thee, Ulricke ; and this proves the great

difference of judgments. But not a single day—nay, not

even an hour—was I mistaken in his character. What
was his name to me ? They say he had crusaders among
his ancestors, and that nobles of his lineage bore the sign of

the cross, under a hot sun and in a foreign land, in honor of
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God ; but none of this would I hear. I saw the man with

mine own eyes, and with mine own judgment did I judge."

"Thou sawest one, Use, of no displeasing mein."
" So thought the young and light-minded. I deny not

his appearance
—

't was according to Heaven's pleasure ; nor

do I say aught against his readiness in exercises, or any

other esteemed and knightly qualities, for I am not one to

backbite a fallen enemy. But he had a way ! Now, when
he came first to visit thy father, here did he enter the pres-

ence of the honest burgomaster an' he had been the elector,

instead of a mere baron ; and though there I stood, waiting

to do him reverence as became his rank and my breeding

—

nay, doing him reverence, and that oft repeated—not a look

of grace, nor a thank, nor a smile of condescension did I get

for my pains. His eyes could not stoop to the old nurse,

but were fastened on the face of the young beauty, besides

many other levities. Oh ! I quickly accoimted him for what

he was !

'

'

'

' He was of contradictory qualities.
'

'

"Worse than that—a hundred-fold worse. I can count

you up his graces in brief speech. First, was he a roisterer,

that never missed occasion to enter into all debaucheries

with the very monks he dishonored—'

'

" Nay, that I did never hear !

"

"Is it reasonable to suppose otherwise, after what we
know of a certainty ? Give me but one bold vice in a man,

and I will quickly show you all his companions. '

'

" And is this true? Ought we not rather to think that

most yield in their weakest points, while they may continue

to resist in their strongest? That there are faults which,

inviting the world's condemnation, produce indifference to

the world's opinion, may be true ; but I hope few are so evil

as not to retain some portion of their good qualities."

" Hadst thou ever seen a siege, good wife, thou wouldst

not say this. Here is j'our enemy, without the ditch, shout-

ing, and screaming, and doing his worst to alarm the garri-

son. I say now but what I have thrice seen here, in our

ver>^ Deurckheim—but so long as the breach is not made,

or the ladders placed, each goes his way in the streets
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quietly and unharmed. , But let the enemy once enter, though

it be but by a window, or down a chimney, open fly the

gates, and in pour the columns, horsemen and footmen, till

not a house escapes rifling, nor a sanctuary violation. Now
this blasphemy of Herr Odo was much as if a curtain of

wall had fallen at once, letting in whole battalions and
squadrons of vices in company."

'

' That the act was fearful is as certain as that it was
heavily punished ; but still may it have been the fault of

momentary folly, or of provoked resentment."
" It was blasphemy, and as such it is punished ; why

then say more in its defence ? Here cometh Meta within

call, and it were well she should not hear her mother jus-

tify sin. Remember thou art a mother, and bear thy charge

with prudence,"

As the horse ridden by the burgomaster and his daughter

drew near, Ulricke ceased speaking, with the patient for-

bearance that distinguished her intercourse with the old

woman. And during the rest of the ride, little more passed

among the equestrians. On reaching his own abode, how-
ever, Heinrich hastened to hold a secret council with the

chief men of the place.

The remainder of the day passed as was wont in the

towns of that age. The archers practised with their bows,

without the walls ; the more trained arquebusiers were

exercised with their unwieldy, but comparatively dangerous

weapons ; the youthful of the two sexes danced, while the

wine-houses were thronged with artisans, who quaffed, after

the toil of the week, the cheap and healthful liquor of the

Palatinate, in a heavy animal enjoyment. Here and there

a monk of the neighboring abbey appeared in the streets,

though it was with an air less authoritative and assured

than before the open promulgation of the opinions of Luther

had brought into question so many of the practices of the

prevailing church.



CHAPTER XVI.

"Thus I renounce the world and worldly things."

Rogers.

IT
will be remembered that the time of this tale was in

the winning month of June. When the sun had

fallen beneath those vast and fertile plains of the west,

among which the Rhine winds its way—a swift and

turbid, though noble current, that, like some bold moun-

taineer has made a descent from the passes of Switzerland,

to gather tribute from ever>' valley on his passage—there

remained in the air the bland and seductive warmth of the

season. Still the evening was not a calm moonlight night,

like those which grace a more alluring climate ; but there

reigned in its quiet a character of sombre repose that con-

stantly reminded all of the hour. It seemed a moment
more adapted to rest than to indulgence. The simple hab-

its of Deurckheim caused its burghers to shut their doors

early, and, as usual, the gates of the town were closed when
the bells sounded the stroke of eight. The peasants of the

Jaegerthal had not even waited so long, before they sought

their beds.

It was, however, near ten, when a private door in the

dwelling of Heinrich Frey opened, and a party of three

individuals issued into the street. AH were so closely

muffled as effectually to conceal their persons. The leader,

a man, paused to see that the way was clear, and then beck-

oning to his companions, who were of the other sex to

follow, he pursued his way within the shadows thrown from

the houses. It was not long ere they all reached the gate

of the town, which opened to the hill of the Heidenmauer.

204
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There was a stronger watch afoot that night than was
usual in Deurckheim, though the city, and especially at a

moment when armies ravaged the Palatinate, was never left

without a proper guard. A few armed men paced the

street at the point where it terminated with the defences,

and a sentinel was visible on the superior wall.
'

' Who Cometh ?
'

' demanded an arquebusier.

The muffled man approached, and spoke to the leader

of the guard in a low voice. It would seem that he spoke
him fair ; for no sooner did he utter the little he had to say,

than a bustle among the citizens announced an eager desire

to do his pleasure. The keys were produced, and a way
made for the exit of the party. But the man went no
farther. Having procured the egress of his companions, he
returned into the town, stopping, however, to hold discourse

with those on watch, before he disappeared.

When without the gate, the females began to ascend.

The way was difficult, for it lay among terraces and vine-

yards, by means of winding narrow footpaths, and, as it

appeared, the limbs of those who were now obliged to

thread them felt all the difficulties of the steep acclivity.

At length, though not without often stopping to breathe

and rest, they reached the fallen pile of the ancient wall

of the camp. Here both seated themselves, to recover

their strength, in profound silence. They had mounted
by means of a path that conducted them toward that ex-

tremity of the mountain which overlooked the valley of

our tale.

The sky was covered with fleecy clouds, that dimmed
the light of the moon so as to render objects beneath un-
certain and dull ; though occasionally the mild orb seemed
to sail into a little field of blue, shedding all its light below.

But these momentary illuminations were too fitful to permit

the eye to become accustomed to the change, and ere any
saw distinctly, the driving vapor would again intercept the

rays. To this melancholy character of the hour must be
added the plaintive sound of a night-breeze which audibly

rustled the cedars.

A heavy respiration from the one of the two who, by her
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air and attire, was evidently the superior, was taken by the

other as a permission to speak.

"Well, thrice in my life have I mounted this hill at

night ! '

' she said ;

'

' and few of my years could do the deed

by the light of the sun—

"

" Hist, Use ! hearest thou nought uncommon ?
"

"Naught but mine own voice, which, for so mute a per-

son, is in sooth of little wont—

"

" Truly, there is other sound ! Come hither to the ruin
;

I fear we are abroad at a perilous moment !

'

'

As both arose, there was but a minute before their per-

sons were concealed in such a manner as to render it little

probable that any but a very curious eye would remark

their presence. It was evident that many footsteps were

approaching, and nearly in their direction. Use trembled,

but her companion, more self-possessed and better supported

by her reason, was as much or even more excited by curi-

osity than by fear. The ruined hut in which they stood

was within the cover of the cedars, where a dull light alone

penetrated. By means of this light, however, a band of

men was seen moving across the camp. They came in

pairs, and their march was swift and nearly noiseless. The
glittering of a morion, as it passed beneath some opening in

the trees, and the reclining arquebuses, no less than their

order, showed them to be warriors.

The line was long, extending to some hundreds of men.

They came, in this swift and silent manner, from the direc-

tion of the Jaegerthal, and passed away, among the melan-

choly cedars, in that of the plain of the Rhine.

When the last of this long and ghost-like band had dis-

appeared, Use appeared to revive.

" In very sooth," she said, " they seem to be men ! Do
they, too, come to visit the holy hermit ? '

'

" Believe it not. They have gone down by the rear of

Deurckheim, and will soon be beyond our wishes or our

fears.
'

'

"Lady ! of what origin are they—and on what errand

do they come ?
'

'

This exclamation of old Use sufl&ciently betrayed the
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nature of her own doubts, though the firmness of her com-

panion's manner proved that, now the armed men were

gone, she no longer felt distrust.

"This may, or may not, be a happy omen," she an-

swered, musingly. " There was a goodly number and war-

riors, too, of fair appearance !

"

'

' Thrice have I visited this camp at night, and never

before has it been my fate to view its tenants ! Thinkest

thou they were Romans—or are they the followers of the

Hun?"
'

' They were living men—but let us not forget our errand. '

'

Without permitting further discourse, the superior of the

two then took the way toward the hut of the hermit. At
first her footstep was timid and unassured ; for, strengthened

as she was by reflection and knowledge, the sudden and

sprite-like passage of such a line of warriors across the

deserted camp was indeed likely to afiect the confidence of

one even more bold.

" Rest thy old limbs on this bit of fallen wall, good nurse,"

said the muffled female, "while I go within. Thou wilt

await me here."

"Go, of Heaven's mercy ! and speak the holy anchorite

fair. Take what thou canst of comfort and peace for thine

own soul, and if there should be a blessing, or a relic more
than thou needest, remember her who fondled thy infancy,

and who, I may say, and say it I do with pride, made thee

the woman of virtue and merit thou art.
'

'

*

' God be with thee—and with me !
'

' murmured the fe-

male, as she moved slowlj^ away.

The visitor of the anchorite hesitated at the door of his

hut. Encouraged by sounds within, and certain that the

holy man was still afoot, b)^ the strong light that shone

through the fissures of the wall, she at length summoned
resolution to knock.

"Enter, of God's will!" returned a voice from within.

The door opened, and the female stood confronted to the

person of the anchorite. The cloak and hood both fell from

the female's head, as by an involuntary weakness of her

liand—and each stood gazing long, wistfully, and perhaps
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in doubt, at the other. The female, more prepared for the

interview, was the first to speak.

" Odo !
" she said, with melancholy emphasis.

"Ulricke !"

Eye then studied eye, in that eager and painful gaze with

which the memory traces the changes that time and the

passions produce in the human face. In that of Ulricke,

however, there was little to be noted but the development of

more mature womanhood, with such a shadowing of thought

as deeper reflection and diminished hopes are apt to bring
;

but, had she not been apprised of the person of him she

sought, and had her memory" not retained so vivid an im-

pression of the past, it is probable that the wife of Heinrich

Frey might not have recognized the features of the gayest

and handsomest cavalier of the Palatinate, in the sunken

but still glowing eye, the grizzled beard, and the worn

though bold lineaments of the anchorite.

"Thou, Odo, and a penitent !
" Ulricke added.

" One of a stricken soul. Thou seest me, sworn to mor-

tifications and sorrow, '

'

"If repentance come at all, let it be welcome. Thou
leanest on a rock, and thy soul will be upheld."

The recluse made a vague gesture, which his companion

believed to be the usual sign of the cross. She meekly

imitated the symbol, and bowing her head, repeated an ave.

In all great changes in religions and politics, the spirit of

party attaches importance to immaterial things, which, by
practice and convention, come to be considered as the evi-

dences of opinion. Thus it is, when revolutions are sud-

den and violent, that so many mistake their symbols for

their substance, and men cast their lives on the hazards of

battle, in order to support an empty name, a particular dis-

position of colors in an ensign, or some idle significations of

terms that were never explained, long after the real merits

of the controversy have been lost by the cupidit}'' and false-

hood of those intrusted wdth the public welfare ; and thus it

is that here, where all change has been gradual and certain,

the neglect of these trifles has subjected the country to the

imputation of inconsistency, because in attending so much
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to the substance of tkeir work, it has overlooked so many
of those outward signs, which, by being the instruments of

excitement in other regions, obtain a value that has no

influence among ourselves. The Reformation made early

and rude inroads upon the formula of the Romish church.

The cross ceased to be a sign in favor with the Protestant

;

and, after three centuries, it is just beginning to be admitted

that this sacred symbol is a more fitting ornament of one of
'

' those silent fingers pointing to the skies,
'

' which so touch-

ingly adorn our churches, than the representation of a

barn-yard fowl ! Had Ulricke been more critical in this

sort of distinctions, or had her mind been less occupied

with her own sad reflections, she might have thought the

movement of the hermit's hand, when he made the sign

alluded to, had such a manner of indecision and doubt, as

equally denotes one new in practices of this nature, or one

about to abandon any long-established ritual. As it was,

however, she noted nothing extraordinary, but silently took

the seat to which the anchorite pointed, while he placed

himself on another.

The earnest, wistful, and half mournful look of each

was renewed. They sat apart, with the torch throwing

its light fully upon both.

"Grief hath borne heavily upon thee, Odo," said Ul-

ricke. '
' Thou art much changed !

'

'

" And innocence and happiness have dealt tenderly by

thee ! Thou hast well merited this favor, Ulricke.
'

'

"Art thou long of this manner of life—or touch I on

a subject that may not be treated ?
"

'

' I know not that I may refuse to give the world the

profit of my lesson—much less can I pretend to mystery with

thee."
" I would gladly give thee consolation. Thou knowest

there is great comfort in sympathy."
*

' Thy pity is next to the love of angels—but why speak

of this ? Thou art in the hut of a hermit condemned, of his

own conscience, to privation and penitence. Go to thy

happy home, and leave me to the solemn duty which I have

allotted to be done this night."
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As he spoke, the anchorite folded his head in a mantle of

coarse cloth, for he was evidently clad to go abroad, and he

groaned.
'

' Nay, Odo, I quit thee not, in this humor of thy mind.

The sight of me hath added to thy grief, and it were un-

charitable—more, it were unkind, to leave thee thus."

"What wouldst thou, Ulricke?"
" Disburden thj^ soul ; this life of seclusion hath heaped

a load too heavy on thy thoughts. Where hast thou passed

the 5'ears of thy prime, Odo—what hath brought thee to

this condition of bitterness ? '

'

" Hast thou still so much of womanly mercy, as to feel an

interest in the fate of an outcast? "

The paleness of Ulricke' s cheek was succeeded by a mild

glow. It was no sign of tumultuous feeling, but a gentle

proof that a heart like hers never lost the aflSnities it had

once fondly and warmly cherished.

"Can I forget the past?" she answered. "Wert thou

not the friend of my youth—nay, wert thou not my be-

trothed?"
'

' And dost thou acknowledge those long-cherished ties ?

Oh, Ulricke ! with what maddened folly did I throw away
a jewel beyond price ! But listen, and thou shalt know in

what manner God hath avenged himself and thee."

The burgomaster's wife, though secretly much agitated,

sat patiently awaiting, while the hermit seemed preparing

his mind for the revelation he was about to make.
'

' Thou hast no need to hear aught of my j^outh !
" he

at length commenced. '

' Thou well knowest that, an

orphan from childhood, of no mean estate, and of noble

birth, I entered on life exposed to all the hazards that be-

set the young and thoughtless. I had most of the gener-

ous impulses of one devoid of care, and a heart that was

not needlessly shut against sympathy with the injured, and,

I think, I may say one that was not closed against com-

passion
— '

'

" Thou dost not justice to thyself, Odo ! Say that thy

hand was open, and thy heart filled with gentleness."

The anchorite, humbled as he was by penitence and
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self-devotion, did not hear this opinion, uttered by lips so

gentle and so true, without a change of features. His eye

lighted, and for a moment it gazed toward his companion

with some of its former bright youthful expression. But

the change escaped Ulricke, who was occupied with the

generous impulse that caused her, thus involuntarily, to

vindicate the hermit to himself.

"It might have been so," the latter resumed, coldly,

after a moment of thought ; "but in youth, unless watched

and wisely directed, our best qualities may become instru-

ments of our fall. I was of violent passions above all

;

miserable traces in that unerring index, the countenance,

prove how violent !

"

Ulricke had no answer to this remark ; for she had felt

how easy it is for the strong of character to attach the mild,

and how common it is for the human heart to set value on

qualities that serve to throw its own into relief.

'

' When I knew thee, Ulricke, the influence of thy gen-

tleness, the interest thou gavest me reason to believe thou

felt in my happiness, and the reverence which the young

of our sex so readily pay to innocence, and beauty, and

faith, in thine, served to tame the lion of my reckless tem-

per, and to bring me, for a time, in subjection to thy gen-

tleness.
'

'

His companion looked grateful for his praise, but she

remained silent.
*

' The tie between the young and guiltless is one of

nature's holiest mysteries ! I loved thee, Ulricke, purely,

and in perfect faith ! The reverence I bear, here in my
solitude and penance, to these signs of sacred character, is

not deeper, less tinctured with human passion, or more fer-

vent, than the respect I felt for thy virgin innocence !

"

Ulricke trembled, but it was like the leaf quivering at the

passage of a breath of air.

"For this I gave thee credit, Odo," she whispered, evi-

dently afraid to trust her voice.

" Thou didst me justice. When thy parents consented

to our union, I looked forward to the marriage with blessed

hope ; for young though I was, I so well understood my-
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self as to foresee that some spirit, persuasive, good, and yet

firm as thine, was necessarj^ to tame me. Woman winds

herself about the heart of man by her tenderness, nay, by
her ver>' dependence, in a manner to effect that which his

pride would refuse to a power more evident.
'

'

*

' And couldst thou feel all this ? '

'

" Ulricke, I felt more, was convinced of more, and

dreaded more, than I ever dared avow. But all feelings of

pride are now past. What further shall I say? Thou
knowest the manner in which bold spirits began to assail

the mysteries and dogmas of the venerable church that has

so long governed Christendom, and that some were so

hardy as to anticipate the reasonings and changes of more

prudent heads, by rash acts. 'Tis ever thus with j'oung

and heated reformers of abuses. Seeing naught but the

wrong, they forget the means by which it has been pro-

duced, and overlooked the suflBcient causes which may miti-

gate, if they do not justify the evil."

" And this, unhappil}", was thy temper ?
"

" I deny it not. Young, and without knowledge of the

various causes that temper every theory when reduced to

practice, I looked eagerly to the end alone.
'

'

Though Ulricke longed to extort some apology from the

penitent for his own failings, she continued silent. After

minutes of thought, the discourse at length proceeded.

" There were some among thy friends, Odo, who believed

the outrage less than the convent reported."

" They trusted too much to their wishes," said the ancho-

rite, in a subdued tone. " It is most true that, heated with

wine, and maddened with anger, I did violence, in presence

of m}^ armed followers, to those sacred elements which

Catholics so reverence. In a moment of inebriated frenzy,

I believed the hoarse applause of drunken parasites and

the confusion of a priest of more account than the just

anger of God ! I impiously trampled on the host, and sorely

hath God since trampled on my spirit !

"

" Poor Odo ! That wicked act changed the course of

both our lives ! and dost thou now adore that Being to
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whom this great indignity was oflfered—hast thy mind re-

turned to the faith of thy youth ?
'

'

" 'Tis not necessary, in order to feel the burden of my
guilt !

'

' exclaimed the anchorite, whose eye began to lose

the human expression which had been kindled by commun-
ion with this gentle being, in gleamings of a remorse that

had been so long fed by habits of morbid devotion. "Is
not the Ivord of the universe my God ? The insult was to

him ; whether there be error in this or that form of devo-

tion, I was in his temple, at the foot of his altar, in the

presence of his spirit—there did I mock his rule, and defy his

power ; and this for a silly triumph over a terrified monk !
'

'

" Heart-stricken Odo ! "Where soughtest thou refuge

after the frantic act ? '

'

The anchorite looked intently at his companion, as if a

flood of distressing and touching images were pressing

painfully upon his memory. " My first thought was of

thee,
'

' he said ;

'

' the rash blow of my sword was no sooner

given than it seemed suddenly to open an abyss between

us. I knew thy gentle piety, and could not, even in that

moment of frenzy, deceive myself as to thy decision. When
in a place of safety I wrote the letter which thou answered,

and which answer was so firm and admirable, a mixture

of holy horror and womanly feeling. When thou re-

nounced me, I became a vagrant on earth, and from that

hour to the moment of my return hither, have I been a

wanderer. Much influence and heavy fines saved my
estates, which the life of a pilgrim and a soldier has greatly

augmented, but never till this summer have I felt the cour-

age necessary to revisit the scenes of my youth."

"And whither strayed thou, Odo ?
"

" I have sought relief in every device of man : the gay-

ety and dissipation of capitals—hermitages (for this is but

the fourth of which I am the tenant)—arms—and rude haz-

ards by sea. Of late have I much occupied myself in the

defence of Rhodes, that unhappy and fallen bulwark of

Christendom. But wherever I have dwelt, or in whatever
occupation I have sought relief, the recollection of my
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crime, and of its punishment, pursues me. Ulricke, I am a

man of woe !
'

'

" Nay, dear Odo, there is mercy for oflfenders more heavy

than thou. Thou wilt return to th)- long-deserted castle,

and be at peace,
'

'

" And thou, Ulricke ! hath mj- crime caused thee sorrow?

Thou, at least art happ)- ? '

'

The question caused the wife of Heinrich Frey uneasi-

ness. Her sentiments toward Odo von Ritterstein had par-

taken of passion, and were still clothed with hues of the im-

agination ; while her attachment to the burgomaster ran in

the smoother channel of duty and habit—still time, a high

sense of her sex's obligations, and the common bond of

Meta, kept her feelings in the subdued state which most

fitted her present condition. Had her will been consulted,

she would not have touched on this portion of the subject at

all ; but since it was introduced, she felt the absolute neces-

sity of meeting it with composure.
'

' I am happy in an honest husband and an affectionate

child,
'

' she said ; "set thy heart at rest on this account

—

we were not fitted for each other, Odo ; thy birth alone

offered obstacles we might not properly have overcome. '

'

The anchorite bowed his head, appearing to respect her

reserv^e. The silence that succeeded was not free from

embarrassment. It was relieved bj' the tones of a bell that

came from the hill of Limburg. The anchorite arose, and
all other feeling was evidently lost in a sudden return of

that diseased repentance which had so long haunted him,

and which, in truth, had more than once gone nigh to un-

settle his reason.

" That signal, Ulricke, is for me."
" And dost thou go forth to Limburg at this hour? "

" An humble penitent. I have made my peace with the

Benedictines by means of gold, and I go to struggle for my
peace with God. This is the anniversan,' of my crime, and

there will be midnight masses for its expiation."

The wife of Heinrich Frey heard of his intention with-

out surprise, though she regretted the sudden interruption

of their inter\'iew.
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" Odo, thy blessing !
" said Ulricke, kneeling.

"Thou, ask this mocker}' of me!" cried the hermit,

wildly. '
' Go, Ulricke ! leave me with my sins.

'

'

The anchorite appeared irresolute for a moment, and then

he rushed madly from the hut, leaving the wife of Heinrich

Frey still kneeling in its centre.



CHAPTER XVII.

" Mona, thy Druid rites awake the dead !
"

Rogers.

ULRICKE was in the habit of making frequent and

earnest appeals to God, and she now prayed fer-

vently, where she knelt. Her attention was

recalled to earth by a violent shaking of the

shoulder.

"Ulricke, child! Frau Frey !
" exclaimed the assiduous

Use.
'

' Art glued to the ground by necromancy ? Why
art thou here, and whither hath the holy man sped ?

"

" Sawest thou Odo von Ritterstein ?
"

"Whom! Art mad, Frau? I saw none but the blessed

anchorite, who passed me an' he were an angel taking wing

for heaven ; and though I knelt and beseeched but a look

of grace, his soul was too much occupied with its mission to

note a sinner. Had I been evil as some that might be

named, this slight might give some alarm ; but being that I

am, I set it down rather to the account of merit than to

that of any need. Nay, I saw naught but the hermit."
" Then didst thou see the unhappy Herr von Ritter-

stein ? '

'

Use stood aghast.
" Have we harbored a wolf in sheep's clothing?" she

cried, when the power of speech returned. "Hath the

Palatinate knelt, and wept, and prayed at the feet of a sin-

ner, like ourselves—nay, even worse than ourselves, after

all ? Hath what hath passed for true coin been naught but

base metal—our unction, hypocrisy—our hopes, wicked

delusions—our holy pride, vanity ? '

'

2l6
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"Thou sawest Odo von Ritterstein, Use," returned Ul-

ricke, rising, " but thou sawest a devout man."

Then giving her arm to the nurse, for of the two the

attendant most required assistance, she took the way from

the hut. While walking among the fallen walls of the

deserted camp, Ulricke endeavored to bring her companion

to consider the character and former sins of the anchorite

with more lenity. The task was not easy, for Use had been

accustomed to think the truant Odo altogether abandoned

of God, and opinions that have been pertinaciously main-

tained for twenty years are not gotten rid of in a moment.

Still there is a process by which the human mind can be

made to do more than justice, when prejudice is finally

eradicated. It is by this species of reaction that we see the

same individuals now reprobated as monsters, and now
admired as heroes ; the common sentiment as rarely doing

strict justice in excessive applause as in excessive condem-

nation.

We do not mean to say, however, that the sentiment of

Use toward the anchorite underwent this violent revulsion

from detestation to reverence ; for the utmost that Ulricke

could obtain in his favor was an admission that he was a

sinner in whose behalf all devout Christians might without

any manifest impropriet}^ occasionally say an ave. This

small concession of Use sufficiently favored the wishes of

her mistress, which were to follow the hermit to the abbey-

church, to kneel at its altars, and to mingle her prayers

with those of the penitent, on this the anniversary^ of his

crime, for pardon and peace. We pretend not to show by

what cord of human infirmity the wife of Heinrich Frey was

led into the indulgence of a sympathy so delicate, with one

to whom her hand had formerly been plighted ; for we are

not acting here in the capacity of censors of female propriety,

but as those who endeavor to expose the workings of the

heart, be they for good or be they for evil. It is sufiicient

for our object, that the result of the whole picture shall be a

lesson favorable to virtue and truth.

So soon as Ulricke found she could lead her companion

in the way she wished, without incurring the risk of listen-
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ing to stale morals dealt out with a profuse garrulity, she

took the path directly toward the convent. As the reader

has most probably perused our Introduction, there is no

necessity of saying more than that Ulricke and her attend-

ant proceeded by the route we ourselves took in going from

one mountain to the other. But the progress of Use was

far slower than that described as our own, in ascending to

the Heidenmauer under the guidance of Christian Kinzel.

The descent itself was long and slow, for one of her infirm-

ities and years, and the ascent far more tedious and painful.

During the latter, even Ulricke was glad to halt often, to

recover breath, though they went up by the horse path over

which they had ridden in the morning.

The character of the night had not changed. The moon
appeared to wade among fleecy clouds as before, and the

light was misty, but suflScient to render the path distinct.

At this hour the pile of the convent loomed against the sky,

with its dark Gothic walls and towers, resembling a work

of giants, in which those who had reared the structure were

reposing from their labors. Accustomed as she was to wor-

ship at its altars, Ulricke did not now approach the gate

without a sentiment of admiration. She raised her eyes to

the closed portal, to the long ranges of dark and sweeping

walls, and everywhere she met evidences of midnight tran-

quillity. There was a faint glow upon the side of the

narrow giddy tower that contained the bells, and which

flanked the gate ; and she knew that it came from a lamp

that burnt before the image of the Virgin in the court. This

gave no sign that even the porter was awake. She stepped,

however, to the wicket, and rang the night-bell. The grating

of the bolts quickly announced the presence of one within.

"Who cometh to Limburg at this hour?" demanded

the porter, holding the wicket chained, as if distrusting

treachery.
'

' A penitent to pray.
'

'

The tones of the voice assured the keeper of the gate, who
had means also of examining the stranger with the eye, and

he so far opened the wicket as to permit the form of Ulricke

to be distinctly seen.
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*' It is not usual to admit thy sex within these holy walls

after the morning mass hath been said, and the confessionals

are empty."
*

' There are occasions on which the rule may be broken,

and the solemn ceremonj' of to-night is one."
" I know not that. Our reverend abbot is severe in the

observances of all decencies
— '

'

" Nay, I am one closely allied to him in whose behalf

this service is given," said Ulricke, hastily. "Repel me
not, for the love of God !

'

'

'

' Art thou of his kin and blood ?
'

'

"Not of that tie," she answered, in the checked manner
of one who felt her own precipitation,

'

' but bound to his

hopes by the near interests of affection and sympathy."

She paused, for at that instant the form of the anchorite

filled the space beside the porter. He had been kneeling

before the image of a crucifix hard bj^ and had been called

from his prayers by the soft appeal that betrayed Ulricke'

s

interest in him, every tone of which went to his heart.

"She is mine," he said, authoritatively
—"she and her

attendant are both mine. Let them enter !
'

'

Ulricke hesitated— she scarce knew why—and Use,

wearied with her efforts and impatient to be at rest, was
obliged to impel her forward. The hermit, as if suddenly

recalled to the duty on which he had come to the convent,

turned and glided away. The porter, who had received

his instructions relative to him for whom the mass was to

be said, offered no further obstacle, but permitted Use to

conduct her mistress within. No sooner were the females

in the court, than he closed and barred the wicket.

Ulricke hesitated no longer, though she trembled in every

limb. Dragging the loitering Use after her with diflBculty,

she took the way directly toward the door of the chapel.

With the exception of the porter at the wicket and the

lamp before the Virgin, all seemed as dim and still within

as it had been without the abbey walls. Not even a sen<

tinel of Duke Friedrich's men-at-arms was visible ; but this

occasioned no surprise, as these troops were known to keep

as much aloof from the more religious part of the tenants of
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Limburg as was possible. The spacious buildings in the

rear of the abbot's dwelling might well have lodged double

their number, and in these it was probable they were now
housed. As for the monks, the lateness of the hour and

the nature of the approaching service fully accounted for

their absence.

The door of the abbey-church was always open. This

usage is nearly common to every Catholic place of worship

in towns of any size, and it contains an affecting appeal to

the passengers to remember the Being in whose honor the

temple has been raised. The custom is, in general, turned

to account equally by the pious and the inquisitive, the

amateur of the arts and the worshipper of God ; and it is to

be regretted that the former, more especially when they

belong to a different persuasion or sect, should not oftener

remember that their taste becomes bad when it is indulged

at the expense of that reverence which should mark all the

conduct of man in the immediate presence of his Creator.

On the present occasion, however, there were none present

to treat either the altar or its worship with levity. When
Ulricke and Use entered the chapel, the candles of the great

altar were lighted, and the lamps of the choir threw a

gloomy illumination on its sombre architecture. The
fretted and painted vault above, the car\'ed oak of the stalls,

the images of the altar, and the grave and kneeling war-

riors in stone, that decorated the tombs, stood out promi-

nent in the relief of their own deep shadows.

If it be desirable to quicken devotion by physical auxil-

iaries, surely all that was necessary to reduce the mind to

deep and contemplative awe existed here. The officials of

the altar swept past the gorgeous and consecrated structure

in their robes of duty
;
grave, expectant monks were in their

stalls, and Boniface himself sat on his throne, mitred and

clad in vestments of embroider5^ It is possible that an

inquisitive and hostile eye might have detected in some

weary countenance or hea\'3' eyelid, longings for the pillow,

and little sympathy in the offices ; but there were others

who entered on their duties with zeal and conviction.

Among the last was Father Arnolph, whose pale features
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and thoughtful eye were seen in his stall, where he sat

regarding the preparations with the tranquil patience of

one accustomed to seek his happiness in the duties of his

vow. To him might be put in contrast the unquiet organs

and severe, rather than mortified lineaments of Father

Johan, who glanced hurriedly from the altar and its rich

decorations to the spot where the anchorite knelt, as if to

calculate to what degree of humiliation and bitterness it

were possible to reduce the bruised spirit of the penitent.

Odo of Ritterstein, for there no longer remains a reason

for refusing to the anchorite his proper appellation, had
placed himself near the railing at the foot of the choir, on
his knees, where he continued with his eyes fixed on the

golden vessel that contained the consecrated host he had
once outraged—the offence which he had now come, as

much as in him lay, to expiate. The light fell but faintly

on his form, but it served to render ever>^ furrow that grief

and passion had drawn athwart his features more evident.

Ulricke studied his countenance, seen as it was in circum-

stances of so little flatter}^ ; and, trembling, she knelt by
the side of Use, on the other side of the little gate that

served to communicate between the body of the church

and the choir. Just as she had assumed this posture, Gott-

lob stole from among the pillars, and knelt in the distance

on the flags of the great aisle. He had come to the mass
as a ceremony refused to none.

So strong was the light around the altar, and so obscure

the aisles below, that it was with difl&culty Bonifacius could

assure himself of the presence of him in whose behalf this

office w^as had. But when, by contracting his heavy front,

so as to form a sort of screen of his shaggy^ brows, he was
enabled to distinguish the form of Odo, he seemed satisfied,

and motioned for the worship to proceed.

There is little need to repeat the details of a ceremou)^ it

has been our office already to relate in these pages ; but as

the music and other services had place in the quiet and
calm of midnight, they were doubly touching and solemn.

There was the same power of the single voice as in the

morning, or rather on the preceding day, for the turn of
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the night was now passed, and the same startling effect was

produced, even on those who were accustomed to its thrill-

ing and superhuman melody. As the mass proceeded, the

groans of the anchorite became so audible, that, at times,

these throes of sorrow threatened to interrupt the cere-

monies. The heart of Ulricke responded to each sigh that

escaped the bosom of Odo, and, ere the first prayers were

ended, her face was bathed in tears.

The examination of the different countenances of the

brotherhood, during this scene, would have been a study

worthy of a deep inquirer into the varieties of human
character, or of those who love to trace the various forms

in which the same causes work on different tempers. Each
groan of the anchorite lighted the glowing features of

Father Johan with a species of holy delight, as if he tri-

umphed in the power of the offices ; and at each minute,

his head was bent inquiringly in the direction of the railing,

while his ear listened eagerly for the smallest sound that

might favor his desires. On the other hand, the workings

of the prior's features were those of sorrow and sympathy.

Ever}^ sigh that reached him awakened a feeling of pit)''

—blended with pious jo}^ it is true—but a pity that was

deep, distinct, and human. Bonifacius listened like one in

authority, coldly, and with little concern in what passed,

beyond that which was attached to a proper observance of

the ritural ; and from time to time he bent his head on his

hand, while he evidently pondered on things that had little

connection with what was passing before his eyes. Others of

the fraternity manifested more or less of devotion, according

to their several characters ; and a few found means to obtain

portions of sleep, as the rites admitted of the indulgence.

In this manner did the communitj^ of Limburg pass the

first hours of the day, or rather of the morning, that suc-

ceeded the Sabbath of this tale. It may have been, after-

ward, source of consolation to those among them that were

most zealous in the observ^ance of their vows, that they

were thus passed ; for events were near that had a lasting

influence, not only on their own destinies, but on those of

the very region iu which they dwelt.
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The strains of the last hymn were rising into the vault

above the choir, when, amid the calm that exquisite voice

never failed to produce, there came a low rushing sound,

which might have been taken for the murmuring of wind,

or for the suppressed hum of a hundred voices. When it

was first heard, stealing among the ribbed arches of the

chapel, the cow-herd arose from his knees, and disappeared

in the gloomy depths of the church. The monks turned

their heads, as by a general impulse to listen, but the com-

mon action was as quickly succeeded by grave attention to

the rites. Bonifacius, indeed, seemed uneasy, though it

was like a man who scarce knew why. His gray eyes

roamed over the body of darkness that reigned among the

distant columns of the church, and then they settled, ^sith

vacancy, on the gorgeous vessels of the altar. The hymn
continued, and its soothing power appeared to quiet ever>^

mind, when the sound of tumult at the great gate of the

outer wall became too audible and distinct to admit of

doubt. The whole brotherhood arose as a man, and the

voice of the singer was mute. Ulricke clasped her hands

in agony, while even Odo of Ritterstein forgot his grief

in the rude nature of the interruption.



CHAPTER XVIII.

" Thy reason, dear venom, give thy reason !

"

Twelfth Night.

IT
is scarcely necessar>' to explain that the man who
had accompanied Ulricke and Use to the gate of

Deurckheim was Heinrich Frey. No sooner had his

wife disappeared, and his short conference with the

men on watch was ended, than the burgomaster hurried

toward that quarter of the town which lay nearest to the

entrance of the Jaegerthal. Here he found collected a band

of a hundred burghers, chosen from among their townsmen

for resolution and physical force. They were all equipped,

according to the fashion of the times, with such weapons of

oflFence as suited their several habits and experience. We
might also add that as each good man, on going forth on

the present occasion, had seen fit to consult his bosom's

partner, there was more than the usual display of headpieces,

and breastplates, and bucklers.

When with his followers, and assured of their exactitude

and numbers, the burgomaster, who was a man nowise de-

ficient in courage, ordered the postern to be opened, and

issued first himself into the field. The townsmen succeeded

in their allotted order, observing the most profound silence.

Instead of taking the direct road to the gorge, Heinrich

crossed the rivulet by a private bridge, pursuing a footpath

that led him up the ascent of the most advanced of the

mountains, on that side of the valley. The reader will

understand that this movement placed the party on the hill

which lay directly opposite to that of the Heidenmauer.

At the period of the tale, cedars grew on the two moun-

224
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tains alike, and the townsmen, of course, had the advantage

of being concealed from observ^ation. A half hour was

necessary- to effect this lodgment with suflScient caution and

secrecy ; but once made, the whole band seemed to con-

sider itself beyond the danger of discovery. The men then

continued the march with less attention to order and si-

lence, and even their leader began to indulge in discourse.

Their conversation was, however, guarded, like that of

those who felt the}- were engaged in an enterprise of

hazard.

"'Tis said, neighbor Dietrich," commenced the burgo-

master, speaking to a sturdy smith, who acted on this occa-

sion as lieutenant to the commander-in-chief, an honor

that was mainly due to the power of his arm, and who,

emboldened by his temporarj^ rank, had advanced nearly to

Heinrich's side
—

"'tis said, neighbor Dietrich, that these

Benedictines are like bees, who never go forth but in the

season of plenty, and rarely return without rich contribu-

tion to their hive. Thou art a reflecting and solid towns-

man ; one that is little moved by the light opinions of the

idle ; and a burgher that knoweth his own rights, which is

as much as to say his own interests ; and one that well

understandeth the necessity of preserving all of our vener-

able usages and laws, at least in such matters as touch the

permanency of the welfare of those that maj- lay claim to

have a welfare. I speak not now of the varlets, who be-

long, as it were, neither to heaven nor earth, being con-

demned of both to the misery of houseless and irresponsible

knaves ; but of men of substance, that, like thee and thy

craft, pay scot and lot, keep bed and board, and are other-

wise to be marked for their usefulness and natural rights
;

and this brings me to my point, which is neither more nor

less than to say that God hath created all men equal, and

therefore it is our right, no less than our dut}^ to see that

Deurckheim is not wronged, especially in that part of her

interests that belong, in particularity, to her substantial

inhabitants. Do I say that which is reasonable, or do I

deceive both myself and thee, friend smith ?
'

'

Heinrich had a reputation for eloquence and logic, es-
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pecially among his own partisans, and his appeal was now
made to one who was little likely to refuse him any honor.

Dietrich was one of those animal philosophers who seem

specially qualified by nature to sustain a parliamentary

leader, possessing a good organ, with but an indifferent

intellect to derange its action. His mind had precisely the

description of vacuum which is so necessary to produce a

good political or moral echo, more particularly when the

proposition is false ; for the smallest addition to his capacity

might have had such an effect on his replies as a sounding-

board is known to possess in defeating the repetitions of

the voice.

" By Saint Benedict, Master Heinrich," he answered,
'

' for it is permitted to invoke the saint though we so little

honor his monks, it were well for the Duke Friedrich had

he less wine in his Heidelberg tuns, and more of your wis-

dom in his councils ! What you have just proclaimed is

no other than what I have myself thought these many
years, though never able to hammer down an idea into

speech so polished and cutting as this of your worship

!

Let them that deny what I say, take up their weapons, and,

I will repose on my sledge as on an argument not to be

answered. We must, in sooth, see Deurckheim righted,

and more is the need, since there is this equality between

all men, as hath just been so well said."

" Nay, this matter of equality is one much spoken of,

but as little understood. Look you, good Dietrich
;

give

me thy ear for a few minutes, and thou shalt get an in-

sight into its justice. Here are we of the small towns bom
with all properties and wants of those in your large capi-

tals—are we not men to need our privileges—or are we
not human, that air is unnecessary- for breath—I think

thou wilt not gainsay either of these truths."

" He that would do it, is little better than an ass !

"

"This being established, therefore, naught remains but

to show the conclusion. We having the same rights as the

largest towns in the empire, should be permitted to enjoy

them ; else is language little better than mockery, and a

municipal privilege of no more value than a serf's oath."
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"This is so clear, I marvel any should deny it ! And
what say they of the villages, Master Burgomaster ? Will

they, think you, sustain us in this holy cause ?
"

'

' Nay, I touch not on the villages, good smith, since they

have neither burgomasters nor burghers ; and where there

is so little to sustain a cause, of what matter is resistance.

I speak chiefly of ourselves, and of towns having means,

which is a case so clear that it were manifest weakness to

confound it with any other. He that hath right of his

side were a fool to enter into league with any of doubtful

franchises. All have their natural and hol3' advantages,

but those are the best which are most clear by their riches

and force."

" I pray j^ou, worshipful Heinrich, grant me but a single

favor, an' you love me so much as a hair !
'

'

" Name thy will, smith."
' * That I may speak of this among the townsmen ! Such

wisdom and conclusion so evident should not be cast to the

winds !
'

'

" Thou knowest I do not discourse for vain applause."
" By my father's bones ! I will touch upon it with dis-

cretion, most honorable burgomaster, and not as one of vain

speech—your honor knows the difference between a mere
street-babbler and one that hath a shop."

" Have it as thou wilt ; but I take not the merit of

originality, for there are many good and substantial citizens,

and some statesmen, who think much in this manner."
"Well it is happy that God hath not gifted all alike,

else might there have been great and unreasonable equality,

and some would have arrived to honors they were little

able to bear. But having so clearly explained your most
excellent motives, worshipful Heinrich, wilt condescend to

lighten the march by an application of its truth to the en-

terprise on which we go forth ?
'

'

*

' That may be done readily, for no tower in the Palati-

nate is more obvious. Here is Limburg, and yon is Deurck-
heim ; rival communities, as it were, in interests and hopes,

and of necessity but little disposed to do each other favor.

Nature, which is a great master of all questions of right and
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wrong, sa^^eth that Deurckheim shall not harm Limburg,

nor Limburg, Deurckheim. Is this clear?
"

'

' Himmel ! as the flame of a furnace, honorable burgo-

master.
'

'

" Now, it being thus settled that there shall be no inter-

ference in each other's concerns, we j^ield to necessitj-, and

go forth armed in order to prevent Limburg doing wrong

to a principle that all just men admit to be inviolable. You
perceive the nicety ; we confess that what we do is weak in

argument, and the greater need it should be strong in ex-

ecution. We are no madcaps to unsettle a principle to gain

our ends, but then all must have heed to their interests, and

what we do is with a reserve of doctrine."
'

' This relieves my soul from a mountain !
'

' exclaimed

the smith, who had listened with a sort of earnestness that

denotes honesty of purpose; "naught can be more just,

and woe to him that shall gainsay it, while back of mine

carries harness !

'

'

In this manner did Heinrich and his lieutenant lighten

the way by subtle discourse, and by arguments that we feel

some consciousness may subject us to the imputations of

plagiarisms, but for which we can vouch as genuine, on the

authority of Christian Kinzel, already so often named.

The high and disinterested intellect that is active in reg-

ulating the interests of the world has been so often alluded

to, in other places and on different occasions, that it is

quite useless to expatiate on it here. We have alreadj^ said

that Heinrich Frey was a stout friend of the conserv^ative

principle, which, reduced to practice, means little more than

that—
" They shall get, who have the power,

And they shall keep, who can."

Justice, like liberty, has great reservations, and perhaps

there are few countries, in the present advanced condition

of the human species, that do not daily emploj- some phi-

losophy of the same involved character as this of Heinrich,

supported by reasoning as lucid, irresistible, and ner\'0us.

The direction in which the band of Deurckheimers pro-

ceeded, led them by a tortuous way, it is true, but surely
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to the side of the valley on which the castle of Hartenburg

stood. Heinrich, however, brought his followers to a halt

long before they made the circuit which would have been

necessary to reach the hold of Count Emich. The place

he chose for the collection and review of the band was about

midway between Deurckheim and the castle, pursuing a line

that conformed to the sinuosities and variations of the foot

of the mountain. It was in an open grove, where the shad-

ows of the trees effectually concealed the presence of the

unusual companj-. Here refreshments were taken by all,

for the good people of the town were much addicted to prac-

tices of this consolatory nature, and the occasion must have

been doubly urgent that could induce them to overlook the

calls of the appetite.

" Seest thou aught of our allies, honest smith?" de-

manded Heinrich of his lieutenant, who had been sent a

short distance along the brow of the hill to reconnoitre.
'

' It were unseemly in men so trained as our friends, to be

lacking at need."
" Doubt them not, Master Heinrich. I know the knaves

well ; they merely tarr>' to lighten their packs by the way,

in consumptions like this of our own. Dost see the man-

ner in which the Benedictines affect tranquillity, worshipful

burgomaster ?
'

'

" 'Tis their usual ghostly hypocrisy, brave Dietrich ; but

we shall uncloak them ! Good will come of our enterprise,

for, of a truth, by this spirit on our part, which shall for-

ever demonstrate the necessity of not meddling in the con-

cerns of a neighbor, we settle all uncertainties between us.

By the kings of Koeln ! is it to be tolerated that a gowns-

man shall hoodwink a townsman to the day of judgment?
Is there not a light in the abbey chapel ?

'

'

" The reverend fathers pray against their enemies. Dost

think, worshipful burgomaster, that the tale concerning the

manner in which those heavy stones were carried upon

Limburg hiU has received small additions by oft telling ?
'

'

'

' It may be thus, Dietrich ; for naught, unless it may
be damp snow, gaineth more by repeated rolling, than your

story."
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" And gold," rejoined the smith, chuckling in a manner

not to displease his superior, since it palpably intimated the

idea he entertained of the burgomaster's success in accumu-

lating money, an idea that is always pleasant to those who
deem prosperity of this nature to be the principal end of

life.
'

' Gold well rolled increases marvellously ! I am of

your mind. Master Heinrich ; for, to speak truth, I much
question whether the evil spirit would have troubled him-

self with so light an aflfair as carrying the smaller materials

afoot. As to the heav-y columns, and the hewn key-stones,

with other loads of weight, it was not so much beneath his

character, and maj- be considered as probable. I have never

contradicted that part of the legend, for it hath likelihood

to back it, but—ha ! here cometh the succor."

The approach of a band of men, who came from the di-

rection of Hartenburg, always keeping along the margin of

the hills, and within the shadows, absorbed all attention.

This second party was treble the force of the townsmen
;

like them it was armed, and, like them, it showed every

sign of military preparation. "When it had halted, which

it did at a little distance from the band of Heinrich, as if it

were not deemed advisable to blend the two bodies in one,

a warrior advanced to the spot where the burgomaster had
taken post. The new comer was well but lightly armed,

wearing headpiece and harness, and carrjang his sword at

rest.

" Who leadeth the Deurckheimers ? " he demanded, when
near enough to trust his voice.

"Their poor burgomaster, in person; would there had
been a better for the dut}' !

'

'

'

' Welcome, worshipful sir,
'

' said the other, bowing with

more than usual respect. " In my turn I come at the head

of Count Emich's followers."

" How art thou styled, brave captain ?
"

" 'T is a name but little worthy to be classed with yours,

Herr Frey. But such as it is, I disown it not. I am
Berchthold Hintermayer. '

'

'

' Umph ! A young leader for so grave an enterprise !

I had hoped for the honor of thy lord's company."
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" I am commanded to explain this matter to your wor-

ship." Berchthold then walked aside with the burgomaster

while Dietrich proceeded to take a nearer view of the allied

force.

It is well known to most of our readers, that every baron

of note at the time of which we write entertained more or

fewer dependents, who, succeeding to the regularly banded

vassals of the earlier ages, held a sort of middle station be-

tween the servitor and the soldier. There stands a noble

ruin, called Pierrefont, within a day's ride of Paris, and on

the very verge of a royal forest—a forest that in some of

its features approaches nearer to an American wood than

any we have yet met in the other hemisphere—which

castle of Pierrefont is known to have been the hold of one

of these warlike nobles who did many and manifest wrongs

to the lieges of the king, even in an age considerably later

than this of our tale. In short, European society, just then,

was in the state of transition, beginning to reject the tram-

mels of feudalism, and struggling to wear its bonds, at least

in a new and less troublesome form. But the importance

and political authority of the counts of Leiningen fully en-

titled them to preserve a train that barons of lesser note

were beginning to abandon, and consequently all of their

castles had many of these loose followers, who have since

been entirely superceded by the regularly embodied and

trained troops of our own time.

The smith found much to approve and something to cen-

sure in the party that Berchthold had led to their support.

So far as recklessness of character and object, audacitj^ in

acts, and indifference to moral checks were concerned, a

better troop could not have been desired, for more than

half of them were men who lived by the excesses of the

community, occupying exactly that position in the social

scale that fungi do in the vegatable, or that sores and

blotches fill in the physical economy of the species. But

in respect to thews and sinews, a primary consideration

with the smith in estimating the value of every man he

saw, they were much inferior, as a bodj', to the townsmen,

in whom orderly living, gainful and regular industr>^ had
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permitted the animal to become developed. There was,

however, a band of peasants, drawn from among the moun-
tains, or inhabitants of the hamlet beneath the castle walls,

who, though less menacing in air and bold of speech, were

youths that Dietrich thought only required the Deurckheim
training to become heroes.

When Heinrich and Berchthold rejoined their respective

followers, after the private discourse, all discontent was
banished from the former's brow, and both immediately oc-

cupied themselves in making the dispositions necessary to

the success of the common enterprise. The wood in which

they had halted lay directly opposite to the inner extremity

of the abbey hill, from which it was separated by a broad

and perfectly even meadow. The distance, though not

great, was sufficient to render it probable that the approach

of the invaders would be seen by some of the sentinels, who
there was little doubt the men-at-arms, lent by the elector

to the monks, maintained, were it only for their own se-

curity. Limburg was not a fortress, its impunity being

due altogether to the moral power that the church to which

it belonged still wielded, though it were so much weakened

in that part of Germany ; but its walls were high and solid,

its towers numerous, its edifices massive, and all was so

disposed that a body within, resolutely bent on resistance,

might well have set at defiance a force like that which now
came against it.

Of all these truths Heinrich was sensible, for he had
shown courage and gained experience in the defence of

places, during a life that was now past its meridian, and

which had been necessarily spent amid the tumults and

contentions of that troubled age. He looked about him,

therefore, with greater seriousness, in order to ascertain on

whom he might rely, and the fine and collected deportment

of Berchthold Hintermayer gave him that sort of satisfac-

tion which brave men feel by communion with kindred

spirits in the moment of danger. When every necessary

disposition was made, the party advanced, moving deliber-

ately to preser\^e their order, and conscious that breath

would be necessary in mounting the steep acclivity.

I
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Perhaps there is no time in which the ingenuity of man
is more active than in those moments when he has a sensi-

tive consciousness of being wrong, and consequently, a fever-

ish desire to vindicate his works or acts to himself, as well

as to others. A deep conviction of truth, and the cer-

taint}' of being right, fortifies the mind with a high moral

dignity, that even disinclines it to the humility of vindica-

tion. Thus he who rushes from a dispute in which his own
convictions cause him to distrust his own arguments, into

rash and general asseverations, betrays the goadings of

conscience rather than spirit, and weakens the ver>^ cause

that it ma}' be his wish to establish. An arrogant assump-

tion of knowledge, especially in matters that our previous

habits and education rather disqualif}^ than teach us to com-
prehend, can only lead to contradiction and detection ; and
although circumstances may lend a momentary- and falla-

cious support to error, the triumph of truth is as certain as

its punishments are severe. Happily, this is an age in

which no sophistry- can long escape unscathed, nor any
injur}' to natural justice go long unrequited. No matter

where the wrong to truth has been committed—on the

throne, or in the cabinet, in the senate, or by means of the

press—society is certain to avenge itself for the decep-

tions of which it has been the dupe, and its final judgments
are recorded on that opinion which lasts long after the

specious triumphs of the plausible are forgotten. It were
well that they who abuse their situations by a reckless dis-

regard of consequences, in order to obtain a momentary object,

oftener remembered this fact, for they would spare themselves

the mortification, and in some cases the infamy, that is so

sure to rest on him who disregards right to attain an end.

Heinrich Frey greatly distrusted the lawfulness of the

enterprise in which he was engaged ; for, unlike his com-
panions, he had the responsibility of advising, as well as

that of execution, on his head. He had, therefore, a rest-

less wish to find reasons of justification for what he did
;

and as he marched slowly across the meadows, with Berch-

thold and the smith at his side, his tongue gave utterance

to his thoughts.
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'

' There cannot be anj- manner of doubt of the necessity

and justice of what we do to Limburg, Master Kinter-

mayer," he said ; for men usually afl&rm in all dubious

cases with a confidence precisely in an inverse ratio to the

distrust they feel of the rectitude of their cause
—

" else

why are we here ? Is Limburg forever to trouble the val-

lej^ and the plain with its accursed exactions and avarice,

or are we slaves for shaven monks to trample on ?
"

" There are sufl&cient reasons, of a truth, for what we do,

Herr Burgomaster," answered Berchthold, whose mind had

taken a strong bias to the new change in religious opinions,

that were then fast gaining ground. "When we have so

good motives, let us look no farther.
'

'

" Xa}', young man, I am certain that the honest smith

here will say that no nail that he drives into a hoof can be

too well clinched."

" The fact is out of all question, Master Berchthold," an-

swered Dietrich, "and therefore must his worship be right

in the whole argument. '

'

" Let it be so ; I shall never gainsay the necessity of

breaking up a nest of drones."
" I call them not drones, j'oung Berchthold, nor do I

come to break them up ; but simply to show the world that

he who would deal with the affairs of Deurckheim, hath

need of a lesson to teach him not to enter his neighbor's

grounds. '

'

"This is wholesome, and will bring great credit on our

town !
" responded the smith. " The more the pity that we

do not press the same matter home upon the elector,

too, who hath of late raised new pretensions to our earn-

ings."
" With the elector, the affair maj^ not be discussed, for

his interference is of too strong a quality to call upon our

manhood in maintaining the right of non-interference.

These subtle questions of law are not to be learned over a

furnace, but need nice capacities to render them clear ; but

clear they are—to all who have the power to understand

them. It is more than probable that to thee, Dietrich,

they are not so manifest ; but wert thou one of the town

I
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council, thou shouldst look into the question with different

eyes.
'

'

"That I doubt not, honorable Heinrich ; that I doubt

not. Could but such an honor light on one of my name
and breeding—Himmel ! the worshipful council should find

a man ready to believe any nicety of this sort, or indeed of

any other sort
! '

'

'

' Ha ! There is a light at yonder loop !
'

' exclaimed

Berchthold. '
' This bodes well.

'

'

'

' Hast a friend in the abbey ?
'

'

" Go to, Herr Burgomaster. This touches on excommu-
nication—but I much like yon light at the loop !

'

'

" Let there be silence," whispered Heinrich to those in

his rear, who passed the order to their fellows. " We draw
near."

The party was now at the foot of the hill. Not a sign

of their approach being known had yet met them ; unless

a single taper placed at a dungeon-loop could thus be inter-

preted. On the contrary, the stillness already described in

the approach of Ulricke reigned over the whole of the vast

pile. But neither Heinrich nor his companion liked this

fearful quiet, for it boded a defence the more serious when it

did come. Thej^ would have greatly preferred an open

resistance, and nothing would have more relieved the minds

of the two leaders than to have been able to command a

rush, under a hot discharge from the arquebusiers of Duke
Friedrich. But this relief was refused them, and the whole

band reached a point of the hill, under a flanking tower,

where it became necessary to abandon all idea of cover, and

to make a swift movement, to gain the road. It was the

rush of this evolution which first disturbed the monks in the

chapel. The second interruption proceeded from the ruder

sounds of the assault, that immediately after was made upon

the outer gate itself.



CHAPTER XIX.

" I '11 never

Be such a ghostling to obey instinct, but stand

As if a man were author of himself,

And knew no other line."

Coriolanus.

THE assailants, as has been seen, were led by the

burgomaster, and his two lieutenants, Berchthold

and the smith. Close at the heels of the latter

followed three of his own journeymen, each, like

his master, armed with a massive sledge. No sooner did

the party reach the gate than these artisans commenced the

duty of pioneers, with great readiness and skill. At the

third blow, from Dietrich's brawny arm, the gate flew open,

and those in front rushed into the court.
'

' Who art thou ? '

' cried Berchthold, seizing a man who
knelt with a knee on another's breast, immediately across

his passage ;
" Speak, for this is not a moment of trifling !

"

'

' Master forester, be less hot, and remember thy friends.

Dost not see it is Gottlob, that holdeth the convent porter,

lest the knave should use the additional bars. There are

strangers within, and to consult his ease, the faithless varlet

hath not done his fastenings properly else mightest thou

have pounded till Duke Friedrich's men were upon thee."

" Bravely done, foster brother ! Thy signal was seen and

counted on ; but since thou knowest the way so well, lead

on, at once, against the men-at-arms. '

'

" Himmel ! The rogues have grizzly beards, well griz-

zled with war, and may not like to have their sleep thus

suddenly broken ; but service must be done. Choose the

most godly of your followers, worshipful burgomaster, to go

336
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against the monks, who are fortified in their choir, and well

armed with prayer ; while I will lead the more carnal to

another sort of work against the elector's people."

While this short dialogue had place, the whole of the as-

sailants poured through the gate, their officers endeavoring

to maintain something like order among the ill-trained band.

All felt the imperious necessity of first disposing of the

troops ; for, as respects the monks themselves, there was
certainly no cause of immediate apprehension. A few were

left, therefore, to guard the gate, while Heinrich, guided by

the cow-herd, led his followers toward the buildings, where

the men-at-arms were known to lodge.

If we were to say that the party advanced to this attack

without concern, we should overrate their valor, and do the

reputation of the elector's men injustice. There was sacri-

lege in the invasion of the convent, according to the predomi-

nant opinions of the age ; for though Protestantism had
made great progress, even reformers had grievous doubts in

severing the bonds of habit and long-established prejudices.

To this lurking sentiment was added the unaccountable

silence that still reigned among the men-at-arms, who, as

Gottlob had said, were known to be excellent soldiers at

need. They lay in the rear of the abbot's dwelling, and
were sufficiently intrenched behind walls and among the gar-

dens to make a fierce resistance.

But all these considerations rather flashed upon the

minds of the leaders than they were maturely weighed. In
the moment of assault there is little leisure for thought,

especially when the affair gets to be as far advanced as

this we are now describing. The men rushed toward the

point of attack, accordingly, beset by misgivings, rather

than entertaining any very clear ideas of the dangers they

ran.

Gottlob had evidently made the best of the time he had
been at liberty in the abbey, to render himself master of the

intricate windings of the different passages. He was soon

at the door of the abbot's abode, which was dashed into

splinters by a single blow of Dietrich's sledge, when there

poured a stream of reckless, and we may add lawless, sol-
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diery through the empty apartments. In another moment
the whole of the assailants were in the grounds in the rear

of this portion of the dwellings.

As there is nothing that more powerfully rebukes violence

than a calm firmness, so there is nothing so appalling to.

or so likely to repulse an assault, as a coolness that seems

to set the onset at defiance. In such moments the imagina-

tion is apt to become more formidable than the missiles of

an enemy ; conjuring dangers in the place of those which,

in the ordinary course of warfare, might be hghtly estimated

were they seen. Every one knows that the moment which

precedes the shock of battle is by far the most tr>dng to the

constancy of man, and a reservation of the means of resist-

ance is prolonging that moment, and, of course, increasing

its influence.

Every man among the hostile band, even to the leaders,

felt the influence of this mysterious quiet among the troops

of the elector. So imposing, in fact, did it become, that the}'

halted in a group, a position of all others most likely to ex-

pose them to defeat—and there was a low rumor of mines

and ambuscades.

Berchthold perceived that the moment was critical, and

that there was imminent danger of defeat.

"Follow!" he cried, waving his sword, and springing

toward the silent buildings in which it was known the men-

at-arms were quartered. He was valiantly seconded by the

burgomaster and the smith, when the whole party resumed

its courage, and advanced tumultuously against the doors

and windows. The sounds of the sledges, and the yielding

of bars and bolts came next ; after which the rush pene-

trated to the interior. The cries of the assailants rang

among empty vaults. There was the straw, the remnants

of food, the odor of past debauches, and all the usual dis-

gusting signs of ill- regulated barracks ; for in that day neat-

ness and method did not descend far below the condition of

the affluent ; but no cr>' answered cr\% no sword or arque-

buse was raised to meet the blow of the invaders. Stupor

was the first feeling, on gaining the knowledge of this im-

portant fact. Then Heinrich and Berchthold both issued
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orders to bring the captured porter, who was in the centre

of the assailants, before them.
'

' Explain this,
'

' said the burgomaster, authoritatively
;

"what hath become of Duke Friedrich's followers? "

" They departed at the turn of the night, worshipful Herr,

leaving Limburg to the care of its patron saint.
'

'

'

' Gone ! whither, and in what manner ? If thou deceivest

me, knave, thy Saint Benedict himself shall not save thee

from a flaying !

"

" I pray you be not angered, great magistrate, for I say

nothing but truth. There came an order from the elector,

as the sun set, recalling his meanest warrior ; for it is said

he is sore pressed, and hath great need of succor."

The silence which followed this explanation was suc-

ceeded by a shout, and individuals began to steal eagerly

away from the main body, bent on their own designs of

pillage.

" What road took the duke's men? "

"Worshipful Heinrich, they went down by the horse-

path, in great secrecy and order, and passed up the oppo-

site mountain, in order to escape troubling the townsmen to

open the gates at that late hour. It was their intention to

cross the cedars of the Heidenmauer, and, descending on

the other side of the camp, to gain the plain in the rear of

Deurckheim."

There no longer remained a doubt that the conquest was
achieved, and the entire party broke ofi" in bands ; some to

execute their private orders, and others, like those who had
already proved delinquent, to look after their own particular

interests.

Until this moment not a solitary straggler had gone near

the chapel. As it was not the wish of those who had planned

the assault to do personal injur>^ to any of the fraternity, the

orders had been so worded as to leave this portion of the

abbey for a time unvisited, in the expectation that the monks
would profit by the omission to escape by some of the many
private posterns that communicated with the cloisters. But,

as there no longer was an armed enemy to subdue, it now
became necessary to think of the fraternity. The process of
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sacking their dormitories was already far advanced, and the

bursts of exultation that began to issue from the buildings

announced that the rich and commodious dwelling of the

abbot himself was undergoing a similar summarj^ process.

" Himmel !
" muttered Gottlob, who from the moment of

his liberation had not quitted the side of his foster brother,
'

' our castle rogues are taking deep looks into the books of

the most reverend Bonifacius, Master Berchthold ! It were

good to tell them which are Latin, at least, lest they burden

their shoulders with learning they can never use."
" Let the knaves plunder," replied Heinrich, gruffly ;

" as

much evil as good hath come from that store of letters, and
it will be all the better for Deurckheim were the damnable
ammunition of the Benedictines a little less plenty. There are

those on the plains who doubt that necromacy is bound up in

some of the volumes that bear a saint's name on their backs."

Perhaps Berchthold might have remonstrated, had not

his instinct told him that remonstrance on such a subject, in

that moment of riot and confusion, would have been worse

than useless. The consequence was that valuable works
and numerous manuscripts, which had been collected during

centuries of learned ease, were abandoned to the humor of

men incapable of estimating their value, or even of under-

standing their objects.

"Let us to the monks," said Heinrich, sheathing his

heavy blade, for the first time since they had quitted the

wood. " Friend smith, thou wilt look to the duties here,

and see that what is done is done thoroughly. Remember
that thy metal is well heated, and on the anvil, waiting thy

pleasure : it must be beaten flat, lest at another day it be

remoulded into a weapon to do us harm. Go to, Dietrich
;

thou knowest what we of the town would have, and what
we expect of thy skill."

Taking Berchthold by the arm, the burgomaster led the

way toward that far-famed pile, the abbey-church. They
were followed by a body of some twenty chosen artisans,

who, throughout the whole of that eventful night, kept close

to the two leaders, like men who had been selected for this

particular duty.
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The same ominous silence reigned around the chapel as

had rendered the approach to the quarters of the men-at-

arms imposing. But here the invaders went against a dif-

ferent enemy. With most then living, the mysterious power
of the church still possessed a deep and fearful interest.

Dissenters had spoken boldly, and the current of public

opinion had begun to set strongly against the Romish
church in all that region, it is true ; but it is not easj^ to

eradicate by the mere eflforts of reason, the deep roots that

are thrown out by habit and sentiment. At this very hour

we see nearly the entire civilized world committing gross

and evident wrongs, and justifying its acts, if we look

closely into its philosophy, on a plea little better than that

of a sickly taste formed by practices which in themselves

cannot be plausibly vindicated. The very vicious eflfects

of every system are quoted as arguments in favor of its

continuance ; for change is thought to be, and sometimes

is, a greater evil than the existing wrong ; and men in

millions are doomed to continue degraded, ignorant, and
brutal, simply because vicious opinions refuse all S5-mpathy

with those whose hopeless lot it has been to have fallen,

by the adventitious chances of life, beneath the ban of

society. In this manner does error beget error, until even

philosophy and justice are satisfied with making abortive

attempts to palliate a disease that a bolder and better

practice might radically cure. It will not occasion sur-

prise, therefore, when we say that both Heinrich and Berch-

thold had heavy misgi\'ings concerning the merit of their

enterprise, as they drew near the church. Perhaps no man
ever much preceded his age, without at moments dis-

trusting his own principles ; and it is certain that Luther

himself was often obliged to wrestle with harrassing doubts.

Berchthold was less troubled, however, than his companion,

for he acted under the orders of a superior, and was both

younger and better taught than the btugomaster. The
first of these facts was sufficient of itself, under his habits,

to remove a load of responsibility from his shoulders, while

the latter not only weakened the influence of previous

opinions, but caused those which he had adopted to be well
16
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fortified. In short, there existed between Heinrich and

Berchthold that sort of difference which all must have re-

marked in the advancing age in which we live, between

him who has inherited his ideas from generations that have

passed, and him who obtains them from his contemporaries.

The young forester had grown into manhood since the

voice of the Reformer was first heard in Germany, and as

it happened to be his lot to dwell among those who listened

to the new opinions, he had imbibed most of their motives

of dissent, without ever having been much subject to the

counteracting influence of an opposite persuasion. It is in

this gradual manner that nearly all salutary moral changes

are effected, since they who first entertain them are rarely able

to do more, in their generation, than to check the progress of

habit ; while the duty of causing the current to flow backward,

and to take a new direction, devolves on their successors.

In believing that Wilhelm of Venloo would be foremost

in deserting his post, in this moment of outrage and tumult,

the authors of the assault did him injustice. Though little

likely to incur the hazards or to covet the honors of mar-

tyrdom, the masculine mind of the abbot elevated him alto-

gether above the influence of any very abject passion ; and

if he had not self-command to curtail the appetites, he had

a dignity of intellect which rarely deserts the mentally gifted

in situations of difficulty. When Heinrich and Berchthold,

therefore, entered the church, they found the entire com-

munity in the choir, remaining, like Roman senators, to

receive the blow in their collective and ofl&cial character.

There might have been artifice as well as magnanimity in

the resolution which had decided Bonifacius to adopt this

course ; for, coming as they did from the scene of brutal

violence without, those who entered the church were much
impressed by the quiet solemnity which met them.

The candles still burned before the altar, the lamps threw

their flickering light on the quaint architecture and the gor-

geous ornaments of the chapel, while every pale face and

shaven head beneath looked like some consecrated watch-

man placed near the shrine to protect it from pollution.

Each monk was in his stall, with the exception of the prior
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and Father Johan, who had stationed themselves on the

steps of the altar ; the first as the officiating priest of the

late mass, and the latter under an impulse of his governing

and natural exaggeration, which moved him to throw his

person as a shield before the vessel that contained the host.

The abbot was on his throne, motionless, indisposed to

yield, and haughty, though with features that betrayed

great and condensed passion.

The burgomaster and Berchthold advanced into the choir

alone, for their followers remained in the body of the church,

in obedience to a sign from the former. Both were un-

covered, and while they walked slowly up the choir, scarce

a head moved. Ever>^ eye seemed riveted, by a common
spell, on the crucifix of precious stones and ivory that stood

upon the altar. The blood of Heinrich crept under the in-

fluence of this solemn calm, and by the time he had reached

the steps, where he stood confronted equally to the abbot

and the prior, for the former of whom he had quite as

much fear as hatred, and for the latter an unfeigned love

and reverence, the resolution of the honest burgomaster was
sensibly weakened.

'

' Who art thou ?
'

' demanded Bonifacius, admirably tim-

ing his question by the indecision and the quailing eye of

him he addressed.
'

' By Saint Benedict ! my face is no such stranger in

I^imburg that you put this question, most holy abbot," an-

swered Heinrich, making an efibrt to imitate the other's

composure that was very sensible to himself, but better con-

cealed from others; "though not shaven and blessed, like

a monk, I am one well known to most that dwell in or

near Deurckheim !
'

'

'

' I had better said, ' JVJiai art thou ? ' Thy name and
office are known to me, Heinrich Frey ; but in what char-

acter dost thou now presume to enter Limburg church, and

to show this want of reverence to our altars ? '

'

"To speak thee fairly, reverend Bonifacius, 'tis in the

character of the head-man of Deurckheim, a much-injured

and long-abused town, that is tired of monkish exaction

and monkish pride, and which has at length assumed the
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office of doing itself justice, that I appear. We are here

to-night not as peaceful citizens bent on prayers and hymn-

singing, but armed, as thou seest, and bold in the intention

to do away a nuisance from the neighborhood forever."
'

' Thy words are as little friendly as thy guise, and what

thou sayest here, but too well answers to that which thy

rude followers perform beyond the walls of this consecrated

spot. Hast thou well pondered on this bold step of thy

town, Herr Heinrich?"
" If often pondering be well pondered, it hath been be-

fore us, Bonifacius, at different meetings, and in various

discussions, any time this year past."
'

' And hast thou no dread of Rome ?
'

'

" That is an authority which lessens daily in this region,

holy Benedictine. Not to deal doubly by thee, of the two

we have most distrusted the anger of Duke Friedrich ; but

that fear is diminished by the certainty that he hath so

much on his hands just now that his thoughts cannot easily

turn to other affairs. We did not know, in sooth, that he

had recalled his men-at-arms, but had counted on some an-

gr>" discussion with those obstinate warriors ; and thou wilt

easily comprehend that their absence hath in no manner

lessened our faith in our own cause."
" The elector may regain his powder, when a day of reck-

oning will come for those who have dared to profit by his

present distress.
'

'

"We are traders and artisans, good Bonifacius, and have

made our estimates with some nicety. If the abbey must

be paid for—an event by no means certain—we shall count

the bargain profitable so long as it cannot be rebuilt.

Brother Luther, we think, is lajdng a comer-stone that will

prevent the devil from ever attempting to set up that which

we now propose to throw down. '

'

'

' This is thy final answer, burgomaster ?
'

'

" Naj', I say not that, abbot. Send in thy terms to the

town council to-morrow, and if we can entertain them, it

may happen that a present accommodation shall stop all

further claims. But what has here been so happily com-

menced, must be as happily finished."
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** Then before I quit these holy walls, hearken to my mal-

ediction," returned Bonifacius, rising with priestly and prac-

tised dignity :
" On thee and on thy town—on all that

call thee magistrate—parent—

"

'

' Stay thy dreadful words !

'

' cried a piercing female

voice from among the columns behind the choir. Rev-

erend and holy abbot, have mercy !
" added Ulricke, pale,

trembling, and shaken equally with horror and alarm,

though her eye was bright and wild, like that of one sus-

tained by more than human purpose :

'

' holy priest, for-

bear ! he knows not what he does. Madness hath seized

on him and on the town. They are but tools in the hands

of one more powerful than they."

At the appearance of Ulricke, Bonifacius resumed his

seat, disposed to await the effect of her appeal.

"Thou here!" said Heinrich, regarding his wife with

surprise, but entirely without anger or suspicion.

' * Happily here, to avert this fearful crime from thee and
thy household."

'

' I had thought thee at thy prayers with the poor Herr
von Ritterstein, in his comfortless hermitage of the Heiden-

mauer !

"

'

' And canst thou think of the deed which hath driven

the Herr Odo to this penitence and suffering, and stand

here armed and desperate? Thou seest that years do not

suflSce to relieve a soul on which the weight of sacrilege

rests ; oh ! hadst thou been with me, to witness the agony
that preyed upon poor Odo, as he knelt at yonder step,

listening to the mass that hath this night been said in his

behalf, thou mightest better know how deep is the wound
made on the heart that hath been seared by God's anger !

"

" This is most strange !
" rejoined the wondering burgo-

master ;

'

' that those whom I had hoped well disposed of,

and that in a manner neither to suspect nor to trouble our

enterprise, should cross us at the moment when all is so

near completion ! Sapperment ! young Berchthold, thou

seest in what manner matrimony clogs the stoutest of us,

though girded with the sword."

"And thou, Berchthold Hintermayer, son of my dearest
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friend—child of my fondest hope—thou comest, too, on

this unholy errand, like the midnight robber, stealing upon

the unarmed and consecrated !
'

'

" None love, or none reverence thee more than I, Madame
Ulricke," answered the youth, bowing with sincere respect

;

" but wert thou to address thy speech to the Herr Heinrich,

it would go at once to him who directs our movements."
" Then on thee, burgomaster, will be thrown the heaviest

load of Heaven's displeasure, as on the leader of the out-

rage. What matters it that the Benedictines are grasping

or overweening in their respect for themselves, or that some

among them have forgotten their vows ? Is not this temple

devoted to God ? Are not these his altars, before which

thou hast dared to come with a hostile heart and an angr>'

purpose ?
'

'

" Go to, good Ulricke," returned Heinrich, saluting the

cold but ever handsome cheek of his wife, who leaned her

head on his shoulder to recall her faculties, while she firmly

held his hand with both her own, as if to stay his acts
;

" go to ; thou art excellent in thy waj^, but what can thy

sex know of policy ? This matter hath been had up before

many councils ; and, by my beard ! tongue of woman can-

not shake the resolutions of Deurckheim. Go, depart with

thy nurse, and leave us to do our pleasure."

"Is it thy pleasure, Heinrich, to brave Heaven? Dost

thou not know that the crimes of the parent are visited on

the child—that the wrong done to-day, however we may
triumph in present success, is sure to revisit us in the dread

shape of punishment? Were there no other power than

conscience, so long as that fearful scourge remains on earth,

'tis vain to expect immunity. Dost thou owe all to thy

Deurckheim council and its selfish policy ? Hast thou for-

gotten the hour that mj' pious parents gave thee nn^ hand,

and the manner in which thou then plighted thy faith to

protect me and mine, to assume the place of these departed

friends, to be father, and mother, and husband, to her thou

took to thy bosom ? Is Meta—that child of our mutual

esteem—naught, that thou triflest with her peace and

hopes? La}' aside, then, these hasty intentions, and turn
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thy mind to thine own abode ; bethink thee of those whom
nature and the law condemn to suffer for thy faults, or to

whom both have given the dearer right to rejoice in thy

clemency and merc)\"
'

' Was ever woman so bent on crossing the noble duties

of man !
" said the burgomaster, who, spite of himself, had

been sensibly moved by this hasty and comprehensive pic-

ture of his domestic duties, and who was greatly troubled

to find the means of extricating himself from the position

in which he stood. "Thou art better in thy chamber,

good Ulricke. Meta will hear of this onset, and have her

fears. Go, then, and calm the child ; thou shalt have such

escort as becometh my quality and thy deserts.
'

'

" Berchthold, I make the last appeal to thee. This cruel

father, this negligent husband, is too madly bent on his

council, and on the wild policy of the town, to remember
God ! But thou hast young hopes and sentiments that be-

come thy years and virtue. Dost think, rash boy, that one

like Meta will dare trust the last chance of happiness to

a participator in this crime, when such an inheritance of

guilt will be the portion that shall descend from her own
father?"

A stir among the monks, who had hitherto listened with

an attention that vacillated between hope and fear, in-

terrupted the answers of the wavering burgomaster and
his young companion. The movement was caused by the

entrance of the group which, until now, had stood aloof

in the obscurity of the great aisle, but which seized the

moment of doubt to advance into the centre of the choir.

One, closely muffled, walked from out its centre, and, throw-

ing aside the cloak that had concealed his form, showed the

armed person of Emich of Leiningen. The moment Ulricke

recognized the unbending eye of the baron, she buried her

face in her hands, and quitted the place. She went not un-

attended, however, for both her husband and Berchthold

followed anxiously ; nor did either return to the work of

the night, until he had seen the heart- stricken wife and
mother under the protection of a well-chosen company of

the townsmen.



CHAPTER XX.

" He who the sword of heaven will bear,

Should be as holy as severe."

Measure for Measure.

THE first glances between Emich and Bonifacius

were filled wdth those passions which each had so

long dissembled, and of which the reader has al-

ready had glimpses during the more unguarded

moments of the recent debauch. In the eyes of the count,

triumph mingled with hatred ; while there still remained a

slight covering of artifice and caution about the lineaments

of the abbot, masks that he scarcely thought it yet expedi-

ent to throw entirely aside.
'

'

"We owe this visit, then, to thee, Herr Emich?" said

the latter, struggling to appear calm.

" And to thine own desert, most holy Bonifacius."
'

' What wouldst thou, audacious baron ? '

'

'

' Peace in this oft-violated valley—humility in shaven

crowns—religion without hypocrisy—and mine own."

"I will not talk to thee of Heaven, bold man, for the

word were blasphemy in such a presence ; but thou art not

yet so lost to worldly policy as to overlook the punishment

of the empire. Hast thou well counted thy gold, and art

thou sure thy cofiers are suflBciently stored to rebuild the

sainted pile which thy hand would fain destroy—or dost

think thy riches can replace all that pious princes have here

bestowed during ages in which the church hath been duly

reverenced ?
'

'

" As to thy vessels and precious stones, reverend abbot,

it shall be my heed to preserve them to meet this demand,

248
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which haply may never be made ; and as to the cost of

rebuilding the abbey, why the same notable workman that

helped first to set it up, will owe me a good turn for

punishing those that outwitted him, and sent him away
without the promised boon of souls. Though, God's

truth ' were the fact fairly dived into, I am of opinion that

Limburg, after all, hath sent more customers to his fur-

naces than all the drinking-inns and pot-houses of the

Palatinate !

"

This sally of their lord produced a general and deriding

laugh among his followers, who now began to flock into

the church from other parts of the abbej^ with the expecta-

tion that there was rich plunder to be had in the sanctu-

ary. It was about this time, too, that a brand was cast

among the straw of the barracks, and the strong light

which glared through the stained windows very effectually

told the monks of the inefficiency of further remonstrances.

Notwithstanding his known licentiousness, and the gen-

eral freedom of his life, the abbot had imbibed from the

high objects of his calling, by that secret process that ren-

ders even the least deserving in some measure subject to

the influence of their professions, a cast of dignity, and

perhaps we might add even of sincerity (for there is often

a strange admixture of inherent faith and practical unbelief

about the dissolute), that caused him frequently to rise to

the level of his most solemn duties. A character strong

and masculine as his could not be aroused without display-

ing some of its latent energies, be it for good or be it for

evil ; and Emich had doubts of the result, when he wit-

nessed the manner in which his enemy succeeded in

repressing his fierce resentment, and the expression of

clerical dignity and official calmness that reigned in his

countenance. The abbot arose, like a prelate in the undis-

turbed exercise of his functions, and raising his voice, so

as to send his words to the deepest recesses of the chapel, he

spoke after the manner of the peculiar rites of the church he

served.

"God, in his hidden wisdom, hath permitted to the

wicked a momentary triumph," he said; "we search not
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now into the reasons of this mysterious dispensation ; the

truth will be known in his own time : but, as servitors of the

altar—as guardians of this holy sanctuar>^—as the sworn

and professed of Heaven—as one consecrated and blessed

—

there remaineth a solemn, an imperative dut}' to perform."
'

' Bonifacius, beware !
'

' interrupted the Count of lyeinin-

gen ;

'

' thou dealest not now with burgomasters and weep-

ing wives.
'

'

" In the behalf, then, of that God to whom this shrine

hath been raised," continued the unmoved abbot, "in his

holy interest, and in his holy name— '

'

"At thy peril, priest!" and Emich shook, partly in

anger, and partly in a terror he could scarce explain.
'

' As his unworthy but necessar}^ minister—as consecrated

and blessed—gifted with the power by the head of the

church, and now required to use it, do I pronounce thee
—

"

"Where are 5'e, followers of Hartenburg? Down with

the silly maledictions of this mad monk ; remember 5'e are

not trembling women, to need a Benedictine's blessing !

"

The voice of Emich was drowned, as well as that of the

abbot, bj- the noises that were now raised in the chapel.

The first interruption came from a long dark instrument,

that was thrust from out of the aisle behind the throne of

Bonifacius, and within a few feet of his head ; an interrup-

tion that filled the whole edifice with the wild, plaintive

strains of the mountains.

This signal, which came from the cherr3^-wood trumpet

of Gottlob, who rarely went abroad without this badge of

his profession, was immediatelj^ followed by a general shout

from the band of the count, and by a variety of similar

sounds, that were raised by different instruments that had

hitherto been mute. The effect of these shrill strains, echo-

ing among the vaulted and fretted roofs, which were brightly

illuminated by the growing and fierce light that now per-

vaded the church, and of the seeming calm of the abbot,

who ended his malediction in spite of the uproar, is left to

the reader's imagination. When he had finished the un-

heard curse, Bonifacius looked about him in gloomy obser-

vation.
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It was evident to his cool and instructed mind, which was

far too earthl)' in its habits to cling to any hopes of a merely-

spiritual nature, that the outrage had already gone so far as

to render it more hazardous to his enemy to retreat than to

advance. Signing to the community, he descended slowly

and with dignity from his throne, and led the way from the

choir. The ready monks obeyed, the fraternity walking

from that extraordinary scene in their customary silent

order. Emich followed the dark procession with a troubled

eye, for even the conqueror regards the calm retreat of his

foes with uneasiness, and there was an instant of painful

distrust of his own purpose, as the last flowing robe van-

ished through a private door that led to a secret postern, by

which the routed Benedictines quitted a mountain where

they had so long dwelt in the calm, and, we might add, in

the ease of an affluent and privileged seclusion.

The invaders of the abbey took this open abandonment

of the place by its ancient possessors to be an unequivocal

admission of their triumph. There is no moment so likely

to produce excesses as that in which the uncertainty of strife

is changed to the certainty of victor\\ The feelings seem

willing to avenge themselves for all their previous doubts,

and man is ever too ready to ascribe his successes to some

inherent qualities, which give him an apparent right to abuse

any advantages that may happen to be their consequence.

The band of the castle and the people of the town, among
whom a large proportion had to the last distrusted the pres-

ence of the community, to which vulgar opinion attributed

the power of working miracles, no sooner found themselves,

as they believed, in undisputed possession of the mountain,

than the reaction of feeling, to which there has just been

allusion, urged them to increase their violence, and to

redouble those efforts which had momentarily been checked.

A shout of triumph was the common signal for renewing

the assault. It was followed b}^ the crashing of v^dndows

and the overthrow of every fixture in the body of the church

that was not too solid to resist their first and ill-directed

efibrts, and a general mutilation of the monuments and

labored statuary. Marble cherubs fell on every side, wings
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and limbs of angels separated from the trunks, and the grave

and bearded visages of many an honored saint were doomed
to endure contumely and fractures. Even the inferior altars

were no longer respected, but they and their decorations

were ruthlessly scattered, as if the enmity of the conquerors

was transferred from those who had administered at them,

to the dreaded Being in whose name the rites had been

celebrated.

The reader will imagine the confusion and tumult that

attended a scene like this. During the uproar, Emich bur-

ied his face in his mantle, and paced to and fro in the choir,

which his presence, and, perhaps, some lingering reverence

for the sacred spot, still preser\'ed from violence. He was
joined only by the burgomaster and Berchthold, the re-

mainder of the party having mingled with those who were

destroying the chapels and decorations of the church. Hein-

rich seated himself in one of the vacant stalls, for the recent

scene and the subsequent parting from his wife had shaken

his resolution ; while the young forester advanced respect-

fully to the side of his lord.
'

' Is the Herr Count troubled ?
'

' demanded the latter, after

a moment of deferential silence.

Emich dropped the cloak, and, leaning a hand familiarly

on the shoulder of his j'oung servdtor, he stood regarding

the gorgeous riches and the elaborate beauty of the high

altar, all of which w^ere rendered doubtly imposing b}' the

powerful light that now illuminated the whole interior of the

edifice, which was never more beautiful than as then seen,

with its strong relief and deep shadows.
" Berchthold, there is a God !

" he said, with emphasis.
" None but the fool doubts it, Herr Emich."
" And he hath his ministers on earth—those whom he hath

commissioned to do him pleasure, and to burn his incense."

" We have high authority for this belief, my good lord."
'

' We have—the authority is high that hath so much an-

tiquity—which so suits our secret desires—which descends to

us from our fathers.
'

'

" And which is so supported by proofs, sacred and pro-

fane."
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"Thou hast been well schooled, good Berchthold," said

the count, looking earnestly at his companion.
'

' Heaven left me a pious and tender mother, when it took

my father away."

Emich continued to lean on the shoulder of Berchthold,

while his eye, in which sternness of purpose was singularly

blended with the waverings of doubt, never turned from its

contemplation of the altar. Above the chased and gilded

cabinet which contained the host, was a small picture of the

Mother of Christ, delineated in those mild and attractive

colors with which the pencil is accustomed to portray the

Virgin Wife of Joseph. Her eye seemed to meet the gaze of

Emich in sorrow. It was easy to fancy the gentle expression

was in reproach of the sacrilege.

"These Benedictines are at length unhoused," he contin-

ued, trjdng fruitlessly to avert his look from that mild, but

expressive image ;

'

' they have too long ridden roughly on

their betters."

Berchthold bowed.

"Dost thou see aught strange, youth, in the image of

Maria?"
" 'Tis a skilful design, Herr Count, and a fair face to re-

gard."
'

' Methinks it looks upon this \'iolence with an evil eye !
'

'

" 'Tis but the work of an ingenious man, my lord, and
cannot look other than it hath always seemed."

'

' Dost think thus, Berchthold ? There are many who pre-

tend that images and paintings have been known to speak,

when it was Heaven's pleasure."

"They relate such legends, mj- good lord, but these are

events that are little wont to touch those who are not much
disposed to see them."

'

' And yet in these facts had my fathers faith, and in this

belief was I trained !
'

'

Berchthold was mute, his own education having been more
situated to the growing opinions of the times.

"That God ca?i surpass the ordinary working of nature

to effect his pleasure," continued Emich, " we may at least

believe.
'

'
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" It may be believed, Herr Count, but is it necessary ? He
who made nature may use it at his pleasure,

'

'

'

' Ha ! thou hast no faith in miracles, boy !

'

'

" I am myself a miracle, that tells me every moment of

the existence of a superior power ; and in that much I bend

to its control. But it hath never been my fortune to hear an

image speak, or see it do aught else that belongs to the will."

" By my father's bones ! but thou art fit to deal with the

cunningest knave that wears a cowl ! How now, brave

followers !
" turning toward his people ; "leave no vestige

of the roguery and abominations that have so long been done

within these polluted walls !

"

"Herr Count !" said Berchthold, eagerly, presuming in

his haste to touch the cloak of Emich, " here are the Ben-

edictines !

"

The word caused the bold, and at that moment the inde-

pendent baron to turn suddenly, laying a hand on his sword

as he did so. But the hand released its grasp, and the fea-

tures of Emich immediately reverted to their former expres-

sion of anxiety and doubt at w^hat he now beheld.

By this time all of the different edifices which composed

the abbey of Limburg were fired, the church and its imme-

diate appendages alone excepted. The consequence was
such an increase of light wdthin the latter as penetrated the

most obscure of its Gothic recesses. The choir, above all,

received the strongest illumination ; and young Berchthold

thought its tracery never appeared so beautiful as in that

fearful moment of impending destruction. The candles and

lamps of the great altar began to look dim, and all around

prevailed the glorious and fiery brightness which accompa-

nies a fierce conflagration. During the instant that Emich
was turned towards his people, two monks had come from

the sacristy, and placed themselves on the steps of the al-

tar. They were the prior and Father Johan. The former

bore a small ivory crucifix, which from time to time he

kissed, while the latter placed at his feet a massive and cu-

riously carved chest of sufl&cient size and weight to have

required the aid of a lay brother to bring it from its repos-

itory.
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The countenance of the prior was mild, persuasive, and

filled with holy concern. That of his companion flushed,

excited, and bearing the look of feverish fire which is the

effect of an enthusiasm that springs as much from tempera-

ment as from conviction.

Emich looked at the Benedictines uneasily, and he ad-

vanced so near, always attended by the forester, as to be

within reach of his arm.
" 'Fore God, but ye are tardy, fathers," he said, deter-

mined to assume an indifference he was far from feeling :

"the pious Bonifacius hath departed many minutes, and

quickened as he is by the love of his person, I make no ques-

tion that his footsteps have already gone down the mountain

side?"
'

' Thou hast at length yielded to the whispering of the

devil, Count of Leiningen !
" returned the prior ;

" thou art

resolute that this blot shall rest upon thy soul
! '

'

"We are not at confession, holy Arnolph, but engaged in

a knightly redressing of our rights ; if thou hast aught here

that is dear to thee, take it, of God's name, and go thy way.

Thou shalt have safe conduct, were it to the gates of Rome
;

for, of all thy fraternity, thou art he for whom alone I feel

regret or amity, in this just enterprise."
'

' I know not this difference in love, when it touches the

existence of our shrine, or the duty that ties us to its service.

This question is not between thee and me, I,ord Emich, but

between thee and God !

'

'

"Have it as thou wilt, Herr Prior, so thou dost but depart

in peace."
" I am not weak enough to resist when resistance is vain,"

mildly answered the monk ;

'

' nor am I quick to desert

my post while there is hope. Thou hast not well be-

thought thee of this act, Emich ; thou hast not remem-
bered thy posterity, nor thy kind interest in the noble

Ermengarde !
'

'

"Dost fancy me an uxorious citizen, reverend Arnolph,

that thou wouldst fain stop a knight in his onset by speak-

ing of the good wife and her babes ?
'

'

As he concluded, Emich laughed.
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" Thou hast not well conceived me. This is not a ques-

tion of death in battle, or of the grief of those who survive
;

for such thoughts are, unhappily, but too common with those

who rule the earth, to raise disquiet ; but I would speak to

thee of the long future and of its pains. Dost thou know,

irreverent baron, that the God of Israel—who is my God and

thine—the God of Israel hath said that he will visit the sins

of the parent on the descendant, from generation to genera-

tion ? and yet, blinded by this specious success, thou seemest

to court his anger."
'

' This may be so or not ; for ye of the cloisters have many
subtle ways of reasoning as j'ou wish ; but to me it appear-

eth better that each should suffer for his own sins ; and such,

I take it, is what the community of Limburg doth now
undergo."

" That we have done much evil, and neglected much good,

is, alas, too true !

"

'

' By the kings of Koeln ! thou art getting to be of our

side, holy Amolph !

"

" For such is the common course," continued the unmoved

prior
—"but that thou art not our judge is equally certain.

That each does and will suffer for his own acts is beyond

denial, but the fearful consequences of crime do not stop

with him who hath committed it. This much is taught us

by reason, and what is still more sure, it is consecrated by

words from God's own mouth. Ponder, then, whilst thou

ma}", on the load of sorrow thou art heaping on thy de-

scendants : remember that thou standest there, subject to

goading passions, the miserable being thou art, simply that

in thy person thou payest the price of a parent's sins. What
our common father did, is still avenged on us his children."

" How now, Herr Prior ; thou pushest my pedigree much
beyond its pretensions. Noble and princely, if thou wilt,

but I pass not the dark ages in any of my claims. Let

them that have greater ambition pay for the purchase

in the way thou namest ; I am content with more modern

honors. '

'

Emich spoke jeeringly, but the attentive monk saw that

he was troubled.
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" If thou hast no thought for posterity—none for thyself

—none for thy God, Emich," the latter resumed, "bethink

thee of those who have gone before. Hast already forgotten

thy visit to the tombs of thy family ? '

'

'

' Thou hast me there, Arnolph ! Those sacred vaults

have been thy convent's shield these many months !

"

'

' And thou art now disposed to forget them ? '

'

" If thou wilt ask yon honest men, they will tell thee,

prior, they have no order to spare the meanest of thy marble

cherubs, even though it hover over a grave of mine own
house."

'

' Then do I indeed despair of touching thy heart !

'

' an-

swered Father Arnolph, sorrowing as much for the crime

as for the consequences. ' * Then indeed art thou madly

and ruthfully bent not only on our destruction but on

thine own ; for pity for the child, and love of the parent,

are equally despised. Emich of Leiningen, I curse thee

not ; this is a weapon too fearful for human hands lightly

to wield. I bless thee not ; duty to God forbids the holy

office."

"Hold, reverend Arnolph, let us not part in anger. I

would, in sooth, crave from thy worthy hands some touch of

consolation—if—ay—if there be chapel in this church, for

which thou hast more than usual reverence, let it be named,

and I swear by knight's faith, unless the work be already

done, it shall stand unscathed amid the ruins, in testimony

of my love for thee—or if thou hast aught here of price,

whether of monkish or worldly value, point it out, that it

may be held safe for thy better leisure. In return, I ask but

the parting words of peace."
" 'Tis forbidden to those who w^ar against God," returned

the grieved prior, releasing his robe from the eager grasp of

the baron.
'

' I can and will pray for thee, Emich ; but to

bless thee were treachery to Heaven !

'

'

So saying, the pious Arnolph buried his face in his dress,

to shut out the view of the profanation that was working

around him, and withdrew slowly from the choir.



CHAPTER XXI.

" Avaunt

!

Incarnate Lucifer ! 't is holy ground
;

A martyr's ashes now lie there, which make it

A shrine."
Byron.

DURING the foregoing scene, the Benedictine already

known to the reader as Father Johan had awaited

its issue with a species of lofty patience on the

steps of the altar. But in a character so exagger-

ated there remained little that was purely natural ; even

the forbearance of the monk partook of the forced and fervid

qualities of his mind. Conventual discipline, deep and in-

voluntary respect for the prior, and that very disdain which

he felt for all gentle means of recalling a sinner to the fold,

kept him tolerably tranquil w^hile Emich and his spiritual

superior held their parley ; but there was a gleam of wild

delight in his eye, when he found, of all that powerful and

boasted fraternity, that he alone remained to defend the al-

tars. The feeling of the moment in such a breast, notwith-

standing the scene of tumult that rather increased than

diminished in the church, was that of triumph. He exulted

in his own constancy, and he anticipated the effects which

were to follow from his firmness with the self-complacency

of a prurient confidence, and with the settled conviction of

an enthusiast.

Emich took little heed of his presence during the first

moments that succeeded the departure of the prior. There

is a majesty and a quiet energy in truth and sound prin-

ciples that happily form their constant buttresses. With-

out this wise provision of Providence, the world would be

258
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hopelessly abandoned to the machinations of those who
consider all means lawful, provided the ends tend to their

own success. All near the Abbej' of Limburg had felt

the influence of these high qualities in Father Arnolph,

and it is more than probable that, as in the case of the

city of Canaan, had the community contained four of his

spiritual peers, the abbey would not have fallen.

The count, in particular, who, like all that first break from

mental servitude, was so often troubled with strong doubts,

had long entertained a deep respect for this monk ; and it is

not improbable that had the pious Arnolph full}' understood

his own power, by an earlier and more vigilant use of his

means, he might have found a way to avert the blow that had

now alighted on I^imburg. But the meekness and modesty

of the prior were qualities as strongly marked as his more
active virtues, and the policy of Limburg was not of a char-

acter to rely on either for its security.

"There is good in that brother," said Emich to Berch-

thold, when his thoughtful eye again rose to the face of the

young forester. " Had he been mitred, instead of Boni-

facius, our rights might have still suffered."

" Few are more beloved than Father Arnolph, Herr Count,

and none so deserve to be.
'

'

"Thou art of this mind ! How now. Master Heinrich !

art in monkish meditation in thj- stall, or dost dispose of

the lesson of the virtuous Ulricke more at thy ease, in a

seat where so much substantial carnal aliment hath been

digested by godly Benedictines ! Come to the front, like a

stoiit soldier, and give us the savor of thy good wisdom in

this strait."

" Methinks our work is wellnigh done. Lord Emich,"
answered Heinrich, complying with the request. "My
faithful townsmen are not idle in the chapels and among
the tombs, and the sledge of yon smith dealeth with an

angel an' it were a bar of molten iron. Each stroke

leaves a mark that no chisel will repair !

"

" Let the knaves amuse themselves ; everj- blow is quick-

ened by the recollection of some hard penance. Thou seest

that they place the confessionals in a pile ready for the torch !
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This is attacking the enemy in his citadel. But Heinrich,

is the excellent Ulricke wont to come forth with thee in thy

frays against the church ? God's judgments ! Were Ermen-

garde of this humor, we should have no hope of salvation in

our castle !

'

'

"You do my wife injustice, Herr Count; Ulricke was

here to pray, and not to encourage."

"Thou mightest have spared the explanation, for truly

such encouragement never did soldier need ! Wert privy

to the visit—ha !—wert privy, worthy burgomaster ?
'

'

" To speak j^ou honestly, Herr Emich, I thought the

woman otherwise bestowed !

"

" By the Magi ! in her bed ?
"

" Nay, at her prayers, but in a different place. But we
do her too much honor, noble Emich, to let the movements

of a mere housewife occupy our high thoughts in this busy

moment."
'

' Nothing that touches thee is of light concern with thy

friends, good burgomaster," answered the baron, who pon-

dered with instinctive uneasiness, even in that moment of

tumult, on this visit of Ulricke to the Benedictines, at an

hour so unusual.
'

' Thou art well wived, Herr Heinrich, and all that know
thy consort do her honor !

'

'

The burgomaster was a man by far too well satisfied

with his own superior merits to harbor jealousy. Self-

complacency might have been at the bottom of his security,

though it were scarce possible for one even much more

addicted by nature to that tormenting passion, to have

lived so long in perfect familiarity with the pure mind of

Ulricke, without feeling reverence for its principles and

virtue. The sentiments of the baron were very different
;

for though in his heart equally convinced of the character

of her to whom he alluded, he could not altogether exclude

the suspicions of a man of loose habits, nor the uneasiness

of one who had himself been discarded. The answer of

the husband, however, served to turn the discourse, by giv-

ing the burgomaster an opportunity of placing himself in

the most prominent relief.
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"A thousand thanks, illustrious Herr," he said, raising

his cap ;

'

' the woman is not amiss, though much troubled

with infirmity on the score of altars and penances. When
we shall have fairly disposed of Limburg, another reign

will commence among our wives and daughters, and we can

hope for more quiet Sabbaths. As to this grace of your

present speech, lord count, I take it, as it was no doubt

meant, to be another pledge of our lasting amity and close

alliance."

"Thou talkest well," quickly answered Emich, losing

the passing feeling of distrust in the recollection of his

present purpose ; "no words of friendship are lost on a

true and sworn supporter. Well, Heinrich, is our affair

finally achieved ? '

'

" Sapperment ! Herr Count, if not finished, it is in a fair

way to be so quickly.
'

'

"Here remaineth a Benedictine!" said Berchthold,

drawing their attention to the monk, who still maintained

his post on the steps of the altar.
'

' The bees do not relish quitting their hive while any of

the hard earnings are left," said the count, laughing ; "what

wouldst thou, Father Johan ? If thy careful mind hath had

thought of the precious vessels, make thy choice and depart.
'

'

The Benedictine returned the laugh of the noble with a

smile of deep, but quiet exultation.

"Assemble thy followers, rude baron," he said; "call

all within thy control to this sanctified spot, for there yet

remaineth a power to be overcome of which thou hast not

taken heed ; at the moment when thou fanciest thyself

most secure, art thou nearest to disgrace and to destruc-

tion."

As the excited monk suited his words by a correspond-

ing energy of emphasis and tone, Emich recoiled a step,

like one who distrusted a secret mine. The desperate

character of Father Johan' s enthusiasm was well known,

and neither of the three listeners was without apprehension

that the fraternity, aware of the invasion, had plotted some

deep design of vengeance, which this exaggerated brother

had been deputed to execute.
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" Ho ! without there !
" cried the count. " Let a party

descend quickly to the crypt, and look to the villianies of

these pretended saints ; cousin of Viederbach," revealing,

in the eagerness of the moment, the presence of this sworn

soldier of the cross, " see thou to our safety, for the Rhodian

warfare hath made thee familiar with these treacheries.
'

'

The call of the count, which was uttered like a battle

cry, stayed the hands of the destroyers. Some rushed to

obey the order, while most of the others gathered hastily

into the choir. It is certain that the presence of fellow-

suflferers diminishes the force of fear, even though it may
in truth increase the danger ; for such is the constitution

of our minds, that they willingly admit the influence of

sympathy, whether it be pain or pleasure. When Emich
found himself backed by so many of his band, he thought

less of the apprehended mine, and he turned to ques-

tion the monk, with more of the calmness that became his

condition.

"Thou wouldst have the followers of Hartenburg, father,"

he said, ironically, " and thou seest how readily they come !

"

" I would that all who have listened to schismatics

—

all who refuse honor to the holy Church—all who deu}^

Rome—and all that beUeve themselves on earth freed

from the agency of Heaven, now stood before me!" an-

swered the Benedictine, examining the group of heads that

clustered among the stalls, with the bright, but steady eye

of one engrossed with the consciousness of his force.

"Thou art in hundreds, Count Leiningen—would it were

God's pleasure that it had been in millions !

"

" We are of sufficient strength for our object, monk."
" That remaineth to be seen. Now, listen to a voice

from above ! I speak to you, unhallowed ministers of the

will of this ambitious baron—to you, misguided and igno-

rant tools of a scheme that hath been plotted of evil, and

hath been brought forth from the prolific brain of the rest-

less father of sin. Ye have come at the heels of your lord

vainl}^ rejoicing in a visible but impotent power—impi-

ouslj^ craving the profits of your unholy enterprise, and

foro:ettins: God—

"
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" By the mass, priest !
" interrupted Emich ; "thou hast

once already given us a sermon to-day, and time presseth.

If thou hast an enemy to present, bring him forth ; but

we tire of these churchly oflSces.
'

'

"Thou hast had thy moment of wanton will, abandoned

Emich, and now cometh the judgment—seest thou this

box of precious relics—dost thou forget that Litnburg is

rich in these holy remains, and that their virtues are yet

untried ? Woe to him who scoflFeth at their character and

despiseth their power !

"

"Stay thy hand, Johan !
" cried the count, hastily, when

he saw that the monk was about to expose some of those

well-known vestiges of mortality to which the Church of

Rome then as now attributed miraculous interventions

;

*

' this is no moment for fooleries !
'

'

'

' Callest thou this sacred oflSce by so profane a name ?

Abide the issue, foul-mouthed asperser of our holy author-

ity, and triumph if thou canst !

"

The count was much disturbed, for his reason had far

less influence now in supporting him than his ambition.

The party in the rear, too, began to waver, for opinion

was not then sufficiently confirmed to render the mass
indifferent to such an exposure of clerical power. What-
ever may be the difference that exists between Christian

sects concerning the validity of modem miracles, all will

allow that, when trained in the belief of their reality, the

mind is less prepared to resist their influence than that of

any other engine by which it can be assailed, since it is

placing the impotency of man in direct and obvious collision

with the power of the Deity. Before such an exhibition

of force, nature offers no means of resistance, and the

mysterious and unseen agency by which the wonder is

produced enlists in its interest both the imagination and
that innate dread of omnipotence which all possess.

"'Twere well this matter went no further!" said

Emich, uneasily whispering his principal agents.

" Nay, my lord count," answered Berchthold, calmly,
" it may be good to know the right of the matter. If we
are not of Heaven's side in this affair, let it be shown iv
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our own behalf ; and if the Benedictines are no better than

pretenders, our consciences will be all the easier.
'

'

'

' Thou art presuming, boy—none know the end of this !

Herr Heinrich, thou art silent !

"

'

' What w^ould you have, noble Emich, of a poor burgo-

master ? I will own, I think it were more for the advan-

tage of Deurckheim that the matter went no further.
'

'

*

' Thou hearest, Benedictine !
'

' said the count, laying the

point of his sheathed sword on the richly chased and much
reverenced box that the monk had already unlocked— " this

must stop here !

'

'

"Take aw-ay the weapon, Emich of Leiningen," said

Father Johan, with dignity.

The count obeyed, though he scarce knew why.
" This is a fearful instant for the unbeliever," continued

the monk ;

'

' the moment is near when our altars shall be

avenged—nay, recoil not, bold baron—remain to the end, ye

dissolute and forsaken followers of the wicked, for in vain

ye hope to flee the judgment."

There was so much of tranquil enthusiasm in the air and

faith of Father Johan, that, spite of a general wish to be at

a distance from the relics, curiosity, and the inherent princi-

ple of religious awe, held each man spell-bound ; though

every heart beat quicker as the monk proceeded, calmly, and

with a reverential mien, to expose the bones of saints, the

remnants of mantles, the reputed nails of the true cross, and

morsels of its wood, with divers other similar memorials of

holy events, and of sainted martyrs. Not a foot had power

to retire. When all were laid, in solemn silence, on the

bright and glowing shrine. Father Johan, crossing himself,

again turned to the crowd.
" What may be Heaven's purpose in this strait, I know

not,
'

' he said ;

'

' but withered be the hand, and forever

accursed the soul of him who dareth violence to these holy

vestiges of Christian faith !
'

'

Uttering these ominous words, the Benedictine faced the

crucifix, and knelt in silent prayer. The minute that fol-

lowed was one of fearful portent to the cause of the invad-

ers. Eye sought eye in doubt, and one regarded the fretted
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vault, another gazed intently at the speaking image of

Maria, as if each expected some miraculous manifestation

of divine displeasure. The issue would have been doubtful,

had not the cherry-wood trumpet of the cow-herd again

sounded most opportunely in his master's behalf The
wily knave blew a well-known and popular imitation of the

beasts of his herd, among the arches of the chapel, striking

at the effect of what had just passed by the interposition of

a familiar and vulgar idea. The influence of the ludicrous

at moments when the passions vacillate or the reason tot-

ters, is too well known to need elucidation. It is another

of those caprices of humanity that baffle theories, proving

how very far we are removed from being the exclusively

reasoning animal we are fond of thinking the species.

The expedient of the ready-witted Gottlob produced its

full effect. The most ignorant of the castle followers, those

even whose dull minds had been on the verge of an abject

deference to superstition, took courage at the daring of the

cow-herd ; and, as the least founded in any belief are com-

monly the most vociferous in its support, this portion of the

band echoed the interruption from fifty hoarse throats.

Emich felt like a man reprieved ; for under the double in-

fluence of his own distrust and the wavering of his follow-

ers, the count for a moment had fancied his long-meditated

destruction of the community of Limburg in great danger

of being frustrated.

Encouraged by each other's cries, the invaders returned to

their work, laughing at their own alarm. The chairs and

confessionals had been already heaped in the great aisle, and

a brand was thrown into the pile. Fire was applied to the

church wherever there was food for the element, and some

of the artisans of Deurckheim, better instructed than their

looser associates, found the means to light the conflagration

to such parts of the roofs and the other superior stories, as

would insure the destruction of the pile. In the meantime,

all the exterior edifices had been burning, and the whole

hill, to the eye of him who dwelt in the valley beneath,

presented volumes of red flame or of lurid smoke.

During the progress of this scene, Emich paced the choir.
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partly exulting in his success, and partly doubting of its

personal fruits. Over the temporal consequences he had

well pondered ; but the motionless attitude of Father Johan,

the presence of the long-reverenced relics, and the denuncia-

tions of the church, still had their terrors for one whose

mind had few well-grounded resources to sustain it. From
this state of uneasiness he was aroused by the noise of the

sledge, at work in the crypt. Followed by Heinrich and

Berchthold, the count hastened to descend to this place,

which it will be remembered contained the tombs and the

chapel of his race. Here, as above, all was in bright light,

and all was in confusion. Most of the princely and noble

tombs had already undergone mutilation, and no chapel had

been respected. Before that of Hartenburg, however, Al-

brecht of Viederbach stood, with folded arms and a thought-

ful eye. The cloak which, during the commencement of

the attack, had serv^ed to conceal his person, was now neg-

lected, and he seemed to forget the prudence of disguise in

deep contemplation.
'

' We have at length got to the monuments of our fathers,

cousin," said the count, joining him.
" To their very bones, noble Emich !

"

'

' The worth>• knights have long slept in evil company
;

there shall be further rest for them in the chapel of Har-

tenburg.
'

'

' * I hope it may be found, Herr Graf, that this adventure

is lawful !

'

'

'

' How ! dost thou doubt, with the work so near accom-

plished?"
" By the mass ! a soldier of Rhodes might better be

fighting your turbaned infidel, than awakening the nobles

of his own house from so long a sleep, at so short a sum-

mons !

"

"Thou canst retire into my hold, Herr Albrecht, if thy

arm is wearied," said Emich, coldly ; "not a malediction

can reach thee there."

"That would be poor requital for a free hospitality,

cousin ; the travelling knight is the ally of the last friend,

even though there be some wrong to general duties. But
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we cavaliers of the island well know that a retreat, to be

honorable, must be orderly, and not out of season. I am
with thee, Emich, for the hour, and so no more parley.

This was the image of the good bishop of our line ? '

'

'

' He had some such reverend ofl&ce, I do believe ; but

speak of him as thou wilt, none can say he was a Bene-

dictine.
'

'

"It had been better, cousin, since this church is to be

sacked, that our predecessors had found other consecrated

ground for their dust. Well, we sworn soldiers pass un-

even lives ! It is now some twelve months or so that, like

a loyal and professed Rhodian, I stood to my knees in

water, making good a trench against your believer in houris

and your unbeliever in Christ ; and now, forsooth, I am
here as a spectator (none call me more with honesty), while

a Christian altar is overturned, and a brotherhood of shaven

monks are sent adrift upon earth, like so many disbanded

mercenaries !
'

'

" By the three Kings ! my cousin, thou makest a fit com-

parison ; for like disbanded mercenaries have they gone forth

to prey upon society in a new shape. Spare the angel of my
grandfather, good smith," cried Emich, interrupting him-

self; "if there be any virtue in the image, 't is for the

benefit of our house !

'

'

Dietrich stayed his uplifted arm, and directed the in-

tended blow at another object. The marble flew in vast

fragments at each collision with his sledge, and the leaders

of the party soon found it necessary to retire, to avoid the

random efforts of the heated crowd.

There no longer remained a doubt of the fate of these

long-known and much-celebrated conventual buildings.

Tomb fell after tomb, monuments were defaced, altars were

overturned, chapels sacked, and every object that was in

the least likely to resist the action of fire received such

indelible injuries as rendered its restoration difl&cult or im-

possible.

During the continuance of their efforts, the conflagration

had advanced as the fierce element that had been called in

to assist the destroyers is known to do its work. Most of
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the dormitories, kitchens, and outer buildings were con-

sumed, so far as the materials allowed, beyond redress
;

and it became apparent that the great church and its de-

pendencies would soon be untenable.

Emich and his companions were still in the crypt, when
a cr>' reached them, admonishing all within hearing to re-

treat, lest they become victims to the flames. Berchthold

and the smith drove before them the crowd from the crj'pt,

and there was a general rush to gain the outer door.

When the interior of the church was clear, the count and

his followers paused in the court, contemplating the scene

with curious eyes, like men satisfied with their work. No
sooner was the common attention directed back toward the

spot from whence they had just escaped, than a general cry,

that partook equally of wonder and horror, broke from the

crowd. As the doors were all thrown wide, and everj^

cranny of the building was illuminated by the fierce light of

the flames that were raging in the roofs, the choir was

nearly as visible to those without as if it stood exposed to

the rays of a noon-day sun. Father Johan was still kneel-

ing before the altar.

In obedience to the commands of Emich, the sacred

shrine had been stript of its precious vessels, but none had

presumed to touch a relic. On these long-venerated memo-
rials the Benedictine kept his eyes riveted, in the firm

conviction that, sooner or later, the power of God would

be made manifest in defence of his violated temple.

" The monk ! the monk !
" exclaimed fifty eager voices.

" I would fain save the fanatic !
" said Emich, with great

and generous concern.

" He may listen to one who beareth this holy emblem,"

cried the knight of Rhodes, releasing his cross from the

doublet in which it had been concealed. " Will any come

with me, to the rescue of this mad Benedictine ?
"

There was much of repentant atonement in the offer

of Albrecht of Viederbach, as there was of humanity.

But the impulse w^hich led young Berchthold forward was

purely generous. Notwithstanding the imminent peril of

the attempt, they darted together into the building, and
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passed swiftly up the choir. The heat was getting to be

oppressive, though the great height of the ceihngs still

rendered it tolerable. They approached the altar, advising

the monk of his danger by their cries.

" Do ye come to be witnesses of Heaven's power? " de-

manded Father Johan, smiling with the calm of an invet-

erate enthusiast ; "or do ye come, sore-stricken penitents

that ye have done this deed ? '

'

" Away, good father !
" hurriedly answered Berchthold

;

" Heaven is against the community to-night ; in another

minute, yon fiery roof will fall."
'

' Hearest thou the blasphemer, Lord ? Is it thy holy will

that—'

'

'

' Listen to a sworn soldier of the cross,
'

' interrupted

Albrecht, showing his Rhodian emblem—"we are of one

faith, and we will now depart together for another trial."

'

' Away ! false servant ! and thou, abandoned boy ! See

ye these sainted relics ?
— '

'

At a signal from the knight, Berchthold seized the monk
by one side, while Albrecht did the same thing on the

other, and he was yet speaking as they bore him down the

choir. But they struggled with one that a long-encouraged

and morbid view of life had rendered mad. Before they

reached the great aisle, the fanatic had liberated himself,

and, while his captors were recovering breath, he was

again at the foot of the altar. Instead of kneeling, how-

ever, Father Johan now seized the most venerated of the

relics, which he held on high, audibly imploring Heaven to

hasten to the manifestation of its majesty.

" He is doomed !
" said Albrecht of Viederbach, retiring

from the church.

As the knight of Rhodes rushed through the great door,

a massive brand fell from the ceiling upon the pavement,

scattering its coals like so many twinkling stars."
'

' Berchthold ! Berchthold !
'

' was shouted from a hundred

throats.

" Come forth, rash boy !
" cried Emich, with a voice in

which agony was blended with the roar of the conflagra-

tion.
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Berchthold seemed spell-bound. He gazed wistfully at

the monk, and darted back again toward the altar. An
awful crashing above, which resembled the settling of a

mountain of snow about to descend in an avalanche, grated

on the ear. The verj' men who, so short a time before, had
come upon the hill ready and prepared to slay, now uttered

groans of horror at witnessing the jeopardy of their fellow-

creatures ; for, whatever w^e may be in moments of excite-

ment, there are latent sympathies in human nature which

too much use may deaden, but which nothing but death can

finall}' extinguish.
" Come forth, j'oung Berchthold ! come forth, my gallant

forester !

'

' shouted the voice of the count above the clamor

of the crowd, as if rallying his followers with a battle-cr>%
'

' He will die W'ith the wretched monk ! The youth is

mad !

"

Berchthold was struggling with the Benedictine, though

none knew what passed between them. There was another

crash, and the whole pavement began to glow with fallen

brands. Then came a breaking of rafters, and a scattering

of the fire denoted the end. The interior of the chapel

resembled the burning shower which usually closes a Roman
girandola, and the earth shook with the fall of the massive

structure. There are horrors on which few human eyes can

bear to dwell. At this moment nearly ever>' hand veiled a

face, and every head was averted. But the movement
lasted only an instant. When the interior was again seen,

it appeared a fierj^ furnace. The altar still stood, however,

and Johan miraculousl}' kept his post on its steps. Berch-

thold had disappeared. The gesticulations of the Benedic-

tine were wilder than ever, and his countenance was that of

A man whose reason had hopelessly departed. He kept his

feet only for a moment, but withering fell. After which his

body was seen to curl like a green twig that is seared by the

flames.



CHAPTER XXII.

" Masters, you ought to consider among yourselves."

Midsummer Nighfs Dream.

THE constant moral sentinel that God hath set on

watch in every man's breast, but which acts so

diflferently in different circumstances, though,

perhaps, in no condition of humiliation and ignor-

ance does it ever entirely desert its trust, is sure to bring

repentance with the sense of error. It is vain to say that

this innate sentiment of truth, which we call conscience, is

the mere result of opinion and habit, since it is even more
apparent in the guileless and untrained child than in the

most practical man, and Nature has so plainly set her mark
upon all its workings as to prove its identity with the fear-

ful being that forms the incorporeal part of our existence.

Like all else that is good, it may be weakened and perverted,

or be otherwise abused ; but, like everything that comes

from the same high source, even amid these vicious changes,

it will retain traces of its divine author. We look upon this

unwearied monitor as a vestige of that high condition from

which the race fell ; and we hold it to be beyond dispute

that precisely as men feel and admit its influence do they

approach or recede from their original condition of innocence.

The destruction of the abbey was succeeded by most of

those signs which attend all acts of violence, in degrees that

are proportioned to previous habits. Even they who had

been most active in accomplishing this long-meditated blow

began to tremble for its consequences ; and few in the

Palatinate heard of the deed without holding their breaths

like men who expected Heaven would summarily avenge

271
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the sacrilege. But in order that the thread of the narrative

should not be broken, we will return to our incidents in

their proper order, advancing the time but a few days after

the night of the conflagration.

The reader will have to imagine another view of the

Jaegerthal. There was the same smiling sun, and the

same beneficent season ; the forest was as green and waving,

the meadows were as smooth and dark, the hill-sides as

bright beneath the play of light and shade, while the mur-

muring brook was as limpid and swift as when first pre-

sented to his eye in these pages. Not a hut or cottage was
disturbed, either in the hamlets or along the travelled paths,

and the hold of Hartenburg still frowned in feudal power

and baronial state on the well-known pass of the mountains,

gloomy, massive, and dark. But the hill of Limburg
presented one of those sad and melancholy proofs of the

effects of violence which are still scattered over the face of

the Old World like so many admonitory beacons of the

scenes through which its people have reached their present

state of comparative security ; beacons that shotdd be as

useful in communicating lessons for the future as they are

pregnant with pictures of the past.

The outer wall remained unharmed, with the single ex-

ception of the principal gate, which bore the indelible marks

of the smith's sledges ; but above this barrier the work of

devastation appeared in characters not to be mistaken.

Every roof, and there had been fifty, was fallen ; every wall,

some of which were already tottering, was blackened ; and

not a tower pointed toward the sky that did not show marks

of the manner in which the flames had wreathed around its

slender shaft. Here and there a small thread of white

smoke curled upward, losing itself in the currents of the

air, resembling so many of the lessening symptoms of a vol-

cano after an explosion. A small crucifix, which popular

rumor said was wood, but which, in fact, was of painted

stone, still kept its place on a gable of the ruined church
;

and many a peasant addressed to it his silent prayers, firm

in the belief that God had protected this image of his sacri-

fice throughout the terrors of the memorable night.
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In and about the castle there appeared the usual evidences

of a distrustful watch ; such ward as is kept by him who
feels that he has justly become obnoxious to the hand of the

constituted powers. The gates were closed ; the sentinels

on the wall and bastions were doubled ; and, from time to

time, signals were made that communicated with look-outs,

so stationed on the hills that they could command views of

the roads which led towards the Rhine, beyond the gorge of

the valley.

The scene in Deurckheim was different, though it also

had some points of resemblance with that in the hold.

There was the same apprehension of danger from without

—the same watchfulness on the walls and in the towers

—and the same unusual display of an armed force. But in

a town of this description, it was not easy to imitate the

gloomy reserve of baronial state. The citizens grouped to-

gether in the streets, the women gossiped as in all sudden

and strong cases of excitement, and even the children ap-

peared to reflect the uneasiness and indecision of their par-

ents ; for as the hand of authority relaxed in their seniors,

most wandered idly and vaguely among the men, listening

to catch such loose expressions as might enlighten their

growing understandings. The shops were opened, as usual,

but many stopped to discourse at the doors, while few

entered ; and most of the artisans wasted their time in

speculations on the consequence of the hardy step of their

superiors.

In the meantime there was a council held in the town

hall. Here were assembled all who laid claim to civic au-

thority in Deurckheim, with some who appeared under the

claim of their services in the late assault upon the monks.

A few of the anxious wives of the burghers, also, were seen

collected in the more public rooms of the building ; for

domestic influence was neither covert nor trifling in that

uxorious and simple community. We shall resume the

narrative within the walls of this municipal edifice.

The burgomaster and other chief men were much moved
by the vague apprehension which was the consequence of

their hazardous experiment. Some were bold in the au-
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dacity of success ; some doubted merely because the de-

struction of the brotherhood seemed too great a good to

come unmixed with evil ; some held their opinions in sus-

pense, waiting for events to give a value to their predic-

tions ; and others shook their heads in a manner that would

appear to imply a secret knowledge of consequences that

were not apparent to vulgar faculties. The latter class

was more remarkable for its pretension to exclusive merit

than for numbers, and would have been equally prompt to

exaggerate the advantages of the recent measure, had the

public pulse just then been beating on the access. But the

public pulse was on the decline, and, as we have said, see-

ing and understanding all the advantages that were to be

hoped from the defeat of Bonifacius, uncertainty quickened

most imaginations in a manner to conjure disagreeable

pictures of the future. Even Heinrich, who wanted for

neither moral nor physical resolution, was disturbed at his

own victor>% though if questioned he could scarcely have

told the reason why. This uneasiness was heightened by

the fact that most of his compeers regarded him as the

man on whom the weight of the church's and of the elec-

tor's displeasure was most likely to fall, though it is more

than probable that his situation would have been far less

prominent, had there been no question of any results but

such as were agreeable.

This sort of distinction, so isolated in defeat, and so so-

cial in prosperity, is a species of revenge that society is

very apt to take of all who pretend to be wiser or better

than itself, by presuming to point the way in cases of

doubtful expediency, or in presuming to lead the way in

those that require decision and nerve. He alone is certain

of an unenvied reputation who, in preceding the main

body in the great march of events, leaves no ver>' sensible

space between him and his fellows ; while he alone can

hope for impunity who keeps so near his backers as to be

able to confound himself in the general mass, when singu-

larity brings comment and censure.

Heinrich fully felt the awkwardness of his position, and,

just then, he would gladly have compounded for less of the
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fame acquired by the bold manner in which he had led the

attack, in order to be rid of some of his anxiety. Still, a

species of warlike instinct led him to put the best face on

the affair, and when he addressed his colleagues, it was

with cheerfulness in his tones, however little there might

have been of that desirable feeling in his heart.

"Well, brethren," he said, looking around at the knot

of well-known faces which surrounded him, in the gravity

of civic authority, " this weighty matter is, at length, hap-

pily, and, as it has been effected without bloodshed, I may
say peaceably over ! The Benedictines are departed, and

though the excellent abbot hath taken post in a neighbor-

ing abbey, whence he sends forth brave words to frighten

those who are unused to more dangerous missiles, it will

be long before we shall again hear Limburg bell tolling in

the Jaegerthal."
" For that I can swear," said the smith, who was among

the inferiors that crowded a corner of the hall, occupying

as little space as possible, in deference to their head-men
;

'

' my own sledge hath helped to put the fine-toned instru-

ment out of tune !
'

'

'

' We are now met to hear further propositions from the

monks ; but as the hour set for the arrival of their agent is

not yet come, we can lighten the moments by such dis-

course as the circumstances may seem to require. Hast

anything to urge that will ease the minds of the timid,

brother Wolfgang? if so, of God's name give it utterance,

that we may know the worst at once."

The aflBnity between Wolfgang and Heinrich existed

altogether in their civic relations. The former, although

he coveted the anticipated advantages that were to result

from the downfall of Limburg, had a constitutional defer-

ence for all superior power, and was unable to enjoy the

triumph without the bitterest misgivings concerning the

displeasure of the elector and Rome. He was aged, too, a

fact that served to heighten the tremor of tones that, by a

very general convention, are termed raven.

"It is wise to call upon the experienced and wise for

counsel in pressing straits,
'

' returned the old burgher, '

' for
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years teach the folly of everything human, inclining us to

look at the world with moderation, and with less love for

ourselves and our interests
— '

'

'

' Brother Wolfgang, thou art not yet 3'ielding so fast as

thou wouldst have us believe," interrupted Heinrich, who
particularly disliked any discouraging views of the future.
'

' Thou art but a boy—the difference between us cannot be

greater than some five-and-twenty years.
'

'

'

' Not that, not that ; I count but three-and-seventy, and

thou mayest fairly number fifty-and-five.

"

" Thou heapest honors on me I little deserve, friend

Wolfgang. I shall not number the days thou namest these

many months, and Time marches fast enough without any

fillips from us to help him. If I have yet seen more than

fifty-four, may my fathers arise from their graves to claim

the little they left behind, when they took leave of earth !

"

'

' Words can make neither young, but I could wish we
had found means to lay this unquiet spirit of Limburg with-

out so much violence and danger to ourselves. I am old,

and have little interest in life, except to see those who will

come after me happy and peaceful. Thou knowest that I

have neither chick nor child, neighbor Heinrich, and the

heart of such a man can onlj- beat for all. 'T were, indeed,

folly in me to think of much else than of that great future

which lies before us.
'

'

" Sapperment !
" exclaimed the smith, who was disposed

to presume a little on the spirit he had shown in the late

attack. "Worshipful burgomaster, were Master Wolfgang

to deal out some of his stores a little freely to the Benedic-

tines, the whole affair might be quietly settled, and Deurck-

heim would be a great gainer. I warrant you, now, that

Bonifacius would be glad to receive a well-told sum in gold,

without question or further account, in lieu of his lodgings

and fare in Limburg, of which he was only a life-tenant at

best. At least, such had been my humor, an' it had pleased

Heaven to have made me a Benedictine, and Bonifacius a

smith."
" And where is this gold to be had, bold-speaking arti-

san ?
'

' demanded the aged burgher severely.
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'

' Where but from your untouched stores, venerable Wolf-

gang," answered the single-minded smith. "Thou art old,

father, and as thou truly sayest, without offspring ; the hold

of life is getting loose ; and to deal with thee in frankness, I

see no manner in which the evil may be so readily turned

from our town."

"Peace, senseless talker ! dost think thy betters have no

other emplo3^ment for their goods than to cast them to the

winds as thy sparks scatter at the stroke of the sledge?

The little I have hath been gained with sore toil and much
saving, and it may yet be needed to keep want and beggary

from my door. Nay, nay, when we are young we think

the dirt may be turned to gold ; hot blood and lusty limbs

cause us to believe man equal to any labor, ay, even to

living without food ; but when experience and tribulation

have taught us truth, we come to know, neighbors, the

value of pence. I am of a long-living stock. Heaven help

us ! and there is greater likelihood of my yet becoming a

charge to the town than of my ever doing a tithe of that

this heedless smith hath hinted.
'

'

" By St. Benedict, master ! I hinted naught : what I said

was in plain words, and it is this, that one so venerable for

his years, and so respected for his means, might do great

good in this strait ! Such an act would sweeten the few

days thou yet hast."

" Get thee away, fellow ; thou talkest of death an' it were

a joke. Do not the young go to their graves as well as

the old, and are there not instances of thousands that have

outlived their means? No, I much fear that this matter

will not be appeased without mulcting the artisans in heavy

sums ; but happily, most that belong to the crafts are young

and able to pay !
'

'

The reply of the smith, who was getting warm in a dis-

pute in which he believed all the merit was on his own
side, was cut short by a movement among the populace,

who crowded the outer door of the town-house ; the burgh-

ers seemed uneasy, as if they saw a crisis was near, and

then a beadle announced the arrival of a messenger from

the routed community of I,imburg. The civic authorities
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of Deurckheim, although assembled expresslj^ with the ex-

pectation of such a visit, were, like all men of but indiffer-

ently regulated minds, taken by surprise at the moment.

Nothing was digested, no plan of operations had been pro-

posed, and although all had dreamed for several nights of

the ver>' subject before them, not one of them all had

thought upon it. Still it was now necessary to act, and

after a little bustle, which had no other object than an

idle attempt to impose upon the senses of the messenger

by a senseless parade, orders were given that the latter

should be admitted.

The agent of the monks was himself a Benedictine. He
entered the hall, attended only by the city guard who had

received him at the gate, with his cowl so far down upon

his head as to conceal the features. There was a moment

of curiosity, and the name of "Father Siegfried" was

whispered from one to another, as each judged of the man
by the exterior.

"Uncover, of Heaven's mercy ! father," said Heinrich,

" and seat thyself as freely in the town-hall of Deurckheim,

as if thou wert at thine ease in the ancient cloisters of Lim-

burg. We are lions in the attack, but harmless as thy

marble cherubs when there is not occasion for your true

manly qualities ; so take thy seat, of God's name ! and be

of good cheer ; none will harm thee.
'

'

The voice of the burgomaster lost its confidence as he con-

cluded. The Benedictine was calmly removing the cowl

;

and when the cloth fell, it exposed the respected features of

Father Arnolph.
'

' He that comes in the service of him I call master,

needeth not this assurance,
'

' answered the monk ;

'

' still I

rejoice to find ye in this mood, and not bent on maintaining

an original error by further outrages. It is never too late

to see our faults, nor yet to repair them."
" I cry thy mercy, holy prior ! we had taken thee for a

very different member of the fraternity, and thou art not

the less welcome for being him thou art.
'

'

Heinrich arose respectfully, and his example was followed

by all present. The prior seemed pleased, and a glow, like
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that which a benevolent hope creates, passed athwart his

countenance. With perfect simplicity he took the offered

stool, as the least obtrusive manner of inducing the burgh-

ers to resume their seats. The experiment produced the

effect he intended.
" I should pretend to an indifference I do not feel, were

I to say, Heinrich Frey, that I come among you, men to

whom I have often administered the rites of the church

during long and watchful years, without the wish to find

that my ministrations are remembered."
'

' If there dwelleth knave in Deurckheim whose heart

hath not been touched by thy good works, father, the hound

is without bowels, and unfit to live among honest people."

"Most true!" exclaimed the smith, in his audible by-

play. "The burgomaster doth us all justice! I never

struck the spark from iron more freely than I will render re-

spect to the most reverend prior. His prayers are like tried

steel and, next to those of him of the hermitage, are in

most esteem among us. Fill me an abbey with such men,

and for one, I shall be ready to trust all our salvation to

their godliness, without thought or concern for ourselves.

Sapperment ! could such a community be found, it would

be a great relief to the laymen, and more particularly to

your artisan, who might turn all his thoughts to his craft,

with the certainty of being watched by men capable of set-

ting the quickest-witted devil at defiance !
'

'

Arnolph listened to this digression with patience, and he

acknowledged the courtesy and friendliness of his reception,

by a slow inclination of the head. He w^as too much accus-

tomed to hear these temporal applications of the spiritual

interests of which he was a minister, to be surprised at an}^-

thing, and he was too meek on the subject of his own
deserving, to despise any because they were weaker than him-

self. The Christian religion seems to be divided into two

great classes of worshippers ; those who think its consola-

tions are most palpable in their direct and worthy form,

and those whose aspirations are so spiritualized, and whose

thoughts are so sublimated, as to consider it a metaphysical

theory, in which the principal object is to preserve the logi-
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cal harmony. For ourselves, we believe it to be a dispen-

sation from God, to those of his creatures who are fearfully-

composed of the material and immaterial, and that so far as

it is connected with our probation here, it is never to be

considered as entirely distinct from one or the other of the

great attributes of our nature. It is evident that such

were not the views of the honest smith ; and it is probable,

had the matter been thoroughly sifted, it would have been

found that, as respects Duerckheim, he was altogether of

the popular party.

"Thou comest, father, like the dove to the ark, the

bearer of the olive-branch," resumed Heinrich ; "though
for our northern regions a leaf of the oak would more likely

have been the emblem, had Ararat been one of these well-

wooded hills of ours."
" I come to ofiFer the conditions of our brotherhood, and

to endeavor to persuade the misguided in Duerckheim to

accept them. The holy abbots, with the right reverend

fathers in God, the bishops of Spires and Worms, now
assembled in the latter cit}-, have permitted me to be the

bearer of their terms, an office I have sought, lest another

should forget to entreat and influence, in the desire to

menace."
" Gott bewahre ! thou hast done well, as is thy wont, ex-

cellent Arnolph ! Threats are about as useful with Deurck-

heim, as the holy water is in our Rhenish, both being well

enough in their places ; but he that cannot be driven must
be led, and liquor that is right good in itself needeth no
flavor from the church. As for this old misunderstanding

between Limburg of the one side, and the noble Count of

Hartenburg with our unworthy town of the other, the mat-

ter may be said to be now of easy adjustment, since the

late events have cleared it of its greatest difficulty ; and so,

from mj^ heart, I wish thee joy of thy mission, and felici-

tate the town that it hath to treat with one so skilful and

so reasonable. Thou wilt find us in a friendly humor, and

ready to meet thee half-wa}' ; for I know not the man in

Deurckheim that desireth to push the controversy a foot

farther, or who is not at heart content."
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" No, that would be out of reason and charity," said the

smith, speaking again among the auditors. " We ought to

show these Benedictines an example of moderation, neigh-

bors ; and therefore for one, though no better than a poor

artisan that gaineth his bread by blows on the anvil, do I

agree with the worshipful Heinrich, and say, of God's

name ! let us be reasonable in our demands, and be content

with as little as may be, in the settlement of our dispute."

The prior listened patiently, as usual, but a hectic glowed,

for an instant, on his cheek. It disappeared, and the benev-

olent blue e^^es was again seen shining amid features that

the cloister and the closet had long since robbed of all

other bloom. "Ye know, burghers of Deurckheim," he

answered,
'

' that in assailing the altars of Limburg ye set a

double power at defiance : that of the church, as it is con-

stituted and protected on earth, and that of God. My
errand, at this moment, is to speak of the first. Our father

of Worms is sorely angered, and he has not failed to address

himself directly and promptly to our father at Rome. In

addition to this reverend appeal, messengers have been

dispatched to both the elector and emperor, as w^ell as to

divers of the ecclesiastical princes who rule on the banks of

the Rhine. This is a fearful array of power to be met by

a mountain baron, and a city whose walls can be measured

by the leg in so short a time. But chiefly would I lay stress

on the evil that may flow from the displeasure of the head

of the church."

"And should he read the late exploit with severity,

reverend prior, what are we to look to as its fruits ? '

'

" To be denounced as excluded from the fold, and to be

left to the wickedness and folly of your own hearts ; in a

word , excommunication . '

'

'

' Umph ! this might prove a short way of recruiting the

followers of Brother Luther ! Thou knowest, holy Arnolph,

that men look more closely, every day, into these disputed

points."
" Would that they looked with more humility and under-

standing ! If ye consider the denunciations and benedic-

tions of him to whom has been confided the authority to
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bless and to curse, as of little weight, no words of mine can

heighten their effect ; but all among ye who are not pre-

pared to go the length that your burgomaster hath just

hinted, may deem it prudent to pause ere they incur the

heavy risk of living under such a weight of Heaven's dis-

pleasure.
'

'

The burghers regarded each other in doubt, few among
them being yet prepared to push resistance so far. Some
inwardly trembled, for habit and tradition were too strong

for the new opinions ; some shrewdly weighed the temporal

rather than the spiritual consequences ; and others rumi-

nated on the possibility of enduring the anathema in so

good company. There are thousands that are willing to

encounter danger in large bodies, who shrink from its haz-

ards alone ; and, perhaps, the soldier goes to the charge

quite as much stimulated b}' the sympathy of association,

as he is sustained by the dread of shame or the desire of

renown. The civic counsellors of Deurckheim now found

themselves in some such plight, and each man felt assur-

ance or doubt, much as he happened to meet with either

of those feelings expressed in the eyes of his neighbor.
'

' Have ye any less godly proposition to make ?
'

' asked

Heinrich, who perceived that the moral part of his civic

support began to waver,
'

' for these are parts in which we
are better skilled than on those that touch j'oiir doctrinal

niceties."

" I am commanded to saj^ that, as becomes their divine

office, the brotherhood of Limburg is disposed to pardon

and forget, inasmuch as duty will allow, the late act of

Deurckheim, on conditions that may be named."

"Ay, this is Christian-like, and will meet with a ready

return in our dispositions. On our side, too, holy prior,

there is every wish to forget the past, and to look only to

a quiet and friendly future—do I interpret the intentions

of the town well, my neighbors?"

"To the letter! No clerk could do it better." "Yes,

we are of the commimity's mind; it is wise to live at

peace, and to pardon and overlook," were ready answers

to this appeal.
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*

' Thou hearest, father ! a better mood no minister or

messenger need wish ! 'Fore Heaven ! we are all of one

mind in this particular ; and I know not that the man
would find safety in Deurckheim, who should talk of aught

but peace !
'

'

"It is to be mourned that ye have not always been of

this humor ; I come not, however, to reproach, but to re-

claim ; not to defy, but to persaude ; not to intimidate, but

to convince. Here are the written propositions of the holy

divines by whom I am charged with this oflBce of mediator,

and I leave it for a time to your private consultations.

"When ye shall have well digested this fit ofier, I will come
among ye in peace and friendliness.

'

'

The written proposals were received, and the whole as-

sembly rose to do the prior honor. As the latter left the

hall he asked permission of several of the burghers, among
whom was Heinrich Frey, to visit their families in the

spirit of Christian guardianship. The desired consents

were obtained without demur or doubt on the part of any
;

for whatever may be said or thought of the errors of pub-

lic opinion, it is usually right where the means are possessed

of at all giving it a true direction. The high estimation

in which Arnolph was held, by the mere force of popular

instinct, was never more plainly seen than on the present

occasion, when even those who had so lately warred against

the community threw open their doors without reserve
;

though it was well known that the late policy of the town

had many a secret enemy, and many a bitter commentator,

in that sex which is sometimes as slow to incite to violence

and resistance, as at others it is thoughtless and hasty.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

" What well-appointed leader fronts us here? "

J^in^ Henry IV.

THE missive of the monks was written in Latin.

At that period few wrote but the learned, and

every noble or town was obliged to maintain a

scholar to perform what are now the commonest

duties of intercourse. The clerkly agent of Deurckheim

had been educated for the church, and had even received

the tonsure ; but some irregularities of life, which, as it

would appear, were not within the pale of clerical privileges,

or which had been so unguarded as to bring scandal on the

profession, compelled him to give his destinies a new direc-

tion. As happens with most men who have expended much
time and labor in qualifying themselves for any particular

pursuit, and who are unexpectedly driven from its exercise,

this individual, who was named Ludwig, and who was often

ironically styled in common parlance Father Ludwig, never

completel)^ succeeded in repairing the injur>' done by the

first false step he had made. His acquirement procured

for him a certain amount of consideration, but as he was

known to be somewhat free in his manner of life, and,

especially as schism grew strong in Germany, a bold skep-

tic on most of the distinctive doctrines of the Catholic

church, he ever wore about his character some of that fan-

cied looseness which insensibly attaches itself to all rene-

gades, whether their motives be more or less corrupt. Still,

as he was known to be instructed, the multitude ascribed

more virtue to his secession than it would have imputed to

the withdrawal from the fold of fifty sincere believers ; for

284
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most believed there were means of judging that belonged

to the initiated, which did not fall to the lot of those who
worshipped in the outer court. We have daily proofs that

this weakness reaches into the temporal interests of life,

and that opinions are valued in proportion as there is

believed to be some secret means of acquiring information
;

though men rarelj' conceal anything that they know which

maybe revealed, and few indeed are disposed to "hide

their lights under a bushel."

Ludwig forgot no part of the intonation or emphasis,

while he uttered the unintelligible phrases of the monkish

missive. His auditors listened the more attentively, because

they did not understand a sjdlable of what he said ; atten-

tion seeming usually to be riveted in an inverse ratio to the

facilities of comprehension. Perhaps some of the higher

dignitaries flattered themselves that their inferiors might be

duped into the belief of their attainments ; a fact that could

not fail to increase their influence, since there is no better

evidence of the innate aspirations of our intellectual being,

than the universal deference that is paid to knowledge. We
have hazarded this supposition against the civic authorities

of Deurckheim, because we believe it depends upon a gen-

eral principle of human ambition ; and because in our own
case we well remember hearing out a sermon of more than

an hour's duration delivered in Low Dutch, and in a damp
church in Holland, when not a word, from the text to the

benediction, was understood.
" Right learnedl}' worded, and no doubt of proper cour-

tesy !

" exclaimed Heinrich, wheu the letter was ended, and
while the clerk was clearing his spectacles, preparatory to

the more vulgar version. " It is a happy strife, neighbors,

in which such language passes between the parties ; for it

proves that charity is stronger than malice, and that reason

is not forgotten merely because there have been blows !

"

" I have rarely heard braver words," answered a fellow-

burgher, " or those that are better penned !

"

'

' Potz Tausend !

'

' muttered the smith ; "it were almost

a sin to dispossess men that can write thus !

"

Murmurs of approbation passed through the crowd, and
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not an individual was there, with the solitary exception of

a gaping idiot that had stolen into the hall, who did not

affect to have received more or less pleasure from the com-

munication. Even the idiot had his share of satisfaction,

for, bj^ the pure force of sympathy, he caught gleamings of

a delight that seemed so strong and so general.

Ludwig now commenced translating the letter into the

harsh, energetic German of the Rhine. The wonderful

capabilities of the language enabled him to convert the gen-

eralities and comprehensive terms of the Latin, with a

minuteness of signification which put the loss of any shade

of idea utterly out of the question.

What the monks had meant, and perhaps even more, was

laboriously, and with malignant pleasure, rendered ; and so

rendered, as to give to each expression the fullest weight

and meaning.

We have no intention of attempting the office of trans-

lating this harsh summons ourselves, but must be content

with a brief summary of its contents. The instrument

opened with a greeting that was not unlike those which

were sent, in the first ages of the present dispensation,

from the apostles to the churches of the east. It then con-

tained a short but pointed narrative of the recent events,

which were qualified in a way that the reader can easily

imagine ; it proceeded to refer to the spiritual and temporal

authorities from which the brotherhood had assurances of

support ; and it concluded by demanding, under the penalty

of incurring every earthly and heavenly risk, an enormous

sum in gold, as a pecuniary reparation for the injury done

—

a complete and absolute submission of the town to the

jurisdiction of the community, even more than was ever

before pretended to—a public and general acknowledgment

of error, with a variety of penances and pilgrimages to be

performed b)^ functionaries that were named—and the deliv-

ery of Heinrich Frey, with eleven others of the principal

inhabitants, into the abbot's hands as hostages, until all of

these exactions and conditions should be completely and

satisfactorily fulfilled.

" Wh-e-e-e-w !
" whistled Heinrich, when Ludwig ended,
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after a most provoking prolixity that had completely ex-

hausted the burgomaster's patience. " Himmel ! here is a

victory that is likely to cost us our means, our characters,

our liberties, our consciences, and our ease ! Are the monks
mad. Master Ludwig, or art thou sporting with our credu-

lity ? Do they really speak of hostages and of gold ?
'

'

"Of a surety, worshipful Herr, and seemingly with a

right good will."

" Wilt read the part touching the hostages again, in the

I,atin ; thou mayest have indiscreetly overlooked a conjunc-

tion or a pronoun, as I think thou callest these notable

figures of speech."
" Ay, it were well to judge of the letter by the Latin,"

echoed the smith ;

'

' one never knows the quality of his

metal, at the first touch of the hammer."
Ludwig read, a second time, extracts in the original, and

through a species of waggery, by which he often took a

secret and consolatory revenge for the indignities he fre-

quently received from the ignorant, and which served him
as food of merriment and as a vent to his confined humors
in occasional interviews with others of his own class, he gave
with singular emphasis the terms of greeting, which were, as

usual, embellished with phrases of priestly benediction, as the

part that especially demanded the prompt delivery of Heinrich

Frey and his fellows into the hands of the Benedictines.
'

' Gott bewahre !
'

' cried the burgomaster, who had shifted

a leg each time the clerk glanced an eye at him over his

spectacles, " I have other concerns than to sit in a cell, and
Deurckheim would fare but badly were the town left without

so large a share of its knowledge and experience. Prithee,

Master Ludwig, give us the kinder language of these Bene-
dictines ; for methinks there may be found some words of

peace in the blessings they bestow. '

'

The crafty clerk now read, in the original, the strongest

of the denunciations, and the parts of the letter which so

peremptorily demanded the hostages.
" How now, knave !

" said the hasty burgomaster, " thou
hast not been faithful in thy former readings ! Thou hear-

est, neighbors, I am named especially in their benedictions
;
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for you must know, worthy burghers, that Henricus means
Heinrich, and Frey, well pronounced, is much the same in

all languages. This I know from long experience in these

cunning instruments. I owe the reverend Benedictines

grace for their good wishes, expressed with this particu-

larity ; though the manner in which they introduce the

hostages is unseemly."
" I thought when it came to the worst," muttered the

smith, "that Master Heinrich would be considered with

especial favor. This it is, brother artisans, to be honored

in one's town, and to have a name !

"

'

' There sounds a parley !
'

' interrupted the burgomaster.
*

' Can these crafty monks have dared to trifle with us, by

sending the choicest of their flock to hold us in discourse

while they steal upon us in armor ? '

'

The idea was evidently unpleasant to most of the council,

and to none more so than to the aged Wolfgang, whose years

would seem to have given less value to his personal safety

than to the rest. Many quitted the hall, while those that

remained appeared to be detained more by their apprehen-

sions than by their fortitude. Heinrich, who was constitu-

tionally firm, continued the most undisturbed of them all,

though even he went from window to window, like a man
that was uneasy.

"If the godlj^ villains had done this treachery, let them

look to it—we are not vassals to be hoodwinked with a

cowl!"
" Perhaps, worshipful and wise Heinrich," said the crafty

Ludwig, " they send the trumpet, in readiness to receive the

hostages.
'

'

" The holy magi curse them, and their impudent long-

winded musician ! How now, fellow ! who maketh this tan-

ta-ra-ra at our gate ?
"

'

' The noble Count of Hartenburg is at the valley side of

the town, honorable burgomaster, with a stout troop of

mounted followers," announced the breathless runner, who
came on this errand. " He chafes at the delay, but as the

order to keep fast is so rigid, the captain of the watch dares

not unbar and unbolt without permission had."
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" Bid the valiant and faithful burgher undo his fastenings,

o' Heaven's name ! and right speedily. We should have

bethought us, excellent neighbors, of the chances of this

visit, and had a care that our princelj^ friend were without

this cause of complaint. But we should rejoice, too, that

our people are so true as to keep their trust even against one

so known and honored, I warrant ye, neighbors, were it

the imperial Karl himself, he would fare no better
—

"

Heinrich was interrupted, while vaunting and extolling

the civic discipline, by the trampling of horses' feet on the

pavement below the windows, and on looking out he saw

Emich and all his cortege coolly alighting.

"Umph!" ejaculated the burgomaster; "go forth, and

do reverence to mj^ lord the count.
'

'

The council awaited in deep silence the appearance of

their visitor. Emich entered the hall with the assured step

of a superior, and with a countenance that was clouded.

He bowed to the salutations of the council, signed for his

armed followers to await at the door, and walked himself to

the seat which Heinrich had previouslj^ vacated, and which

in truth w^as virtually the throne of Deurckheim. Placing

his heavj'' form in the chair, with the air of one accustomed

to fill it, he again bowed, and made a gesture of the hand,

which the burghers understood to be an invitation to be

seated. "With doubting faces the awed authorities sub-

mitted, receiving that permission as a boom, which they

were ready so lately themselves to urge as a ci\'ilit>'. Hein-

rich looked surprised, but accustomed to pay great deference

to his noble friend, he returned the bow and smile—for he

was especially saluted with a smile—and took the second

place.

" It was not well, my worthy townsmen, to close your

gates thus churlishly against me," commenced the baron
;

'

' there are rights and honors that ought to be respected, at

all hours and seasons, and I marv^el that this need be taught

to the Deurckheimers by a count of Leiningen. I and my
train were held at parlance at your barriers an' we had been

so many wandering gypsies, or some of the free bands that

sell their arquebuses and lances to the highest bidder !
'

'
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"That there may have been some little delay, my lord

count,"—answered Heinrich.

"Little, burgomaster! dost thou call that little which

keeps a noble of Leiningen chafing at a gate amid dust and

heat, and gaping mouths? thou knowest not the spirit of

our steeds, Herr Frey, if thou imaginest they like such sud-

den checks of the curb. We are of high mettle, horses and

riders, and must have our way when fairly spurred !
'

'

"There was everj^ desire, nobly bom Emich, to do you
honor, and to undo our bolts as speedity as might be done

;

for this end we were about to depute the necessary orders,

when we were suddenly favored with your gracious and

high dispensing company. We doubt not that the captain

of the watch reasoned with himself, and did that, of good
intention and of his own accord, which he would speedily

have been called upon to do by our commands. '

'

"God's truth! that may not prove so true," answered

Emich laughing.
'

' Our impatience was stronger than your

bolts, and lest the same oversight might renew the incon-

venience, we found means to enter with little formality."

The burghers in general seemed greatly troubled, and

Heinrich as greatly surprised. The baron saw that enough
had been said for the moment ; and assuming a more gra-

cious mein, he continued in another strain.

"Well, loving townsmen," he said, "it is now a happy

week since all our desires have been accomplished. The
Benedictines are defeated, the Jaegerthal is at peace and

under the sway of its rightful lord, and yet the sun rises and

sets as before, the heavens seem as smiling, the rains as

refreshing, and all our hopes as reasonable as of old

!

There is to be no miracle in their behalf, Herr Heinrich,

and we may fain sleep in peace.
'

'

"That may depend, lord count, on other humors than

ours. Here are reports abroad that are anything but pleas-

ant to the ear, and our honest townsmen are troubled lest,

after doing good service in behalf of their betters, they may
yet be made to pay all the charges of the victor^-."

"Set their hearts at peace, worthy burgomaster, for I

have not thrust a hand into the ecclesiastical flame, without
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thought of keeping it from being scorched. Thou knowest

I have friends, and 't will not be easy to put a count of

I^iningen to the ban."
" Nay, we doubt but little, illustrious noble, of your

safety, and of your house's ; our fear is for ourselves."

"Thou hast only to lean on me. Master Frey. When
the tie between us shall be explained more clearly to the

emperor and the diet, and when our loving wishes as re-

spects each other shall be better understood, all will know
that to strike Deurckheim is to aim a blow at me. Whence
Cometh this sudden fear? for last reports touching your

condition said that the town was firm of heart, and bent on

joining Luther rather than confess."

" Sapperment ! the heart must not always be judged by

the countenance ! Here is the smith, who is seldom of a

bright visage, but were it said that his heart is as black as

his face, great injustice would be done the man."

A movement and a murmur betrayed the admiration of

those who crowded the door, at this figure of the burgo-

master.
'

' Thou hast some reason for this sudden despondency ?
'

'

rejoined the count, glancing a look of indifference at the

artisans.

" Why, to speak the truth, Lord Emich, Bonifacius hath

sent us a missive, written in very fair Latin, and in a

scholarly manner, that threatens us to a man with every

Christian wish, from plagues to downright and incurable

damnation."
" And art thou troubled, Heinrich, at a scrawl of unin-

telligible words ? '

'

'

' I know not what is to be understood, Herr Count, if a

demand for Heinrich Frey, with eleven others of our most

respected, as hostages, doubtless to be kept from their

affairs in some convent cells, on hard fare and hard penance

for weary months, be not plain ! To this they add de-

mands for gold, with pilgrimages, and penances, and other

godly recreations."
'

' By whose hand got ye this ? '

'

" By that of the honest prior, a man of so much bowels
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that I marvel he should be the bearer of a message so un-

welcome and so uncharitable. But the best of us have our

moments of weakness, for all are not always thoughtful or

just."
" Ha ! Amolph is afoot ! Hath he departed ?

"

" He tarries, my good lord ; for look you, we have not

yet determined on the fashion of our reply.
'

'

" Thou wouldst not have thought of sending answer

without taking counsel of me, Herr Frey ? '

' said Emich,

sharply, and much in the manner that a parent reproves his

child. "I am luckily arrived, and the matter shall be

looked to. Have ye bethought ye of the fitting terms ?
'

'

" No doubt all have bethought them much, though as j^et

none have uttered their secret opinions. For one, I cry

out loudly against all hostages, though none could be readier

than I to undergo this risk to serve the town ; but it is

admitting an error in too plain evidence, and carrieth with

it a confession that om* faith is not to be depended on."

This sentiment, which had long been struggling in Hein-

rich's breast, met with an audible echo in that of every one

of the eleven who were likely, by situation and years, to be

chosen for this honorable distinction ; and every man among
them uttered some proper phrase concerning the value of

character, and the necessity of so demeaning themselves,

as not to cheapen that of Deurckheim. Emich listened

coolly, for it was of great indifference to him how much
the burghers were alarmed, since their fears could only

induce them the more to seek support from his interest and

power.
*

' Thou hast then refused the conditions ? '

'

"We have done nothing, Herr Count; but we have

thought much and sorely, as hath just been said. I take

it, the gold and the hostages will find but little favor among
us ; but rather than keep the Palatinate in a disturbed and

insecure state, and as we are quiet burghers, who look to

peace and the means of getting their bread, our answer

may not be so short, could the matter be brought down to

a few chosen penitents and pilgrimages. Though half of

Brother lyUther's mind in many things, it were well to get
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quit of even the chances of damnation, for a few sore feet

and stripes, that might be so managed as to do Httle civic

harm."

"By the lineage of my house ! excellent Heinrich, thou

dost but echo my thoughts. The prior is a man with bow-

els, and this matter shall be speedily arranged. We must

bethink us of the details, for these monks are close cal-

culators, and on a time are said to have outwitted Lucifer.

First, then, there shall be an offering of gold."

" Nay, my lord count will consider the means of our

town !

"

" Peace, honest Heinrich," whispered Emich, leaning tow-

ard the place where the burgomaster and two or three of

the principal members of the council sat
—"We have ac-

counts from the Hebrews at Koeln, which say the Limburg
treasures may be well applied, in this manner, to purchase

a little peace. We will be liberal as becomes our names, '

'

he now spoke to all, " and not send the brotherhood naked

into a world which is getting every daj- less disposed to

clothe them ; we must drain our coffers rather than they

should starve, and this point may be looked upon as settled.

As for our penitents and pilgrims, the castle and the town

shall equally furnish a share. I can send the lieutenant

of my men-at-arms, who hath a nimble foot—Gottlob the

cow-herd, to whom punishment is fairly due, on many gen-

eral accounts—and others doubtless that may be found.

What good, of this nature, can Deurckheim supply ? '

'

'

' We are a homely people, high-born Graf, and having

fewer virtues than our betters, are not so well gifted either

in vices. As becometh a middle state, we are content with

no great excess in the one or the other of the more striking

qualities ; and yet I doubt not, neighbors, that at need

there might be among us men who would not fare the

worse for wholesome correction and fitting penances? "

Heinrich looked about him, in an inquiring manner, while

each burgher passed the investigation on to the next, as

men forward a glance that they wish to think has no ap-

plication to themselves. The crowd at the door recoiled a

pace, and heads were turned curiously, and eyes roamed
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among the inferiors, with quite as much expression as had

just been done by their superiors.
'

' There are delinquents, young and thoughtless varlets,

who vex the town with their ribaldry and noise, that it

might do to scourage with the church's rod," suggested the

tremulous and aged Wolfgang.
" St. Benedict will be put off with none of these," bluffly

answered the burgomaster ;
" he must have men of substance

and of some esteem, or the affair will be as far as ever

from a happy conclusion. What thinkest thou, honest and

patriotic Dietrich ? Thou hast a constitution to endure, and

a heart of iron."
*

' Tausend sex and zwanzig !

'

' returned the smith ;

'

' you

little know all my ailings, most worshipful masters, if you

think I am near this force ! I have difficulties of breath,

that are only at peace near the heart of the forge, and my
heart gets soft as a feather on a journey. Then there is the

wife and the young to wail my absence, and I am not scholar

enough to repeat a praj'er more than some six or ten times

in a day."

This excuse did not appear to satisfy the council, who,

acting on that principle of exaction which is found among
all people and in all communities, felt disposed to recollect

the former services of the artisan as a sort of apology for fur-

ther claims on his exertions.

"Nay, for one that hath ever been so free at the wash

of Deurckheim, this plea cometh with an ill grace," an-

swered Heinrich—a sentiment that was audibly repeated

in a general exclamation of discontent by all the other

burghers.
'

' We expected other reply from thee !
'

'

" Well, since the worshipful council expects—but there

will be the wife and the young, with none to care for them !

"

'

' That difficulty may be disposed of—thou hast six, if I

remember, in thy household ? '

'

" Ten, honorable Heinrich—not a mouth less than half a

score, and all of an age to require much food and strong."

" Here are all but two of our dozen, in a word, noble

Emich," promptly added the burgomaster ;

" and of a scrip-
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tural quality, for we are told the pra3'ers and sacrifices of

the young and innocent are acceptable. Thanks, honest

smith, and more than thanks : thou shalt have marks of a

quality different from those left by the scourge. No doubt

the others may be picked up among the useless and idle."

"Our affairs seem settled, loving bvu-ghers," answered

the count. " Leave me to dispose of the question of in-

demnity, and look ye to the penitents, and to the seemliness

of the atonement. Ye may retire, ye that throng the way."
The mandate was hurriedly obeyed, and the door closed.

"As for support at Heidelberg and Madrid," continued

the count, "the matter hath been looked to; and should

the complaint be pushed beyond decency at Rome, we
have always Brother Luther as an ally. Bonifacius want-

eth not for understanding, and when he looks deeper into

our defences, and into the humor of the times, I know him
for none that will be disposed to stay an evil, before it be-

comes an incurable sore. These shaven crowns, Master

Heinrich, are not like us fathers of families, much troubled

for posterity ; for they leave no name or blood behind them :

and so long as we can fairly satisfy their present longings,

the truce may be considered as more than half concluded. To
strip a churchman of his hoarding needeth but a bold spirit,

a present bribe, and a strong hand,"

The whole council murmured its approval of this rea-

soning, and the discussion now took a turn more inclining

to the details."

Emich grew gracious, and the burghers bolder. Some
even laughed openly at their late apprehensions, and
nearly all thought they saw a final settlement of this long-

disputed and serious question. The prior, who had been

engaged in visits of religious charity in the town, was soon

summoned, and the count assumed the oflBce of communi-
cating the common answer.

The meeting between Emich and Father Arnolph was
characteristic. It took place in the public hall, and in the

presence of a few of the principal burghers. The count

was at first disposed to be haughty, imperious, and even

repulsive ; but the monk was meek, earnest, and calm.
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The eflfect of this forbearance was quickly apparent. Their

intercourse soon grew more courteous, for Emich, when not

excited, or misled by the cupidity that disgraced the age,

possessed most of the breeding of his peers. On the other

hand, Aniolph never lost sight of his duties, the chiefest of

which he believed to be charity.

"Thou art the bearer of the olive-branch, holy prior,"

said the count, as they took their seats, after some little

previous parley ;

'

' and pity ' t is that all who wear the cowl

did not as well comprehend the pleasantest quality of their

sacred characters. The world would grow less quarrelsome

and we who worship in the court of the temple would be less

disturbed by doubts touching those w^ho lift its veil."
'

' I did not look to hold discussion of clerkly duties with

thee, lord count, when my superior sent me on this errand

to the town of Deurckheim, " mildly answered the monk, in-

different to the other's wily compliments. " Am I, then, to

consider the castle and the council as one ? '

'

" In heart, humor, and interests ; I might add, also, in

right and sovereignty ; for now all question of the abbey

is settled, the ancient temporal rule is replaced. Say I well,

loving burghers ?
"

" Umph !
" ejaculated Heinrich. The rest bent their

heads, though doubtingly, like men taken by surprise. But

Emich seemed perfectly satisfied.

"It is of no great moment who governs here, since the

wrong done to God and our brotherhood must be repaired

by those who have committed it. Hast thou examined the

missive of the abbey, Herr Burgomaster, and art ready with

the reply?"

"This duty hath been done, reverend Arnolph, and

here is our answer. As for the letter, it is our mature

opinion that it hath been indited in a fair hand, and in very

learned Latin, as befitted a brotherhood of so much re-

pute. We deem this more creditable, since there have

been some late heavy losses in books, and he who did this

might not have the customary aid of materials to which

use had made him familiar. As for what hath been said

in the way of greeting and benedictions, holy prior, we are
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thankful, and most especially for the part that is of thy

share, which we esteem to be of particular unction ; in

mine own behalf, especially, would I thank all of the con-

vent for the manner in which my name hath been intro-

duced into their good wishes ; though I must add, it were

better that he who wrote had been content to stop there

since these frequent introductions of private personages, in

matters of general concernment, are apt to raise envy and

other evil passions. As respecting, moreover, any especial

pilgrimages and penances in my own person, I feel not the

occasion, as would doubtless be the fact at need, since we
see most men pricked on to these mortifications by their own
consciences.

'

'

"The expiation is not sought for particular consolation,

neither is it desired as a balm to the convent's wounds, but

as a humble and a necessary atonement to God. In this

view have we deemed it important to choose those who are

most esteemed among men, since it is before the eyes of

mankind that the expiation must be made. I am the

bearer of similar proposals to the castle, and by high

ecclesiastical authority am I charged to demand that its

well-born lord, himself, make these acknowledgments in

his own person. The sacrifice of the honored and inno-

cent hath more favor than that of the mean and wicked."
" Potz Tausend !

" muttered Heinrich. " I see little use

for leading a clean life with such doctrines and discipline !

'

'

But Emich heard the proposal without a frown. Bold,

haughty, and audacious, he was also deeply artful and su-

perstitious. For years, his rude mind had been tormented

by conflicting passions—those of cupidity and religious

dread ; and now that the former was satisfied, he had be-

gun to reflect seriously of appeasing his latent apprehen-

sions in some effectual manner. Plans of various expiatory

ofierings had already crossed his mind, and so far from

hearing the declaration of the Benedictine with resentment,

he entertained the idea v/ith pleasure. It seemed an easy

and cheap expedient of satisfying all scruples ; for the re-

establishment of the community on the hill of Limburg
was a condition he knew to be entirely out of the question,
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in the present state of the pubHc mind in Germany. In this

humor, then, did he replj-. The conference, of course, pro-

ceeded harmoniously, and it was protracted for several

hours. But as its results will be more regularly developed

in the course of the narrative, we shall not anticipate

events.



CHAPTER XXIV.

" In a strange land

Such things, however trivial, reach the heart,

And through the heart the head, clearing away
The narrow notions that grew up at home,

And in their place grafting good will to all."

Rogers.

IT
is necessary to advance a few weeks in the order of

time ; a change that will bring us to the middle of the

warm and generous month of July. The hour was
toward the close of day, and the place and scenery

such as it is now our duty to describe.

Let the reader imagine a high naked down, whose sur-

face was slightly broken by irregularities. Scarce a tree

was visible over the whole of its bald face, though a few

stunted shrubs betrayed the efforts of the earth to push

forth a meagre vegetation. The air was pure, thin, and

volatile, and, together with the soft blue of the void, de-

noted a great elevation above the vapors and impurities

which linger nearer to regions that lie on the level of the

sea. Notwithstanding these never-failing signs of a moun-

tain country, here and there were to be seen distant peaks,

that shot upward into the fierce light, glittering with ever-

lasting frost. Along one side of this naked expanse the

land fell suddenly away toward a long, narrow sheet of

water, which lay a thousand feet below. The shores of

this lake, for such it was, were clothed with innumerable

white dwellings, and garnished with hamlets and vineyards,

while a walled town, with its towers and battlements, occa-

sionally darkened the shores. But these were objects

scarcely to be seen from the precise situation which we de-

299
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sire the mind of the reader to occupy. In the distant view,

always in that direction, one favorably placed might have

seen a vast range of undulating country, stretching toward

the north and east, that had the usual characteristics of a

region in which Alpine mountains begin gradually to melt

into the plain. This region was beautified with several

spots of dark blue, resembling so many deep reflections of

the skies, which were sheets of limpid and tranquil water.

Toward the south and west, the down was bounded by a

natural wall of rude and gray rock, that rose, in nearly all

its line, to the elevation of a mountain, and which shot up

to a gidd}^ height, near its centre, in two pointed cones, that,

by their forms, coupled with other circumstances that shall

be soon explained, had obtained the name of the " Mitres."

Near the barrier of mountain, and almost directly be-

neath these natural mitres, was a small village, whose

houses, constructed of wood, had the wide roofs, numerous

windows, and the peculiar resin-like color of Swiss habita-

tions.

This place was a hamlet rather than a village, and most

of the land around it lay at waste, like all that was visible

for miles, in every direction. On a rising ground near the

hamlet, from which it was separated merely by a large

esplanade, or green as we should be apt to term the spot,

stood one of those mazes of roofs, chimneys, and towers,

which in that age, and indeed even now, mark a conventual

pile. The edifices were large, complicated in their forms

and order, and had been constructed without much archi-

tectural knowledge or taste ; the air of the whole being that

of rude but abundant wealth. In the centre was a church,

or chapel, evidently of ancient existence and simple origin,

though its quaint outlines were elaborately decorated, after

the fashion of the times, by a variety of after thoughts,

and in a manner to show that means were not wanting to

render the whole more magnificent, and that the fault of

the construction lay rather in the first idea than in any sub-

sequent ability or inclination to repair it.

The site of this hamlet and down was in the celebrated

Canton of Schwytz, a small district that has since given its
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name to the heroic confederation that occupies so much of

the country among and near the western Alps. Its name
was Einsiedlen ; the monastic bmldings belonged to a con-

vent of Benedictines, and the church contained one of the

shrines even then most in repute, after that of Loretto.

Time and revolutions have since elevated our Ladj' of

Einsiedlen, perhaps, to the very highest rank among the

pilgrimages of the Catholic ; for we have lately seen thou-

sands crowding her altars, while we found the Santa Casa

abandoned chiefly to the care of its guardians, or subject

to the casual inspection of curious heretics. Having thus

described the spot to which the scene is shifted, it is proper

to refer to the actors.

At a point distant less than a league from the hamlet,

and on the side of the open down just mentioned, which

lies next to the steep ascent from the lake of Zurich, and
in the direction of the Rhine, there came a group of travel-

lers of both sexes, and apparently of all ages between de-

clining manhood and vigorous youth. They were afoot,

wearing the garb and symbols of pilgrims. Weariness had
caused them to lengthen their line, and they went in pairs,

the strongest in front, the feeble and more fatigued in the

rear.

In advance marched two men. One wore the gown and

cowl of a Benedictine, while he carried, like the rest, the

staff and wallet of a pilgrim. His companion had the

usual mantle decorated with scollop shells, and also bore

his scrip and stick. The others had the same attire, with

the usual exceptions that distinguish the sexes. They con-

sisted of two men of middle age, who followed those in

front ; two of each sex in pairs, all still young and active
;

two females who were in their prime, though wearied and
sad ; and a maiden, who dragged her limbs after them with

a difi&culty disproportioned to her j-ears. At the side of

the latter was a crone whose infirmities and age had en-

abled her to obtain the indulgence of an ass, on which she

was seated comparatively at her ease ; though, by a license

that had been winked at by the monk, her saddle was en-

cumbered with the scrips of most of the female penitents.
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In the rear of all came two males, who seemed to form a

sort of rear guard to the whole party.

This group was composed of the prior and Emich, who
led the van ; of Heinrich, and Dietrich, the smith ; of Gisela

and Gottlob, with a youth and maiden from Deurckheim
;

of Ulricke and Lottchen ; of Meta and Use ; and of M.

Latouche and the knight of Rhodes. These were the peni-

tents chosen to expiate the late offence of the majesty of

God, bj' prayers and mortifications before the shrine of

Einsiedlen. The temporal question had been partially put

at rest by the intrigues and influence of the count, backed

as he was by timely applications of gold, and b}^ the in-

creasing heresy that had effectually shaken the authority of

the church throughout all Germany, and which had suffi-

ciently apprised the practised Bonifacius and his superiors

of the expediency of using great moderation in their de-

mands.
'' St. Benedict make me thankful, holy father !

" said the

count, as his gratified eye first beheld the long-wished-for

roofs of the convent. "We have journeyed a weary dis-

tance ; and this snail's pace which, in deference to the

weak, we are bound to observe, but little suits the impa-

tience of a warrior accustomed to steed and spur. Thou
hast often visited this sacred shrine, pious Arnolph ?

'

'

The monk had stopped, and with a tearful eye he stood

gazing in religious reverence at the distant pile. Then,

kneeling on the grass, he prayed ; while the others, accus-

tomed to these sudden demonstrations of zeal, gladly rested

their limbs the while.

" Never before hath eye of mine greeted 3'on holy pile,"

answered the prior, as they slowly resumed their journey
;

" though often, in night dreams, hath my soul yearned for

the privilege !

"

'

' Methinks, father, thou hast little occasion for penitence

or pilgrimage—thou whose life hath rolled on in deeds of

Christian charity and love."
'

' Bach day brings its evil, and each day should have its

expiation."

"Truly, not in marches over stony and mountain paths,
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like these we travel. Einsiedlen must have especial virtue,

to draw men so far from their homes to do it honor. Hast
the history of the shrine at command, reverend prior?

"

'

' It should be known to all Christians, and chiefly to the

pilgrim. I had thought thee instructed in these great

events.
'

'

" By the magi ! to speak thee honestly, Father Arnolph,

the little friendship which hath subsisted between I^imburg

and my house had given a disrelish for any Benedictine

miracle, let it be of what quality it would ; but now that we
are likely to be so lovingly united, I could gladly hear the

tale, which will at least serve to divert our thoughts from a

subject so grovelling as our own feet ; for, to conceal noth-

ing, mine make most importunate appeals to be at rest
! '

'

" Our journey draweth near its end ; but as thy request is

reasonable, it shall be answered. lyisten, then, Emich, and
may the lesson profit thy soul ! During the reign of the

illustrious and warlike Charlemagne, who governed Gaul,

with so much of our Germany and the country of the

Franks, there lived a youth of the ancient family of Hohen-
zollern, branches of which still possess principalities and
marches in the empire. The name of this learned and
pious youth was Meinard. Early fatigued with the vanities

of life, he sought a hermitage nearer than this to the banks
of that lake which we so lately crossed at Rapperschwyl.

But, overburdened by the number of the curious and pious

who visited his cell, the holy Meinard, after seven j'ears of

prayer, retired to a clear fountain, which must still run near

yonder church, where another cell and a chapel were built for

him, expressly by command of Hildegarde, a royal lady and
the abbess of a monastery in the town of Zurich. Here
Meinard lived and here he died, filled with grace, and
greatly blessed by godly exercises."

'

' Father, had he a profitable and happy end in this wild

region ? '

'

'

' Spiritually, nothing could have been more desirable
;

temporally, naught more foul. He died by the hands of

vile assassins, to whom he had rendered hospitality. The
deed was discovered by means of two crows, who followed
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the murderers to Zurich, where they were taken and exe-

cuted—at least so sayeth tradition. In a later age the holy

Meinard was canonized by Benedict VIII. For nearly half

a century the cell of Meinard, though in great request as a

place of prayer, remained without a tenant ; but at the end

of that period, Beurun, a canon of the house of Burgundy,

which house then ruled most of the country' far and near,

caused the chapel and cell to be repaired, replaced the

image of the blessed Maria, and devoted his own life to the

hermitage. The neighboring seigneurs and barons con-

tributed to endow the place, and divers holy men joined

themselves to the service of the altar, from which circum-

stance the shrine obtained the name of ' Our Lady of the

Hermits, ' its true appellation to this hour. It would weary

thee to listen to the tale of miracles performed in virtue of

their prayers, even in that early and less gifted condition

of the place ; but its reputation so circulated, that many
came from afar to see and to believe. In the process of

time a regular community was established, and the church

thou seest was erected, containing in its nave the orginal

cell, chapel, and image of St. Meinard. Of the brother-

hood. Saint Eberhaud was named the abbot."
'

' I had thought there was still higher virtue in the

place !
" observed Emich, when the prior paused, and seem-

ingly a little disappointed ; for your deep sinner as little

likes a simple dispensation, as the drunkard relishes small

drinks.

"Thou shalt hear. When the buildings were completed,

and it became necessary to consecrate the place, agreeably

to the forms and usages of the church, Conrad, Bishop of

Constance, was invited to discharge the holy ofi&ce. Here

Cometh the wonderful favor of Heaven ! As Conrad of

Constance, with other pious men, arose to pray, at midnight

of the day appointed for the service, they suddenly heard

divine music most sweetly chanted by angels. Though sore

amazed and oppressed, they were still sufficiently masters

of their reason to discover that the unseen beings sang the

prescribed formula of the consecration, that office which

they were preparing themselves to perform a few hours
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later. Satisfied with this especial and wonderful interfer-

ence, Conrad would have abstained from repeating a ser-

vice which had already been thus performed, but for the

demands and outcries of the ignorant. But when, after

hours of delay, he was about to yield to their impatience, a

clear voice three times admonished him of the blasphemy,

by saying, ' Cease, brother ! thy chapel is divinely conse-

crated !
' From that moment the place is so esteemed, and

all our rights are performed as at a shrine of high behest

and particular virtue.
'

'

Emich crossed himself devoutly, having listened in perfect

faith, and with deep interest ; for at that moment early

impressions were stronger than the modern doubts.

"It is good to be here, father," he reverently answered
;

" I would that Ermengarde and all of my house were at my
side ! But are there any especial favors accorded to those

who come hither in fitting temper, in the way of temporal

gifts or political considerations ? since, being before a shrine

so holy, I could fain profit by the sore pains and privations

by which the grace is gained."

The prior seemed mortified, for, though he lent the faith

required by the opinions of the age to the tradition he had
recounted, he was too well instructed in the true doctrines

of his church not to perceive the false bias of his compan-

ion's mind. The embarrassment caused a silence, during

which the reader is to imagine that they passed on, giving

place to other personages of the tale.

Before turning to another group, however, we desire to

say distinctly that, in relating the manner of the miraculous

consecration of the chapel of " Our Lad}^ of the Hermits"
we have wished merely to set the tradition before the

reader, without inferring aught for or against its authentic-

ity. It is well known that the belief of these supernatural

interferences of Divine power forms no necessar>' part of

doctrine, even in that church which is said to be the most
favored by these dispensations ; and it ought always to be

remembered that those sects which impugn these visible

and physical signs of Omnipotence, entertain opinions of a

more purely spiritual character, that are scarcely less out
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of the course of ordinary and vulgar nature. In cases in

^vhich there exist so nice shades of distinction, and in

which truth is so difficult of discover>% it is our duty to

limit ourselves to popular facts, and as such have we given

the history of Einsiedlen, its abbey, and its Virgin. The
opinion of Father Arnolph is the local opinion of our own
times, and it is the opinion of thousands who, even now,

yearly frequent the shrine.

Heinrich and the smith were the couple next to the

count and the prior, and of course they were the next to

cross the stage.

"It is no doubt much, or I may add altogether as you
gay, worshipful burgomaster— '

'

" Brother pilgrim," ruefully interrupted Heinrich.
" I should have said brother worshipful pilgrim ; though,

Heaven it knows, the familiarity goes nigh to choke me !

but it is much as you say, that whether we cling to Rome,
or finally settle quietly into the new w^orship of Brother

Luther, this journey ought, in all fairness, to be set down
to our account, as of so much virtue ; for, look you, brother

worshipful, it is made at the cost of Christian flesh and

blood, and therefore should be savory, without much par-

ticularit)' concerning mere outward appearances. I do not

think, were truth spoken, that wielding the sledge a twelve-

month would have done this injury to my feet !

"

'

' Have mercy on thyself and me, good smith, and think less

of these trifling grievances. What Heaven wills must happen,

else would one of thy merit have risen higher in the world."

"Thanks, worshipful brother pilgrim and burgomaster;

I will bethink me of resignation, though these wire-drawn

pains are never to the liking of your men of muscle and

great courage. A knock of the head, or the bullet of an

arquebuse, gives less uneasiness than smaller griefs much
endured. Were things properly governed, the penances

and pilgrimages, and other expiations of the church would

be chiefly left to the women."
'

' We shall see hereafter how Luther hath ordered this

:

but having ourselves embarked in this journey for the good

of Deurckheim, to say nothing of our own souls, it behoov-
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eth us to hold out manfully—a duty the more easily per-

formed as we can now see the end of it. To speak thee

fair, Dietrich, I do not remember ever to have beheld Bene-

dictine abode with so much joy as this we see at yonder

mountain's foot !

"

" Be of cheer, most honorable and excellent brother wor-

shipful pilgrim ; the trial is near its end, and if we come
thus far to do this honor to our own community, why, Him-
mel ! it is but the price paid for getting rid of another !

'

'

"Be of cheer, truly, brother smith, for it is but some
kneeling, and a few stripes that each is to apply to his own
back ; after which the return will reasonably be more joyous

than the advance."

Encouraged by each other, the devotees hobbled on,

their heavy, massive frames yielding at every step, like

those of overgrown oxen which had been but indifferently

shod. As they passed by, their places were filled b}' the

four of whom Gisela and Gottlob formed a part. Among
these the discourse was light and trifling, for bodily fatigue

had little influence on the joyous buoyancy of such spirits
;

especially at a moment when they saw before them the

immediate termination of their troubles. Not so with those

that came next ; these were Ulricke and her friend, who
moved along the path like those who were loaded with
griefs of the soul.

'

' God is among these hills, as he is on our plains, Lott-

chen !
" said the former, continuing the discourse. " Yon

temple is his shrine, as was that of Limburg ; and it is as

vain for man to think of forgetting him on earth, as it

would be to invade him in that heaven which is his throne !

What he doth is wise, and we will endeavor to submit."

The words of Ulricke were perhaps more touched with
resignation than her manner. The latter, though subdued,

was filled with sorrow, and her voice was tremulous nearly

to tears. Though the exhibition of her melancholy was
deep and evident, it was of a character which denotes no
extinction of hope. On the other hand, the features, eye,

and entire manner of her friend, bore the heavy and fatal

impress of incurable woe.
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"God is among these hills," repeated Lottchen, though

she scarce seemed to hear the words ;

'

' God is among these

hills!"
'

' We approach a much-esteemed shrine, dearest Lott-

chen : the Being in whose name it hath been raised, will

not permit us to depart from it unblessed."
" We shall be blessed, Ulricke !

"

' * Thou dwellest hopelessly on thy loss, my Lottchen !

Would thou hadst less thought of the past, and more of the

future !"

The smile with which the widow regarded her friend was
full of anguish.

" I have no future, Ulricke, but the grave !

"

" Dearest Lottchen ! we will speak of this holy shrine !

"

Emotion smothered her voice.

"Speak of what thou wilt, my friend," answered the

childless widow, with a frightful calm. "I see no differ-

ence in subjects."
'

' Lottchen ! not when we discourse of heaven ?
'

'

The widow bowed her vacant eyes to earth, and they

passed on. Their footsteps were succeeded by those of the

beast ridden by Use, and by the faltering tread of Meta.
'

' Ay—yon is the shrine of Our Lady of the Hermits !
'

'

said the former; "a temple of surpassing virtue! Well,

heaven is not in churches and chapels, and that of Limburg
may yet be spared ; the more especially as the brotherhood

was far from being of unexceptionable lives. Keep up thy

heart, Meta, and think not of weariness, for not a pain dost

thou now bear, that will not be returned to thee, another

day, in joy, or in some other precious gift. This is heaven's

justice, which is certain to requite all equally, for good or

evil. Well-a-day ! it is this certainty that comforteth the

godly, and giveth courage to the tottering."

She spoke to an insensible listener. The countenance of

Meta, like that of Lottchen, expressed hopelessness,

though it were in less palpable and certain signs. The eye

was dull but wandering, the cheek pale, the mouth convul-

sive and at times compressed, the step languid, and the

whole being of this young and innocent creature seemed
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wasting under a premature and unnatural blight ! She
looked at the convent with indifference, though it brought

relief to her bodily pains. The mountains rose dark and

rugged near, or glittered in the distance like hills of ala-

baster, without giving birth to a single exclamation of that

delight which these scenes are known to excite in young
breasts ; and even the pure void above was gazed at, though

it seemed to invite to a more tranquil existence, with vacuity

and indifference.

"Ah's me!" continued Use, whose observ^ation rarely

penetrated beyond her own feelings, and whose tongue was
never known to wax weary. "Ah's me! Meta. Oh ! it

must be a wicked world that needs all these pilgrimages

and burnings. But they are only types, child, of the past

and of the future ; of the ' has been,' and of the ' to come.'

First, life is a pilgrimage, and a penance ; though few of

us think so while journeying on its way ; but so it is to all,

especially to the little favored—but a penance it is, by
means of our ailings and other infirmities, particularly in

age ; and therefore do I bear with it cheerfully, since pen-

ances are to be borne ; and the burnings of convents and
villages are types of the burnings of the wicked. Thou dost

not answer, child ?
'

'

"Dost think, nurse, that they who die by fire are

blessed ?
'

'

" Of what art speaking, Meta! Poor Berchthold Hin-

termayer perished, as thou knowest, in the flames of Lim-
burg ; so did Father Johan, and so did one far more evil

than either ! Oh ! I could reveal secrets, an' I had not a

prudent tongue ! But wisdom lieth in prudence, and I say

naught : therefore, Meta, be thou silent.
'

'

" I will obey thee, nurse."

The tones of the girl trembled, and the smile with which

she gladly acquiesced in the demand of Use, was such as

the sinking invalid gives the kind attendant.

"Thou art dutiful, and it is a merit. I never knew
thee more obedient, and less given to merriment or girlish

exclamations, than on this very pilgrimage ; all of which

show that thy mind is in a happy state for these holy
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offices. Well-a-day ! the pious Arnolph has halted, and
now we are about, in sooth, to reap the virtue of all our

labors. Oh ! an' I had been a monk, thou wouldst have

had a leader !

"

Use beat the sides of the patient animal she rode, and

Meta toiled after, as well as her trembling limbs permitted.

The knight and the abbe came last.

"Thou hast made many of these pious expiations, rev-

erend abbe !
" observed the former, when they had risen

the hill, which commanded a view of the convent.

" Never another. Had not chance made me an innocent

participator in the destruction of Limburg, this indignity

would have been spared."
" How ! callest thou a pilgrimage, and prayer at a

shrine, an indignity ? thou, a churchman !

'

'

'

' Gallant knight, I speak to thee as to a comrade of

many days, and of weary passages ; as one enlightened.

Thou knowest the constitution of earth, and the divers

materials that compose society. We have doctrines for all
;

but practices must be mitigated, like medicaments to the

sick. Your pilgrimage is well enough for the peasant, or

the citizen, or even for your noble of the provinces, but

their merit is much questioned among us of the capitals

—

unless, indeed, there should mingle some hope for the

future ; but penance for deeds accomplished we hold to be

supererogatory.
'

'

" By my rapier ! no such doctrine was in vogue at Rhodes,

where all ordinances were much respected, and uniformly

admitted."
" And had ye then these familiar practices of religion

in your daily habits, sir knight ?
'

'

" I say not in practice ; but ever in admission. Thou
knowest the distinction, sir abb6, between the purity of

doctrine, and some constructions of practice."
'

' That doubtless. Were we to tie the gentle down to

all the observances and exactions of a severe theory, there

would grow up numberless inconveniences. For myself,

had it been possible to preserve the ecclesiastical character,

without penance, under the odium of this unhappy but
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accidental visit to our host the count, I could have dis-

pensed with the last act of the drama."

'"Tis whispered, Herr Latouche, my cousin bethought

him that the presence of an ecclesiastic might prove a cloak

to his intentions, and that we owe the pleasure of thy

agreeable society to a policy that is deeper than chance !

'

'

Albrecht of Viederbach laughed, as he intimated this

ruse of Emich ; and his companion, who had long per-

ceived how completely he had been the dupe of his host,

for in truth he knew nothing previously of the intended

assault, was fain to make the best of his situation. He
laughed, in his turn, as the loose of principle make light

of any misadventure that may happen to be the consequence

of their laxity of morals ; and, pressing each other on their

several parts in the late events, the two proceeded leisurely

toward the spot where the prior and Emich, as leaders of

the party, had now come to a halt. We shall profit by the

occasion to make some necessary^ explanations.

We are too much accustomed, in this Protestant coun-

try, to believe that most of the piety of those who profess

the religion of Rome consists in externals. When the

great antiquity of this church shall be remembered, as

well as the general tendency, in the early ages, to imitate

the forms and habits of their immediate predecessors, it

should not occasion surprise if some observances were re-

tained, that cannot very clearly be referred either to apos-

tolic authority or to reason. The promulgation of abstract

truth does not necessarily infer a departure from those prac-

tices which have become of value by use, even though they

may not materially assist in the attainment of the great end.

We have inherited many of the vestments and ceremonies

which are retained in the Protestant churches, from Pagan
priests ; nor is there any sufficient motive for abandoning

them, so long as they aid the decencies of worship, without

weakening its real objects. The Pagans themselves probably

derived some of these very practices from those whom we
are taught to believe held direct communion with God, and

who should have best known in what manner to render

human adoration most acceptable to the ruler of the universe.
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In this country, Catholicism, in its limited and popular

meaning, is no longer catholic, since it is in so small a mi-

nority as to have no perceptible influence on the opinions

or customs of the countr}\ The outward symbols, the pro-

cessions, and all the peculiar ceremonies of the Romish

church are confined to the temples, and the eye rarely or

never meets any evidence of its existence beyond their

walls. But in Europe the reverse is altogether the case,

more particularly in those countries in which the spiritual

sway of the head of the church has not been interrupted

by any adventitious changes proceeding from political rev-

olutions or other powerful causes. The crucifix, the spear,

the cock, the nails, and the sponge, are erected at cross-

roads ; chapels dedicated to Mary are seen near many a

spring, or at the summit of some wear>' mountain ; while

the usual sj-mbols of redemption are found scattered along

the highways, marking the site of some death by accident,

or the scene of a murder.

In no part of the other hemisphere are these evidences

of faith and zeal more common, than in the Catholic can-

tons of Switzerland. Hermitages are still frequent among
the rugged rocks of that region, and it is usual to see near

these secluded abodes a sort of minor chapel, that is termed

in ordinarj- language a " station." These stations are so

many tabernacles raised by the way-side, each containing a

representation of one of the twelve sufierings of Christ.

They are met equally on the side of Vesuvius, overlooking

the glorious sea and land of that unequalled country ; among
the naked wastes of the Apennines ; or buried in gorgeous

groves, as accident may have determined their location. In

some of the valleys of Switzerland, these little tabernacles

dot the mountain-side for miles, indicating, b}' zig-zag lines

and white walls, the path that leads from the village beneath

to some shrine, that is perhaps perched on the pinnacle of

a naked rock, or which stands on a spur of the nearest

range.

The shrine of Einsiedlen possessed the usual number of

these tabernacles, stretching along the path that communi-

cated with the lake of Zurich. They were designated in
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the customaty manner ; each alluding to some one of those

great personal aflBictions that preceded the crucifixion, and
each having sentences of holy writ to incite the pious to

devotion. Here the pilgrims ordinarily commenced the

worship peculiar to the place, and it was here that the prior

now awaited his companions.



CHAPTER XXV.

' Was Godde to serche our hertes and reines,

The best were synners grete
;

Christ's vycarr only knowes ne synne,

Ynne alle thys mortall state."

Chatterton.

WHEN all were arrived, the pilgrims divided

themselves along the path, some kneeling be-

fore one tabernacle, and some at another.

Ulricke and Eottchen, followed by the pallid

Meta, praj^ed long at each in succession. The other females

imitated their example, though evidently with less zeal and

earnestness. The knight of Rhodes and Monsieur Eatouche

limited their observances to a few genuflexions, and much
rapid crossing of themselves with the fingers, appearing to

think their general profession of faith possessed a virtue that

superseded the necessity of any extraordinary demonstrations

of piety. Heinrich and the smith were more particular in

showing respect for the prescribed forms ; the latter, who
was secretl}' paid by his townsmen for what he did, feeling

himself bound in honor to give them the worth of their

mone}^ and the burgomaster, in addition to his looking for

great temporal advantages from the whole affair, being

much influenced by paternal regard for Deurckheim. As
for Use, none were more exact than she ; and, we may add,

none more ostentatious.
'

' Hast bethought thee, Dietrich, to say an extra word in

behalf of the general interests? " demanded Heinrich, while

he patiently awaited the removal of the other from before

the last tabernacle, in order to assume the post himself.

314
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" Nay, worshipful burgomaster—

"

" Brother pilgrim, good smith !

"

" Nay, worshipful brother, and good pilgrim, there was
no question of this duty in the understanding. '

'

" Himmel ! Art such a hound, Dietrich, as to need a

bribe to pray in thine own interest? Do that thou hast

promised, for the penance, and in the interest of the monks,

and then bethink thee, like an honest artisan, of the town
of which thou art a citizen. I never rise from my knees

without counting a few beads on the score of Deurckheim,

and others for favor on the family of Frey."
" I cry you mercy, honorable Heinrich and excellent

brother pilgrim ; the wish is reasonable and it shall be per-

formed."

The smith then counted oflf his rosary, making place for

the burgomaster as soon as he could conveniently get

through with the duty. In the meantime Arnolph had
pra3'ed devoutly, and with sincere mental abasement, before

each station.

The pilgrims then arranged themselves in two lines, a

form of approaching the convent of Einsiedlen that is still

observed by thousands annually ; the men placing them-

selves on the right of the path in single files, and the

females on the left, in a similar order. Arnolph walked

ahead, and the whole proceeded. Then began the repetition

of the short prayers aloud.

Whoever has wandered much through this remarkable

and wild country, must have frequently met with parties of

pilgrims, marching in the manner described, and uttering

their aspirations in the pure air, as they ascend to, or de-

scend from the altar of
'

' Our Lady of the Snow, '

' on the

Rhigi, or wend their way among rocky and giddy paths,

seeking or returning from some other shrine. We know
of no display of human worship that is more touching or

impressive than this. The temple is the most magnificent

on earth, the air is as limpid as mountain torrents and a

high region can bestow, while sound is conveyed to the ear,

in its clearest and most distinct tones, aided perhaps by the

echoes of dells that are nearly unfathomable, or of impend-
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ing masses that appear to prop the skies. I,ong before the

party is seen, the ear announces its approach by the music

of the prayers ; for music it is in such a place, the notes

alternating regularly between the deep bass of the male to

the silvery softness of the female voice.

Such was now the effect produced by the advance of our

party from the Palatinate. Father Arnolph gave the lead,

and the powerful lungs of Heinrich and the smith, though

much restrained, uttered the words in tones impressively

deep and audible. The response of the women was tremu-

lous, soft, and soothing. In this manner did they proceed

for a mile, when they entered the street of the hamlet.

An express had announced to the community of Einsied-

len the approach of the German penitents. By a singular

perversion of the humble doctrines of the founder of the re-

ligion, far more importance was attached to the expiations

and offerings of princes, and of nobles of high degree, than

to those which proceeded from sources that were believed

to be meaner. All the dwellers of the hamlet, therefore,

and most of the others that frequented the shrine, were

abroad to witness this expected procession. The name of

Emich was whispered from ear to ear, and many curious

eyes sought the form of the powerful baron, under the gui.se

common to the whole party. By general consent, after much
speculation, the popular opinion settled on the person of the

smith, as on the illustrious penitent ; a distinction which

Deitrich owed to the strength of his lungs, to some advan-

tage in stature, and particularly to the zeal which, as a hire-

Hng, he thought it just to throw into his air and manner.

Among the other traditions that serve to give a popular

celebrity to the shrine of Our Lady of the Hermits, is one

which affirms that, on an occasion it is unnecessary^ to relate,

the Son of God, in the form of man, visited this favored

shrine. He is said to have assuaged his thirst at the foun-

tain which flows, with Swiss purity and profusion, before the

door of the building ; and as the clear element has been

made to run through different metal tubes, it is a custom of

the pilgrims, as they arrive, to drink a hasty swallow at

each, in order to obtain the virtue of a touch so revered.
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There was also a plate of silver, that had marks which were

said to have been left by the fingers of Jesus, and to these

it was the practice to apply the hand. The former usage is

still universal ; though modern cupidity has robbed the

temple of the latter evidence of the reputed visit, in con-

sequence of the value of the metal which bore its memorial.

Arnolph halted at the fountain, and, slowly making its

circuit, drank at each spout. He was followed bj- all of his

companions. But he passed the silver plate, and entered

the building, praying aloud until his foot was on the thres-

hold. Without stopping, he advanced and knelt on the

cold stones before the shrine, fastening his eye the while on

the carved image of Mary. The others imitated his move-

ments, and in a few minutes all were kneeling before the

far-famed chapel of the Divine Consecration.

The ancient church of Einsiedlen (for the building has

since been replaced by another still larger and more mag-

nificent) had been raised around the spot where the cell of

Saint Meinard originally stood. The chapel reputed to have

been consecrated by angels was in this revered cell, and the

whole stood in the centre of the more modern edifice. It

was small, in comparison with the pile which held it, but

of sufficient size to admit of an officiating priest, and to

contain many rich offerings of the pious. The whole was

encased in marble, blackened by time and the exhalations

of lamps ; while the front and part of the sides permitted

a view of the interior, through openings that were protected

by gratings curiously and elaborately wrought.

In the farther and dark extremity of this sacred chapel

were the images of the Mother and Child. Their dresses, as

is usual at all much-worshipped shrines, were loaded with

precious stones and plates of gold. The face of each had

a dark and bronzed color, resembling the complexion of the

far East, but which probably is a usage connected with the

association of an origin and destiny that are superhuman.

The whole was illuminated by strong lights, in lamps of

silver-gilt, and the effect, to a mind indisposed to doubt, was
impressive, and of a singularly mysterious influence. Such

was the shrine of Our Lady of the Hermits at the time of
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our tale, and such it continues to be to this day, with some

immaterial additions and changes, that are more the results

of time than of opinion.

We have visited this resort of Catholic devotion in that

elevated region of hill and frost ; have strolled, near the

close of day, among its numerous and decorated chapels
;

have seen the bare-kneed peasant of the Black Forest, the

swarthy Hungarian, the glittering-eyed Piedmontese, and

the fair-haired German, the Tyrolese, and the Swiss, arrive

in groups, wearied and foot-sore ; have watched them
drinking with holy satisfaction at the several spouts ; and

having followed them to the front of the altar, have won-

dered at the statue-like immovability with which they have

remained kneeling, without changing their gaze from that

of the unearthly-looking image that seemed to engross

their souls. Curiosity led us to the spot alone, and at no

moment of a pilgrimage in foreign lands, that has now
extended to years, do we remember to have felt so com-

pletely severed from all to which we were most accustomed

as at that hour. The groups arrived in scores, and, with-

out pausing to exchange a greeting—without thought of

lodging or rest, each hurried to the shrine, where he seemed

embodied with the stone of the pavement, as, with riveted eye

and abased mein, he murmured the first prayers of expiation

before the image of Mary. But to return to the narrative.

For the first hour after the arrival of the expected pil-

grims of Deurckheim, not a sign of recognition or of grace

was manifested in the convent. The oflScials came and

went as if none but of common character made their expia-

tions, and the fixed eye and swarthy face of the image

seemed to return each steady gaze wath supernatural tran-

quillity. At length Amolph arose, and, as if his movements

were watched, a bell rang in a distant aisle. A lateral

door, which communicated with the conventual buildings,

opened, and the whole brotherhood issued through it into

the body of the church. Amolph immediately knelt again,

and by a sign commanded his companions to maintain their

places. Though grievously wearied with their positions,

the men complied, but neither of the females had yet stirred.
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The Benedictines of Einsiedlen entered the church in

the order that has been already described in the processions

of Liraburg. The junior monks came first, and the dignita-

ries last. In that age, their abbot was commonly of a noble

and ancient, and sometimes of a princely house ; for, in

maintaining its influence, the church has rarely been known
to overlook the agency of those opinions and prejudices that

vulgarly exist among men. In every case, however, the

prelate who presided over this favored community possessed,

in virtue of his office, the latter temporal distinction ; being

created a mitred abbot and a prince of the empire on the

day of his consecration.

During the slow advance of the long line of monks that

now drew near the shrine, there was a chant in the loft, and

the deep organ accompanied the words on a low key. Even
Albrecht and the abb6 were much impressed, while Emich
fairly trembled like one that had unwittingly committed

himself into the hands of his enemies.

The head of the train swept round the little chapel, and

passed with measured steps before the pilgrims. The prior

and the females only prayed the more devoutly, but neither

the count nor the burgomaster could prevent their truant

eyes from watching the movement. Dietrich, little schooled

in his duties, fairly arose, and stood repeating reverences to

the whole fraternity as it passed. When the close drew

near, Emich endeavored to catch a glance of the abbot's

eyes, hoping to exchange one of those secret signs of cour-

tesy with which the initated, in ever>^ class of life, know
how to express their sympathies. To his confusion, and
slightly to his uneasiness, he saw the well-known counte-

nance of Bonifacius at the side of the dignitarj' who presided

over the brotherhood of Einsiedlen. The glances of these

ancient and seemingly irreconcilable rivals were such as

might have been anticipated. That of Bonifacius was re-

plete with religious pride, and a resentment that was at

least momentarily gratified, though it still retained glimmer-

ings of conscious defeat ; while that of Emich was fierce,

mortified, and alarmed, all in a moment.

But the train swept on, and it was not long ere the music
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announced the presence of the procession in the choir. Then
Arnolph again arose, and, followed by all the pilgrims, he

drew near to listen to the vespers. After the prayers, the

usual hymn was sung.
" Himmel ! Master brother pilgrim," whispered the smith

to the burgomaster,
*

' that should be a voice known to all

of Deurckheim !

"

" Umph !
" ejaculated Heinrich, who sought the eye of

Emich. " These Benedictines sing much in the same strain,

Herr Emich, whether it be in Limburg, or here in the

church of Our Lady of the Hermits."

"By my fathers! Master Frey, but thou sayest true!

To treat thee as a confidant, I little like this intimate cor-

respondence between the abbots, and least of all to see the

reverend Bonifacius enthroned here, in this distant land,

much as he was wont to be in our valley. I fear me, bur-

gomaster, that we have entered lightly on this penance !

"

"If you can say this, well-born Emich, what should be

the reply of one that hath wife and child, in addition to his

own person, in the risk? It would have been better to

covet less of Heaven, the least portion of which must natu-

rally be better than the best of that to which we are accus-

tomed on earth, and to be satisfied with the advantages we
have. Do you note, noble count, the friendly manner in

which Bonifacius regards us, from time to time ?
'

'

*

' His favors do not escape me, Heinrich ; but peace ! we
shall learn more after the vespers are ended."

Then came the soothing power of that remarkable voice.

The singer had been presented to the convent of Einsied-

len by Bonifacius, to whom he was now useless, as a boon

that was certain to give him great personal favor : and so

it had proved ; for in those communities that passed their

lives in the exercise of the ofiices of the church, the differ-

ent shades of excellence in the execution, or the greater

external riches and decorations of their several shrines,

often usurped the place of a nobler strife, in zeal and self-

denial. The ceremony now ended, and a brother approach-

ing whispered Father Arnolph. The latter proceeded to

the sacristy, attended by the pilgrims, for it was forbidden.
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even to the trembling Meta, to seek refreshment or rest

until another important duty had been performed.

The sacristy was empty, and they awaited still in silence,

while the music of the organ announced the retiring proces-

sion of the monks. After some delay, a door opened, and the

Abbot of Einsiedlen, accompanied by Bonifacius, appeared.

They were alone, with the exception of the treasurer of the

abbey ; and as the place was closed, the interview that now
took place was no longer subject to the vulgar gaze.

"Thou art Emich, Count of Hartenburg-L,einingen,"

said the prelate, distinguishing the noble, spite of his mean
attire, by a single glance of an eye accustomed to scan its

equals ;
" a penitent at our shrine, for wrongs done the

church, and for dishonor to God? "

" I am Emich of Leiningen, holy abbot !

"

" Dost thou disclaim the obligation to be here ?
"

"And a penitent"—the words "for being here" being

bitterly added, in a mental reservation.

The abbot regarded him sternly, for he disliked the reluc-

tance of his tongue. Taking Bonifacius apart, they con-

sulted together for a few minutes ; then returning to the

group of pilgrims, he resumed

—

"Thou art now in a land that listeneth to no heresies,

Herr von Hartenburg ; and it would be well to remember
thy vow, and thy object. Hast thou aught to say ?

"

Emich slowly undid his scrip, and sought his offerings

among its scanty contents.

' * This crucifix was obtained by a noble of my house,

when a crusader. It is of jasper, as thou seest, reverend

abbot, and it is not otherwise wanting in valuable additions."

The abbot bowed, in the manner of one indifferent to the

richness of the boon, signing to the treasurer to- accept the

gift. There was then a brief pause.
'

' This censer was the gift of a noble far less possessed

than thee !
'

' said he who kept the treasures of the abbey,

with an emphasis that could not easily be mistaken.
" Thy zeal outstrippeth the limbs of a weary man, brother.

Here is a diamond, that hath been heirloom of my house a

century. 'T was an emperor's gift !

"
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" It is well bestowed on Our Lady of the Hermits ; though

she can boast of far richer offerings from names less known
than thine."

Emich now hesitated, but only for an instant, and then

laid down another gift.

'

' This vessel is suited to thy offices,
'

' he said,
'

' being

formed for the altar's services."
'

' Lay the cup aside !
'

' sternly and severely interrupted

Bonifacius :
" it cometh of Limburg !

'

'

Emich colored, more in anger than in shame, however,

for in that age plunder was one of the speediest and most

used means of acquiring wealth. He eyed the merciless

abbot fiercely, but without speaking.
*' I have no more," he said ;

" the wars—the charges of

my house—and gold given the routed brotherhood, have left

me poor !
'

'

The treasurer turned to Heinrich, with an eloquent ex-

pression of countenance.
'

' Thou wilt remember, master treasurer, that there is

no longer any question of a powerful baron," said the bur-

gomaster,
'

' but that the little I have to give, cometh of

a poor and saddled town. First we offer our wishes and

our prayers ; secondly, we present in all humility, and with

the wish they may prove acceptable, these spoons, which may
be of use in some of thy many ceremonies ; thirdly, this can-

dlestick, which though small is warranted to be of pure gold

by jewelers of Frankfort ; and lastly, this chord, with which

seven of our chief men have grievously and lo^^ally scourged

themselves, in reparation of the wrong done thy brethren."

All these offerings were graciously received, and the

monk turned to the others. It is unnecessary to repeat

the different donations that were made by the inferiors,

who came from the castle and the town. That of Gottlob

was, or pretended to be, the offending horn which had so

irreverently been sounded near the altar of Limburg, and a

piece of gold. The latter was the identical coin he had

obtained from Bonifacius, in the interview which led to his

arrest ; and the other was a cracked instrument, that the

roguish cow-herd had often essayed among his native hills
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without the least success. In after life, when the spirit of

religious party grew bolder, he often boasted of the manner
in which he had tricked the Benedictines by bestowing an

instrument so useless.

Ulricke made her offering with sincere and meek peni-

tence. It consisted of a garment for the image of the Vir-

gin, which had been chiefly wrought by her own fair hands,

and on which the united tributes of her townswomen had
been expended, in the way of ornaments, and in stones of

inferior price. The gift was graciously received ; for the

community had been well instructed in the different charac-

ters of the various penitents.
'

' Hast thou aught in honor of Maria ? '

' demanded the

treasurer of Lottchen.

The widowed and childless woman endeavored to speak,

but her power failed her. She laid upon the table, how-
ever, a neatly bound and illuminated missal ; a cap that

seemed to have no particular value, except its tassel of gold

and green, and a hunting-horn ; all of which, with many
others of the articles named, had made part of the load

borne on the furniture of the ass.
'

' These are unusual gifts at our shrine !

'

' muttered the

monk.
"Reverend Benedictine," interrupted Ulricke, nearly

breathless in the generous desire to avert pain from her

friend, " they are extorted from her who gives, like drops of

blood from the heart. This is Lottchen Hintermayer, of

whom thou hast doubtless heard ?
'

'

The name of Lottchen Hintermayer had never reached

the treasurer's ear ; but the sweet and persuasive manner of

Ulricke prevailed. The monk bowed, and he seemed satis-

fied. The next that advanced was Meta. The Benedic-

tines all appeared struck by the pallid color of her cheek,

and the vacant, hopeless expression of an eye that had
lately been so joyous.

" The journey hath been hard upon our daughter !
" said

the princely abbot, with gentleness and concern.
" She is young, reverend father," answered Ulricke ;

" but

God will temper the wind to the shorn lamb."
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The abbot looked surprised, for the tones of the mother

met his ear with an appeal as touching as that of the worn

countenance of the girl.

" Is she thy child, good pilgrim ?
"

'

' Father, she is—Heaven make me grateful for its blessed

gift!"

Another gaze from the wondering priest, and he gave

place to the treasurer, who advanced to receive the offer-

ing. The frame of Meta trembled violently, and she placed

a hand to her bosom. Drawing forth a paper, she laid it

simply before the monk, who gazed at it in wonder.
" What is this ? " he asked. " It is the image of a youth,

rudely sketched !
'

'

" It meaneth, father," half whispered Ulricke, "that the

heart which loved him now belongs to God !
'

'

The abbot bowed, hastily signing to the inferior to ac-

cept the offering ; and he walked aside to conceal a tear

that started to his eye. Meta at that moment fell upon her

mother's breast, and was borne silently from the sacristy.

The men followed, and, with a single exception, the two

abbots and the treasurer were now left alone.

" Hast though an offering, good woman ? " demanded the

latter of the female who remained.

"Have I an offering, father ! Dost think I would come
thus far with an empty hand ? I am Use, Frau Frey's

nurse, that Deurckheim hath sent on this pilgrimage, as an

offering in herself; and such it truly is for frail bones, and

threescore and past. We are but poor town's-people of the

Palatinate, but then we know what is available at need !

There are many reasons why I should come, as thou shalt

hear. Firstly, I was in Limburg church when the deed

was— '

'

'

' How ! did one of thy years go forth on such an expedi-

tion?
"

"Ay, and on many other expeditions. Firstly, I was
wnth the old burgomaster, Frau Ulricke' s father, when there

was succor sent to Mannheim ; secondly, I beheld, from our

hills, the onset between the elector's men and the followers

of—"
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" Dost thou sen^e the mother of j'onder weeping girl?
"

demanded the abbot, cutting short the history of Use's cam-

paigns.

"And the weeping girl herself, reverend, and hol)^, and
princely abbot, and, if thou wilt, the burgomaster too ; for

at times, in sooth, I serve the whole family."
" Canst thou repeat the history of her sorrow ?

"

" Naught easier, my lord and abbot. Firstly is she

youthful, and that is an age when we grieve or are glad-

dened with little reason ; then she is an only child, which is

apt to weaken the spirit by indulgence ; next she is fair,

which often tempts the heart into different vanities, and,

doubtless, into sorrow, among the others ; then she is foot-

sore, a bitter grief of itself ; and finally, she hath much re-

pentance for this nefarious sin, of which we are not yet

purged, and which, unless pardoned, may descend to her,

among other bequests, from her father."

" It is well. Deposit thy gift, and kneel that I may bless

thee."

Use did as ordered, after which she withdrew, making
many reverences in the act.

As the door closed on the crone, Bonifacius and his

brother abbot quitted the place in company, leaving the

monk charged with that duty to care for the wealth that had

been so liberally added to the treasury of Einsiedlen.



CHAPTER XXVI.

" Israel, are these men
The mighty hearts you spoke of ?

"

Byron.

THERE was little resemblance in the characters of

the two prelates, beyond that which was the

certain consequence of their common employment.

If Bonifacius was the most learned, of the strong-

est intellectual gifts, and, in other particulars relating to the

mind, of the higher endowments, the princely Abbot of

Einsiedlen had more of those gentle and winning qualities

which best adorn the Christian life. Perhaps neither was
profoundly and meeklj^ pious, for this was not easy to men
surrounded by so man}' inducements to flatter their innate

weaknesses : but both habitually respected the outward obser-

vances of their church ; and both, in degrees proportioned

to the boldness and sagacity of their respective intellects,

yielded faith to the virtue of its offices.

On quitting the sacristy, they proceeded through the

cloisters to the abode of the chief of the community. Here,

closeted together, there was a consultation concerning their

further proceedings.
" Thou wert of near neighborhood," said he of Our Lady

of the Hermits, " to this hardy baron, Brother Bonifacius ?
"

" As thou mayest imagine by the late events. There lay

but a few arrows' flights between his castle and our unhappy

walls."

"Had ye good understanding of old, or cometh the pres-

ent difficulty from long-standing grievances ? '

'

" Thou art happy, pious Rudiger, to be locked, as you

325
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are, among your frosts and mountains, beyond the reach of

noble's arm, and be^'ond the desires of noble's ambition.

Limburg and the craving counts have scarce known peace

since otur abbey's foundation. Your unquiet baron fills some

such agency, in respect to our religious communities, as that

which the unquiet spirit of the father of sin occupies in the

moral world."
" And 3'et, I doubt that the severest blow we are to re-

ceive will come from one of ourselves ! If all that rumor

and missives from the bishops reveal be true, this schism of

Luther promises us a lasting injury !

"

Bonifacius, whose mind penetrated the future much far-

ther than most of his brethren possessed the means of doing,

heard this remark gloomily ; and he sat brooding over the

pictures which a keen imagination presented, while his com-

panion watched the play of his massive features with intui-

tive interest.

"Thou art right, princely abbot," the former at length

replied. "To us, both the future and the past are filled

with lessons of deep instruction, could we but turn them to

present advantage. All that we know of earth shows that

each physical thing returns to its elements when the object

of its creation has been accomplished. The tree helps to pile

the earth which once nourished its roots—the rock crumbles

to the sand of which it was formed—and even man turns to

that dust which was animated that he might live. Can we
then expect that our abbeys, or that even the church itself,

in its present temporal organization, will stand forever? "

'

' Thou hast done well to qualify thy words by saying

temporal, good Bonifacius, for if the body decays, the soul

remains ; and the essence of our communion is in its spirit-

ual character."

"Hearken, right reverend and noble Rudiger ! Go ask

of Luther the niceties of his creed on this point, and he will

tell thee that he is a believer in the transmigration of

souls—that he keepeth this spiritual character, but in a

new dress—and that, while he consigns the ancient body to

the tomb, he only lightens the imperishable part of a bur-

den that has grown too heavy to be borne."
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"But this is rank rebellion to authority, and flat refusal

of doctrine !

"

'

' Of the former there can be no question ; and as to our

German regions, most seem prepared to incur its risks. In

respect to doctrine, learned Rudiger, you now broach a

thesis which resembles the bells on your convent towers,

on which there may be rung endless changes, from the

simple chime to a triple-bob-major."

" Nay, reverend Bonifacius, thou treatest a grave subject

with irreverent levity. If we are to tolerate these innova-

tions, there is an end of discipline ; and I marvel that a

dignified priest should so esteem them !

"

" Thou dost me injustice, brother ; for what I urge is said

in befitting seriousness. The ingenuity of man is so subtle,

and his doubts, once engaged, so restless, that when the

barrier of discipline is raised, I know of no conclusion for

which a clever head may not find a reason. Has it never

struck thee, reverend Rudiger, that a great error hath been

made from the commencement, in founding all our ordi-

nances to regulate society, whether they be of religious or

of mere temporal concerns ?
'

'

'

' Thou askest this of one who hath been accustomed to

think of his superiors with respect.
'

'

" I touch not on our superiors, nor on their personal qual-

ities. What I would say is, that our theories are too often

faulty, inasmuch as they are made to suit former practices
;

whereas, in a well-ordered world, methinks the theory should

come first and the usage follow as a consequence of suitable

conclusions."
'

' This might have done for him who possessed Eden, but

those who came after were compelled to receive things as

they were, and to turn them to profit as they might."
'

' Brother and princely abbot, thou hast grappled with the

dilemma ! Could we be placed in the occupancy of this

goodly heritage, untrammeled by previously endeared inter-

ests, seeing the truth, naught would be easier than to make
practice conform to theory ; but, being that we are, priest

and noble, saint and sinner, philosopher and worldling,

why, look you, the theory is driven to conform to the neces-
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sities of practice ; and hence doctrine, at the best, is but a

convertible authority. As a Benedictine, and a lover of

Rome, I would that Luther had been satisfied with mere
changes in habits, for these may be accommodated to cli-

mates and prejudices ; but when the flood-gates of discussion

are raised, no man can say to what extent, or in what direc-

tion, the torrent will flow."

"Thou hast little faith, seemingl}^ in the qualit>' of

reason."

Bonifacius regarded his companion a moment with an

ill-concealed sneer.

"Surely, holy Rudiger," he gravely replied, "thou hast

not so long governed thy fellows, to put this question to

me ! Hadst thou said passion, we might right quickly

come to an understanding. The corollaries of our animal

nature follow reasonably enough from the proposition ; but

when we quit the visible landmarks of the species, to launch

upon the ocean of speculation, we commit ourselves, like

the mariner who trusts his magnet, to an unknown cause.

He that is a-hungered will eat, and he that is pained will

roar ; he that hath need of gold will rob in some shape or

other ; and he that loveth his ease may prefer quiet to

trouble : all this may be calculated, with other inferences

that follow ; but if thou wilt tell me what course the Lam-
mergeyer will take when he hath soared beyond the Alps,

I will tell thee the direction in which the mind of man
will steer, when fairly afloat on the sea of speculation and
argument."

" The greater the necessity that it should be held in the

wholesome limits of discipline and doctrine."

"Were doctrine like our convent walls, all would be

well ; but being what it is, men become what thej' are."

"How! Dost thou account faith for naught? I have
heard there were brothers of deep piety in Limburg. Father

Johan, who perished in defence of thy altars, may go near

to be canonized—to say nothing of the excellent prior who
is here among us on this pilgrimage."

" I count faith for much, excellent brother ; and happy is

he who can satisfy uneasy scruples by so pleasant an expe
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dient. Brother Johan may be canonized, if our father of

Rome shall see fit, hereafter, and the fallen Limburg will

have reason to exult in its member. Still I do not see that

the unhapp}' Johan proveth aught against the nature of

doctrine, for, had he been possessed of less pertinacity in

certain of his opinions, he would have escaped the fate

which befell him."
'

' Is martyrdom a lot to displease a Christian ? Bethink

thee of the fathers, and of their ends !
'

'

" Had Johan bethought him more of their fortunes, his

own might have been different. Reverend Abbot, Johan

hath long ceased to be a riddle to me ; though I deny not

his utility with the peasant and the fervent. But him thou

hast last mentioned"—here Bonifacius leaned a cheek on

his hand, and spoke like one that was seriously perplexed
—" him thou namedst last—the sincere, and wise, and sim-

ple Amolph, have I never truly comprehended ! That man
appeareth equally contented in his cell as in his stall ; hon-

ored equally in his office, and on this weary pilgrimage
;

whether in prosperity or in misfortune, he is ever at peace

with himself and with others. Here is truly a man that no

reasoning of mine hath been able to fathom. He is not

ambitious, for thrice hath he refused the mitre ! He is

sustained by no wild visions or deceitful fantasies, like the

unhappy Johan ; nor yet is he indifferent to any of the more

severe practices of his profession, all of which are observed

quietly, and seemingly with satisfaction. He is learned,

without the desire of discussion ; meek, amid a firmness

that would despise the stake ; and forgiving to a degree

that might lead us to call him easy, but for a consistency

that never seemeth to yield to any influence of season,

events, or hopes. Truly, this is a man that baflQeth all my
knowledge !

"

Bonifacius, in despite of his acquirements, his masculine

intellect, and his acquaintance with men, did not perceive

how much he admitted against himself, by expressing his

own inability to fathom the motives of the prior. Nor did

the enigma appear to be perfectly intelligible to his com-

panion, who listened curiously to the other's description of
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their brother ; much as we hearken to a history of inexpli-

cable or supernatural incidents.

" I have heard much of Ainolph," observed the latter,
'

' though never matter so strange as this ; and yet most seem
to love him !

"

'

' Therein is his power ! though often most opposed to

me, I cannot say that I myself am indifferent to the man.
By our patron saint ! I sometimes fain believe I love him !

He was among the last to desert our altars, when pressed

by this rapacious noble and his credulous and silly burgh-

ers ; and yet was he foremost to forgive the injury when
committed. But for him and his high influence with the

bishops, there might have been blows for blows, spite of

this schism that hath turned so many in Germany from our

support."
" And since thou speakest of the schism, in what manner

dost thou account for an innovation so hardy in a region

that is usually esteemed reasonable ? There must have
been relaxation of authority ; for there is no expedient

so certain to prevent heresies, or errors of doctrine, as a

church well established, and which is maintained by fitting

authority."

Bonifacius smiled, for even in that early age his pene-

trating mind saw the fallacy to which the other was a

dupe.
'

' This is well when there is right ; but when there is error,

brother, your established authority does but uphold it.

The provisions that are made in thy comfortable abode to

keep the cold air out, may be the means of keeping foul air

within."
" In this manner of reasoning, truth can have no exist-

ence ! Thou dreadest doctrine, and thou wilt naught of dis-

cipline !

"

"Nay, holy Rudiger, in the latter thou greatly miscon-

ceivest me. Of discipline I would have all that is possible
;

I merely deny that it is any pledge of truth. We are apt to

say that a well-ordained and established church is the but-

tress of truth, when experience plainly showeth that this dis-

cipline doeth more harm to truth than it can ever serve it,
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and that simply because there can be but one truth, while

there are many modes of discipline ; many establishments,

therefore, uphold many errors, or truth hath no identity

with itself."

" Thou surprisest me ! Whatever may come of this her-

esy, as 5'et I know of but one assault on our supremacy
;

and that cometh of error, as we come of right."

" This is well for Christendom, but what sayest it for your

Moslem—your fire-worshipper—your Hindoo—your Pagan,

and all the rest ; any one of whom is j ust as ready to keep

out error by discipline, as we of Rome ? Until now, cer-

tainly among Christians this evil hath not often happened,

though even we are not without our differences ; but look-

ing to this advance of the printing art, and of the variety of

opinions that are its fruits, I foresee that we are to have

many opposing expedients, all of which will be equally well

pondered and concocted to keep in truth and to exclude

error. This pretension of high authority, and of close ex-

actions to maintain purity of doctrine, and what we deem
truth, is well, as the jurists saj-, quoad hoc; but touching

the general question, I do not see its virtue. Now that men
enlist with passion in these spiritual discussions, we may
look to see various modifications of the church, all of which

will be more or less buttressed by human expedients, as so

many preservatives of truth ; but when the time shall come
that countries and communities are divided among them-

selves on these subtleties, look you, excellent Rudiger, we
may expect to shut in as much error by our laws and estab-

lishments, as we shall shut out. I fear heaven is a goal

that must be reached by a general mediation, leaving each

to give faith to the minor points of doctrine, according to his

habits and abilities."
'

' This savors more of the houseless abbot than of him
who lately had an obedient and flourishing brotherhood !

"

Rudiger somewhat piquantly rejoined.

Bonifacius was unmoved by the evident allusion, regard-

ing his companion coolly, and like a man who too well knew
his own superiority easily to take offence. His reply, how-
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ever, would probably have been a retort, notwithstanding

this seeming moderation, had not a door opened, and Ar-

nolph quietl}' entered the room.

The reception of the prior, by his two mitred brethren,

proved the deep respect which had so universally been won
by his self-denying qualities. In the great struggle of the

conflicting egotism which composes, in a great degree, the

principle of most of the actions of this uneasy world, no one

is so likely to command universal esteem as he who appears

willing to bear the burden of life, with as little as possible

of its visible benefits, by withdrawing himself from the

arena of its contentions. In the great mass, an occasional

/ttreat from the struggle, on the part of those who have few

means of success, creates but little feeling of any sort,

perhaps ; but when he that hath undeniable pretensions

exhibits this forbearance, he may be certain of obtaining full

credit for all that he possesses, and more, even to the admis-

sion of qualifications that would be vehemently denied had
he taken a different attitude, in respect to his rivals. Such
was, in some measure, the position of Father Arnolph ; and
Bonifacius himself never struggled to resist his natural

impulses toward the pious monk, having a secret persuasion

that none of his virtues, however publicly proclaimed, were

likely to militate against his own interests.

" Thou art much wearied, holy prior," said the Abbot of

Einsiedlen, offering a seat to his visitor, with assiduous and
flattering attention.

'

' I count it not, princely Rudiger ; having lightened the

wa)" with much good discourse and many prayers ; my pil-

grims are faint, but, happily arrived, they are now fairly

committed to the convent's hospitality."

"Thou hast with thee, reverend Arnolph, a noble of

high esteem in thy German country ?
'

'

" Of ancient blood, and of great worldly credit, " returned

the prior, with reserve.

"What thinkest thou. Brother Bonifacius? It may not

be prudent to make any very public manifestations of a dif-

ference of treatment, between those who seek our shrine
;
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but do not hospitality, and such courtesy as marketh our

own breeding, demand some private greetings. Is my opin-

ion suitable, worthy Arnolph ?
"

" God is no respecter of persons, Abbot of Einsiedlen."

"Can any know this better than ourselves? But we
pretend not to perfection, nor can our judgments be set up
as decisive of men's merits, further than belongs to our

ofl&ce. Ours is an hospitable order, and we are privileged

to earn esteem, and therefore doth it appear to me not only

becoming, but politic, to show a noble of this repute, and at

a moment when heresy runs mad, that we do not overlook

the nature of his sacrifices. Thou art silent, brother

abbot !"

The Abbot of Limburg listened with secret satisfaction,

for he had views of his own that the proposal favored. He
was therefore about to give a ready assent, when Arnolph

interrupted him.
" I have nobles among my followers, right reverend

abbots," said the latter earnestly; "and I have those

that deserve to be more than noble, if deep Christian hu-

mility can claim to be so esteemed. I did not come to speak

of Emich of Hartenburg, but of spirits sorely bruised, and

to beg of thee, in their behalf, a boon of churchly ofifices.
'

'

'

' Name it, father, and make certain of its fair reception.

But it is now late, and no rites of the morrow need defeat

our intentions of honest hospitality."

"They, in whose behalf I would speak," said Arnolph,

with apparent mortification, "are already without; if

admitted, they may best explain their own desires.
'

'

The abbot signified a ready assent to receive these visitors,

and the prior hastened to admit them, anticipating a whole-

some eflfect on the minds of his superiors from the inter\'iew.

When he reappeared, he was followed b}^ Ulricke, Lottchen,

and Meta, who came after him in the order named. Both

the abbots seemed surprised, for it exceeded their confidence

in themselves to admit visitors of that sex, at an hour so

equivocal, in the more retired parts of the buildings, and

they counted little on the boldness of innocence.
*

' This exceedeth usage !

'

' exclaimed the superior of Ein-
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siedlen. " It is true, we have our privileges, pious Amolph,

but they are resorted to with great discretion."

"Fear not, holy abbot," Arnolph calmly answered;

"this visit may at least claim to be as harmless as that of

those thou hast just named. Speak, virtuous Ulricke, that

thy wishes may be known."

Ulricke crossed herself, first casting a tearful eye on the

pallid and depressed countenances of her daughter and of

her friend.
'

' We are come to your favored shrine, princely and

pious abbot," she slowly commenced, like one who feared

the effect of her own words, "penitents, pilgrims, and

acknowledging our sins, in order to expiate a great wrong,

and to implore Heaven's pardon. The accomplishment of

our wishes hath been promised by the church, and by one

greater than the church, should we bring with us contrite

hearts. In this behalf, then, we have now little to offer,

since our pious guide, the beloved and instructed Arnolph,

hath taught us to omit no observance, nor hath he, in any

particular, left us ignorant of the state of mind that best

befitteth our present undertaking. But, right reverend

abbot—"
"Proceed, daughter; thou wilt find all here ready to

listen," said Rudiger kindly, observdng that her words

became choked, and that she continued to cast uneasy looks

at lyOttchen and Meta. The voice of the speaker sank, but

her tones were still more earnest, as she continued.

"Holy Benedictine, aided by Heaven's kindness, I will.

In all that toucheth our pilgrimage and its duties, we con-

fide entirely to the pious counsel of the learned and godly

Arnolph, and he will tell you that naught material hath by

u-s been neglected. We have prayed, and confessed, and

fasted, and done the needed expiations, in a meek mood,

and with contrite hearts. We come, then, to ask a ser\dce

of this favored community, which, we trust, may not be

refused to the Christian."

The abbot looked surprised, but he awaited her own time

to continue.
'

' It hath pleased Heaven to call away one dear to us, at a
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short summons," proceeded Ulricke, not without casting

another fearful glance at her companions ; "and we would

ask the powerful prayers of the community of our Lady of

the Hermits, in behalf of his soul."

" Of what age was the deceased ?
"

" God summoned him, reverend abbot, in early youth."
" By what means did he come to his end ?

"

" By a sudden display of Heaven's power."
" Died he at peace with God and the church ?

"

" Father, his end was sudden and calamitous. None can

know the temper of the mind at that awful moment. '

'

"But did he live in the practices of our faith? Thou
comest of a region in which there is much heresy, and this

is an hour in which the shepherd cannot desert the fold."

Ulricke paused, for the breathing of her friend was thick

and audible.

" Princely abbot, he was a Christian. I held him myself

at the font. This humble penitent and pilgrim gave him

birth, and to this holy prior hath he often confessed."

The abbot greatly disliked the manners of the answers.

His brow drew over the ej-es, and he turned jealous glances

from Arnolph to the females.
'

' Canst thou vouch for thy penitent ? " he demanded

abruptly of the prior.

' * His soul hath need of masses.
'

'

'

' Was he tainted with the heresy of the times ?
'

'

Arnolph paused. His mind underwent a severe struggle,

for, while he distrusted the opinions of Berchthold, he knew
nothing that a scrupulous and conscientious judge could

fairly construe into unequivocal evidence of his dereliction

from the church.
" Thou dost not answer, prior."

" God hath not gifted me with knowledge to judge the

secret heart."
" Ha ! this grows plainer. Reverend Bonifacius, canst

thou say aught of this ?
'

'

The dethroned Abbot of Limburg had, at first, listened

to the dialogue with indifference. There had even been an

ironical smile on his lips while Ulricke was speaking, but
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when Amolph was questioned, it disappeared in an active

and a curious desire to know in what manner a man so

conscientious would extricate himself from the dilemma.

Thus directly questioned, however, he found himself obliged

to become a party in the discourse.
'

' I well know, princely and pious Rudiger, that heresy is

rife in our misguided Palatinate," he answered; "else

would not the Abbot of Limburg be a houseless guest in

Einsiedlen."
'

' Thou hearest, daughter ! the youth is suspected of

having died an enemy of the church."
'

' The greater the errors, if this be true, the greater the

need that prayers be offered for his soul."
'

' This would be truly aiding Lucifer in his designs to

overturn our tabernacles, and a weakness not to be indulged.

I am grieved to be compelled to show this discipline to one
of thy seeming zeal, but our altars cannot be defiled by sac-

rifices in behalf of those who despise them. Was the youth
connected with the fall of Limburg ?

'

'

'

' Father, he died in the crush of its roofs,
'

' said Ulricke,

in nearly inaudible syllables ;

'

' and we deem the manner of

his end another reason why extraordinary masses should be
said in his behalf."

'

' Thou askest an impossibility. Were we to yield to our

pity in these cases of desperate heresies, it would discourage

the faithful, and embolden those who are already too inde-

pendent. '

'

" Father !
" said a tremulous and low, but eager voice.

" What wouldst thou, daughter ? " asked the abbot, turn-

ing to Lottchen.

"Listen to a mother's prayer. The boy was born and
educated in the bosom of the church. For reasons at which
I do not repine. Heaven early showed its displeasure on his

father and on me. We were rich, and we became poor ; we
were esteemed of men, but we learned how much better is

the support of God. We submitted ; and when we saw
those who had once looked up to us in respect, looking down
upon us in scorn, we kissed the child, were grateful, and did

not repine. Kven this trial was not sufficient—the father
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was taken from his pains and mortifications, and my son put

on the Hvery of a baron. I will not say— I cannot say—ray

strength would have been equal to all this of itself. An
angel, in the form of this constant and excellent woman,
was sent to sustain me. Until the late wrong to Limburg,

we had our hopes and our hours of happiness—but that

crime defeated all. My boy hath perished by a just anger,

and I remain to implore Heaven in his behalf. Wilt thou

refuse the church's succor to a childless mother, who, this

favor obtained, will be ready to bless God and die ?

"

'

' Thou troublest me, daughter ; but I beg thee to remem-

ber I am but the guardian of a high and sacred trust.
'

'

'

' Father !

'

' said a second and still more thrilling ap-

peal.

"Thou, too, child ! What wouldest thou of one but too

ready to yield, were it not for duty ?
"

Meta had kneeled, and throwing back the hood of her

pilgrim's mantle, the change left her bloodless face exposed

to the abbot's view. The girl seemed strangely struggling

with herself; then, finding encouragement in her mother's

eye, she was able to continue.

" I know, most holy and very reverend abbot," she com-

menced, with an evidently regulated phraseology, like one

who had been instructed how to make the appeal, " that the

church hath need of much discipline ; without which there

would be neither duration nor order in its existence. This

hath my mother taught me ; and we both admit it, and

prize the truth. For this reason have we submitted our-

selves to all its ordinances, never failing to confess and

worship, or to observe the fasts and saints' days. Even the

mitred Bonifacius, there, will not deny this, as respects

either of us
—

"

Meta delayed, as if inviting the abbot to gainsay her

words if he could ; but Bonifacius was silent.

" As for him that hath died," resumed Meta, whose voice

sounded like plaintive music, "this is the truth. He was

bom a Christian, and he never said aught in my presence

against the church. Thou canst not think, father, that he

who sought my esteem, would strive to gain it by means
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that no Christian girl could respect. That he was often at

the abbey confessionals I know ; and that he was in favor

with this holy prior, thou hast but to ask, to learn. In go-

ing against Limburg, he did but obey his lord, as others

have often done before ; and surely all that fall in battle are

not to be hopelessly condemned. If there is heresy in Ger-

many, is it not enough of itself to endure so great a danger

in life, that the dead must be abandoned to their past acts,

without succor from the church, or thought from their

friends ? Oh ! thou wilt think better, holy but cruel Rud-

iger, of thy hasty decision. Give us then masses for poor

Berchthold ! I know not what Bonifacius may have said to

thee in secret, concerning the youth, but this much would I

say in his favor, in presence of the assembled earth—more

pious son, more faithful follower, a braver at need, a more

gentle in intercourse, a truer or kinder heart than his, does

not now beat in the Palatinate ! I know not but I exceed

the limits of a maiden's speech, in what I say," continued

the girl ardently, a bright spot shining on each cheek amid

her tears, " but the dead are mute, and if those they loved

are cold to their wants in what manner is Heaven to know
their cruel need ?

'

'

'

' Good daughter,
'

' interrupted the abbot, who began to

feel distressed, "we will think of this. Go thou to thj'

rest, and may God bless thee !

'

'

'

' Nay, I cannot sleep while the soul of Berchthold en-

dures this jeopardy ! Perhaps the church will demand
penance in his behalf. My mother Lottchen is no longer

young and strong, as formerly ; but thou seest, father, what

I am ! Name what thou wilt—pilgrimages, fasts, stripes,

prayers, or vigils, are alike to me. Nay, think not that I

regard them ! Thou canst not bestow more happiness than

to give this task for poor Berchthold' s sake. Oh ! hadst

thou known him, holy monk, so kind with the weak, so

gentle with us maidens, and so true, thou wouldst not,

na3^ thou couldst not need another prayer to grant the

masses !

"

" Bonifacius, is there no means of justifjing the conces-

sion ? '

'
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"I would speak with thee, brother," answered he of

Limburg, who, with a thoughtful countenance, awaited his

companion a little apart from the others.

The conference of the two prelates was short, but it was
decisive.

'

' Take away the child,
'

' said the Abbot Rudiger to Ul-

ricke ;
" the weight of Heaven's displeasure must be borne."

The prior sighed heavily ; but he signed for the females

to obey, like one who saw the uselessness of further en-

treaties. Leading the way, he left the abbot's abode, his

companions following ; nor did a murmur escape either

while giving this proof of patient submission. It was only

when Ulricke and Lottchen had reached the open air that

they found the helpless girl they supported was without

sensibility. As fits of fainting had been common of late,

her mother felt no great alarm, nor was it long before all

the female pilgrims sought the pillows they so much needed.



CHAPTER XXVII.

" Fy, uncle Beaufort ! I have heard you preach,

That malice was a great and grievous sin."

King Henry VI.

THE social character of a Benedictine community has

been mentioned in one of the earlier chapters.

That of Einsiedlen, though charged with the

worship of altars especially favored, formed no

exception to the general rule. If anything, the number of

distinguished pilgrims that frequented its shrine, rendered it

liable to more than usual demands on its hospitality ; de-

mands that were met by a suitable attention to the rules of

the brotherhood. Even Loretto has its palace for the enter-

tainment of such princes as can descend from their thrones

to kneel in the " santa casa "
; for policy, not to speak of a

more generous motive, requires that the path should be

smoothed to these devotees who are unaccustomed to en-

counter diflSculties. In conformity with the rule of their

order, then, though dwelling in the secluded and wild region

already described, the fraternity of Our Lady of the Hermits

had their abbot's abode, their lodgings for the stranger, and

their stores of cheer, as well as their cells and their religious

rites.

It was about three hours after the interview related in

the last chapter—a time that brings us near the turn of

the night—that we shall return to the narrative. The
scene is a banqueting-hall, or, to speak in more measured

phrase, a private refectory, in which the princely abbot was
wont to entertain those in whose behalf he saw sufficient

reasons to exercise more than ordinary attention and favor.

341
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There was no great show of luxury in the ordinary deco-

rations of the place, for a useless display of its means
formed no part of the system of a community that chiefly

existed by the liberality of the pious. Still the hall was
as well arranged as comported with the rude habits of the

age, in that secluded region—habits that consulted the

substantial portion of human enjoyments far more than

those elaborate and efieminate inventions, which use has

since rendered nearl}^ indispensable to later generations.

The floor was of tile, not very nicely polished ; the walls

were wainscoted in dark oak ; and the ceiling had a rude

attempt to represent the supper giv^en at the marriage at

Cana, and the miracle of the wine. Notwithstanding it

was midsummer, a cheerful fire blazed in a chimney of

huge dimensions ; the size of the apartment and the keen

air of the mountains rendering such an auxiliary not only

agreeable, but necessary. The board was spacious and

well covered, ofiering a generous display of those healthful

and warm liquors, which have so long given the Rhine

additional estimation with every traveller of taste.

Around the table were placed the abbot, and his un-

housed peer, Bonifacius ; a favorite or two of the commu-
nity of Einsiedlen ; with Emich, the Knight of Rhodes, the

abbe, Heinrich Frey, and the smith. The former were in

their usual conventional robes ; while the latter were con-

founded, so far as externals were concerned, in their dresses

of pilgrims. Dietrich owed his present advantage alto-

gether to the fortuitous circumstance of being found in so

good company, divested of the usual distinguishing marks
of his rank. If Bonifacius was at all aware of his charac-

ter, indifference or policy prevented its exposure.

Had one been suddenly introduced to this midnight

scene, he would scarce have recognized the weary penitent

and the reproving churchman, in the jovial cheer and boon

companionship of the hour. The appetite was already

more than satisfied, and many a glass had been quaffed in

honor of both hosts and guests, ere the precise moment to

which we transfer the action of the tale.

The princely prelate occupied the seat of honor, as be-
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came his high rank, while Bonifacius was seated at one

elbow, and the Count of Hartenburg at the other. The
great consideration due to the first, as well as his personal

character and mild manners, had served to preserve all

outward appearances of amity and courteous intercourse

between his neighbors, neither of whom had as yet suffered

the slightest intimation of their former knowledge of each

other to escape him. This polite duplicity, which we have

reason to think is of very ancient origin, and in which Al-

brecht of Viederbach and Monsieur Latouche assisted with

rare felicity, aided in curbing the feelings of their inferiors,

who, being less trained in the seemliness of deception,

might otherwise have given vent to some of their bodily

pains, by allusions of an irritating and questionable

nature.
'

' Thou findest our liquors palatable ? '

' courteously ob-

served the abbot, as we shall, par excellence, now distin-

guish him of Einsiedlen. " This of the silver cup, cometh
from the liberality of thy late elector, who had occasion to

send votive offerings, in behalf of the illness of one of his

family, to Our Lady of the Hermits, and who had the grace

to accompany the memorial to the convent treasury by this

sign of private regard ; and that thou seemest most to rel-

ish, is a neighborly boon from our brother of Saint Gall,

than whom more generous churchman does not wear a

cowl. Thou knowest, son, that the matter of good wine
hath long been the subject of especial care with that thriv-

ing brotherhood."
'

' Thou overratest my knowledge of history, princely

abbot," returned Emich, setting down the glass, however,

in a manner to show that his familiarity with good liquors

might safely be assumed, '

' We of the lower countries

waste but little time on these studies, trusting chiefly to

those who dwell at the universities for the truth of what
we hear. If he of Saint Gall dispenseth much of this

goodly liquor, certes it were well that our spiritual guard-

ians sent us, on occasions, to make our pilgrimages in that

region, which cannot be far from this, unless my geography

is greatly in fault.
'

'
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'

' Thou couldst not have better divined, hadst thou been

a doctor of Wittenberg, or of Rome itself ! Considering

our mountain paths, and the insufl&ciency of the bridges

and other conveniences, it may require two suns to urge a

beast from our convent gate to that of our brother of Saint

Gall, though, on emergencies, we have succeeded, by

means of faithful footmen, in getting tidings to their ears

within the day and night. Saint Gall is a wealthy and

w'ell-bestowed ahhey, of ver>^ ancient existence, and of

much repute as the haven of letters, during the darkest

period, learned Bonifacius, of our more modem times

;

though the late increase of its town, and the growing

turbulence of the times, have not permitted it to escape

with impunity, from the dangers that now beset all of

Rome."
This was the first allusion which had been made to the

events that had so singularly brought the present company
together ; and, but for the address and self-command of

Bonifacius, it might have brought on a discussion that

would not have proved agreeable.

" Saint Gall and its merits are unknown to none w^ho wear

the frock of Saint Benedict," he said, with admirable com-

posure.
'

' Thou hast well said that its walls were, for many
ages, the sole protectors of learning in our Europe ; for with-

out the diligence and fidelity of its abbots and brotherhood,

much that is now' preserved and prized would have been

irretrievably lost to posterity and to ourselves."

" I doubt not, reverend Benedictine," observed Emich,

speaking courteously across the abbot to Bonifacius, much
as a well-bred guest at board addresses a convive to whom
he is otherwise a stranger, " that this rare taste in liquors,

of which there has just been question, is the fruit of the

excellent knowledge which you extol."

"That is a point I shall not hastily decide," returned

Bonifacius, smiling. " It may be so, for we have accounts

of sore discord between Saint Gall and others even of the

church, touching the uses and qualities of their wines."
" That have we, and right faithfully recorded !

" rejoined

the abbot. '
' There was the war between the Prince Bishop
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of Basle and our brethren of Saint Gall, that led to sore

contentions and heavy losses.
'

'

'

' How ! did the desire to partake, urge our Rhenish pre-

late to push adventure so far as to come this distance in

quest of liquor ? '

'

"Thou art in error, son pilgrim, concerning the nature

of Saint Gall's stores. We have vineyards, it is true,

among these mountains, as witness those on the shores of

the neighboring lake of Zurich, as well as others that

might be named ; but our country wines will warm the

blood of peasant only. He that hath tasted better, seldom

fills his cup with liquor that comes from any region this

side the farther border of Swabia—your vines of the Rhein-

gau in specialty ; whereas the territories of Saint Gall lie

still farther from those favored countries than we ourselves."

"You have need to explain, princely abbot; for that

the Baslois should come in our direction, in quest of good

liquor, is clear enough, whereas the war you have named,

would have sent him farther from his object."

"Thou hast not come hither, son, without marking the

course of the Rhine, on whose banks thou hast so long

journeyed. This great stream, though so turbulent and

dangerous among the mountains, is of much use in pro-

curing our supplies. By means of the lake of Constance

and the lower river, heavy burdens arrive at the very ter-

ritory of our sister abbey ; and the dispute to which there

has been allusion, came of the fact that the right reverend

prelate of Basle would fain have demanded toll on the pur-

chases of the abbey. Thou mayest remember, brother,"

looking toward Bonifacius, " that when both were tired of

blows, the good bishop sent to demand ' What the Virgin had

done, that the churchmen above should slay her people ? ' and

that he received for a merry answer the question of, ' What
has Saint Gall done, that thou shouldest stop his wines? '

"

The listeners laughed in low simpers, like men amused

with this characteristic narrative ; for such incidents were

yet too recent to excite much other reflection, even among
churchmen, than what was connected with the vulgar tern--

poral interests of the incident.
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'

' By the Magi ! holy and princely abbot, thy tale giveth

additional flavor!" said Emich, who greatly enjoyed the

quarrel; "it moreover ser\'eth to shut out thoughts that

come from aching bones and weary feet.
'

'

'

' Thy pilgrimage, son, will bring its rewards as well as

its pains. Should it be a means of removing thee, for a

time, from the heresies of German}^ and of placing thee

and thine in more friendly communion with the church, the

toil will not be lost.
'

'

" As such do I esteem the duty," returned Emich, toss-

ing oflF his glass, after steadily regarding the liquor a mo-

ment by the fire-light.
'

' Saint Gall had the right of the

matter ; and he who would not take up arms for this, did

not deserve to wear them. But now, Herr Frey ! Thou
art silent ?

'

'

" Not more so, I trust, nobly-bom Emich, than becometh

one on a pilgrimage ; and one who hath need to bethink

him of his duties, lest his town should have cause to re-

proach him with negligence.
'

'

"God's truth. Master Burgomaster! If any here have

reason to bethink them of Deurckheim, it is the city's sov-

ereign and lord. So cheer up, and let us lighten the load

we carry, always under the favor and good graces of this

hospitable and well-endowed brotherhood. '

'

'

' Thou art a servitor of the cross ? '

' demanded the abbot

of Albrecht of Viederbach, beckoning the knight to come
nearer.

'

' An indifferent one, princely and pious Rudiger, and I

might sa}^ one that hath >delded to the seductions of com-

pany and good-fellowship, not to speak of the force of

blood, else would he have been spared this expiation."

"Nay, I name not thy pursuit with the intent to re-

proach," interrupted the courteous prelate. "Such liberty

does not become hospitality. We make a difference within

these walls between the confessional and the board."

"The distinction is just, and promises perpetuity and

lasting respect to our faith, spite of all heresies. The rock

on which this brother Luther and his followers will split,

holy abbot—at least, it so seemeth to an uninstructed
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capacity—is the desife to refine beyond men's means of

endurance. Religion, like chivalr>', is good in its way
;

but neither the priest nor the knight can bear his armor at

all times and seasons. Your schismatic hath the desire to

convert the layman into a monk, whereas the beauty of

creation is its order ; and he that is charged with the cure

of souls is sufficient for his object, without laying this con-

stant burden on the shoulders of him that hath already

more of temporal cares than he can bear.
'

'

" Were others more of thy mind, son, we should have

less trouble and better discipline. Our altars are not use-

less, and if they who frequent them could be content to

think that we are sufficient for their safety, the world would

be saved much disputation, and haply some shedding of

blood. But with these safe and creditable opinions, sir

knight and pilgrim," continued the abbot, dropping his

voice to a more confidential key, "it may be permitted me
to express surprise that I see thee one of a penitence com-

manded for violence done a convent ! '

'

Albrecht of Viederbach shrugged his shoulders, and
glanced meaningly toward his cousin.

"What will you, right noble and reverend prelate? We
are but the creatures of accident. There is respect due to

fellowship and hospitality, to say naught of the claims of

blood and kindred. The evil turn of the Rhodian warfare,

some longings to look again at our German fields—for the

father-land keeps its hold of us more particularly in adversity

—with the habits of an unsettled existence, served to lead

me to the castle of Hartenburg ; and fairly entered, it will

excite no wonder that the guest was ready to lend his

sword, in a short foray, to the host. These sallies as thou

well knowest, princely Rudiger are not so rare as to be

deemed miracles."

"What thou sayest is true," returned the abbot, always

speaking as it were aside to the knight, and manifesting no
great surprise at this avowal of principles that were common
enough in that age, and which have descended in a different

form to our own, since we daily see men, in the gravest

affairs of a nation, putting their morality at the disposal of
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party rather than incur the odium of being wanting in this

species of social faith. "What thou sayest is very true,

and may well furnish thy plea with the Grand Master.

Thou mayest on many accounts, too, find this pilgrimage

wholesome."

"Doubt it not, reverend abbot. We had little time,

during the siege, to pay due attention to the rites ; and the

general looseness of our lives, since driven from the island,

has left long arrears to settle ; a fact that I endeavor to

remember now. '

'

" And thy associate—he of gentle mien ; hath he not also

connection with the church ?
'

'

Albrecht turned to whisper the reply.

"'Tis but one that circulates under the frock, holy

Benedictine—a youth that hath been the dupe of Lord

Emich ; for to speak thee fair, m}^ cousin wanteth not of

the policy necessary to his condition, and to the habits of a

sage government."

The abbot smiled in a way to show a good intelligence

between him and his companion. After this they talked

apart earnestly for a while, beckoning Monsieur Latouche

to make one of their party, after sundry glances in his direc-

tion. In the meantime, the general discourse proceeded

among the other guests.

"I was sorrowed to hear, reverend Benedictine," pro-

ceeded the count, purposely avoiding the eye of Bonifacius,

b}^ addressing himself to one of the brotherhood of Ein-

siedlen, "that thy community hath refused us masses for

the soul of one that fell in that unhappy dispute which is

the cause of our present pleasure, in being in so goodly com-

pany. I loved the youth, and would fain deal liberally by

those that remember his present necessities."
'

' Hath the matter been fairly put to those having the

right to decide ? '

' demanded the monk, showing, by the

direction of his eye that he meant his superior.

" They tell me it hath, and put touchingly ; but without

success. I trust there has been no hostile interference in this

affair, which concemeth no less than a soul, and ought to be

dealt by tenderly."
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**I know of but one, and that is the father of evil him-

self, that hath an enmity to souls !

'

' answered the monk,

with very honest surprise.
'

' As for us, it is our pleasure

to be of use on all such occasions ; and that especially when
the request is preferred by friends of the deceased, that are

worthy of so much higher favor.
'

'

'

' Dost thou call those who overturn altars,
'

' said Boni-

facius, sternly, and with great firmness of voice
—

" who
visit the temple with the armed hand, and who defy the

church, worthy of her favors ?
"

" Reverend abbot !—

"

" Nay, let him give his humor vent," said Emich,

proudly :

'

' the cold air and a roofless head are apt to

move the temper. I would fain have met thee, Bonifacius,

in amity, as should have been the case after our solemn

treaty, and all the reparations that are made ; but the de-

sire to rule, it would seem, does not abandon thee, even in

banishment !
'

'

'

' Thou art deceived in imagining that I shall forget my-

self or my office, rude Emich ; the question put was to the

Benedictine, and not to thee."
'

' Then let the Benedictine answer. I ask thee, father, is

it becoming or just, that the soul of a j^outh of good repute,

of moral life, and of reasonably earthly hopes, should be

refused aid on the mere grudge of ancient hostility, or haply

that there were some passages at his death, that might have

been better avoided ?
'

'

"The church must judge for itself, noble pilgrim, and

decide on those rules which regulate its course !
'

'

" By the sainted eleven thousand ! Thou forgettest that

all usages have been respected, and that the masses are not

asked as the beggar imploreth alms, but that fairly counted

gold is proffered in behalf of the youth. If enough has not

been done in this way, I swear to thee Bonifacius, since it

would seem thy influence here is so strong, that on my re-

turn there shall be further offerings on his account. Berch-

thold was very dear to me, and I would not have it said

that all memory of the boy is lost beneath the ashes of Lim-

burg.
'

'
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Though both in their several ways were irascible, vio-

lent, and unaccustomed to control, neither Emich nor Bon-

ifacius was wanting in that species of self-command which

is so necessary to men intrusted with the care of important

interests. They had early learned to bring feeling more

or less in subjection to their policy ; and, though not

quite equal to a cold and managed display of indifference

on such subjects as too closely crossed their views, it re-

quired a certain combination of excitement to induce either,

unnecessarily to betray his true emotions. Their personal

intercourse had, in consequence of this affected moderation,

been less violent and wrangling than would otherwise have

proved, for it did not often happen that both found them-

selves wrought up to the point of explosion, precisely at

the same instant ; and he that happened to remain the

coolest, stood as a check on the passions of him who had

momentarily forgotten appearances. But for this fact, the

ill-timed and ill-worded question of the count might have

produced an immediate rupture, to the injury of the pil-

grims' interests, and to the great scandal of the brother-

hood of Einsiedlen : as it was, however, Bonifacius listened

with outward courtesy, and answered more like one that

remembered his priestly ofl&ce than his particular injuries.

" Had it been my good fortune, Herr Pilgrim," he said,

calmly, " to have remained in charge of altars so esteemed

as to be sought on such a behalf, thy application in favor

of the youth would have received meet attention ; but thou

now addressest a prelate, that, like thee, is indebted to the

hospitality of these excellent brothers for a roof to cover his

head."
" Nay, I know not," added the count, a little confused by

this sudden humility, "but rather than desert so young a

soul in this strait, and soul of a servitor whom I so much
loved, that I would even now endow some chapel—of a size

and decorations suited to his station while living."

" On Eimburg hill, Herr Emich? "

'

' Nay, excellent Bonifacius, thou forgettest our loving

treaty, this pilgrimage, and other conditions honorably ful-

filled. Altars can never rise again on Limburg hill, for that
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were to lose sight of our oaths and promises, which would be

a cr^'ing sin in both ; but altars and chapels may exist else-

where. Give us, then, this grace, and look to our gratitude

and justice for the reward."

Bonifacius smiled, for he felt his power, and he enjoyed it

like a man conscious of having so lateh' been in the hands

of the ver}'- baron who now so earnestly beseeched his

favor. It may not be easy for one educated in these later

days, to understand the singular contradiction which led

Emich of Hartenburg, the destroyer of Limburg, thus to

entreat a monk ; but he who would properly understand his

character must remember the durability of impressions

made in youth, the dread myster}' that is attached to the

unknown future, and, most of all, the flagrant inconsisten-

cies, that are always the fruits of a struggle between princi-

ples and interests—between the force of reason and the desires

of selfishness.

"Thou accusest me unwarrantably, when thou sayest

that our oaths, or our loving treaty is forgotten, pious pil-

grim," returned the Benedictine; "both are respected and

well remembered, as thou wilt see in the end. But there is

a feature in this request of thine that hath apparently es-

caped unwittingly one of thy known j ustice and impartiality.

Thy forester is well known for having greatly affected the

heresy that is ripe in Germany— '

'

"Nay, Bonifacius, here must be an error," interrupted

the count ;

'

' thou hast his verj^ mother in our pilgrimage
;

and dost think a proselyte of Luther would undertake so

grievous pain to satisfy Rome ? '

'

"We speak of the child and not of the parent, Herr Pil-

grim. Had all that were trained in better principles obser\-ed

the opinions of their fathers, our age would have been spared

this heres}'. Of the boy's irreverence there can be little

doubt, since mine own ears have been my witnesses."
" How ! hast thou ever shrived the youth, reverend ab-

bot ? " demanded Emich in surprise. " I did not think thee

of so great condescension to one of his hopes, nor—by the

mass !—did I think the youth so weak as to touch on dis-

puted points at the confessional
! '

'
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" There are other acknowledgments made, Herr Pilgrim,

than those which are heard in the church, or under the cloak

of her mysteries. There was formerly a question between

us, noble count, amicably settled, and in a merry manner

that need not now be named."

"Touching certain vineyards!" rejoined Eraich, laugh-

ing. " The fact is not so distant as to be forgotten, though

neither my cousin nor this good abbe proved as stanch in

that matter as had been expected !

'

'

" Thy forester did better service. Thou mayest also re-

member there were certain discussions then had, and that

the bold boy ventured on a compari.son of the tree trimmed

of its useless branches, and the tree suflfered to stand in its

deformity.
'

'

" Wilt thou abandon a soul to jeopardy for speech light

as this, Herr Bonifacius? God's justice ! This promiseth

but little in mine own behalf, at some future day. Berch-

thold, heated and w^arm in the interest of his lord, threw

out hints that might otherwise have been spared ; moreover,

the greater the sinner, the greater need of masses and

prayers.
'

'

" This will not I gainsay. My objection goeth no further

than to urge that those who are willing to live by the coun-

sels of IvUther, should be also willing to seek salvation by

his means."

"Friends and pilgrims," said the Abbot of Einsiedlen,

approaching the table, from which he had retired a little, to

converse more freely with the abbot and Knight of Rhodes
;

'

' the hour is at hand which has been set to celebrate an early

mass in behalf of this pilgrimage. The bell is giving the first

summons, and it is meet that we retire to prepare ourselves

for the duty."

At this interruption, Bonifacius, who saw a storm gather-

ing, gladly arose, and instantly withdrew ; the rest dropped

off, according to their several conditions, Emich and his

cousin retiring with the leisure of men more accustomed to

make others wait than of hastening their movements to the

injury of their own convenience.

After perusing this scene, we admonish the reader to spare
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his remarks until the subject has been well pondered in his

mind. In portraying what passed in the private refectory

of the convent of Our I^ady of the Hermits, we wish to con-

vey no censure on any particular persuasion, or sect, or order

of Christians, but simply to exhibit the habits and opinions

of the age in which the individuals of this legend existed.

Let those who are disposed to be hypercritical, or censorious

in their remarks, coolly look around them, and, first making
the necessary allowances for the new aspects of society, put

the question, whether contradictions as apparent, inconsist-

encies nearly as irreconcilable with truth, and selfishness

almost as gross and as unjust, is not now manifest equally

among the adherents of Rome and the proselytes of Luther,

as any that have been here represented. We may claim to

have improved on the opinions and practices of our prede-

cessors, but we are still far from being the consistent and

equitable creatures that, it is to be hoped, we are yet destined

to become.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

" Forbear to judge, for we are sinners all."

King Henry VI.

AMONG the expiations prescribed to the pilgrims of

Deurckheim and Hartenburg, there had been in-

cluded an especial and early morning service, the

one to which they were now summoned. Time
had been allowed the weaker portion of the party to rest,

while the stronger had been employed in the manner
described in the preceding chapter. Certain self-inflicted

stripes it was taken for granted had been duly bestowed, at

different periods, during the long journey from the Palatinate.

It was an hour after the separation of the abbey guests

that the procession of Benedictines swept out of the clois-

ters into the body of the church. Though far from being a

community remarkable for the austerity of its practices, it

was not unusual for monks of all orders to quit their pallets

on extraordinary^ occasions, and to break the stillness of

night with the music and service of the altar. When the

spirit comes thus fresh from repose, and in a disposition

suited to the object, into the immediate presence of the

Deity, incense and praise, so free from the dross of human-
ity, must come nearer to that high purity which adorns the

worship of angels than any other that can ascend from man,

since it is at such a moment that all least feel the burden of

their corporeal adjunct.

Even in the daily parochial duty, the good Catholics still

obser\^e a uniformity and rigidity of practice that are un-

known even in this land of Puritan origin. The church-bell

is heard in every village, with the first dawn of light ; at

354.
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indicated hours, all within hearing of its sound are admon-

ished to recall their thoughts from earth, by addressing a

prayer to God ; and, with the close of day, the flock is once

again summoned to the fold, at the service of vespers.

These are beautiful and touching memorials of our duties,

and when practised in sincerity, cannot fail to keep the mind
in better subjection to the great authority that directs all

our destinies. In countries where the husbandmen dwell

together in villages, the practice is easy, and we hold its loss

to be one of the greatest disadvantages of our own difi'use

distribution of rural population ; a distribution which is also

the reason why we must forever be wanting in several other

features of social intercourse, that give to life more or less

of its poetical charm. Happily there are on the other hand,

accompanying advantages that perhaps more than serve as

offsets to this, as to most other similar anomalies in our

usages.

The arrangements of a Benedictine chapel, and the dec-

orations of its altars, together with the manner in which the

brotherhood occupy their stalls in the choir, have been too

often mentioned in these pages, to require repetition. Long
accustomed to these exercises, the monks were early in their

places, though they for whom the mass was to be said were

not all as punctual.

Ulricke and Lottchen, with the rest of the females, entered

the church in a body, while the men, as is usual in mat-

ters that touch the finer feelings, were the last. Emich and

the burgomaster, however, finally made their appearance,

followed by their companions, the whole betraying, b}^ their

drowsy air, that they had been endeavoring to sleep off" the

late repast, and to recover from their fatigue.

During the mass, the companions of Lottchen and Ulricke

exhibited exemplary devotion, and a close attention to the

service ; but the gaping of the count and his circle, the

wandering eyes, and finally the profound repose of several,

sufficiently showed that the ethereal part of their natures

was altogether unequal to the master>^ of that which was
material.

There was a procession from the choir to the shrine, and
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prayers were said, as on the previous day, with the eyes of

all riveted on the unearthl}' countenance of Maria. As
each was left to judge for himself of the manner in which

he discharged his particular duties, there was a very sensi-

ble difference in the time occupied by the several devotees,

in the performance of the common vows. The females

appeared to be embodied with the stone, and there were

entire minutes during which their motionless forms would

have seemed to be as inanimate as the image on which they

gazed, but for the heaving of a breast, or an occasional

tremor—outward and visible signs of the workings of the

spirit within. Meta kneeled between her mother and Lott-

chen, her whole soul apparently engrossed in devotion. As
she studied the bright eye that gleamed upon her from the

depths of that mysterious chapel, illuminated as it was by

gorgeous and bright lamps, her fancy transformed the image

into a being sainted and blessed by the choice of God ; and

her own gentle spirit clung to the delusion, as one replete

with a hope to cheer her own desolation. She thought of

the future, and of the grave; of the rewards of the just,

and of heaven ; of that endless etemitj' and its fruition in

which she confided—and the ties of earth began sensibly to

lessen. There was a holy desire to be at rest. But, not-

withstanding the spiritual nature of her employment, the

form of Berchthold, gay in the green garb of a forester,

with laughing eye, light step, and cheerful voice, mingled

in all the pictures of her imagination. Now he appeared a

saint, robed and bearded, as she had been wont to see those

holy men represented in works of art, and yet, by a contra-

diction wrought by her own heart, always bright and youth-

ful, and now she thought him gifted with -wings, and united

to the beings of that heavenly choir which had so many
representatives around her, suspended between the roof and

the pavement of the edifice. Singular as it may seem to

some of our readers, so busy and so alluring was the work-

ing of her imagination at this thrilling moment, that the

mourning and affectionate girl had rarely spent an hour of

more holy enjoyment than this which she passed before the

shrine of Our I^ady of the Hermits.
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Very different were the sensations of Lottchen. Her griefs

were those in which the fancy had no share. She wept for

the child to which she had given birth ; for the stay of her

age, and for the pride of her life. Xo fancj' could betray

the imagination of a mother, nor could any workings of the

mind convert the sad reality into aught but the bitter truth.

Still Lottchen found consolation in her prayers. Religious

faith was active, though imagination slumbered ; for noth-

ing can be more different than the delusions of the one, and

the deep sustained convictions of the other ; and she was

able to find a solace for her sorrow, b}' looking with calm

Christian hope beyond the interests of life.

The sentiments and feelings of Ulricke differed from those

of her friend, only in the degree, and in the peculiarit}- of

those circumstances which directed her maternal solicitude

to a still living object. But Ulricke, kind, true, and warm
of heart, had tenderly regarded the lost Berchthold. Had
there been no other motive than the fact of his being the

offspring of Lottchen, she could not have been indifferent

to him ; but, accustomed, as she had been for years, to

look forward to his union with Meta, she felt his loss little

less than she would have mourned over that of a child of

her own.

Not so with Heinrich. The bold and spirited support he

received from Berchthold during the assault, had sensibly

won upon his esteem, for the aflSnities between the brave

are amongst the strongest ; but the burgomaster had not

passed a life in the indulgence of a passion so engrossing,

and so incurable, as the love of gain, readily to cast aside

all his intentions and objects, at the impulse of a purely

generous feeling. He would freely have given of his beloved

stores to the youth ; but to bestow Meta was, in his ej-es, to

bestow all, and, under his habits, it seemed to be giving

gold without an equivalent, to give his daughter's hand to

a penniless husband.

There are some who accumulate for the advantages that

are incidental to wealth ; others hoard under the goadings

of an abstract and nearly inexplicable passion ; while

another set heap together their means, as boys roll up snow,
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with delight in witnessing how large a mass may be col-

lected by their agenc5^ Heinrich was of the latter class,

subject, however, to a relish for the general results of

wealth ; and, like all men who deem money as an end and

not as a means, he was in the practice of considering the

last measure of his policy, which was intended to double

the stock by the marriage of his daughter, as the happiest

and the greatest stroke of a fortunate and prosperous life.

And yet Heinrich Frey had his moments of strong natural

feeling, and the manner in which Meta mourned for the

death of Berchthold touched him, to a degree that might

have disposed him to say he regretted the fate of his young
lieutenant, as much on her account as on his own. It is

more than probable, however, could Berchthold have been

suddenly restored to life, that the burgomaster would have

returned to his former mode of thinking, and would have

thought the resuscitation of the young forester sufficient,

of itself, to assuage the grief of a whole family.

Heinrich and the count were among the first to quit

their suppliant attitudes before the shrine. They had
each said the required number of prayers, and brushing

their knees, the two pilgrims strolled away, deeper into the

body of the church, like men well satisfied with themselves.

But while so ready to give relief to his own bones, the

burgomaster kept a vigilant eye on Dietrich, who, being a

hired penitent, was expected to give Deurckheim the full

worth of his money in the way of mortifications and aves.

Most of the lights in the choir had been extinquished,

and the aisles of the edifice were dimly visible by means
of a few scattered candles, that burned almost without ceas-

ing, before the altars of the different subordinate chapels.

As they walked down the great aisle, Emich slowly laid a

hand on the shoulder of his companion, seeming to invite

his close attention, by the grave and meaning manner of

the action.

"I could wish that our poor Berchthold, after all, had
the virtue of masses from these servitors of Our I^ady of

the Hermits !
" said the count. " If there be especial savor

in any of this description of prayers, methinks it must be
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among men who watch a shrine of which they tell all these

miracles !

"

"Your wish, nobly-born-brother-pilgrim-and-friend, is but

the expression of mine own. To own the truth, I have

thought of little else, while going through the aves, but to

devise the means of persuading the holy abbot, at a reason-

able rate, to change his mind, and honestly to let the

youth's soul benefit by his intercessions."
'

' Thou hast not well bethought thee altogether, friend

Heinrich, of thine own errand here !

"

" Sapperment ! What would you, Herr Emich, from a

man of my years and education ? One gets to be so ready

with the words by oft repeating, that going through the

beads is much like tapping with a finger while the eye

looks over an account. But to speak of the boy—were

we to bid higher for these masses, it might raise the pres-

ent price, and we be uselessly losers ; for, as I understand

the question, the amount given in no manner changes the

true value of the intercession to the defunct."

"Heinrich," returned the count, musingly, " the}- say

that brother Luther denounces these post morteyn prayers

as vain and of none avail !
'

'

"That would alter the case greatlj-, lord count-and-

brother-pilgrim. One could wish to be sure in an affair of

this delicacy, for if the monk of Wittenburg hath reason

of his side, we lose our gold ; and if he hath wrong, the

soul of Berchthold may be none the better for our doubts !

'

'

'

' We laymen are sorely pressed between the two opin-

ions, worthy burgomaster, and I could fain wish that these

reformers would bring the question speedily to a conclusion.

By the mass ! there are moments when I am ready to throw

away the rosary, and to take Duke Friedrich of Saxon^^'s

side of the question, as being the most reasonable and

manly. But, then again, should he prove wrong, thou

know' St, Heinrich, we lose the benefit of chapels built, of

aves said, of gold often paid, and the high protection of

Rome ! Thou seest the strait of poor Berchthold, and

this only for some little freedom of discourse !
'

'

Heinrich sighed, for he felt the force of the dilemma.
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and he appeared to ponder well before he answered. Edging

nearer to the count, like a man who felt he was about to

utter dangerous sentiments in a delicate situation, he whis-

pered the repl)'.

" Herr Emich," he said, " we are but dust, and that of

no very excellent quality. The potter's ware hath its

utility, if well baked and otherwise prepared ; but of what

use is man when the breath hath departed ? They say

the soul remains, and that it must be cared for, neither of

which will I dispute ; but is it reasonable to buy out a pa-

tent of salvation, for an intangible thing, with current coin ?

Look to that knave, the smith ! Your pardon, noblj'-bom

count—but here hath our town engaged the rogue to do

penance in its behalf, and my eyes are no sooner oflF him,

than his lips become as stationary as the wings of a mill

in a calm. Duty to Deurckheim demands that I should

give him a jog, after which, with your gracious leave, we
will look further into the philosophy of that in which we
were dealing."

So saying, the zealous Heinrich hurried down the aisle

toward his religious mercenarj^ with a laudable and sensi-

tive watchfulness over the interests of his constituents. He
found the smith perfectly immovable, and it was only by

repeated and vigorous shakes, that he succeeded in arousing

his auxiliar}' from a profound slumber.

In the meanwhile, Emich walked on, still occupied by his

reflections. On reaching the gate of the choir, he was

about to retrace his steps when he was privatel}' beckoned,

by one whose dusky form appeared at a side door of the

church, to draw nearer. On approaching, Emich found

that his old rival, Bonifacius, awaited his coming.

The salutations of these ancient enemies were courteous,

but distant. After a short parley, however, they withdrew

in company ; and it was past the turn of the day ere the

Count of Hartenburg reappeared among the pilgrims. The
details of what passed in this secret conference were never

known to the public, though subsequent events gave reason

to believe that they had reference to the final settlement of

the long-contested existence of Limburg in the Jaegerthal.
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It was known generally in the abbey, that the Abbot Rudi-

ger made one of the council, and that its termination was
friendly. Those who were disposed to be critical, intimated

in after days, that, in this dispute, as in most others in

which the weak and humble lend themselves to the view^s

of the great and the strong, they for whom the battle had
been fought, and whose apparently implacable enmities had
sown discord among their followers, suddenly found means
to appease their resentments, and to still the tempest they

had raised, in such a manner as to suffer most of its conse-

quences to fall on the heads of their allies. This result,

which appears to be universal with those who have the im-

prudence to connect themselves indissolubly with friends

who can irretrievably dispose of their destinies, was perhaps

to be looked for, since the man or the community, that is so

weak as to confide too implicitly in the faith of the power-

ful, whether considered individually or as nations, may at

once consider itself a tool to favor views that have little con-

nection with its own interests. In cases of this nature, men
are wont to share the fate of the orange-skin, w^hich is

thrown away after being sucked ; and communities them-

selves are apt to undergo some such changes as those which

mark the existence of the courser, which is first pampered
and caressed, then driven upon the pole, and which com-

monly ends its career at the plough.

During the time Bonifacius and Emich were arranging

their secret treaty, in the best manner that the former could

hope for, in the actual state of Germany, and to the entire

satisfaction of the latter, the ceremonies of the expiation

proceeded. Aroused from his sleep, Dietrich endeavored to

compensate for lost time by renewed diligence, and the bur-

gomaster himself, apprehensive that the negligence of the

hireling might bring a calamity on the town, joined himself

to the party with as much zeal as if he had as yet done

nothing toward effecting the object of their journey.

The sun had fallen far toward the west when the pilgrims

finally took their departure for the Palatinate. Father Ar-

nolph was again at their head, and, blessed by the abbot and
in favor with the church, the whole went their way, if not
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with lightened hearts, at least with bodies much refreshed,

with hopes rekindled, and with packs materially diminished

in size.

Ulricke and Lottchen paused when they reached the

boundary of the plain, where they could command a part-

ing view of the abbey. Here they and Mcta, and indeed

most of the part}^ prayed long and feiA-ently ; or, at least,

so seemed to pray. When they arose from their knees, the

prior, whose whole time while at the convent had been

deeply occupied bj- religious exercises, and whose spirit had

been refreshed in a degree proportioned to his sincerity and

faith, came to the side of the principal group of the females,

his eye beaming with holy hope and his face displaying

innate peace of mind.
'

' Ye are now, daughters, about to take leave, forever, of

the shrine of Our Lady of the Hermits," he said. "If ye

have seen aught to lessen the high expectation with which

the pious are apt to draw near this sacred altar, ascribe it to

that frailty which is inherent in the nature of man ; and if

ye have reaped consolation and encouragement from your

offerings and prayers, ye may, with all security, impute it

to the goodness of God. And thou, my child," he added

with paternal tenderness, addressing Meta,
'

' thou hast been

sorely tried in thj^ young life ; but God is with thee, as he

is in yon blue sky, in that sun of molten gold, in yonder

ic}^ pile that props the heavens, and in all his works that

are so glorious in our eyes ! Turn with me to yonder

mountain, that from its form is called the Mitre. Regard it

well. Dost see aught in particular ?
'

'

"'Tis an abrupt and dreary pile of rock, father," an-

swered Meta.
'

' Seest thou naught else—on its highest summit ? '

'

Meta looked intently, for, in sooth, there did appear, on the

uppermost pinnacle of the mass, an object so small, and so

like a line that, at first, she passed a hand across her eye

to remove a floating hair from before her sight.

"Father!" exclaimed the girl, clasping her hands fer-

vently, " I behold a cross !

"

"That rock is the type of God's durable justice—that
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cross is the pledge of his grace and love. Go thy way,

daughter, and have hope."

The pilgrims turned and descended the mountain in mus-
ing silence. That evening they crossed the lake, and slept

within the ancient walls of the romantic town of Rapper-

schwyl. On the following day, the pilgrimage being now
happily accomplished, they proceeded toward their own dis-

tant habitation, descending the Rhine in boats.



CHAPTER XXIX.

But thou art clay—and canst but comprehend
That which was clay, and such thou shalt behold."

Cain.

THE return of the pilgrims was a happy moment to

all who dwelt in Deurckheim. Many prayers had
been offered in their behalf, during the long ab-

sence, and divers vague reports of their progress

and success had been eagerly swallowed bj- their friends and
townsmen. When, however, the burgomaster and his com-

panions were actually seen entering their gates, the good

citizens ran to and fro, in troubled delight, and the greetings,

especially among the gentler sex, were mingled with many
tears. Emich and his followers did not appear, having taken

a private path to the castle of Hartenburg.

The simple and still Catholic (though wavering) burghers

had felt many doubts concerning the fruits of their bold

polic}', while the expiatory- penance was pending. Their

town was in the midst of a region that is, perhaps, more
pregnant with wild legends, even at this hour, than any

other of equal extent in Europe ; and it can be easil)- con-

ceived that, under such circumstances, the imaginations of

a people who had been, as it were, nurtured in superstition,

would not be likely to slumber. In effect, numberless

startling rumors were rife, in the town, the valley, and on

the plain. Some spoke of fierj- crosses gleaming at night

above the walls of the fallen abbey ; others whispered of

midnight chants and spectre-like processions that had been

heard or seen among the ruined towers ; while one peasant

in particular asseverated that he had held discourse with

364
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the spirit of Father Johan. These tales found credulous

auditors or not, according to the capacity of the listeners

and to these may be added another, that was accompanied

by such circumstances of confirmation as are apt momen-
tarily to afiect the minds of those even who are little wont

to lend attention to any incidents of miraculous nature.

A peasant, in crossing the chase by a retired path, was

said to have encountered Berchthold, clad in his dress of

green, wearing the hunting-horn and cap, and girded with

the usual couteau-de-chasse , or in fine, much as he was first

presented to the reader in our early pages. The youth was

described to have been hot on the chase of a roebuck, and

flushed with exercise. From time to time, he was said to

wind his horn. The hounds were near, obedient as usual

to his call, and indeed the vision was described as partaking

of most of the usual accompaniments of the daily exercise

of the forester.

Had the tale ended here, it might have passed off among
the thousand other similar wonderful sights that were then

related in that wonder-loving country, and been forgotten.

But it was accompanied with positive circumstances that

addressed themselves, in a manner not to be disputed, to the

senses. The two favorite hounds of the forester had been

missing for some weeks, and, from time to time, cries resem-

bling theirs were unequivocally heard, ringing among the

arches of the forest, and filling the echoes of the mountains.

This extraordinary confirmation of the tale of the boor,

occurred the week preceding the return of the pilgrims. The
latter found their townsmen under a strong excitement

from this cause, for that very day, nearl}^ half the popula-

tion of Deurckheim had been into the pass of the Haart,

which was described in the opening chapter of this work,

and with their own ears had heard the deep baying of the

hounds. It was only after the first felicitations of the re-

turn were over, and during the night which followed, that

the pilgrims learned this unusual circumstance. It reached

Emich himself, however, ere his foot crossed the threshold

of his castle.

On the following day, Deurckheim presented a picture
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of pleased but troubled excitement. Its population was

happy in the return of their chosen and best, but troubled

with the marvellous incident of the dogs, and by the wild ru-

mors that accompanied it ; rumors which thickened every

hour by corroborating details from different sources. Early

that very morning a new occurrence helped to increase the

excitement.

From the moment that the abbey was destroyed, not an

individual had dared to enter its tottering walls. Two peas-

ants of the Jaegerthal, incited by cupidity, had indeed se-

cretly made the attempt, but they returned with the report

of strange sights, and of fearful groans existing within the

consecrated pile. The rumor of this failure, together with

a lingering respect for altars that had been so long rever-

enced, effectually secured the spot against all similar expe-

ditions. The alarm spread to the Heidenmauer, for, by a

confusion of incidents, that is far from unusual in popular

rumors, an account of Use, concerning the passage of the

armed band through the cedars, on the night of the assault,

coupled with the general distrust that was attached to the

place, had been so perverted and embellished, as effectually

to leave the ancient camp to its solitude. Some said that

even the spirits of the pagans had been aroused by the sac-

rilege, from the sleep of centuries, and others argued that,

as the hermit was known to have perished in the conflagra-

tion, it was a spot accursed. The secret of the true name,

and of the history of the anchorite, was now generally

known, and men so blended the late events with former of-

fences as to create a theory to satisfy their own longings for

the marvellous ; though, as is usual in most of those cases

of supernatural agency, it might not have stood the test of

a severe logical and philosophical investigation.

During the night which succeeded the return of the pil-

grims, there had been a grave consultation among the civic

authorities, on the subject of all these extraordinary tales

and spectacles. The alarm had reached an inconvenient

point, and the best manner of quieting it was now gravely

debated. There was not a burgher present at the discussion,

who felt himself free from the general uneasiness ; but men,
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and especially men in authority, ordinarily choose to affect a

confidence they are frequently far from feeling. In this spirit,

then, was the matter discussed and decided. We shall refer

to the succeeding events for the explanation.

Just as the sun began to shed his warmth into the valley,

the people of Deurckheim, with few exceptions, collected

without that gate which the Count of Hartenburg had so

unceremoniously forced. Here they were marshalled by
citizens appointed to that duty, in the usual order of a re-

ligious procession. In front went the pilgrims, to whom an

especial virtue was attached, in consequence of their recent

journey ; then came the parochial clergy, with the ordinary

emblems of Catholic worship ; the burghers succeeded, and

last of all followed the women and children, without much
attention to order. When all were duly arranged, the crowd

proceeded, accompanied by a chant of the choristers, and
taking the direction of Limburg.

" This is a short pilgrimage, brother Dietrich," said the

burgomaster, who in his quality of a Christian of peculiar

savor was still associated with the smith, " and little likely

to weary the limbs ; still, had the town been as active and

true as we who have visited the mountains, this little affair

of a few barking hounds, and some midnight moans in the

abbey ruins, would have been ready settled to our hands.

But a town without its head is like a man without his

reason."
" You count on an easy deliverance, then, honorable Hein-

rich, from this outcry of devils and unbidden guests ! For

mine own particular exercises, I will declare that, though

sufficiently foot-sore with what hath already been done, I

could wish the journey were longer, and the enemy more
human."

" Go to, smith ; thou art not to believe above half of

what thou hast heard. The readiness to give faith to idle

rumors forms a chief distinction between the vagrant and

the householder—the man of weakness and the man of

wisdom. Were it decent between a magistrate and an ar-

tisan, I would hold thee some hazard of coin, now, that this

affair turns out very different from what thou expectest

;
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and I do not account tbee, Dietrich, an every-day swallower

of lies."
'

' If your worship would but hint what a fair-dealing man
ought in truth to believe

—

"

" Why look you, smith, here is all that I expect from the

inquiry, though we hunt and exercise for a month. It will

be found that there is no pack of hounds at all, loose or in

leash, but at most a dog or two, that may be beset or not, as

the case shall prove ; next, thou wilt see that this tale of

Father Johan chasing young Berchthold, while the boy hunts

a roebuck, is altogether an invention, since the monk was the

last man to give loose to such a scampering, noisy device

;

as for the forester, my life on it, his appearance, too, will end

in footmarks, or, perhaps, some other modest sign that he

desires the masses refused by the Benedictines ; for I know
not the youth that would be less likely needlessly to disturb

a neighborhood with his own particular concerns than Berch-

thold Hintermayer, living or dead,"

A general start, and a common murmur among his com-

panions, caused Heinrich to terminate his explanations.

The head of the procession had reached the gorge, and, as

it was about to turn into the valley, the trampling of many
hoofs became audible. Feelings so highly wrought were

easily excited to a painful degree, and the common expecta-

tion for the moment seemed to be some supernatural exhibi-

tion. A whirlwind of dust swept round the point of the

hill, and Count Emich, with a train of well-mounted follow-

ers, appeared from its cloud. It was so common to meet

religious processions of this nature, that the count would

not have manifested surprise, had he been ignorant of the

motive which induced the population of Deurckheim to

quit its walls ; but already apprised of their intentions, he

hastily dismounted and approached the burgomaster, cap in

hand.
" Thou goest to exercise, worshipful Emich," he said,

" and love for my town hath quickened our steps, that no

honor or attention should be wanting to those I love.
'

'

'

' Hast a place among thy pilgrims for a poor barou and

his friends ?
'

'
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The offer was gladly accepted, courage being quickened

by every appearance of succor. Emich, though equipped as

a cavalier, was therefore willingly received among his fellow-

travellers. The delay caused by this interruption ended, the

procession, or rather the throng, for eagerness and anxiety

and curiosity had nearly broken all order, proceeded toward

the ascent of the mountain.

The ruins of Limburg, then recent and still blackened

with smoke, were found in the deep silence of utter deser-

tion. To judge from appearances, not a footstep had trod-

den them since the moment when the band of assailants

had last poured through the gates, after a tumultuous tri-

umph which had been so chilled by the awful catastrophe

of the falling roofs. If that party had drawn near the abbey

in expectation of a sudden and furious assault, this slowly

advanced with a troubled apprehension of witnessing some

fearful manifestation of superhuman power. Both were dis-

appointed. The unresisted success of the assailants is

known, and the procession now proceeded with the same
impunity ; though many a voice faltered in the chant as they

entered the spoiled and desolate church. Nothing, however,

occurred to justify their alarm.

Encouraged by this pacific tranquillity, and desirous of

giving proofs of their personal superioritj^ to vulgar terrors,

the count and Heinrich commanded the throng to remain

in the great aisle of the church, while they proceeded to-

gether into the choir. They found the usual evidences of a

fierce conflagration at ever}^ step, but nothing to create sur-

prise, until they arrived at the mouldering altar.
'

' Himmel ! '

' exclaimed the burgomaster, hastily pulling

back his noble friend by the cloak. " Your foot was about

to do disreverence to the bones of a Christian, my lord

count. For Christian Father Johan was, beyond all ques-

tion, though one more given to damnation than to charity.
'

'

Emich recoiled, for he saw in truth, that, with heedless

step, he had been near crushing these revolting remnants of

mortality.

"Here died a wild enthusiast!" he said, moving the

skeleton with the point of his sheathed sword.
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" And here he is still, noblj'-bom Graf! This settles the

question of the monk chasing young Berchthold through

the forest, and among the cedars of the Heidenmauer, and

it would be well to show these remains to the people.
'

'

The hint was improved, and the throng was summoned to

bear witness, that the bones of Johan still lay on the precise

spot in which he had died. While the curious and the timid

were whispering their opinions of this discovery, the two

leaders descended to the crypt.

This portion of the edifice had suffered least by the fire.

Protected by the superior pavement, and constructed alto-

gether of stone, it had received no verj' material injury, but

that which had been inflicted by the sledges of the invaders.

Fragments of the tombs lay scattered on ever>^ side, and

here and there a wreath of smoke had left its mark upon a

wall ; but Emich saw with regret, that he owed the demoli-

tion of the altar, and of the other memorials of his race, en-

tirely to his own precipitation.

" I will cause the bones of my fathers to be interred else-

where," he said, musingly ; "this is no sepulchre for an

honored stock I

'

'

" Umph ! They have long and creditably decayed where

they lie, Herr Emich, and it would have been well had they

been left beneath the cover of their ancient marbles ; but

our artisans showed unusual agility in this part of their toil,

in honor, no doubt, of an illustrious house."
'

' None of my race shall sleep within walls accursed by

Benedictines ! Hark ! what movement is that above, good

Heinrich ? '

'

'

' The townsmen have doubtless fallen upon the bones of

the heimit and of young Berchthold. Shall we go up, lord

count, and see that fitting reverence be paid their remains?

The forester has claims upon us all, and as for Odo von Rit-

terstein, his crime would be deemed all the lighter in these

days; moreover, he was betrothed to Ulricke in their

youth."

"Heinrich, thy wife was very fair; she had many
suitors !

'

'

'

' I cry your mercy, noble count ; I never heard but of
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poor Odo and m5'self. The former was put out of the ques-

tion by his own madness, and as for the latter, he is such as

Heaven was pleased to make him ; an indiiferent lover and

husband if you will, but a man of some credit and substance

among his equals."

The count did not care to dispute the possession of these

qualities with his friend, and they left the crj^pt, with a com-

mon desire to pay proper respect to the remains of poor

Berchthold. To their mutual surprise the church was found

deserted. By the clamor of voices without, however, it was
easy to perceive that some extraordinary incident had drawn
away the members of the procession in a body. Curious to

have so violent an interruption of the proceedings explained,

the two chiefs, for Heinrich was still entitled to be so styled,

hastened down the great aisle, picking their way among
fallen fragments toward the great door. Near the latter

they were again shocked by the spectacle of the charred

skeleton of Johan, which seemingly had been dropped under

the impulse of some sudden and great confusion.
'

' Himmel ! '

' muttered the burgomaster, while he hurried

after his leader,
'

' they have deserted the bones of the Ben-

edictine ! Can it be. Lord Emich, that some fiery miracle,

after all our unbelief, has wrought this fear ?
'

'

Emich made no reply, but issued into the court with the

air of an offended master. The first glimpse, however, that

he caught of the group, which now thronged the ruined

walls of the minor buildings, whence there was a view of

the surrounding country, and particularly of parts of the

adjacent hill of the Heidenmauer, convinced him that the

present was no moment to exhibit displeasure. Climbing up
a piece of fallen stonework, he found himself on a fragment

of wall, surrounded by fifty silent, wondering countenances,

among whom he recognized several of his own most trusty

followers.

" What meaneth this disrespect of the service, and so sud-

den an abandonment of the remains of the monk ?
'

' de-

manded the baron—vainly looking about bim, in the hope
of finding some quicker explanation by means of his own
eyes.
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"Hath not my lord the count seen and heard?" mut-

tered the nearest vassal.
'

' What—knave ? I have seen naught but pallid and

frightened fools, nor heard more than beating hearts ! Wilt

thou explain this, varlet—for, though something of a rogue,

thou, at least, art no coward? "

Emich addressed himself to Gottlob.

" It may not be so easy of explanation as is thought, lord

count," returned the cow-herd, gravely; "the people have

come hither with this speed, inasmuch as the cries of super-

natural dogs have been heard, and some say the person of

poor Berchthold hath been again seen !
'

'

The count smiled contemptuously, though he knew the

speaker sufficiently well to be surprised at the concern which

was ver>' unequivocally painted in his face.
'

' Thou wert attached to my forester !
'

'

" Lord Emich, we were friends, if one of so humble sta-

tion may use the word, when speaking of a youth that

served so near the person of our master. Like his, my own
family once knew better days, and we often met in the

chase, which I was wont to cross, coming or going to the

pastures. I loved poor Berchthold, nobly-born count, and

still love his memor>\"
'

' I believe thou hast better stuff in thee than some idle

and silly deeds w^ould give reason to believe. I have re-

membered thy good-will on various occasions, and especially

thy cleverness in making the signals on the night these

walls were overturned, and thou wilt find thyself named to

the employment left vacant by my late forester's unhappy

end."

Gottlob endeavored to thank his master, but he was too

much troubled by real grief for the loss of his friend, to

find consolation in his own preferment.

" My services are my lord count's," he answered, "but,

though ready to do as commanded, I could well wish that

Berchthold were here to do that for me w^hich
—

"

" Listen ! hark !
" cried a hundred voices.

Emich started and bent forward in fixed attention. The
day was clear and cloudless, and the air of the hills pure as
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a genial breeze and a bright sun could bestow. Favored

by such circumstances, and amid a silence that was breath-

ing and eloquent, there were borne across the valley the

well-known cries of hounds on the scent. In that region

and age, none dared hunt, and indeed none possessed the

means of hunting, but the feudal lord. Since the late

events, his chases had been unentered with this view, and

the death of Berchthold, who had especial privileges in

this respect, had left them without another who might dare

to imitate his habits.

" This is at least bold ! " said Emich, when the cries had

passed away :

'

' hath any other near dogs of that noble

breed?"
" We never heard of other !

"

" None would dare use them," were the answers.
'

' I know those throats—they are of a certainty the favor-

ite hounds of my poor forester ! Have not the dogs escaped

the leash, to play their gambols at will among the deer ?
"

"In that case, lord count, would tried hounds remain

abroad for weeks ? '

' answered Gottlob, "It is now a sen-

night since these cries have been first heard, and yet no

one has seen the dogs from that hour to this, unless, as

some one of our hinds say, they have in sooth been seen

running madlj^ on the scent."

" 'T is said, mein Herr Graf," put in another, " that Berch-

thold himself hath been viewed in their company, his gar-

ments floating in the wind, while he flew along, keeping

even pace with the dogs, an' he had been swift of foot as

they!"
"With Father Johan at his heels, cowl undone and robe

streaming like a pennon, by way of religious amusement !

"

added the count laughing.
'

' Dost not see, dotard, that the

crackling bones of the monk are still in the ruin ? '

'

The hind was daunted by his master's manner, but noth-

ing convinced. There then succeeded a long and expect-

ing silence, for this little by-play near the count had not

in the least affected the solemn attention of the mass. At
length the throats of these mysterious dogs again opened,

and the cries indeed appeared like those of hounds rushing
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from beneath the cover of woods into the open air. In a

few moments they were repeated, and beyond all dispute

they were now upon the open heath that surrounded the

Teufelstein. The crisis grew alarming for the local super-

stitions of such a place, in the commencement of the six-

teenth century. Even Emich wavered. Though he had

a vague perception of the inconsistency of living dogs be-

ing hunted by a dead forester, still there were so many

means of getting over this immaterial diflSculty, when the

greater point of the supernatural chase was admitted, that

he found little relief in the objection. Descending from

the wall, he was in the act of beckoning the priests and

Heinrich to his side, when a general shout arose among the

male spectators, while the women rushed in a body around

Ulricke, who was kneeling, with Lottchen and Meta, before

the great crucifix of the ancient court of the convent. In

the twinkling of an eye, Emich reoccupied his place on the

wall, which shook with the impetus of his heavy rush.

"What meaneth this disrespectful tumult ? " angrily de-

manded the baron.

"The hounds!—mein Herr Graf!—the hounds!" an-

swered fifty breathless peasants.

"Explain this outcry, Gottlob."
" My lord count, we have seen the dogs leaping past yon-

der margin of the hill—here—just in a line with the spot

where the Teufelstein lies. I know the dear animals well,

Herr Emich, and, believe me, they are truly the old favor-

ites of Berchthold."
" And Berchthold !

" continued one or two of the more

decided lovers of the marv^ellous ;
" we saw the late forester,

great Emich, bounding after the dogs an' he had wings !

"

The matter grew serious, and the count slowly descended

to the court, determined to bring the afiair to some speedy

explanation.



CHAPTER XXX.

" By the Apostle Paul, shadows to-night

Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard,

Than can the substance often thousand soldiers."

Richard III.

THE consultation that now took place was between

the principal laymen. The connection which the

church had so long maintained with supernatural

agencies, determined Emich, who was jealous of

its again obtaining its lost ascendency in that country, to

exclude the officiating priests altogether from the decision

he was about to take. Were we to say that the Count of

Hartenburg gave full faith to the rumors concerning the

spirit of his late forester having been seen engaged in the

chase, as when in the flesh, we should probably not do

entire credit to his intelligence and habits of thinking, but

were we to say that he was altogether free from superstition

and alarm on this difficult point, we should attribute to him

a degree of philosophy and a mental independence, which,

in that age, was the property only of the learned and reflect-

ing, and not always even of them. Astrology', in particular,

had taken strong hold of the imaginations of those who even

pretended to general science ; and when the mind once

admits of theories of a character so little in accordance with

homely reason, it opens the avenues to a multitude of col-

lateral weaknesses of the same nature, which seem to follow

as the necessary corollaries of the main proposition.

The necessity of a prompt solution of the question was

admitted by all of those whom the count consulted. Many
had begun to whisper that the extraordinary visitation was

375
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a consequence of the sacrilege, and that it was hopeless to

expect peace, or exemption from supernatural plagues, until

the Benedictines were restored to their abbey and their

former rights. Though Emich felt convinced that this idea

came originally from the monks, through some of their

secret and paid agents, he saw no manner of defeating it so

effectually as that of demonstrating the falsity of the rumor.

In our time, and in this land, a weapon that was forged by

a miracle would be apt to become useless of itself ; but in

the other hemisphere, there still exist entire countries that

are yet partialis' governed by agents of this description.

At the period of the tale, the public mind was so unin-

structed and dependent, that the verj^ men who were most

interested in defeating the popular delirium of the hour,

had great difficulty in overcoming their own doubts. It

has been seen that Emich, though much disposed to throw

off the dominion of the church, so far clung to his ancient

prejudices as secretly to distrust the very power he was
about to defy, and to entertain grave scruples, not only of

the policy, but of the lawfulness of the step his ambition had

urged him to adopt. In this manner does man become the

instrument of the various passions and motives that beset

him, now 5-ielding, or now struggling to resist, as a stronger

inducement is presented to his mind ; always professing to

be governed by reason and constrained by principles, while,

in truth, he rarel}^ consents to consult the one, or to respect

the other, until both are offered through the direct medium
of some engrossing interest that requires an immediate and
active attention. Then, indeed, his faculties become sud-

denly enlightened, and he eagerly presses into his ser\'ice

every argument that offers, the plausible as well as the

sound ; and thus it happens that we frequently see whole

communities making a moral pirouette in a breath, adopt-

ing this year a set of principles that are quite in opposition

to all they had ever before professed. Fortunately, all that

is thus gained on sound principles is apt to continue, since

whatever may be the waywardness of those who profess

them, principles themselves are immutable, and when once

fairly admitted, are not easily dispossessed by the bastard
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doctrines of expediency and error. These changes are

gradual as respect those avant-couriers of thought, who
prepare the way for the advance of nations, but who, in

general, so far precede their contemporaries, as to be utterly

out of view at the effectual moment of the reformation, or

revolution, or by whatever name these sudden summersets

are styled ; but as respects the mass, they often occur by a

coup-de-main ; an entire people awakening, as it were, by
magic, to the virtues of a new set of maxims, much as the

eye turns from the view of one scenic representation to that

of its successor.

Our object in this tale is to represent society, under its

ordinary' faces, in the act of passing from the influence of

one set of governing principles to that of another. Had
our efforts been confined to the workings of a single and a

master mind, the picture, however true as regards the indi-

vidual, would have been false in reference to a community
;

since such a study would have been no more than following

out the deductions of philosophy and reason—something the

worse, perhaps, for its connection with humanity ; whereas,

he that would represent the world, or any material portion

of the world, must draw the passions and the more vulgar

interests in the boldest colors, and be content with portraj^-

ing the intellectual part in a verj^ subdued background.

We know not that any will be disposed to make the reflec-

tion that our labors are intended to suggest, and without

which they will scarcely be useful ; but while we admit the

imperfection of what has here been done, we feel satisfied

that he who does consider it coolly and in candor, will be

disposed to allow, that our picture is sufiiciently true for its

object.

We have written in vain, should it now be necessary to

dwell on the nature of the misgivings that harassed the

minds of the count and Heinrich as they descended the hill

of Limburg, at the head of the new procession. Policy

and the determination to secure advantages that had been

so dearly obtained, urged them on ; while doubt, and all

the progeny of ancient prejudices, contributed to their dis-

trust.
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The people advanced much in the same order as that in

which they had ascended to the ruins of the abbey. The
pilgrims were in front, followed closely by the parochial

priests and their choirs ; while the rest succeed in an eager,

trembling, curious, and devout crowd. Religious change

existed, as yet, rather in doctrine, and among the few, than

in the practices of the many ; and all the rites, it will be

remembered, were those usually observ^ed by the church of

Rome on an occasion of exorcism, or of an especial suppli-

cation to be released from a mysterious display of Heaven's

displeasure. The count and Heinrich, as became their sta-

tions, walked boldly in advance ; for, whatever might have

been the extent and nature of their distrust, it was wisely

and successfully concealed from all but themselves—even

the worthy burgomaster entertained a respectful opinion of

the noble's firmness, and the latter much wondering at a

man of Heinrich' s education and habits of life being able

to show a resolution that he thought more properly belonged

to philosophy. They passed up toward the plain of the

Heidenmauer, by the hollow way that has already been

twice mentioned in these pages—once in the Introduction,

and again, as the path by which Ulricke descended on her

way to the abbey, on the night of its destruction. Until

near the summit nothing occurred to create uneasiness ; and

as the choristers increased the depth of their chant, the

leaders began to feel a vague hope of escaping from further

interruption. As the moments passed, the count breathed

freer, and he already fancied that he had proved the Heid-

enmauer to be a spot as harmless as any other in the Pal-

atinate,
'

' You have often pricked courser over this wild common
of the devil, noble and fearless count," said Heinrich, when
they drew near the margin of the superior plain.

'

' One so

accustomed to its view is not easily troubled by the cries and

vagaries of a leash of uneasy dogs, though they might be

kenneled beneath the shade of the Teufelstein !
'

'

" Thou mayest well say often, good Heinrich. When
but an urchin, my excellent father was wont to train his

chargers on this height, and it was often my pleasure to be
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of the party. Then our hunts frequently drove the deer

from the cover of the chases to this open ground—

"

The count paused, for a swift, pattering rush, like that

of the feet of hounds beating the ground, was audible just

above their heads, though the edge of the mountain still

kept the face of the level ground from being seen. Spite of

their resolution, the two leaders came to a dead halt—

a

delay which those in the rear were compelled to imitate.

" The common hath its tenants, Herr Frey," said Emich,

gravely, but in a tone of a man resolute to struggle for his

rights ; "it will soon be seen if they are disposed to admit

the sovereignty of their feudal lord."

Without waiting for an answer, the count spite of him-

self muttered an ave, and mounted with sturdy limbs to

the summit. The first glance was rapid, uneas5% and dis-

trustful ; but nothing rewarded the look. The naked rock

of the Teufelstein lay in the ancient bed—where it had
probably been left by some revolution of the earth's crust,

three thousand years before—gray, solitary, and weather-

worn as at this hour ; the grassy common had not a hoof

or foot over the whole of its surface ; and the cedars of the

deserted camp sighed in the breeze, as usual, dark, mel-

ancholy, and suited to the traditions which had given them
interest.

'

' Here is nothing !

'

' said the count, drawing a heavy
breath, which he would fain ascribe to the difficulty of

the ascent.
'

' Herr von Hartenburg, God is here, as he is among the

hills we have lately quitted—on that fair and wide plain

below"—and in thy hold !

—

"

"Prithee, good Ulricke, we will of this another time.

We touch now on the destruction of a silly legend, and of

some recent alarms."

At a wave of his hand the procession proceeded taking

the direction of the ancient gatewaj^ of the camp, the choir

renewing its chant, and the same leaders always in advance.

It is not necessary to say that the Heidenmauer was ap-

proached, on this solemn occasion, with beating hearts.

No man of reflection and proper feeling can ever visit a
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spot like this, without fancying a picture that is fraught

with pleasing melancholy. The certainty that he has be-

fore his eyes the remains of a work, raised by the hands

of beings who existed so many centuries before him in that

great chain of events which unites the past with the present,

and that his feet tread earth that has been trodden equally

by the Roman and the Hun, is sufficient of itself to raise a

train of thought allied to the wonderful and grand. But to

these certain and natural sensations was now added a dread

of omnipotence and the apprehension of instantly witness-

ing some supernatural effect.

" Not a word was uttered, until Emich and the burgomas-

ter turned to pass the pile of stones which mark the position

of the ancient wall, by means of the gateway already named,

when the former, encouraged by the tranquillity, again

spoke.

"The ear is often a treacherous companion, friend bur-

gomaster," he said, "and like the tongue, unless duly

watched, may lead to misunderstandings. No doubt w^e

both thought, at the moment, that we heard the feet of

hounds beating the earth, as on a hunt ; thou now seest, by

means of one sense, that the other hath served us false.

But we approach the end of our little pilgrimage, and we
will halt, while I speak the people in explanation of our

opinions and intentions."

Heinrich gave the signal, and the choir ceased its chant,

while the crowd drew near to listen. The count both saw

and felt that he touched the real crisis, in the furtherance of

his own views, as opposed to those of the brotherhood, and

he determined, by a severe effort, not only to overcome his

enemies, but himself. In this mood, he spoke.

"Ye are here, my honest friends and vassals," he com-

menced, "both as the faithful who respect the usefulness of

the altar when rightly served, and as men who are disposed

to see and judge for themselves. This camp, as ye witness

by its remains, was once occupied by armed bands of war-

riors, who, in their day, fought and fortified, suffered and

were happy, bled and died, conquered or were vanquished,

much as we see those who carry arms in our own time, per-
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form these several acts, or submit to these several misfor-

tunes. The report that their spirits frequent the spot, is as

little likely to be true, as that the spirits of all who have

fallen with arms in their hands remain near the earth that

hath swallowed their blood ; a belief that would leave no

place in our fair Palatinate without its ghostly tenant. As
for this late alarm, concerning my forester, poor Berchthold

Hintermayer, it is the less probable from the character of

the youth, who well knew when living the disrelish I have

felt for all such tales, and my particular desire to banish

them altogether from the Jaegerthal, as well as from his

known modest}'- and dutiful obedience. You see plainly

that here are no dogs— '

'

Emich met with a startling contradiction. Just as his

tongue, which was getting fluent with the impunity that

had so far attended his declarations, uttered the latter word,

the long-drawn cries of hounds were heard. Fifty strong

German exclamations escaped the crowd, which waved like

a troubled sea. The sounds came from among the trees in

the very centre of the dreaded Heidenmauer, and seemed

only the more unearthly from rising beneath that gloomy
canopy of cedars.

'

' I^et us go on !
" cried the count, excited nearly to mad-

ness, and seizing the handle of his sword with an iron grasp,
" 'Tis but a hound ! Some miscreant hath loosened the

dog from his leash, and he scents the footsteps of his late

master, who had the habit of visiting the holy hermit that

dwelt here of late
—

"

" Hush !
" interrupted lyOttchen, advancing hurriedly,

and with a wild eye, from the throng of females. " God is

about to reveal his power for some great end ! I know—

I

know—that footstep
—

"

She was fearfully interrupted, for while speaking the

hounds rushed out of the grove, in the swift, mad manner
common to the animal, and made a rapid circuit around the

form of the dazzled and giddy woman. In the next mo-
ment a tottering wall gave way to the powerful leap of a

human foot, and Lottchen lay senseless on the bosom of her

son.
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We draw a veil before the sudden fear, the general sur-

prise, the tears, the delight, and the more regulated joy of

the next hour.

At the end of that period the scene had altogether

changed. The chant was ended, the order of the procession

was forgotten, and a burning curiosity had taken place of

all sensations or superstitious dread. But the authority of

Emich had driven the crowd back upon the common of the

Teufelstein, where it was compelled to content itself, for the

moment, with conjectures, and with tales of similar sudden

changes from the incarnate to the carnate, that were reputed

to have taken place in the eventful history of the borders

of the Rhine.

The principal group of actors had retired a little within

the cover of the cedars, where, favored by the walls and the

trees, they remained unseen from without. Young Berch-

thold was seated on a fragment of fallen wall, supporting

his still half incredulous mother in his arms, a position

w^hich he had received the count's peremptorj' but kind

orders to occupy. Meta was kneeling before Lottchen,

whose hand she held in her own, though the bright eye and

glowing face of the girl followed, with undisguised and in-

genuous interest, ever>' glance and movement of the counte-

nance of the youth. The emotions of that hour were too

powerful for concealment, and had there been any secret

concerning her sentiments, surprise, and the sudden burst

of feeling that was its consequence, would have wrung it

from her heart. Ulricke kneeled, too, supporting the head

of her friend, but smiling and happy. The Knight of

Rhodes, the abbe, Heinrich, and the smith paced back and

forth, as sentinels to keep the curious at a distance, though

occasionally stopping to catch sentences of the discourse.

Emich leaned on his sword, rejoicing that his apprehensions

were groundless, and we should do injustice to his rude but

not ungenerous feelings, did we not say, glad to find that

Berchthold was still in the flesh. When we add, that the

dogs played their frisky gambols around the crowd on the

common, which could hardly yet believe in their earthly

character, our picture is finished.
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The deserving of this world may be divided into two great

classes ; the actively and the passively good. Ulricke be-

longed to the former, for though she felt as strongly as most

others, an instinctive rectitude rarely failed to suggest some

affirmative duty for every crisis that arrived. It was she,

then (and we here beg to tell the reader plainly, she is

our heroine), that gave such a direction to the discourse as

was most likely to explain what was unknown, without

harassing anew feelings that had been so long and so sorely

tried.

" And thou art now absolved from thy vow, Berchthold ?
"

she asked, after one of those short interruptions, in which

the exquisite happiness of such a meeting was best expressed

by silent sympathy. "The Benedictines have no longer

any claim to thy silence ? '

'

" They set the return of the pilgrims as their own period,

and, as I first learned the agreeable tidings by seeing you
all in the procession, I had called in the hounds, who were

scouring the chase, and was about to hurry down to present

myself, when I met you all at the gateway of the camp.

Our meeting would have taken place in the valley, but that

duty required me first to visit the Herr Odo von Ritter-

stein
— '

'

'

' The Herr von Ritterstein !

'

' exclaimed Ulricke, turning

pale.
'

' What of my ancient comrade, the Herr Odo, boy ? '

'

demanded Emich. " This is the first we have heard of him
since the night the abbey fell.

'

'

" I have told my tale badly," returned Berchthold, laugh-

ing and blushing, for he was neither too old nor too prac-

tised to blush, " since I have forgotten to name the Herr

Odo."

"Thou told us of a companion," rejoined his mother,

glancing a look at Ulricke, and raising herself from the sup-

port of her son, instinctively alive to her friend's embar-

rassment, " but thou called him merely a religious."

" I should have said the holy hermit, whom all now know
to be the Baron von Ritterstein. When obliged to fly from

the falling roof, I met the Herr Odo kneeling before an altar.
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and recalling the form of one who had shown me much fa-

vor, it was he that I dragged with me to the crypt. I surely

spoke of our wounds and helplessness !
'

'

" True ; but without naming thy companion."
'

' It was the Herr Odo, Heaven be praised ! When the

monks found us on the following daj' unable to resist, and

weakened with hunger and loss of blood, we were secretly

removed together, as ye have heard, and cared for in a man-

ner to restore us both, in good time, to our strength and to

the use of our limbs. Why the Benedictines chose to keep

us secret, I know not ; but this silly tale of the supernatural

huntsman, and of the dogs loosened from their leash, would

seem to prove that they had hopes of still working on the

superstition of the country. '

'

'

' Wilhelm of Venloo had naught to do with this !
'

' ex-

claimed Emich, who had been musing deeply. "The
underlings have continued the game after it was abandoned

by their betters."
'

' This may be so, my good lord ; for I thought Father

Bonifacius more than disposed to let us depart. But we
were kept until the matters of the compensation and of the

pilgrimage were settled. They found us easy abettors in

their plot, if plot to work upon the fears of Deurckheim,

was their policy ; for when they pledged their faith that

my two mothers and dearest Meta had been let into the

secret of our safety, I felt no extraordinary haste to quit

leeches so skilful, and so likely to make a speedy cure of

our hurts."
" And did Bonifacius aflSrm this lie?

"

" I say not the abbot, my lord count, but most certainly

the brothers Cuno and Siegfried said all this and more—

•

the malediction of a wronged son, and of a most foully

treated mother— '

'

His mouth was stopped by the hand of Meta.

"We will forgive past sorrow for the present joy :
" mur-

mured the weeping girl.

The angry and flushed brow of Berchthold grew more

calm, and the discourse continued in a gentler strain.

Emich now walked away to join the burgomaster, and
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together they endeavored to penetrate the motives which
had led the monks to practice their deception. In the pos-

session of so effectual a key, the solution of the problem was
not diflBcult. The meeting of Bonifacius and the count at

Einsiedlen had been maturely planned, and the uncertain

state of the public mind in the valley and town was encour-

aged, as so much make-weight in the final settlement of the

convent's claims ; for in that age, the men of the cloisters

knew well how to turn every weakness of humanity to good

purpose, so far as their own interests were concerned.
25



CHAPTER XXXI.

" 'Tis over, and her lovely cheek is now
On her hard pillow."

Rogers.

ON the following morning the Count of Hartenburg

took horse at an early hour. His train, however,

showed that the journey was to be short. But
Monsieur Latouche, who mounted in company,

wore the attire and furniture of a traveller. It was in truth

the moment when Emich, having used this quasi church-

man for his own ends, was about to dismiss him, with as

much courtesy and grace as the circumstances seemed to

require. Perhaps no picture of the different faces presented

by a church that had so long enjoyed an undisputed mo-

nopoly in Christendom, and which, as a consequence,

betrayed so strong a tendency to abuses, would have been

complete without some notice of such characters as the

knight of the cross and the abbe, and it was, moreover, our

duty, as faithful chroniclers, to speak of things as they

existed, although the accessories might not have a very

capital connection with the interest of the principal subject.

But here our slight relations with the abbe are to cease alto-

gether, his host having treated him, as many politic rulers

treat others of his profession, purely as the instrument of

his own views. Albrecht of Viederbach was prepared to

accompany his boon associate as far as Mannheim, but with

the intention to return, the unsettled state of his order, and

his consanguinity with the count, rendering such a course

both expedient and agreeable. Young Berchthold, too, was

in the saddle, his lord having, by especial favor, commanded
the forester to keep at his crupper.

3S6
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The cavalcade ambled slowly down the Jaegerthal, the

count courteously endeavoring to show the departing abbe

by a species of misty logic that appears to be the poetical

atmosphere of diplomacy, that he was fully j ustified by cir-

cumstances for affecting all that had been done, and the

latter acquiescing as readily in his conclusions, as if he did

not feel that he had been an egregious dupe.
'

' Thou wilt see this matter rightly represented among thy

friends, Master I^atouche," concluded the baron—"should
there be question of it, at the court of thy Francis : whom
may Heaven quickly restore to his longing people—the right

valiant and loyal prince and gentleman !
'

'

"I will take upon myself, high-born and ingenuous

Emich, to see thee fully justified, whenever there shall be

discussion of thy great warfare and exquisite policy at the

court of France. Nay—by the mass ! should our jurists,

or our statesmen take upon themselves to prove to the

world that thy house hath been wrong in this immortal

enterprise, I pledge thee my faith to answer their reasons,

both logically and politically, to their eternal shame and
confusion."

As Monsieur Latouche uttered this promise with an uw
equivocal sneer, he thought himself fully avenged for the

silly part he had been made to act in the count's intrigues.

At a later day he often told the tale, always concluding with

a recital of this bold and ironical allusion to the petty history

of the Jaegerthal, which not only he, but a certain portion of

his listeners, seemed to think gave him altogether the best

of the affair. Satisfied with his success, the abbe pricked

on, to repeat it to the knight, who laughed in his sleeve at

his friend while he most extolled his wit, the two riding

ahead in a manner to leave Emich an occasion to speak in

confidence with his forester.

" Hast treated of this affair with Heinrich, as I bid thee,

boy ?
'

' demanded the count, in a manner, between author-

ity and affection that he was much accustomed to use with

Berchthold.
" I have, my lord count, and right pressingly, as my heart

urged, but with little hope of benefit."
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" How ? Doth the sillj^ burgher still count upon his marks,

after what hath passed ? Didst tell him of the interest I take

in the marriage, and of my intent to name thee to higher

duties in my villages ?
"

" None of these favors were forgotten, or aught else

that a keen desire could suggest or a willing memory
recall."

" What answer had the burgher? "

Berchthold colored, hesitating to reply. It was only when
Emich sternly repeated the question that the truth was ex-

torted from him ; for naught but truth would one so loyal

consent to use.

" He said, Herr Count, that if it was your pleasure to name
a husband for his child, it should also be your pleasure to see

that he was not a beggar, I do but give the words of the

Herr Frey ; for which liberty I beg my lord to hold me free

of all disrespect.
'

'

' * The niggardly miser ! These hounds of Deurckheim

shall be made to know their master. But be of cheer, boy
;

our tears and pilgrimages shall not be wasted, and thou

shalt soon wive w4th a fairer and better, as becometh him I

love."
" Nay, Herr Emich, I do beseech and implore—

"

'

' Ha ! Yon is the drivelling Heinrich seated on a rock

of this ravine like a vidette watching the marauders ! Prick

forward, Berchthold, and desire my noble friends to tarry at

the town-hall making their compliments ; as for thee, thou

mayest humor thy folly, and greet the smiling face of the

pretty Meta the while.
'

'

The forester dashed ahead like an arrow, while the count

reined his own courser aside, turning into that ravine by
which the path led to the Heidenmauer, when the ascent was
made from the side of the valley. Emich was soon at the

burgomaster's side, having thrown his bridle to a servitor

that followed.

" How is this. Brother Heinrich !
" he cried, displeasure

disappearing in habitual policy and well-practised manage-

ment, " art still bent on exorcism, or hast neglected some

offices in yester's pilgrimage ?
"
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"Praised be St. Benedict, or Brother Luther—for I know
not fairly to which the merit is most due—our Deurckheim

is in a thrice happy disposition, as touching all witchcraft

and deviltry, or even churchly miracles. This mystery of

the hounds being so happily settled, the public mind seem-

eth to have taken a sudden change, and from sweating in

broad dajdight at the nestling of a mouse or the hop of a

cricket, our crones are ready to set demonology and Lucifer

himself at defiance."

"The lucky clearing up of that difficulty will, in sooth, do

much to favor the late Saxon opinions, and may go near to

set the monk of Wittenberg firmly upon his feet in our

country. Thou seest, Heinrich, that a dilemma so unrid-

dled is worth a library of musty Latin maxims."

"That is it, Herr Emich, and the more especially as we
are a reasoning town. Our minds once fairly enlightened,

it is no easy matter to throw them into the shade again. It

was seen how sorely the best of us were troubled with a

couple of vagrant dogs so lately as yesterday, and now I

much question if the whole of the gallant pack would so

much as raise a doubt ! We have had a luckj^ escape, lord

cotmt, for another day of uncertainty would have gone nigh

to set up Limburg church again, and that without the

masonry of the devil. There is naught so potent in an

argument, as a little apprehension of losses or of plagues

thrown into the scale. Wisdom weighs light against profit

or fear."

" It is well as it is, though Limburg roof will never again

cover Limburg wall, friend Heinrich, while an Emich rules

in Hartenburg and Deurckheim." The count saw the cloud

on the burgomaster's brow as he uttered the latter word, and

slapping him familiarly on a shoulder, he added so quickly

as to prevent reflection, " but how now, Herr Fny ; why art

at watch in this solitary ravine ?
'

'

Heinrich was flattered by the noble's condescension, and

not displeased to have a listener to his tale. First looking

about him to see that no one could overhear their discourse,

he answered on a lower key, in the manner in which com-

munications that need confidence are usually made.
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" You know, Herr Emich, this weakness of Ulricke, con-

cerning hermitages and monks, altars and saints' days, with

all those other practices of which we may now reasonably

expect to be quit, since late rumors speak marvels of Luther's

success. Well, the good woman would have a wish to come

upon the Heidenmauer this morning, and as there had been

some warm argument between us, and the poor wife had wept

much concerning marr>nng our child with young Berchthold,

a measure out of all prudence and reason, as you must see,

nobly-born count, I was fain willing to escort her thus far,

that she might give vent to her sorrow in godly discourse

with the hermit."
'

' And Ulricke is above, in the cedars, with the ancho-

rite?"

"As sure as I am here waiting her return, lord count."

" Thou art a gallant husband, Master Frey ! Wert wont

of old to resort much with the Herr Odo von Ritterstein

—

he who playeth this masquerade of penitence and seclusion ? '

'

'

' Sapperment ! I never could endure the arrogant ! But

Ulricke fancieth he hath qualities that are not so evil, and a

woman's taste, like a child's humors, is easiest altered by

giving it scope."

Emich laid both hands on the shoulders of his companion,

looking him full and earnestly in the face. The glances that

were exchanged in this attitude were pregnant with meaning.

That of the count expressed the distrust, the contempt, and

the wonder of a man of loose life, while that of the burgo-

master, by appearing to reflect the character of the woman
who had so long been his wife, expressed volumes in her

favor. No language could have said more for Ulricke' s prin-

ciples and purity, than the simple, hearty, and unalterable

confidence of the man who necessarily had so many oppor-

tunities of knowing her. Neither spoke, until the count,

releasing his grasp, walked slowly up the mountain, saying,

in a voice which proved how strongly he felt,

" I would thy consort had been noble, Heinrich !

"

"Nay, my good lord," answered the burgomaster, "the

wish were scarcely kind to a friend ! In that case, I could

not have wived with the frau."
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'

' Tell me, good Heinrich—for I never heard the history

of thy love—wert thou and thj^ proposal well recieved, when
first oflfered to the virgin heart of Herr Hailtzinger's daugh-

ter ?
"

The burgomaster was not displeased with an opportunity

of alluding to a success that had made him the env'y of his

equals.

"The end must speak for the means, Herr Count," he

answered, chuckling.
'

' Ulricke is none of your free and

forward spirits to jump out of a window, or to meet a youth

more than half-way, but such encouragement as becometh

maiden difl&dence was not wanting, or mine own ill opinion

of myself might have kept me a bachelor to this hour."

Emich chafed to hear such language coming from one he

so little respected, and applied to one he had really loved.

The effort to swallow his spleen produced a short silence, of

which we shall avail ourselves to transfer the scene to the

hut of the hermit, where there was an interv-iew that proved

decisive of the future fortunes of several of the characters

of our tale.

The day which succeeded the restoration of Berchthold

had been one of general joy and felicitation in Deurckheim.

There w^as an end to the doubts of the timid and superstitious,

concerning an especial and angr}^ visitation from Heaven,

as a merited punishment for overturning the altars of the

abbej-, and few" were so destitute of good feeling not to sym-

pathize in the happiness of those who had so bitterly mourned

the fancied death of the forester. As is usual in cases of

violent transitions, the reaction helped to lessen the influence

of the monks, and even those most inclined to doubt, were

now encouraged to hope that the religious change which

was so fast gaining ground might not produce all the hor-

rors that had been dreaded.

Heinrich has revealed the nature of the discussion that

took place between himself and his wife. The latter had

endeavored in vain to seize the favorable moment to work

upon the feelings of the burgomaster, in the interest of the

lovers ; but, though sincerely glad that a youth who had

shown such mettle in danger was not the victim of his cour-
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age, Heinrich was not of a temperament to let any admiration

of generous deeds affect the settled policy of a whole life-

It was at the close of this useless and painful conference,

that the mother suddenly demanded permission of her hus-

band to visit the hermit, who had been left, as before the

recent events, in undisturbed possessions of the dreaded

Heidenmauer.

Any other than a man constituted like Heinrich might, at

such a moment, have heard this request with distrust. But

strong in his opinion of himself, and accustomed to confide

in his wife, the obstinate burgomaster hailed the application

as a means of relieving him from a discussion in which,

while he scarce knew how plausibly to defend his opinion,

he was determined not to yield. The manner in which he

volunteered to accompany his wife, and in which he remained

patiently awaiting her return, and the commencement of his

dialogue with Emich, are known. With this short explana-

tion, we shall shift the scene to the hut of the anchorite.

Odo of Ritterstein was pale with loss of blood from the

wounds received from a fragment of the falling roof, but

paler still by the force of that inward fire which consumed

him. The features of his fair and gentle companion were not

bright as usual, though naught could rob Ulricke of that

winning beauty which owed so much of its charm to expres-

sion. Both appeared agitated with what had already passed

between them, and perhaps still more by those feelings

which each had struggled to conceal.

"Thou hast, indeed, had many moving passages in thy

life, Odo," said the gentle Ulricke, who was seemingly lis-

tening to some recital from the other's lips ;
" and this last

miraculous escape from death is among the most wonderful."
" That I should have perished beneath the roof of Lim-

burg, on the anniversary of my crime, and with the fall of

those altars I violated, would have been so just a manifes-

tation of Heaven's displeasure, Ulricke, that even now I

can scarce believe I am permitted to live ! Thou, then

thought in common with others, that I had been released

from this life of woe ?
'

'

'

' Thou lookest with an unthankful eye at what thou
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hast of hope and favor, or thou wouldst not use a term so

ungrateful in speaking of thy sorrows. Remember, Odo,

that our joys in this being are tainted with mortahty, and
that thy unhappiness does not surpass that of thousands

who still struggle with their duties."

This is the difference between the unquiet ocean and
tranquil waters—between the oak and the reed ! The cur-

rent of thy calm existence ma}' be ruffled by the casual

interruption of some trifling obstacle, but the gentle surface

soon subsides, leaving the element limpid and without

stain ! Thy course is that of the flowing and pure spring,

while mine is the torrent's mad and turbulent leaps. Thou
hast, indeed, well said, Ulricke, God did not form us for

each other !

'

'

" Whatever nature may have done toward suiting our

dispositions and desires, Odo, Providence and the world's

usages have interposed to defeat.
'

'

The hermit gazed at the mild speaker with eyes so fixed

and dazzling, that she bowed her own look to the earth.

" No," he murmured rapidly, " heaven and earth have

different destinies—the lion and the lamb different in-

stincts !"
'

' Nay, I will none of this disreputable depreciation of

thyself, poor Odo. That thou hast been erring, we shall

not deny—for who is without reproach ?—but that thou

meritest these harsh epithets, none but thyself would ven-

ture to affirm."

" I have met with many enigmas, Ulricke, in an eventful

and busy life—I have seen those who worked both good

and evil—encountered those who have defeated their own
ends by their own wayward means—but never have I known
one so devoted to the right, that seemed so disposed to ex-

tenuate the sinner' s faults !
'

'

"Then hast thou never met the true lover of God, or

known a Christian. It matters not, Odo, whether we admit

of this or that form of faith,—the fruit of the right tree is

charity and self-abasement, and these teach us to think

humbly of ourselves and kindly of others."
'

' Thou began early to practice these golden rules, or
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surely thou never wouldst have forgotten thine own excel-

lence, or have been readj' to sacrifice it to the heedless

impulses of one so reckless as him to whom thou wast

betrothed! "

The eye of Ulricke grew brighter, but it was merely

because a tinge of color diffused itself on her features.

" I know not for what good purpose, Herr von Ritter-

stein," she said, that these allusions are now made. You
know that I have come to make a last effort to secure the

peace of Meta. Berchthold spoke to me of your intention

to reward the service he did j^our life, and I have now to

say, that if in aught you can do the youth favor, the mo-

ment when it will be most acceptable has come, for Lott-

chen has been too sorely stricken to bear up long against

further grief.
'

'

The hermit was reproved. He turned slowly to one of

his receptacles of worldly stores, and drew forth a packet.

The rattling told his companion that it was of parchment,

and she waited the result with curious interest.

" I will scarce say, Ulricke," he replied, "that this deed

is the price of a life that is scarce worth the gift. Early

in my acquaintance with j-oung Berchthold and Meta, I

wrung their secret from them ; and from that moment it

hath been my greatest pleasure to devise means to secure

the happiness of one so dear to thee. I found in the child,

the simple, ingenuous faith which was so admirable in the

mother, and shall I say that reverence for the latter quick-

ened the desire to ser\^e her offspring ? '

'

" I certainly owe thee thanks, Herr von Ritterstein, for the

constancy of this good opinion," returned Ulricke, show-

ing sensibility.

" Thank me not, but rather deem the desire to serve thy

child a tribute that repentant error gladly paj-s to virtue.

Thou knowest that I am the last of my race, and there

remained naught but to endow some religious house, to let

my estate and gold pass to the feudal prince, or to do this."
'

' I could not have thought it easy to effect this change,

in opposition to the elector's interests !

"

'

' Those have been looked to ; a present fine has smoothed
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che way, and these parchments contain all that is necessary

to install young Berchthold as my substitute and heir."

" Friend ! dear, generous friend !
" exclaimed the mother,

moved to tears, for at that moment, Ulricke saw nothing but

the future happiness of her child assured, and Berchthold

restored to more than his former hopes— '

' generous and

noble Odo!"
The hermit arose, and placed the parchment in her hand,

in the manner of one long prepared to perform the act.

"And now, Ulricke," he said with a forced calm, "this

solemn and imperative duty done, there remaineth but the

last leave-taking.
'

'

'

' Leave-taking ! Thou wilt live with Meta and Berch-

thold—the castle of Ritterstein will be thy resting-place,

after so much sorrow and suffering !

"

" This may not be—my vow—my duties—Ulricke, I fear,

my prudence forbids."
'

' Thy prudence ! Thou art no longer young, dear Odo

—

privations thou ha.st hitherto despised will overload thy

increasing years, and we shall not be happy with the knowl-

edge that thou art suffering for the very conveniences which

thine own liberality hath conferred on others."

" Habit hath taken nature's place, and the hermitage

and the camp are no longer strangers to me. If thou

wouldst secure not only my peace, but my salvation, Ul-

ricke, let me depart. I have already lingered too long near

a scene which is filled with recollections that prove dread

enemies to the penitent."

Ulricke recoiled, and her cheek blanched to paleness.

Every limb trembled, for that quick sj-mpathy, which nei-

ther time nor duty had entirely extinguished, silently ad-

monished her of his meaning. There was a ferv^or in his

voice, too, that thrilled on her ear like tones which, spite

of all her care, the truant imagination would sometimes

recall ; for in no subsequent condition of life, can a woman
entirely forget the long-cherished sounds with which true

love first greets the maiden ear.

" Odo," said a voice so gentle that it caused the heart of

the anchorite to beat, " when dost thou think to depart?"
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"This day—this hour—this minute."
" I believe—yes—thou art right to go !

"

"Ulricke, God will keep thee in mind. Pray often foi

me."
"Farewell, dear Odo."
" God bless thee—may he have mercy on me !

"

There was then a short pause. The hermit approached

and lifted his hands in the attitude of benediction ; twice he

seemed about to clasp the unresisting Ulricke to his bosom,

but her meek, tearful countenance repressed the act, and,

muttering a prayer, he rushed from the hut. Left to herself,

Ulricke sank on a stool, and remained like an image of woe,

tears flowing in streams down her cheeks.

Some minutes elapsed before the wife of Heinrich Frey

was aroused from her forgetfulness. Then the approach of

footsteps told her that she was no longer alone. For the first

time in her life, Ulricke endeavored to conceal her emotion

with a sentiment of shame : but ere this could be effected,

the count and Heinrich entered.

"What hast done with poor Odo von Ritterstein, good

frau—that man of sin and sorrow ?
'

' demanded the latter,

in his hearty, unsuspecting manner.
" He has left us, Heinrich."

"For his castle!—well, the man hath had his share of

sorrow, and ease may not yet come too late. The life of

Odo, lord count, hath not been, like our own histories, of a

nature to make him content. Had that affair of the host,

though at the best but an irreverent and unwarrantable act,

happened in these days, less might have been thought of

it; and then (tapping his wife's cheek), to lose Ulricke'

s

favor was no slight calamity of itself. But what have we
here?"

" 'Tis a deed, by which the Herr von Ritterstein invests

Berchthold with his worldl}^ effects."

The burgomaster hastily unfolded the ample parchment.

At a glance, though unable to comprehend the Latin of the

instrument, his accustomed eye saw that all the usual appli-

ances were there. Turning suddenly to Eraich, for he was

not slow to comprehend the cause of the gift, he exclaimed-^
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"Here is manna in the wilderness ! Our differences are all

liappily settled, nobly-born count, and next to according the

hand of Meta to the owner of the lands of Ritterstein, I

hold it a pleasure to oblige an illustrious friend and patron.

Henceforth, Herr Emich, let there be naught but fair words
between us."

Since entering the hut, the count had not spoken. His
look had studied the tearful eyes and colorless cheeks of

Ulricke, and he put his own constructions on the scene.

Still he did the fair wife of the burgher justice, for, though

less credulous than Heinrich on the subject of his consort's

affections, he too well knew the spotless character of her

mind, to change the opinion her virtue had extorted from

him in earlj^ youth. He accepted the conditions of his

friend with as much apparent frankness as they were of-

fered, and, after a few short explanations, the whole party

left the Heidenmauer together.

Our task is ended. On the following day Berchthold and
Meta were united. The castle and town vied with each

other in doing honor to the nuptials, and Ulricke and Lott-

chen endeavored to forget their own permanent causes of

sorrow in the happiness of their children.

In due time Berchthold took possession of his lands, re-

moving with his bride and mother to the castle of Ritterstein,

which he always affected to hold merely as the trustee of its

absent owner. Gottlob was promoted in his ser\dce, and
having succeeded in persuading Gisela to forget the gay
cavalier who had frequented Hartenburg, these two way-
ward spirits settled down into a half-loving, half-wrangling

couple, for the rest of their lives.

Deurckheim, as is commonly the case with the secondary

actors in most great changes, shared the fate of the frogs in

the fable ; it got rid of the Benedictines for a new master,

and though the burgomaster and Dietrich, in after life, had
many wise discourses, concerning the nature of the revolu-

tion of Limburg, as the first affected to call the destruction

of the abbey, he never could very clearly explain to the un-

derstanding of the latter, the great principles of its merits.

Still the smith was not the less an admirer of the count, and
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to this day his descendants show the figure of a marble

cherub, as a trophy brought away by their ancestor on that

occasion.

Bonifacius and his monks found shelter in other convents,

each endeavoring to lessen the blow, by such expedients as

best suited his tastes and character. The pious Arnolph

persevered to the end, and, believing charity to be the fairest

attribute of the Christian, he never ceased to pray for the

enemies of the church, or to toil that they might have the

benefit of his intercession.

As for Odo von Ritterstein, the country was long moved
by different tales of his fate. One rumor—and it had much
currency—said he was serving in company with Albrecht of

Viederbach, who rejoined his brother knights, and that he

died on the sands of Africa. But there is another tradition

extant in the Jaegerthal, touching his end. It is said that,

thirty years later, after Heinrich, and Emich of Leiningen,

and most of the other actors of this legend, had been called

to their great accounts, an aged wanderer came to the gate

of Ritterstein, demanding shelter for the night. He is

reported to have been well received by Meta, her husband
and son being then absent in the wars, and to have greatly

interested his hostess by the histories he gave of customs

and events in distant regions. Pleased with her guest, the

Madame von Ritterstein (for Berchthold had purchased

this appellation by his courage) urged him to rest himself

another day within her walls. From communicating, the

stranger began to inquire ; and he so knew how to put his

questions, that he soon obtained the history of the family.

Ulricke was the last he named ; and the j^ounger female

inmates of the castle fancied that his manner changed as he

listened to the account of the close of her life, and of her

peaceful and pious end. The stranger departed that very

day, nor would his visit probably have been remembered,

had not his body been shortly after found in the hut of the

Heidenmauer, stiffened by death. Those who love to throw

a coloring of romance over the affections, are fond of believ-

ing this was the hermit, who had found a secret satisfaction,

even at the close of so long a Hfe, in breathing his last on
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the spot where he had finally separated from the woman he

had so long and fruitlessly loved.

To this tradition—true or false—we attach no impor-

tance. Our object has been to show, by a rapidly-traced

picture of life, the reluctant manner in which the mind of a

man abandons old, to receive new, impressions—the incon-

sistencies between profession and practice—the error in con-

founding the good with the bad, in any sect or persuasion

—

the common and governing principles that control the self-

ish, imder every shade and degree of existence—and the

high and immutable qualities of the good, the virtuous,

and of the really noble.
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